PREFACE:
Welcome to the 25th Salt Water Intrusion
Meeting (SWIM), being held from 17 to 22
June 2018 in Gdańsk, Poland. It is our great
honor and pleasure to celebrate with you a
round anniversary of the SWIM conferences,
the first one of which was held in Hannover,
Germany, 50 years ago. SWIM was born as
an initiative of scientists from Germany, the
Netherlands and Denmark concerned about
increased groundwater salinity caused by abstraction of fresh groundwater adjacent to the
sea. Over the years the scope of the meetings
extended to cover a wider range of theoretical
and applied research topics related to coastal
aquifers, including management practices,
protection of groundwater resources, submarine groundwater discharge, methodology of
field investigations and modeling techniques.
Groundwater salinity originating from processes other than seawater encroachment was
also considered. The first meetings have been
organized, mostly on biennial basis, in different European countries, with an increasing
number of participants.
In 2008 SWIM merged with SWICA (Saltwater Intrusion and Coastal Aquifers) conferences. Starting from that year every second
SWIM is held outside Europe - the most recent
one took place in Cairns, Australia in 2016, as
a joint event with Asia-Pacific Coastal Aquifer

Management Meeting (APCAMM), which is
an initiative with similar aims as SWIM, but
focused on a specific region.
The continuous success of SWIM stems
from the fact that a significant proportion of
the world’s population lives on the shores of
oceans and seas. It is estimated that about 30%
of the people on Earth inhabit the first 100 km
from the coast, and they increasingly depend
on groundwater supply.
Many communities and whole nations have to
cope with rising demand for water due to economic development and population growth,
which in turn causes over-exploitation of water resources and deterioration of their quality.
The problem is amplified by expected changes
in precipitation patterns and sea level rise.
Such challenges require close cooperation
between scientists, engineers, water resource
managers and policy makers. In this regard
SWIM conferences provide a forum bringing together participants from academia, private consulting firms, local, state, and national
government agencies, and giving them a possibility to interact in an informal and relaxed
environment.
The proceedings book of 25th SWIM contains
over 130 papers and abstracts submitted by

participants from more than 20 countries. Besides European and American countries, having been the mainstay of SWIM for a long
time, there are attendees from Middle East,
Africa, Asia and Pacific region, which reflects
the global relevance of SWIM themes. Presentations have been grouped around several
topics: case studies of saltwater intrusion, approaches to coastal aquifer management, submarine groundwater discharge, application of
geophysical methods, geochemistry, hydrogeology of islands and modeling studies, including numerical, analytical and physical models.
This is the third SWIM organized in Poland, after the one held in 1990 in Sopot
(close to Gdańsk) and another one in 2000 in
Międzyzdroje on Wolin Island near Szczecin.
Despite relatively low salinity of the Baltic
sea, saltwater intrusion has been extensively
studied in the Baltic countries, in hydrogeological settings varying from sandy spits to deltaic
areas to crystalline bedrock islands. The whole
Tri-city agglomeration of Gdańsk, Sopot and
Gdynia relies almost exclusively on groundwater resources, from Quarternary, Tertiary and
Cretaceous unconsolidated aquifers. A large
proportion of water is obtained from wells located in close vicinity of the sea, which were
particularly vulnerable to increasing salinity
in 1980’s. Since that time, great political, social and economic changes occurred in Poland
and the whole Eastern Europe - regular SWIM
participants have certainly noted the effects.
The transformation also modified groundwater usage patterns, reducing the abstraction for
both industrial and domestic purposes. Consequently, gradual freshening of groundwater
is observed in Gdańsk aquifers. On the other
hand, submarine groundwater discharge is increasingly studied as a potentially important
process leading to contamination of the Baltic
sea, particularly by nutrients originating from
agricultural practices, at least at the local scale.
These issues are reflected in several contributions submitted to the conference.

The 25th SWIM is organized by several institutions: Gdańsk University of Technology, Polish Geological Institute - National
Research Institute, University of Nicolas
Copernicus in Toruń and three institutes of
the Polish Academy of Sciences: Institute of
Hydraulic Engineering in Gdańsk, Institute
of Oceanology in Sopot and Institute
of Geophysics in Warsaw.
We owe sincere gratitude to our sponsor,
KGHM Polska Miedź company. The support
from the members of the Advisory Committee and the Scientific Committee is highly appreciated. Special thanks are to Christian Langevin, Frans Schaars and Mark Bakker, who
volunteered to organize a pre-conference short
course on groundwater modeling in coastal aquifers.
Last but not least we would like to thank all
SWIM participants. This conference is for you
and would not be possible without your support. We do hope that you will enjoy scientific
discussions, exchange experiences and develop new ideas, at the same time discovering
beautiful nature and rich cultural heritage of
the Gdańsk region.

Adam Szymkiewicz,
Andrzej Sadurski,
Beata Jaworska-Szulc
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25. Salt Water Intrusion Meeting, 17-22 June 2018, Gdańsk, Poland
Conference venue: Mercure Gdańsk Stare Miasto hotel,
ul. Jana Heweliusza 22, 80-890 Gdańsk, phone: +48 58 321 00 00
All oral sessions will be held in Gdańska Meeting Room, ground floor

SUNDAY, 17 JUNE
15:00-21:00
16:30-18:30
19:00-21:00

Registration (lobby)
Gdańsk Old Town tour (departure from Mercure hotel)
Ice breaking party (restaurant)

MONDAY, 18 JUNE
08:0009:00-10:30

10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30
11:00-11:30
11:30-11:45
11:45-12:00
12:00-12:15
12:15-12:30
12:30-14:00
14:00-15:30
14:00-14:30
14:30-14:45
14:45-15:00
15:00-15:15

Registration (lobby)
CONFERENCE OPENING -CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF SWIM:
ANNIVERSARY SESSION
Chair: Kristine Walraevens & Adam Szymkiewicz
SWIM reflections: Luc Lebbe, Gualbert Oude Essink, Clifford Voss, Emilio Custodio, Bo Leander, Bohdan Kozerski
Featured presentation: Vincent Post
Fifty years of Salt Water Intrusion Meetings (p. 212)
Coffee break (lobby)
MONDAY, 18 JUNE, SESSION 1 - CASE STUDIES (1)
Chair: Gualbert Oude Essink
Featured presentation: Andrzej Sadurski & Adam Szymkiewicz
Saltwater intrusion on the Polish Baltic coast (p. 265)
Rena Meyer
Past and future evolution of saltwater intrusion in Southern Denmark (p. 175)
Emilio Custodio
Salinity problems in Mediterranean and island coastal aquifers in Spain (p. 40)
Luc Lebbe
Salt water intrusion in the breakthrough valley of the river Aa between the Flemish
coastal plain and the Saint Omer basin (France) (p. 151)
Kristine Walraevens
Groundwater salinization in arid and semi-arid zones (p. 5)
Lunch break (restaurant)
MONDAY, 18 JUNE, SESSION 2 - GEOPHYSICS (1)
Chair: Maurizio Polemio
Featured presentation: Helga Wiederhold
Coastal investigations – a challenge for hydrogeophysics (p. 352)
Joost Delsman
Large-scale, probabilistic airborne salinity mapping for groundwater management
in Zeeland, The Netherlands (p. 63)
Dieter Vandevelde
Groundwater salinity mapping of the Belgian coastal zone to improve
local freshwater storage availability (p. 341)
Marieke Paepen
Assessment of groundwater discharge and saltwater intrusion in the Belgian coastal
area through geophysics (p. 201)

15:15-15:30
15:30-16:00
16:00-18:00
16:00-16:30

16:30-16:45
16:45-17:00
17:00-17:15
17:15-17:30
17:30-17:45
17:45-18:00
18:00-20:30

Andrew Charles Knight
Potential for a vast offshore fresh groundwater body in the Gambier Embayment,
Australia (p. 129)
Coffee break (lobby)
MONDAY, 18 JUNE, SESSION 3 - MODELING (1)
Chair: Jesus Carrera
Featured presentation: Jean-Christophe Comte
Spatiotemporal patterns of saltwater intrusion associated to geological heterogeneities and complex tidal forcing: insights from field-scale, high-resolution investigations (p. 38)
Waldemar Świdziński
Modeling of groundwater flow and salinity evolution near TSF Żelazny Most,
Poland (p. 311)
Anke Schneider
Modeling saltwater intrusion scenarios for a coastal aquifer at the German
North Sea (p. 274)
Mark Bakker
What goes up must come down (p. 20)
Pieter J. Stuyfzand
Analytical modeling of freshwater lenses in different settings: from coastal embryo
dunes in the Netherlands to inland mega dunes in Abu Dhabi (p. 296)
Frans Schaars
Modeling and monitoring methods to prevent salt water intrusion caused by artificial
dune construction (p. 31)
Behzad Mozafari
On the use of COMSOL Multiphysics for seawater intrusion in fractured coastal
aquifers (p. 179)
Poster session & snack (lobby)

TUESDAY, 19 JUNE
08:3009:00-10:30
09:00-09:30
09:30-09:45
09:45-10:00

10:00-10:15
10:15-10:30
10:30-11:00

Registration (lobby)
TUESDAY, 19 JUNE, SESSION 4 - COASTAL AQUIFER MANAGEMENT (1)
Chair: Leanne Morgan
Featured presentation: Adrian Werner
Classes of seawater intrusion: An extension to consider the effects of offshore
aquifers (p. 349)
Mohammad Azizur Rahman
Characterization of a regional coastal zone aquifer using an interdisciplinary
approach – an example from Weser-Elbe region, Lower Saxony, Germany (p. 236)
Laura Martinez
Integrated methodology to characterize hydro-geochemical properties in an alluvial
coastal aquifer affected by seawater intrusion (SWI) and submarine groundwater
discharge (SGD) (p. 173)
Perry de Louw
Land subsidence by peat oxidation leads to enhanced salinization through boils in
Dutch polders (p. 54)
Bill Hu
Modeling seawater intrusion to coastal aquifers in south coast of Laizhou Bay,
China (p. 33)
Coffee break (lobby)

11:00-12:30
11:00-11:15
11:15-11:30

11:30-11:45
11:45-12:00
12:00-12:15
12:15-12:30
12:30-14:00
14:00-15:30
14:00-14:30
14:30-14:45

14:45-15:00
15:00-15:15
15:15-15:30
15:30-16:00
16:00-18:00
16:00-16:15
16:15-16:30

TUESDAY, 19 JUNE, SESSION 5 - COASTAL AQUIFER MANAGEMENT (2)
Chair: Holly Michael
Gualbert Oude Essink
Building up 3D salinity models for estimating fresh groundwater resources in major
deltas under global and climate stresses (p. 195)
Daniel Zamrsky
Estimating characteristic times of regional groundwater systems along the global
coastline with regard to past sea level fluctuations and sediment accumulation
patterns (p. 360)
Joeri van Engelen
3D Paleohydrogeological modelling of the Nile Delta (p. 338)
Geoffrey Cromwell
Three-dimensional lithologic model of the San Diego Coastal Aquifer, Southern
California, USA (p. 39)
Leanne Morgan
Untreated groundwater supply and the Christchurch coastal aquifer system (p. 178)
Namsik Park
Optimal management of freshwater Lens for extreme droughts
in Tongatapu Island (p. 13)
Lunch break (restaurant)
TUESDAY, 19 JUNE, SESSION 6 - SUBMARINE GROUNDWATER
DISCHARGE (1)
Chair: Jimmy Jiao
Featured presentation: Carlos Duque
Hydrogeological flow paths in coastal areas; a dismissed factor for the delivery
of nutrients? (p. 74)
Michael Böttcher
Ferruginous groundwaters as a source of P, Fe, and DIC for coastal waters
of the southern Baltic Sea: (Isotope) hydrobiogeochemistry and the role
of an iron curtain (p. 163)
Beata Szymczycha
Deep submarine groundwater discharge indicated by pore water chloride anomalies
in the Gulf of Gdańsk, southern Baltic Sea (p. 307)
Emilia Bublijewska
A new method of testing groundwater inflow to the seabed, Puck Bay,
South Baltic (p. 29)
Ulf Mallast
Spatiotemporal variability of SGD as indicated by UAV based thermal infrared measurements (p. 169)
Coffee break (lobby)
TUESDAY, 19 JUNE, SESSION 7 - MODELING (2)
Chair: Torben Sonnenborg
Christian Langevin
Variable-density flow and transport in MODFLOW 6 (p. 150)
Vincent Post
It’s hydrogeology but not as we know it: Sub-seafloor groundwater flow driven by
thermal gradients (p. 66)

16:30-16:45
16:45-17:00
17:00-17:15
17:15-17:30
17:30-17:45
17:45-18:00

18:30-19:30
20:00-22:00

Su Yean Teh
MANTRA-O18: An extended version of SUTRA modified to simulate salt and d18O
transport amid water uptake by plants (p. 329)
Husam Baalousha
Modelling saline groundwater pumping at the beach for reverse osmosis desalination
in Qatar (p. 12)
Shaked Stein
Modeling the impact of saline groundwater pumping from coastal aquifers beneath
the fresh-saline water interface for desalination purposes (p. 282)
Abdelrahman Abdelgawad
Transient investigation of the critical pumping rate in laboratory-scale coastal
aquifer (p. 1)
Barret Kurylyk
Short- and long-term salt water intrusion in response to water stress and modified
geology at the Palmyra Atoll National Wildlife Refuge (p. 148)
Hongfan Cao
Impact of the air injection well position on the performance of preventing seawater
intrusion (p. 32)
Soccer match (18:20 meeting at the hotel entrance)
Barbecue party (hotel terrace / restaurant)

WEDNESDAY, 20 JUNE
07:45-18:00
08:15-18:00

Field trip [1] : SWIM to Hel (departure from Mercure hotel)
Field trip [2]: Castle & Delta (departure from Mercure hotel)

THURSDAY, 21 JUNE
09:00-10:30
09:00-09:30
09:30-09:45
09:45-10:00
10:00-10:15
10:15-10:30
10:30-11:00

THURSDAY, 21 JUNE, SESSION 8 - GEOCHEMISTRY
Chair: Pieter Stuyfzand
Featured presentation: Yoseph Yechieli
Rate of seawater intrusion into a deep aquifer determined with radioactive
noble gas isotopes of 81Kr and 39Ar (p. 359)
Vincent Post
Can bomb-peak tritium persist in the transition zone? A case study from
the German island of Langeoog (p. 213)
Janek Greskowiak
Modelling reactive transport of Si and 222Rn to constrain tide-induced seawater
infiltration rates at a meso-tidal beach (p. 89)
Dongmei Han
Migration of shallow saline groundwater across a regional aquitard inferred from Cl
and stable isotope in the North China Plain (p. 73)
Xiaoying Zhang
Composition and function shift of microbial communities in mangrove seedlings
inhabited mudflat during tidal cycles (p. 362)
Coffee break (lobby)

11:00-12:30
11:00-11:15
11:15-11:30
11:30-11:45
11:45-12:00
12:00-12:15
12:15-12:30
12:30-14:00
14:00-15:30
14:00-14:15
14:15-14:30
14:30-14:45
14:45-15:00
15:00-15:15
15:15-15:30
15:30-16:00
16:00-17:45
16:00-16:30

THURSDAY, 21 JUNE, SESSION 9 - GEOPHYSICS (2)
Chair: Alexander Vandenbohede
Matthieu Baïsset
High frequency saltwater intrusion monitoring using borehole geophysical tools
(SMD) (p. 14)
Andrea Palacios
Time-lapse cross hole electrical resistivity tomography (CHERT) for monitoring
seawater intrusion dynamics in a Mediterranean aquifer (p. 203)
Laura del Val
Heat dissipation test with fiber-optic distributed temperature sensing to estimate
groundwater fluxes in an unconsolidated coastal aquifer (p. 61)
Jude King
A quantitative review of 1D airborne electromagnetic inversion methods:
A focus on fresh-saline groundwater mapping (p. 122)
Ian Gottschalk
Using geophysical data to build more realistic saltwater intrusion models (p. 87)
Albert Folch
Seawater intrusion dynamics monitoring with geophysical techniques
combination (p. 82)
Lunch break (restaurant)
THURSDAY, 21 JUNE, SESSION 10 - SUBMARINE GROUNDWATER
DISCHARGE (2)
Chair: Christian Siebert
Jimmy Jiao
Submarine groundwater discharge derived nutrients and red tide outbreaks in Tolo
Harbor, Hong Kong (p. 114)
Till Oehler
Submarine fresh groundwater discharge from a volcanic island into a coral reef
(Lombok, Indonesia) (p. 194)
Christophe Monnin
Seasonal behavior of dissolved inorganic carbon, silica and barium along a salinity
gradient in a shallow coastal lagoon (Etang de La Palme, Southern France) (p. 176)
Marc Diego-Feliu
Ra end-member variability in a dynamic subterranean estuary of a microtidal
Mediterranean coastal aquifer (p. 71)
Janis Ahrens
Efficient nutrient recycling in the subterranean estuary of an exposed
sandy beach (p. 3)
Anner Paldor
Deep submarine groundwater discharge facilitated by seawater circulation
in a confined aquifer (p. 205)
Coffee break (lobby)
THURSDAY, 21 JUNE, SESSION 11 - MODELING (3)
Chair: Chunhui Lu
Featured presentation: Maria Pool
Effects of periodic temporal fluctuations and fluid density effects on mixing and
chemical reactions in coastal aquifers (p. 211)

17:45-18:15

Georg Houben
Sandtank experiments and numerical modeling of coastal aquifer heterogeneity:
fringing reefs, vertical flow barriers and structured conductivity fields (p. 107)
Masahiro Takahashi
Laboratory scale investigation of dispersion effects on saltwater movement due
to cutoff wall installation (p. 323)
Thuy T.M. Nguyen
Seawater intrusion in coastal aquifers: combined effect of salinity
and temperature (p. 192)
Holly Michael
Effects of offshore pumping on groundwater resources in coastal aquifers (p. 358)
Marco Dentz
Mixing, dispersion and reaction under transient flow conditions (p. 64)
Presenting SWIM 2022 candidate(s)

20:00

Conference dinner (restaurant)

16:30-16:45
16:45-17:00
17:00-17:15
17:15-17:30
17:30-17:45

FRIDAY, 22 JUNE
09:00-10:30
09:00-09:15
09:15-09:30
09:30-09:45

09:45-10:00
10:00-10:15
10:15-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30
11:00-11:30

FRIDAY, 22 JUNE, SESSION 12 - CASE STUDIES (2)
Chair: Emilio Custodio
Levi Eldad
Delineating the fresh/ saline groundwater interface in a subsea aquifer
using Ex-Bz marine time domain (p. 157)
Md. Mizanur Rahman Sarker
Salinity distribution in different coastal aquifers of southwest Bangladesh (p. 267)
Floris Naus
Contemporary groundwater salinity in Southwestern Bangladesh as steered
by hydrogeological conditions under palaeohydrological and contemporary
settings (p. 186)
Ángela María Blanco Coronas
Influence of the sea level oscillations on groundwater temperature and salinity
in the coastal Motril-Salobreña Aquifer (p. 27)
Tybaud Goyetche
Effects of a heavy rain event on the hydrodynamical and hydrogeochemical
parameters in an alluvial coastal aquifer (p. 88)
Sebastian Huizer
Impact of coastal forcing and groundwater recharge on the growth
of a fresh groundwater lens in a mega-scale beach nourishment (p. 112)
Coffee break (lobby)
FRIDAY, 22 JUNE, SESSION 13 - HYDROGEOLOGY OF ISLANDS
AND ATOLLS
Chair: Georg Houben
Featured presentation: Clifford Voss
Seawater flooding is becoming more frequent on low-elevation islands: Strategies
to mitigate impacts on groundwater supply (p. 85)

11:30-11:45
11:45-12:00
12:00-12:15
12:15-12:30
12:30-14:00
14:00-15:30
14:00-14:15
14:15-14:30
14:30-14:45
14:45-15:00
15:00-15:15

15:15-15:30
15:30-16:00
16:00-16:30

Chunhui Lu
Enhancing the freshwater lens volume of an island by reducing the hydraulic
conductivity of the exterior region (p. 168)
Tobias Holt
Evolution of a young freshwater lens on a currently developing barrier island,
‘Ostplate’, Spiekeroog (p. 101)
Ferdinand Oberle
Atoll groundwater movement from rainfall to overwash (p. 193)
Katsushi Shirahata
Tidal response method with simple decomposition techniques to determine hydraulic
parameters of freshwater-lens aquifer (p. 283)
Lunch break (restaurant)
FRIDAY, 22 JUNE, SESSION 14 - COASTAL AQUIFER MANAGEMENT (3)
Chair: Wesley Danskin
Alexander Vandenbohede
Towards a MAR system for sustainable drinking water production in the Flemish
polders (Belgium) (p. 340)
Lucas Borst
MAR with salinization through the back door (p. 28)
Marc Walther
Is sea water intrusion by groundwater over-abstraction even worse than what we
expected? - Part 2: Understanding parameter sensitivity in field-scale (p. 348)
Niels Hartog
Enabling the reuse of industrial wastewater to meet intense freshwater demands by
greenhouse agriculture using Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) (p. 95)
Denis Neyens
Monitoring the groundwater quality/quantity from your desktop – application
to salt water intrusion monitoring EMI: Environmental data Management
Interface (p. 187)
Joseph Hughes
Aquifer compaction–a threat to coastal aquifers (p. 111)
ANNOUNCING SWIM 2020: Wesley Danskin
CONFERENCE CLOSING
Farewell coffee (lobby)

25. Salt Water Intrusion Meeting, 17-22 June 2018, Gdańsk, Poland
Conference venue: Mercure Gdańsk Stare Miasto hotel,
ul. Jana Heweliusza 22, 80-890 Gdańsk, phone: +48 58 321 00 00
Poster session will be held in hotel lobby

Sorted alphabetically by surname of presenting author
1

Abdelrahman Abdelgawad
Experimental and numerical saltwater upconing investigation on heterogeneous
coastal aquifer (p. 2)

2

Ilja America
Influence of tides, bathymetry, lithology and regional flows on the salinization
process in nature area the Rammegors (p. 60)

3

Jānis Bikše
An approach to delineate groundwater bodies at risk: Seawater intrusion
in Liepāja (Latvia) (p. 21)

4

Jean-Christophe Comte
Three-dimensional finite element modelling of geophysical electric response
on complex saltwater intrusion scenarios (p. 86)

5

Kevin De Vriendt
Mixing and calcite dissolution in heterogeneous coastal aquifers
– A numerical 2D study (p. 60)

6

Laura del Val
Temperature as tracer for fresh/salt water interface monitoring (p. 62)

7

Carlos Duque
The subterranean estuary: descriptive term or confusing jargon? (p. 75)

8

Lidia Dzierzbicka-Głowacka
WaterPUCK - Integrated information and prediction Web Service for
the surface water and groundwater located in the Puck District (Poland) (p. 76)

9

Pia Ebeling
Feasibility of mixed hydraulic barriers to remediate seawater-intrusion
in shallow aquifers (p. 80)

10

Riley Gannon
Reconstructing 20,000 years of precipitation to constrain a deep groundwater
model of the San Diego–Tijuana area, USA and Mexico, and implications for
future models (p.84)

11

Michael Grinat
Long-time resistivity monitoring of a freshwater/saltwater transition zone using
the vertical electrode system SAMOS (p.91)

12

Ryszard Hoc
Location changes of Wydrzany groundwater intake in Polish part of the Uznam
Island aimed at groundwater state improvement (p.96)

13

Georg J. Houben
300 years of coastal salinization research in Germany – the Homann (1718) map
of the Christmas Flood of 1717 (p.102)

14

Georg J. Houben
Historical documents shed new light on the contributions of Alexander Herzberg
to coastal hydrogeology (p.105)

15

Miriam Ibenthal
Determination of governing processes that drive groundwater flow between
a coastal peatland and the Baltic Sea (p.113)

16

Dorota Kaczor-Kurzawa
Tectonically conditioned brine leakage into usable freshwater aquifers – implica
tions for the quality of groundwater exploited in central Poland (p.115)

17

Hamed Ketabchi
Sea-Level Rise Impacts on Heterogeneous Coastal Aquifers: A Numerical Study
on Salt Water Intrusion Behavior (p.120)

18

Żaneta Kłostowska
Hydrochemical characterization of various groundwater and seepage water
resources located in the Bay of Puck, Southern Baltic Sea (p. 123)

19

Behshad Koohbor
Fourier series solution for an anisotropic and layered configuration of the disper
sive Henry Problem (p.130)

20

Arkadiusz Krawiec
Groundwater chemistry and origin of the Vistula Delta plain (p.141)

21

Miguel Angel Marazuela
3D mapping, hydrodynamics and modelling of the freshwater-brine mixing zone
in salt flats similar to the Salar de Atacama (Chile) (p. 170)

22

Laura Martinez
Laboratory experiments on alluvial coastal sediments to characterize radium
desorption in mixing waters (p. 171)

23

Christophe Monnin
Study of the chemical fluxes associated with SGD in several hotspots along
the French Mediterranean coastline (p. 337)

24

Mike Müller-Petke
Generating hydraulic models by upscaling geophysical joint inversion through
airborne electromagnetics (p.262)

25

Gualbert H.P. Oude Essink
Potential map for large-scale implementation of subsurface water solutions: 		
COASTAR (p.199)

26

Gualbert H.P. Oude Essink
Parallel Computing with SEAWAT (p. 347)

27

Joonas Pärn
Intrusion of saline water into a coastal aquifer containing palaeogroundwater
in northern Estonia (p.206)

28

Philippe Pezard
Innovative downhole geophysical methods for high frequency seawater intrusion
dynamics monitoring (p.209)

29

Maurizio Polemio
An overview of coastal Apulian wetlands (Southern Italy) (p.53)

30

Maurizio Polemio
Deep geoelectrical investigation to bound a coastal thermal outflow area (p. 251)

31

Dawid Potrykus
Assessing groundwater vulnerability to sea water intrusion in the coastline
of the inner Puck Bay using GALDIT method (p.217)

32

BN Priyanka
Upscaling of Anisotropic Hydraulic Conductivity in a Coastal Aquifer (p.223)

33

Małgorzata Pruszkowska-Caceres
Seawater intrusion due to pumping mitigated by natural freshwater flux:
a case study in Władysławowo, northern Poland (p.224)

34

Maria Przewłócka
Freshening of salinized groundwater in Gdańsk Quaternary aquifer (p.230)

35

Per Rasmussen
Modeling the efficiency of subsurface water solutions for controlling saltwater
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Transient Investigation of the Critical Pumping Rate in
Laboratory-Scale Coastal Aquifer
Abdelrahman M. Abdelgawad1, Antoifi Abdoulhalik 2 and Ashraf A. Ahmed3
1
Civil Eng. Department, Faculty of Engineering, Applied Science Private University,
Amman, Jordan
2
School of Natural and Built Environment, Queen‘s University Belfast, Belfast, UK
3
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, Brunel University London, UK
ABSTRACT
This research investigated the transient saltwater upconing in response to pumping from a
well in a laboratory-scale coastal aquifer. Laboratory experiments were completed in a 2D
flow tank for a homogeneous aquifer where the time evolution of the saltwater wedge was
analysed during the upconing and the receding phase following the cease of abstraction. The
SEAWAT code was used for validation purposes and to thereafter examine the sensitivity of
the critical pumping rate (defined here as the rate at which the 1% salt contour line of the
cone apex reaches the well) and the critical time (defined as the time needed for the
upconing to reach the well) to the well design and hydrogeological parameters. Results
showed that the critical pumping rate and the critical time were more sensitive to the
variations of the well location than the well depth. The critical time increased with
increasing the location and depth ratios following a relatively simple linear equation. For all
the configurations tested, the lowest critical pumping rate was found for the lowest hydraulic
conductivity, which reflects the vulnerability of low permeability aquifer to salinization of
pumping wells. In addition, higher saltwater densities led to smaller critical pumping rate
and shorter critical time. The influence of the saltwater density on the critical time was more
significant for wells located farther away from the initial position of the interface. Moreover,
increasing the dispersivity induced negligible effects on the critical pumping rate, but
reduced the critical time for a fixed pumping rate.
Contact Information: Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, Brunel University
London, Kingston Lane, Uxbridge UB83PH, UK, Email: ashraf.ahmed@brunel.ac.uk
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Experimental and numerical saltwater upconing investigation on
heterogeneous coastal aquifer
Antoifi Abdoulhalik1, Abdelrahman M. Abdelgawad 2 and Ashraf A. Ahmed3
1
School of Natural and Built Environment, Queen‘s University Belfast, Belfast, UK
2
Civil Eng. Department, Faculty of Engineering, Applied Science Private University,
Amman, Jordan.
3
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, Brunel University London, UK
ABSTRACT
This research is introducing a novel application to investigate the effect of critical or
maximum pumping rate at which 1% of saltwater wedge reaches the well in heterogeneous
coastal aquifer. Seven numerical and experimental tests were examined in triple layers
stratified aquifer with different values of hydraulic conductivity (K) in the order of high-lowhigh pattern. Five experiments had incremental values of pumping rates and the first and
seventh experiments were without pumping to present the initial and the receding conditions,
respectively. Quantitative and qualitative matching showed that 2D numerical analysis using
SEAWAT code validated the experimental results with a very good percentage of error
(7.6%). The sensitivity of the critical pumping rate and the critical time (defined as the time
needed for the upconing to reach the well) to the well configurations and aquifer
heterogeneity was examined. Mainly three aquifer configurations were examined, contrast
ratio of hydraulic conductivity, low K layer thickness, and low K layer location. Results
showed that, critical pumping rate decreased with the increasing of the contrast ratio which
reflects the vulnerability of the well to be salinized under the heterogeneous condition and
the critical time decreased with the increasing of hydraulic conductivity contrast ratio. Low
K layer thickness effect showed higher contribution to the critical pumping rate than contrast
ratio effect. The percentage of the change in critical pumping rate in different low K layer
location was less than 1%, however the critical time was significantly decreasing by the
decreasing of the vertical distance between low K layer and the well.
Contact Information: Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, Brunel University
London, Kingston Lane, Uxbridge UB83PH, UK, Email: ashraf.ahmed@brunel.ac.uk
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Efficient nutrient recycling in the subterranean estuary of an
exposed sandy beach
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Hannelore
Waska4,
Bernhard
Schnetger1,
and
Hans-Jürgen
Brumsack1
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(ICBM), University of Oldenburg, Germany
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3
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(ICBM), University of Oldenburg, Germany
4
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ABSTRACT
To date, most studies on the biogeochemistry of submarine groundwater discharge (SGD)
were conducted on sheltered beach sites. In contrast, studies focusing on exposed sandy
beaches, which cover wide areas of global ice-free shorelines, are scarce. At our study site –
the mesotidal, high-energy beach of Spiekeroog Island, NW Germany – tide-induced
seawater recirculation is the dominating process influencing SGD to the costal sea (Beck et
al. 2017). The composition of SGD is set within the recirculation cell of the subterranean
estuary. Main controlling factors are water residence times, microbial respiration rates, and
the supply with fresh marine organic matter and electron acceptors. The response of
biogeochemical processes to these driving forces was studied by performing different
spatially resolved sampling techniques during different seasons, namely pore water profiling
(a) along cross-shore transects and (b) on a high resolution grid (~200x200m) capturing the
intertidal ridge-and-runnel-morphology.
Our results show, that pore water is successively being enriched in macronutrients (N, P) and
micronutrients (Fe, Mn) compared to seawater. Nutrient concentrations in saline pore waters
of discharge areas were found to be in the same order of magnitude or even higher than
concentrations observed in deep groundwater wells of the inland freshwater lens. Thus, in
our study area of comparably low anthropogenic influence, nutrient remineralization in the
seawater recirculation cell – driven by the continuous delivery of seawater-derived electron
acceptors and donors – may outmatch the conveyor of nutrients to the subterranean estuary
by meteoric, old groundwater. The investigation results showed that the intensity of nutrient
remineralization and their respective transformation changes with season, as well as with
changes in beach morphology and seawater composition. It suggests that the high dynamics
in hydrological and hydrobiochemical conditions at the beach have a profound effect on
subsurface biogeochemical patterns. Flux calculations need to account for these effects, in
order not to under- or overestimate the impact of SGD on coastal water chemistry.
REFERENCES
Beck, M., A. Reckhardt, J.Amelsberg, A. Bartholomä, H.-J. Brumsack, H. Cypionka, T. Dittmar, B.
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ABSTRACT
Hydrochemistry of the coastal aquifers of arid and semi-arid regions is very complex. The
coastal aquifers in these regions are particularly at risk due to intrusion of salty marine water
as a result of groundwater exploitation. The upper aquifer in the centre of Jifarah Plain, NW
Libya, is one of the most typical examples of overexploited coastal aquifers in the
Mediterranean countries. Jifarah Plain has experienced progressive seawater intrusion in the
coastal aquifers since 1950s because of its ever increasing water demand from underground
water resources. The plain is a typical area where the contamination of the aquifer as a result
of groundwater overexploitation is very developed. All groundwater samples collected from
the study area indicate salinisation and pollution of the aquifer. The results demonstrate high
values of the parameters Electrical Conductivity, Na+ + K+, Mg2+, Cl- and SO42- at the coast
which can be attributed to seawater intrusion, where Cl- and SO42- are the major pollutants of
the aquifer. The water types according to the Stuyfzand groundwater classification are
mostly CaCl, NaCl, CaSO4 and Ca/MgMix. These water types indicate that groundwater
chemistry is changed by cation exchange reactions during the mixing process between
freshwater and seawater in the coast and gypsum/anhydrite dissolution in the south. The
intensive extraction of groundwater from the aquifer reduces freshwater outflow to the sea,
creates drawdown cones and lowering of the water table at the coast. Irrigation with
nitrogen fertilizers probably is responsible for the high NO3- concentration in the south of the
region.
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Influence of tides, bathymetry, lithology and regional flows on the
salinization process in nature area the Rammegors
Ilja America¹, Perry de Louw2, George Bier1, Sjoerd van der Zee1
1 Environmental Sciences, Wageningen University, Wageningen, Netherlands
2 Deltares
ABSTRACT
Nature area Rammegors, which has recently been transformed from a fresh inner-dyke
nature area to a salt tidal area. Due to this transformation, salt water is infiltrating in a fresh
waterlens. This salinisation process is investigated in more detail by two- and three
dimensional models together with mearsurements in the area. Zeeland project FRESHEM
has provided detailed isohaline maps of the area and Deltares is making transient isohaline
maps based on measurements made by an ERT-cable which is situated in Rammegors. These
data has been and will be used to investigate which factors; bathymetry, lithology, tides or
regional groundwater flow, will have the largest impact on the salinization process in
Rammegors. This investigation shows that discretization size has an influence on the speed
and spatial distribution of salt plumes. Lithology has the largest influence on the salinization
process, followed by bathymetry. Spring and neap tides do differ from the normal tides
situation only when bathymetry is not taken into account.
INTRODUCTION
Rammegors (figure 1) was still an inner-dike nature reserve near the island of Tholen,
wedged by the Scheldt-Rhine channel on the one hand and the Easternscheldt on the other,
40 years ago. It took part of a dynamic tidal system consisting of deep channels, tidal flats
and salt marshes (De Louw et al., 2016). This changed with the construction of the ScheldtRhine canal, 40 years ago. Rammegors was isolated for that part of the Easternscheldt and
changed from an open tidal area to a fresh inner-dike nature area. Typical salty tidal nature
that is unique in Europe, was lost by the creation of Rammegors. This unique salty tidal
nature is still present in the Easternscheldt. However, since the construction of the storm
surge barrier in 1986, less water has been flowing into and out of the Easternscheldt which
result in a decrease in tidal amplitudes, volumes and velocities of the water but most of all, a
decrease in sediment exchange. A situation is created where erosion and sedimentation are
not in equilibrium with each other. This is called the sand deficit problem or either 'sand
hunger'. The ecological value of the area decreases because the surface of intertidal areas is
reducing 50 ha per year, on average (De Louw et al., 2016). In order to give this valuable
nature more space, the connection between Rammegors and Easternscheldt is restored. This
creates a salt tidal area, where salt marshes can thrive again and birds can find food on the
mud flats. The Rammegors is therefore completely given back to the Easternscheldt. The
recovery of the original Zeeland landscape, but now controlled behind a safe dike. This
MSc-study focuses on nature area Rammegors which experiences an unstable density
stratification, as heavier seawater lies on top of lighter freshwater, since the connection with
the Eastern Scheldt in December 2016. This freshwater forms a lens which was created by
precipitation-excess when the Rammegors was embanked by dikes (Pauw, 2015). The
unstable density stratification can give rise to free convection (fingering) were salinization
occurs much more rapid because advective flow is driven by density differences (Post and
Kooi, 2003).
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Figure 1. Study area: nature area Rammegors, the Netherlands (Google Maps). Dotted
white line is transect where 2 dimensional model will be based upon.
The general scarcity of high-resolution field data is the main cause that the role of density
driven fingering triggered by seawater inundation, has not yet fully assessed under field
conditions. Many studies have investigated the process of free convection in unstable
conditions in the past (Wooding et al. 1997a,b; Simmons et al., 1999; Kinzelbach, 2000; Post
et al., 2004). Most of them have focused on small-scale problems and almost no aquifer scale
investigations have been done, due to the strict discretization requirements (Kooi et al.,
2000).
Many areas in the world (will) experience salinization because of sea level rise. This is
mainly caused by lateral seawater intrusion or vertical infiltration during ocean surge
inundation (Yu et al., 2016). Especially low-lying estuaries will experience higher grades of
salinization in the future because those areas will be inundated earlier (FitzGerald et al.,
2008; Ketabchi et al., 2016). Unfortunately, these future inundations will not be controlled
and could therefore damage large parts of the world. It is therefore of great importance to
understand the salinization process in Rammegors, where inundations are controlled, in
order to minimalize damage in possible future inundations all over the world.
The previous mentioned studies have provided much understanding in the free convection
process on small scale. The scarcity of high-resolution field data and the low computation
ability prevented investigation on larger scales, which could be validated with trustworthy
data. Nature area Rammegors is currently changing to a controlled dynamic tidal system
consisting of tidal flats and salt marshes. It is therefore the perfect situations to investigate
how an area transforms from a freshwater nature area to a saltwater nature area. In the period
2014 and 2015, several electromagnetic measurements has been made commissioned by the
province of Zeeland, Deltares, BGR and TNO for the Zeeland-project FRESHEM. These
electromagnetic measurements gives information about the fresh, brackish and saline
groundwater. An ERT-cable has been installed by Deltares to measure the salinization
process in more detail during time. These isohaline images are still in development and are
hopefully finished in June, so they can be showed during the SWIM.
The main goal of this MSc-studyis to investigate which factors; bathymetry, lithology, tides
or regional groundwater flow, will have the largest impact on the salinization process in
Rammegors. The influence of discretization size, is also be investigated.
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Figure 2. Isohaline FRESHEM map of 2D transect.
METHODS
In order to investigate how tides, bathymetry, lithology and regional groundwater flow
influence free convection and salinization processes in nature area the Rammegors, a 2
dimensional model has been created in a generic MODFLOW/MT3DMS-based computer
program, named SEAWAT in a GMS environment. A first impression of the spatial
distribution of the chloride concentrations in March 2015 is made with the FRESHEM data
of Rammegors. Figure 2 shows the isohaline map of the transect (figure 1) made with the
FRESHEM data. The thin salt layer which is located at the top of the salt layer is exactly
located in the gully where salt water is flowing. It also shows that the fresh water lens which
is created in 40 years is 15 meter thick, on average.
A 2 dimensional model has been made to understand the process of free convection in more
detail. First, the influence of discretization size on the spatial and temporal scales on the free
convection process are investigated. Six different discretization sizes (0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 25
meter) has been used. The model is based on a transect in the south-west of Rammegors
(figure 1). This transect is situated perpendicular to the hydraulic heads, therefore no
sideways fluxes are expected. Some parts of this transect will be inundated
always/periodically/never due to its bathymetry and tides. Table 1 shows the implementation
of the different factors. The lower elevated areas, which are present due to bathymetry, will
always be inundated whereas higher elevated areas will periodically be inundated due to the
influence of tides. The discretization size with the most detail and relative lowest
computational burden will eventually be used for nine different versions where the impact of
regional groundwater flow, tides, bathymetry and lithology on the salinization process will
be investigated. In the first version (a) the variable density flow will be switched off and in
the second version (b) it will be turned on. This second version will be the reference case to
which all other versions are compared to . In the third version (c), a simplified bathymetry
transect is implemented. Lithology is implemented in the fourth version (d). In fifth till
eighth version (e-h), tides, springtide, tides with bathymetry and springtide with bathymetry
are implemented, respectively. In the last version (i), all factors are implemented in a
combined version.
In the last stage, a 3 dimensional model will be created where all factors will be
implemented. In this model, the future perspective of Rammegors will be created. The 3Dmodel is under construction and therefore not shown here.
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Table 1. Implementation of different factors in 2 dimensional model.
Factor
Bathymetry
Lithology
Tides
Spring and neap tides

Implementation
5 different levels ranging from +1.42 m NAP (left) to +0.36 m
NAP (right).
7 lithological layers, with poorly permeable layers around -13 m
NAP and -25 m NAP.
Sinusoidal shape of 0.98 + 0.4sin(
.
Sinusoidal shape of 0.98 + 0.2sin(

+ 0.4sin(

.

RESULTS
Discretization size
In figure 3, the concentration contours after 10 years are shown with different discretization
sizes, ranging from 0.5 till 25 meter. A clear distinction in plume shapes between the smaller
discretization sizes (0.5 till 2 meter) and the larger discretization sizes (5 till 25 meter) can
be observed, whereby the smaller discretization sizes show more detailed plumes. With
increasing discretization size the amount of plumes with concentrations higher than 20 kg m3
increases within the scales till 1 meter. The free convection plumes which are developed
with a discretization size of 2 meter, are more emerged and broader than the plumes that
were formed at smaller scales. The areas where fresh water flows in the direction of surface
are clearly visible when the discretization size is small. This indicates that the heavier salt
water can flow downwards and lighter freshwater will flow upwards. The start locations of
the different plumes do differ which indicate that there are no preferential start locations.
The concentration contours of the larger discretization sizes show large salt containing areas,
which do not look like plumes. The areas become larger when discretization size increases.
The locations where no salt is observed are more or less the same but decreases with
increasing discretization size. The influence of the boundaries are clearly visible in the
models when smaller discretization sizes have been used. The plumes which have formed in
the models with larger discretization sizes migrate faster downwards. The salt mass, which is
present in earlier stages, is higher and with that the maximum salt mass is reached earlier.
Factors influencing salinization process
In figure 4, the concentrations contours for the different factors after 10 years can be
observed. By comparing figures 4a and 4b with each other, the influence of density and thus
convection becomes clear. In figure 4a, no plumes are present. The salt infiltrates very
gradually downwards. The infiltration is influenced by both boundaries as the infiltration
goes faster at the left and right boundaries. When only bathymetry is implemented in the
model, the plumes have changed to larger salt containing areas and the shape of the original
plumes have diminished completely (figure 4c). The model where only lithology is
implemented, shows an increase in salt concentration in the upper most layer which forms a
dense salty layer (figure 4d). Figures 4e till 4h show how spring and neap tides differ from a
normal tide situation where bathymetry is taken into account and not. In the situations where
bathymetry is not implemented the salinization process shows the same pattern as the initial
situation. The plumes are only smaller, thinner and less dense. The situation where
springtides are implemented (figure 4f) shows more plumes than the situation where normal
tides are implemented (figure 4e). The positions of these plumes are not the same. The
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plumes in the situations where bathymetry (figures 4g and 4h) is implemented have more or
less the same location and their shapes are almost the same. In the situation where all factors
are combined, the influence of bathymetry is clearly visible by the 4 different section of
plumes. The plumes are larger when the surface is covered by water for a longer period
which is influenced by tides (most right plume). The most left plume, which has no water
levels on the left hand side, is also large. The influence of lithology is clearly visible by an
abrupt change in concentration distribution.

Figure 3. Concentration contours after 10 years with different discretization sizes.

Figure 4. Concentration contour after 10 years for different factors on the salinization
process, with a discretization size of 1 meter.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, discretization size has a major influence if free convection wants to be
measured and recorded. There is a large difference between small and large discretization
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sizes, whereas small discretization sizes show free convection plumes and large
discretization sizes not. Lithology has the largest influence on the salinization process,
followed by bathymetry. The influence of bathymetry is mainly caused by preferential start
location, which are located at the transition zones where higher elevated areas begin. Spring
and neap tides do differ from the normal tides situation only when bathymetry is not
involved.
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ABSTRACT
Qatar is an arid country, with limited water resources and little rainfall. The country relies on
desalination of seawater to meet the increasing water demand for municipal and industrial
needs, while the agricultural sector uses the precious fresh groundwater. Groundwater
underneath Qatar is mostly saline or brackish with only small lenses of fresh water in the
northern part of the country.
Desalination technology currently used in Qatar is based on thermally driven multi-stage
flash (MSF) using direct water take from the sea as a feed. MSF consumes higher energy
compared to reverse osmosis. The energy consumption of reverse osmosis is less than one
third compared to MSF. However, the reverse osmosis requires pre-treatment when the
seawater is directly used. To overcome the pre-treatment cost, beach wells can be used as a
feed instead of direct seawater. The beach sand works as a filter and thus the input needs
minimal pre-treatment. The challenge is the yield of beach wells, which should be enough to
feed a large desalination plant. To investigate the yield and the effect of beach wells
pumping on the groundwater system, the Sea Water Intrusion package (SWI2) in
MODFLOW was used. The most suitable sites for beach wells were investigated, taking into
consideration the maximum possible yield.
Model results show the maximum yield of wells at a depth of 100 meters is 16000 m3 per
km2. This quantity is good enough for a medium size reverse osmosis plant. Based on
hydrogeological settings, the proposed location for the beach wells is near Al-Khor town on
the eastern coast of Qatar, and to the north of it.
Contact Information: Husam Baalousha, Qatar Environment and Energy Research Institute,
Hamad bin Khalifa University, Doha, Qatar. P O Box 34110
Email:hbaalousha@hbku.edu.qa
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Optimal Management of Freshwater Lens for Extreme Droughts
in Tongatapu Island
Roshina Babu1, Namsik Park1, Sunkown Yoon2 and Taaniela Kula3
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ABSTRACT
Groundwater is the only perennial source of freshwater in the Tongatapu Island, the largest
island of Kingdom of Tonga. Rainfall harvesting allows additional but intermittent
freshwater. Groundwater exists in the form of a thin lens on top of subsurface seawater; the
thickness reaches up to 15 m. In the first phase of the project a steady state sharp interface
numerical model was developed to assess the status of the freshwater lens in the island. The
model result was calibrated against observed freshwater thickness values at 16 monitoring
wells. The numerical model estimated the total volume of fresh groundwater residing in the
259 km2 island to be approximately 2 Gm3. However, more than half of the volume exists in
the thinner part of the lens with the thickness less than 10 m where groundwater
development is susceptible to saltwater up coning. More than 250 pumping wells are known
to exist and withdraw roughly 27,250 m3/d. Fifty of them are public wells and are clustered
in the small well field. Other wells are village wells and are dispersed throughout the island.
Locations of more than half of village wells are not known. The steady state model was used
to assess impacts of various hypothetical conditions. In the second phase of the project an
unsteady state model was developed to investigate impacts of future droughts. Selected
GCM prediction was used to identify periods with the worst drought indices: the longest
drought period reached to 77 months. Impacts of the drought were significant. When public
wells continued to operate at the same pumping rate, saltwater would start to intrude a well
after 23 months into the drought and contaminated up to 23 public wells during the drought.
The total freshwater production was reduced to 83.1 % of that of the normal condition. The
minimum daily freshwater production would be as low as 50% of that of the normal
condition. An optimization model was developed to identify the optimal pumping schedule
to investigate if more groundwater can be extracted without saltwater intrusion during the
period. Fifty public wells were divided into four groups depending on the maximum
saltwater intrusion ratios. The drought period was divided into 13 blocks of six months.
Pumping wells in each group were to operate at the same pumping rate during a six-month
block. The target of the optimization was to identify 52 (=4*13) pumping rates to maximize
the total volume of freshwater production during the drought. The simulation-optimization
model identified a pumping schedule which would produce 91.2 % of the total volume under
the normal condition. The minimum daily production was 75 % of that of the normal
condition. Although droughts are never known in advance, the simulation-optimization
model offers a useful tool in managing groundwater resources in islands.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
This research was supported by the funding (17AWMP-B066761-05) from the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and Transport of Korea.
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High frequency saltwater intrusion monitoring using borehole
geophysical tools (SMD)
M. Baïsset1, D. Neyens1
1
imaGeau, Montpellier, Hérault, FRANCE
ABSTRACT
In February 2016, two remote controlled geophysical monitoring tools (SMD) have been
installed for the first time in the Reunion Island. Settled into two piezometers drilled into a
basaltic coastal aquifer, between the ocean and a production well, they allow the record of
groundwater electrical conductivity (ECw) logs on a 30 min basis. Thanks to those two tools,
water operator continuously knows the shape and the position of the SWI as data are
available online on a secured web application designed especially for SWI data management.
During the observation period a 5,15 m rise of SWI interface has been recorded. Knowing
the average porosity, water table elevation and SWI interface position it is possible to
estimate available fresh groundwater volume. Along a 1 km band between extraction well
and the ocean, available fresh groundwater volume was found to be 1 259 000 m3 in June
2016. In June 2017, due to SWI progression this volume was found to be 777 000 m3, that to
say a 480 000 m3 volume of freshwater replaced by brackish water.
SMD network will now be spread in the Reunion Island to improve coastal extraction well
management knowing SWI shape and position on a high frequency basis.
INTRODUCTION
Due to a high demographic pressure, Reunion Island coastal aquifers are more and more
subject to saltwater intrusion. Some coastal wells settled too close from the shore, in basaltic
aquifers has to be abandoned, and new ones have to be drilled farthest from the coastline
inducing financial damaged. As saltwater intrusion is increasing years after years on this
island, it demands strong investments to precisely monitor fresh/saline interface position and
its evolution according freshwater abstractions.
To achieve this objective, two remote controlled geophysical monitoring tools (SMD) have
been installed into two piezometers settled in between the coastline and a production wells.
They allow the record of hourly EC vertical logs to know on an hourly basis SWI interface
position. Those geophysical tools are connected to a Web application (EMI) used by water
operator to adapt fresh water extraction flow rate according to SWI.
METHODS
An SMD is an autonomous geophysical tool installed in a screened PVC piezometer used to
constantly record water‘s electrical conductivity along the aquifer‘s vertical axis. It provides
a real-time picture of the position and evolution of the saltwater intrusion available online on
a web application. Two SMD have been installed in piezometers settled rescpectively at 125
m and 355 m from the Indian Ocean. They continuisly record EC logs every 30 min from 2
m absl to 27 m absl with a 100 cm vectival resolution.
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Figure 1. SMD localization named JOS1 and JOS2.
RESULTS
During the observation period, from February 2016 to July 2017, more than 20 000 ECw
logs have been recorded. This huge data amount allows analyzing SWI movement according
different tide events, different rain events and different well extraction rates. Furthermore, it
allows accurate calculation of monthly SWI interface mean position without artefact. Indeed,
comparison of punctual logs do not allows apprehending low frequency SWI interface
movements as they are not recorded in comparable tide event, rain event or swell event.

Figure 2. SWI shape measured by SMD.
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During the observation period at JOS 1 SMD, a 17% water conductivity increase has been
recorded between the two dry seasons and a 22% water conductivity increase has been
record between the two rainy seasons (Figure 3). Mean SWI interface position (1mS/cm
limit) is going 30 cm up from June 2016 to June 2017.
At JOS 2 SMD located 200 m further inland, a 35% water conductivity increase has been
recorded between the two dry seasons and a 32% water conductivity increase has been
recorded between the two rainy seasons (Figure 4). Mean SWI interface position (1mS/cm
limit) is going 5,15 m up from June 2016 to June 2017.
Figure 5 presents comparison of SWI interface position between June 2016 and June 2017
(1mS/cm limit).

Figure 3. SMD logs measured by JOS 1 from July 2016 to July 2017.
Available fresh groundwater volume along 1 km coastline can thus be estimate knowing
position of SWI interface (1mS/cm limit), water table elevation and mean porosity according
the following equation:
Available fresh groundwater volume = porosity x (Area between Water table and SWI
interface) x 1000
As water table elevation and SWI position are measured on a 30 min base, it is possible to
know available fresh groundwater volume at this range of time. Monthly average can also be
calculated to know the impact of SWI on available fresh groundwater amount. Figure 6
presents fresh groundwater volume balance from June 2016 to June 2017. This total balance
gives a 480 000 m3 volume of freshwater lost, replaced by brackish water during the
observation period.
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Figure 4. SMD logs measured by JOS 2 from July 2016 to July 2017.

Figure 5. SWI interface position in June 2016 and June 2017 (1mS/cm limit)
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Figure 6. Calculation of available fresh groundwater on a 1km coastline band.

Figure 7. Monthly freshwater volume loss or gain between June 2016 and June 2017 in
cubic meter on a 1km coastline band.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This is the first SMD network that has been installed in the Reunion Island. Since the
beginning of the measurement period, more than 20 000 EC logs have been recorded
allowing to know SWI interface position on a 30 min basis.
These measurements have showed a 5,15 m rise of SWI position (1mS/cm limit) between
June 2016 and June 2017. Knowing the average porosity, water table elevation and SWI
interface position it is possible to estimate available fresh groundwater volume. Along a 1
km band between extraction well and the Ocean, available fresh groundwater volume was
found to be 1 259 000 m3 in June 2016. In June 2017, due to SWI progression this volume
was found to be 777 000 m3, that to say a 480 000 m3 volume of freshwater replaced by
brackish water.
In the Reunion Island, SMD network will now be spread to improve coastal extraction well
management knowing SWI shape and position on a high frequency basis.
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What Goes Up Must Come Down
Mark Bakker1 and Frans Schaars2
1
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Netherlands
2
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ABSTRACT
Upconing of saltwater below a pumping well is a well known phenomenon in seawater
intrusion. On the contrary, hardly anybody ever talks about the transient downconing that
often occurs simultaneously with the upconing. Transient downconing does not occur right
below the well, of course, but in a circular area around the well. The concept of transient
downconing actually makes a lot of sense. Saltwater can only move upward below a
pumping well if it simultaneously moves downward a little distance away from the well, as
no new saltwater can flow towards the well instantaneously. Eventually, saltwater will flow
to the well and the downconing recedes; downconing does not occur in steady state
solutions.
In this presentation, the concept of downconing is explained and analyzed, and conditions
are given for when downconing occurs and for how long. Finally, results are presented from
a search for observed downconing in the field.
Contact Information: Mark Bakker, Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geosciences, Delft University
of Technology, Stevinweg 1, 2628CN Delft, Netherlands. Phone: +31 152783714. Email:
mark.bakker@tudelft.nl
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An Approach to Delineate Groundwater Bodies at Risk: Seawater
Intrusion in Liepāja (Latvia)
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ABSTRACT
Groundwater quality in coastal areas is frequently affected by seawater intrusion as a
consequence of intensive water consumption. To achieve ―good chemical status‖ of a
groundwater body according to Water Framework Directive the effects of saline or other
intrusions should not be observed. Groundwater pumping in former decades has caused a
significant seawater intrusion into confined aquifer in Liepāja and has led to deterioration of
relatively wide coastal area of the third largest city in Latvia. However, the area affected by
seawater intrusion is a small part of groundwater body F1 which overall chemical status is
good. Thus, no specific management measures have been applied to explore and control
seawater intrusion. A political decision was made to delineate the area affected by seawater
intrusion as new groundwater body at risk- F5. This study demonstrates simple approach for
delineation of groundwater bodies at risk in coastal areas. Delineation process was based on
chloride concentration gradient along the well profile and gradient based buffers. Finally, the
worst-case scenario was selected for delineation of boundaries.
INTRODUCTION
The key purpose of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) is to protect and improve the
quality of all European waters, including groundwater. Another purpose of maintaining good
groundwater status is to eliminate any significant damage to ecosystems which directly
depend on groundwater body. Member States already had to reach good groundwater status
(both chemical and quantitative) by 2015 but no later than 2027 (WFD 2000).
Groundwater body is a reporting unit set to estimate its quantitative and chemical status, and
to which environmental objectives under Article 4 of the directive should apply.
Groundwater body should be delineated in such a way to ensure proper status assessment
and monitoring, effective management and future treatment (Kovács et al. 2012). According
to WFD (2000) groundwater body is in bad chemical status if the chemical composition of
the body is such that the concentration of pollutants exhibits the effects of saline or other
intrusions. Groundwater Directive (GWD 2006) goes on to state that the chemical status
assessment shall be carried out for all groundwater bodies at risk of not meeting WFD
Article 4 objectives in relation to each of the pollutants which contribute to the groundwater
body being so characterized.
Currently the area affected by seawater intrusion in Liepāja is relatively small part of
groundwater body F1 (total area of F1 is 2974 km 2) which is in good chemical status. Latvia
used proposed procedure for general assessment of the chemical status of the whole
groundwater body and applied 20% criterion. It follows that the proportion of the total area
or volume of the groundwater body affected by seawater intrusion (in this case) was
compared to the total area or volume of the groundwater body. An exceedance of less than
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20% of the area does not lead to a poor status of the groundwater body (European
Commission 2009).
The boundaries of 22 groundwater bodies in Latvia were mainly delineated by watersheds
using modelled groundwater levels as input data. On the one hand, it is impossible to exceed
20% criterion considering the size of F1 groundwater body. One the other hand, it would be
inappropriate to set whole groundwater body in bad status considering the size of the area
affected by seawater intrusion. Thus, a political decision was made to delineate the area
affected by seawater intrusion in Liepāja as a separate groundwater body at risk- F5. This
study demonstrates developed simple approach for delineation of groundwater bodies at risk
in coastal areas using long term chloride data.
Hydrogeological setting
Seawater intrusion takes place in freshwater aquifer at city Liepāja - Upper Devonian MūruŽagares (D3mr-žg) partly confined aquifer which is formed of weakly cemented sandstones,
siltstones and dolomites in total thickness of 44 - 47 m and at depth of 38 - 43 m. D3mr-žg is
covered by Upper Devonian clayey formations and Quaternary till and sand around Liepaja
city. Deposits of D3mr-žg aquifer are exposed at the bottom of the Baltic Sea - approximately
5 km from the coast. Cause is the dipping of Devonian deposits towards S-SE (and
outcropping at N-NW) and the lack of Quaternary sediments at some areas at the sea.
Underlying formations consist of dolomitic marls, clays, dolomite and sandstones forming
several aquitards and minor aquifers. At the depth of 230 - 241 m lies Upper Devonian
Gaujas and Middle Devonian Burtnieku formation (D2br+D3gj) - significant hydraulically
connected aquifer with total thickness of more than 100 m consisting of sandstones and
clays. The D2br+D3gj aquifer has no direct connection to uppermost aquifers and the Baltic
Sea, however, D2br+D3gj aquifer is mainly used for industrial water supply due to elevated
mineralization and high sulphate content from gypsum dissolution.
Thus, the most important aquifer for water supply needs in Liepāja surroundings is shallow
D3mr-žg freshwater aquifer. It contains good quality drinking water and has been extensively
used for decades.
Historical evolution of seawater intrusion
In the beginning of the 20th century and intensive groundwater abstraction from Upper
Devonian Mūru-Žagares (D3mr-žg) aquifer took place in Liepāja surroundings. First
evidence of water level decrease and quality change (high chloride concentrations) in water
supply wells were reported in early 1930‘s. However, regular groundwater monitoring
started only in 1961 and already formed depression cone was identified. A decision was
made to switch to centralized water supply and the new well field ―Otaņķi‖ was created in
1961. Still, it abstracted groundwater from the same aquifer - D3mr-žg. As a result,
depression cone expanded southeast and in 1976 reached ―Otaņķi‖. In 1986 the center of
depression cone was located in ―Otaņķi‖ area and groundwater levels were reported as 14 m
below sea level in D3mr-žg aquifer. In ten years the seawater intrusion has moved 1 km
southeast and reached the northern part of the lake ―Liepāja‖. A specific measure was
established to prevent further movement of saltwater - an abstraction of the affected water
for technical needs (Janikins et al. 1993).
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Figure 1. Historical groundwater levels in D3mr-žg and D2br aquifers.
It was decided to exploit Middle Devonian Burtnieku and Upper Devonian Gaujas
(D2br+D3gj) aquifer to reduce the pressure on Upper Devonian Mūru-Žagares (D3mr-žg)
aquifer. New wells in ―Otaņķi‖ in D2br+D3gj aquifer were installed in 1967. Other aquifers
in the area contain high sulphate content and mineralization, and therefore are unsuitable for
water supply.
Depression cone started to decline in the beginning of 1990‘s when consumption rate
dramatically decreased because of the collapse of USSR. In about 15 years groundwater
level in D3mr-žg aquifer restored and exceeded the Baltic Sea level (Figure 1). Chloride
concentrations decreased in marginal zone of the area affected by seawater intrusion, still in
central part of the zone chloride values remain high.
METHODS
Information about monitoring and abstraction wells was gathered from the largest Latvian
hydrogeological database ―Wells‖ (limited access) (Urbumi 2017). Records about chloride
concentrations are dated from 2017 back to 1960‘s.
Delineation of groundwater body at risk was made based on chloride concentrations from all
wells with available data. The profile consisting of four groundwater wells located at the
edge of the intrusion was used to determine chloride concentration gradient in D3mr-žg
aquifer (Figure 2). Six groundwater sampling campaigns from 2003 to 2017 have been made
in these wells thus, permitting calculation of chloride concentration gradient along the
profile for several time frames. Linear gradients along the well No.2647 and rest of the wells
on the profile was calculated. Natural background level for chloride (13.2 mg/l) was
subtracted from saltwater impacted samples to obtain gradient that represents only seawater
impact (Bikse et al. 2016).
Chloride ion gradient was used to calculate buffer around each groundwater well based on
chloride concentration. If time series from a single well were available, then sample with
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highest chloride concentration was used as it accounts for worst case scenario. As a result,
gradient based buffer shows the maximum distance around each groundwater well where
seawater intrusion could take an effect. Thus, the boundary of the groundwater body at risk
was delineated as a combination of outermost buffers (Figure 3).
RESULTS
Calculation of chloride concentration gradient along the profile (Figure 2) yielded results
ranging from 0.65 mg/l/m to 1.01 mg/l/m with median value of 0.83 mg/l/m. To account for
worst case scenario, the value of 0.65 mg/l/m was selected for calculation of gradients
buffers.

Figure 2. Chloride concentration variations in groundwater well samples along the
profile.
Constructed buffers cover large part of the city Liepāja, especially at the central and northern
part of the city (Figure 3). The largest buffer has a radius of 3385 m that corresponds to
chloride concentration of 2200 mg/l.
The boundary of the groundwater body was delineated along the outermost buffers and along
the Baltic Sea shoreline, however, minor corrections were made to smoothen the boundary
and to include closest wells from groundwater well field ―Otaņķi‖ which is the main water
supply in study area and must be protected from seawater intrusion. Total area of the new
groundwater body at risk (F5) is 46.42 km2 and it includes most of the city Liepāja, western
part of lake ―Liepāja‖ and southern part of lake ―Tosmare‖.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The methodology described in this paper permit simple approach to delineate groundwater
bodies at risk in coastal areas, however, two preconditions must be met: (1) large number of
groundwater samples from seawater affected area with acceptable spatial coverage must be
available and (2) profile of groundwater wells covering central and marginal part of seawater
intrusion must be sampled simultaneously for several times to account for temporal
variability of chloride concentration gradient. A simplification was made - that seawater
intrusion has equal impact on all directions from each groundwater well, therefore an
approach that would include seawater intrusion dynamics would yield boundary with
different extension and therefore may improve this approach.
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Figure 3. The boundaries of delineated groundwater body at risk - F5.
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ABSTRACT
Continuous records of electrical conductivity (EC), temperature and groundwater head were
acquired from a long perforated borehole, situated 300 meters from the coast, to analyze the
dynamic behaviour of the freshwater-saltwater contact in the detrital Motril-Salobreña
aquifer (Southern Spain). The borehole penetrates 250 m into the unconfined aquifer and
allows the water enter at the different depths of 39 m, 86 m, 132 m and 236 m. Temperaturepressure sensors were installed at the first two depths and temperature-EC-pressure sensors
at 132 m and 236 m depth, to collect hourly measurements.
This work aims to determine the differences between hydraulic head fluctuations and
temperature and EC fluctuations due to the influence of tidal oscillations, comparing
collected data during 1-year period. Spectral analysis was carried out to prove the existence
of diurnal and semidiurnal frequencies, as well as lower frequency peak related to spring and
neap tides, whose signal is less visible. The response of the groundwater to the sea tide is
better observed at a depth of 132 meters, where different time-lags for semidiurnal frequency
were detected between tidal fluctuations and EC and temperature fluctuations. Temperature
and EC fluctuate almost synchronized with a mean time-lag of approximately 8 and 9 hours,
respectively, relative to the tide. However, groundwater head reacts faster to sea level
fluctuations and it is estimated a mean time-lag of 2 hours relative to the tide, which means
there is a difference of approximately 6 and 7 hours between temperature and EC
fluctuations and groundwater head fluctuations. The previous time-lag values were obtained
employing the maximum peaks of the oscillation for the analysis; nevertheless, if the
minimum peaks are used, these values are slightly higher. Both for temperature and for EC,
there is a small variation in the wavelength of the crests and the throughs of the oscillations
considering that the average of periods of the maximum value are shorter than the average of
periods of the minimum values.
At a depth of 236 meters, all these time-lags are shorter than those calculated for a depth of
132 meters. Peak-to-peak average amplitudes also vary with depth, from 0.04ºC (-132 m) to
0.03ºC (-236 m) in temperature time series, and from 3800 µS/cm (-132 m) to 380 µS/cm
(-236 m) in EC time series. Temperature oscillations can not be interpreted in a clear way
from collected data at a depth of 39 m, while at a depth of 86 m, the oscillations are more
evident but not enough to detect the main peaks regularly. These variations in the
temperature and EC oscillations may be due to different lithological composition of the
aquifer and the depth where data was obtained.
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MAR with salinization through the back door - Salinization of
the Castricum coastal dune area by artificial recharge
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PWN Water supply, Velserbroek, the Netherlands
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ABSTRACT
Groundwater in the coastal dune area of Castricum in the Netherlands is used for drinking
water production. To combat salinization, water from the river Rhine and Lake IJssel
(IJsselmeer) is pretreated and transported to the dunes for artificial recharge.
Generally the salinity of river water that is used for recharge is at approximally 100 mg Cl/l.
As a result of a relatively dry 2017 with low river discharges, chloride concentrations
increased to 170 mg Cl/l in June before returning to 100 mg/l in November.
In this article we evaluate how this chloride peak propagates through the MAR system and
how the attenuated (smoothed) concentrations in the abstracted water compare to the
drinking water standard of 150 mg Cl/l.
We use 3D flow path calculations to evaluate travel times for all three facilities and compare
these to measurements of chloride, electrical conductivity and temperature. We will
distinguish between three different PWN MAR facilities which all have their own specific
distribution of travel times; one with deep well injection and abstraction wells, two with
open recharge via canals and abstraction wells of which one is more and one is less compact.
Subsequently we consider how climate change may exacerbate salinities when dry spells will
grow more extreme. We evaluate this with a simple compartment model for Lake IJssel,
using existing scenarios for river discharge based on climate scenarios of the Royal Dutch
Meteorological Institute.
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ABSTRACT
Submarine Groundwater Discharge (SGD) is a hydrogeological process which commonly
occurs in coastal areas. Groundwater discharge is controlled by several geological forcing
mechanisms, which result in a hydraulic gradient between land and sea. SGD plays an
important role in coastal biogeochemical processes and hydrological cycles (Burnett 2003).
The Southern Baltic Sea coastal zone represents an interesting object of study as bottom
deposits show seepages of fresh groundwater (Jankowska - Piekarek 1994). This study
involved Puck Bay and the adjacent coastal belt of the Kashubian Coast plateau in the Baltic
Sea. Multi-year research at the Institute of Oceanography University of Gdansk (Jankowska
- Piekarek 1994) were carried out to investigate groundwater discharge into the bottom of
Puck Bay in the southern Baltic. Data from this research mainly focused on water chemistry
and salinity changes, therefore the study is to provide additional details concerning in situ
measurements. Research of potential outflows of fresh groundwater was done through a
thermal imaging study of the area. Aerial photographs made in summer 2015 using a
thermographic camera feature dark blue spots, which represent regions with cooler waters
(<15°C), and yellow, orange or red spots, which represent regions with warmer water
(>18°C). Areas where intensive seepage of fresh water into Puck Bay takes place are cooler
relative to adjacent areas. An articulate thermal anomaly allows determination of the location
research points and verify them by in situ measurements of the direction and intensity of
water flow in the bottom sediments of the bay. The flow of both fresh and sea water is
primarily controlled by hydraulic gradients between land and sea and differences in the
densities between both waters and the permeability of the sediments. The direct
measurement of the submarine groundwater discharge required designing and constructing
two new devices – the gradientmeter, which measures the direction of water flow, and the
filtrometer, which determines the intensity of water flow (Chudziak 2014). The equipment
was extended in a way that groundwater drain intensity measurements were possible in the
aquifer. To substantiate the results, water from the research area was sampled at two depths:
near the bottom of the bay and at the surface. The low salinity of deeper water confirmed the
presence of submarine groundwater seepage into Puck Bay. The research conducted by our
team allowed to create maps of hydraulic gradient variability, groundwater seepage intensity
and the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity of bottom sediments. As a result of the
research, the new tools were deployed, which allows for the measurement of direct hydraulic
parameters at the sea‘s bottom and other water reservoirs has been developed. This research
revealed a high correlation between thermal imaging interpretation data and results of in situ
measurements of submarine groundwater seepage. It can be hypothesized that thermal
imaging can accurately characterize such seepage once the seepage intensity is properly
calibrated based on measurements of the hydraulic gradient and the intensity of water flow in
bottom sediments.
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Modeling and Monitoring Methods to prevent Salt Water
Intrusion caused by Artificial Dune Construction
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ABSTRACT
Due to climate change, countermeasures are necessary to protect coastal zones from the
effects of sea level rise. One measure is the construction of high artificial dunes. This
solution is more natural and flexible compared to conventional dikes. A mixture of sand and
salt water is put on the beach by a hopper dredger through a floating pipeline or using the
‗rainbowing‘ technique. In both cases a vast amount of sea water is deposited as well.
Hence, during construction there is a risk of salt water intrusion and short term rise of the
groundwater table inland. Using a density dependent model that was calibrated on tidal
fluctuations, we estimated the risks, and proposed different solutions:
1) Concerning the timing and progress of the construction
2) Remove water from the beach using a drain
3) Remove water from the groundwater using pumping wells
One of the surprising results was that there is less salt water intrusion when the dune is
constructed at once, instead of gradually. For a specific case (an island in the Netherlands) a
sensitivity analysis was done that resulted in recommendations for the monitoring of the
intrusion and the compensating measures. Pumping tests will be done to obtain the
parameters that were important in the sensitivity analysis. The new data will be used to
improve the models, resulting in an improved design and monitoring system of the
compensating measures.
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Impact of the Air Injection Well Position on the Performance of
Preventing Seawater Intrusion
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ABSTRACT
Trapped air can effectively decrease the hydraulic conductivity without minifying the aquifer
water storage capacity. Via injecting compressed air into a confined coastal aquifer, lowconductivity zones could be produced, and thus lead to saltwater retreat. Therefore, air
injection has been used as a relatively simple and effective way of combatting seawater
intrusion into freshwater aquifer systems in areas with limited freshwater resources. In the
present study, we explored the impact of the air injection well position on the efficiency of
preventing seawater intrusion by varying the well position horizontally and vertically. Our
study was based on a simplified hypothetical confined coastal (a modified Henry problem)
and the numerical simulation of air-water two-phase flow and solute transport using
TOUGH2/EOS7. Our simulation results demonstrate that the air injection well position has a
significant influence on the efficiency of the air injection method on controlling seawater
intrusion. Given the same vertical position of the air injection well and air injection pressure,
using a more seaward well leads to a better efficiency of the air injection method in terms of
the reduced salt mass in the coastal aquifer. In addition, a shallower injection well
outperforms a deeper injection well, given the same injected air pressure and horizontal
position. Consequently, the air injection well is suggested to be located close to the coastline
and at a shallow position. The results obtained could provide an important guidance for
implementing the air injection method to control seawater intrusion.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, a two-dimensional SEAWAT 2000 model is developed to simulate the
seawater intrusion to coastal aquifers and brine water/fresh water interaction in the south of
Laizhou Bay, Shandong Province, China and forecast the seawater intrusion and brine
water/freshwater interface development in the coming years. The model profile is
perpendicular to the coastal line, about 40 km long and 110 m in depth, and consists of two
interfaces, freshwater-saline water interface and brine water-saline water-seawater interface.
The parameters of aquifers in the SEAWAT-2000 model are calibrated by trial-error method
repeatedly to fit the head and salinity measurements. Based on the historical groundwater
and brine water exploration and natural precipitation condition, the prediction results
indicate that equivalent freshwater head in shallow freshwater-saline water area will
decrease year by year and decline 2.0 m in the forecasting period, caused by groundwater
over-pumping for irrigating farmlands. The groundwater head in the brine-saline water area
will also decrease about 1.8 m in forecasting period. A larger depression cone appears in the
brine area, with smaller funnels in other areas. The salinity in the brine area finally drops
below 105g/l. In the meanwhile, the salinity increases in other areas, damage fresh
groundwater resources.
INTRODUCTION
Excessive exploitation of groundwater, climate change, sea-level rise, variation of land use
haveleaded to serious seawater intrusion to coastal aquifers (Werner et al. 2013).To meet
water needs in the agriculture, lives and industry, groundwater resources have been seriously
over exploited in the last several decades (Datta et al. 2009).
Physically, the seawater intrusion is a density-dependent issue (Guo et al.2002).
Mathematical modeling a seawater intrusion process needs to couple groundwater flow
equation with solute (salt) transport equation (Priyanka et al.2015). Some studies were
focused the freshwater and seawater interaction areas. For example, Li et al. (2009) applied a
density-variable numerical code, SEAWAT 2000, to simulate a submarine groundwater
discharge (SGD) caused by tidally induced sea water recirculation and a terrestrial hydraulic
gradient. Some other studies were on freshwater-saline or brine water areas. Xue et al.
(1997) developed a three-dimensional numerical model of seawater intrusion and brine water
and freshwater interaction in Longkou-Laizhou area to study the interface between
freshwater and saltwater, evolution and development of the transitional zone, and evaluate
seawater intrusion caused by pumping.
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The above studies focus either on fresh water-saline water interaction area or brine-saline
water area, without considering both interaction areas. In this paper, a large scale of a twodimensional cross-section, perpendicular to the coastal line in the Laizhou bay, China is
chosen to study the variations of both fresh water-saline water interface and brine-saline
water interface with time. The cross-section is about 40 km in length and 110 m in depth.
Along the 40 km cross section, there exist a freshwater-saline water interaction area and a
brine water and saline water interaction area. The two interaction areas will influence each
other.
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY AREA
The study area is located in the south of Laizhou bay, specifically in Changyi, Weifang City,
Shandong Province(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Geographical location of the study area.
The average annual precipitation from 1956 to 2012 is 612.5-660.1 mm, and 72.4-76.2 % of
the annual precipitation is from June to September. The evaporation in April to July is
relatively large. The average monthly evaporation is l91.4-371.6 mm.
The groundwater in the Quaternary loose sediments is widely distributed in the coastal plain
area. The lithology of the water-bearing sand strata is from medium coarse sands and gravels
(thickness 5-30 m) to silt, fine sands and medium sands (sand thickness 10-30 m).
Since the late 1970s, due to the over exploitation of fresh groundwater, the pressure
difference between salt water head and freshwater head decreased, and the brine water
flowed through the ancient alluvial sand layer to the south quickly. In the Laizhou Bay
coastal areas, groundwater depth in the sea-land interlaced layers is shallow and it is easy to
be evaporated or to receive the supply of precipitation. So the regional water levelis closely
related with weather condition and affected by seasonal change, showing a certain periodical
characteristics.
GROUNDWATER FLOW MODEL IN THE STUDY AREA
According to hydrogeological conditionsin the section, the model area is ranged from
Songzhuang Township-Weizi Town in the south to Xiaying Town-Wei River Estuary in the
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north. The total length is about 39200 m with 1000 m extended beyond the shoreline. The
model boundaries are defined as: The south piedmont boundary of the model is a constant
flow boundary with 40 m3/d since several small rivers recharge the aquifer; the north
boundary extended into sea can be defined as a constant head and constant salt concentration
boundary with 0 m and 3500 mg/l, respectively; the bottom boundary is treated as no-flow
boundary; Water exchange between the aquifer and atmosphere takes place at the upper
boundary, including atmospheric precipitation and evaporation. Atmospheric precipitation
and evaporation during the period from January to December, 2013 are measured by
Changui weather station. The values of atmospheric precipitation recharge are products of
precipitation and precipitation infiltration coefficient of 0.15. Evaporation limit depth is 4 m.
In the freshwater-saline water area, the pumping rate of with 207,200 m3/year are estimated
according agricultural irrigation amounts for various crop requirements during the period
from January to December, 2013, because the pumped groundwater is mainly used for
irrigation. The pumping rate divided by the area is0.3 m3/m2year, which is used in the
simulation. Brine exploitation is mainly concentrated in April, May and June with a total
exploitation of 486,000 m3/year during the period from January to December, 2013, which,
divided by the area, is 0.43 m3/m2year. In the freshwater-saline water area pumping rates are
distributed to the grids of 0 m - 27200 m, and in the brine-saline water area pumping rates
are distributed to the grids of 30600-35400 m. The lateral recharge in the piedmont is 15,330
m3/year. The hydraulic structure of the sediment cross-section is generated according to
hydraulic properties of the sediment layers. The section is divided into 15 layers. The first,
third, fifth, seventh, ninth, eleventh, thirteenth, fifteenth layer are aquifers. The lithology of
the aquifers is from silt to coarse gravel. The remaining layers consist of sandy clay and clay
with poor permeability, and are classified as aquitards.
In the freshwater-saline water area, the groundwater circulation in the south coast of Laizhou
Bay is mainly controlled by precipitation, runoff and pumping processes. In recent years, due
to the reduction of precipitation and the over-pumping, the groundwater level declines
rapidly. In the brine-saline water area, the middle and deep layers in the brine funnel has a
weak hydraulic connection with precipitation and shallow aquifers. The brine groundwater is
mainly affected by the hydrostatic pressure and mining intensity in the recharge area.
In this paper, the mathematical model of groundwater flow with variable density is applied
to simulate the seawater and brine water intrusion processes. The numerical simulation
model of solute transport in groundwater flow is established using SEAWAT-2000, which
couples MT3D with MODFLOW-2000, and considers the effect of density on groundwater
flow.
This model consists of rectangular grid with 500 × 100 m. There are 392 columns and 15
layers with 5880 cells in total. The simulation period is from January 1, 2013 to December
31, 2013, and each month is taken as a stress period, and the number of days every stress
period is usedas a time step. According to the lithology, the parameters areca liberated.
In general, the simulated groundwater levels and salt concentrations match the observations
well. The groundwater flow field (Figure2(a)) and concentration field (Figure2(b)) could
well describe the groundwater level and salinity distributions in the study area, in which
there are freshwater-saline area and brine-saline water area. In freshwater-saline area, the
groundwater head is relatively high, basically greater than 0 m, and salinity is less than
20,000 mg/l. Pumping groundwater occurs in shallow aquifers and the pumped water is used
for irrigation. In brine-saline water area, there is depression cone with about a depth of 7.0 m
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below sea level, and its salinity is about 10,0000 mg/l. The brine exists in the deep aquifer
and the brine water is pumped for salt industry, which has been practiced for several
decades.

Figure 2. Groundwater flow field(a) and salinity field (b) at the end of simulation.
PREDICTION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The prediction simulation period for groundwater flow and solute transport in the crosssection area is 7 years (from January, 2014 to December, 2020).The rainfall has the
periodicity, and the rainfall period during the period from January, 1983 to December, 1989
is a rainfall cycle, and assumed to be the cycle for the period from January, 2014 to
December, 2020 in the prediction model. In the seven rainfall years, there are three
consecutive dry years (> 75% cumulative frequency, rainfall < 483.1 mm), which can allow
our model to meet the requirements for predicting groundwater level and quality trends
under special climate conditions. Also, the evaporations from 1983 to 1989 are taken as the
evaporations inputs in the prediction simulation. Pumping rates from 2014 to 2020 are taken
as the same as those in 2013 in the freshwater-saline water area and brine-saline water area.
In the shallow freshwater area, the groundwater level is declining year by year. In a
hydrological year, the amount of groundwater pumping increases with less precipitation and
more evaporation when spring irrigation season starts. Therefore, the water level declines 0.3
m to the lowest in June. Then, the groundwater table will rise slowly with the precipitation
increase and groundwater exploitation decrease, and reach the highest level in September or
October. Due to large water demand for winter wheat, the water level declines from
November to February in the following year. For many years, the groundwater level will
decrease year by year due to the continuous drought condition, the reduction of the
precipitation recharge and the excessive exploitation of groundwater. A large hydraulic cone
has formed in the coastal plain, induced seawater intrusion to the freshwater aquifer. The
salinity of the shallow freshwater area increases, the main reason is that the exploitation
amount of fresh water is higher than recharge, which decreases hydraulic head and increases
salt water inflow into the shallow layers.
In the deep layers of funnel area, the depth of the deep water recharge zone is large, and the
hydraulic head is slow to restore, the water level has been decreasing for many years. In the
forecast periods, the annual variation is about 6 m, and the mean hydraulic head decreases
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about 1.8 m in the next 7 years. The hydraulic gradient in the northern brine zone will
increase, which would increase seawater intrusion to the groundwater. The salinity of the
deep brine funnel is also reduced, mainly due to the pumping of the brine with high salinity,
while the recharge of seawater with relatively low salinity or fresh water and no brine
recharge will make the brine water salinity decrease.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The groundwater head at the freshwater-saline water area is decreasing year by year under
drought condition, and the annual variation is about 0.3 m, and the hydraulic head decrease
in the forecasting period is about 2 m. The groundwater head in the brine mining area is also
decreasing year by year, and the annual variation is about 6 m, and the hydraulic head
decrease in forecasting period is about 1.8 m.
The salinity of the brine decreases gradually, and finally drops below 105 g/l and the salinity
of the other areas increases.The overpumping in the brine area will significantly decrease the
brine salinity and deepen the brine water depth, which means the production will be less
effective and cost will increase. The overpumping in the fresh water area will increase water
and soil salinity, significantly affect the biological environment.
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Spatiotemporal patterns of saltwater intrusion associated to
geological heterogeneities and complex tidal forcing: insights
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ABSTRACT
Real-world coastal aquifers are characterized by various degrees of geological heterogeneity
and complex beach slope geometries, both of which resulting in complex spatiotemporal
patterns of saltwater intrusion in the coastal subsurface. Accurate characterization of these
patterns in the field is important for sustainable development and management of freshwater
resources in coastal aquifers. The Sherwood sandstone aquifer in Northern Ireland is
intruded by complex networks of low permeability, meter-wide volcanic dykes of different
orientations with respect to the shoreline. The dykes, more resistant to erosion, also
complicate the tidal flat morphology and therefore the varying spatial extent of tide
inundation-recession. A suite of high-resolution hydrogeophysical investigations was
deployed to resolve the three-dimensional, spatiotemporal patterns of groundwater flow and
saltwater intrusion. Passive magnetic surveys were applied to map and model the geometry
of the dykes, which revealed deep-rooted with high (near vertical) dipping angle.
Groundwater levels were recorded at high temporal resolution over a groundwater recharge
event and several spring-neap tidal cycles. Using the simple Jacob-Ferris model, the analysis
of the groundwater response to the local tidal fluctuations revealed a variable aquifer
hydrodynamic connectivity over time during tidal cycles, controlled by the location of the
dykes beneath the tidal flat. Electrical resistivity tomography lines were acquired both
parallel and perpendicular to the shoreline cross-cutting several dyke-bounded sandstone
compartments. They revealed that freshwater accumulated on land-facing side of dykes that
are oblique to the coastline, and that freshwater thickness varied across different dykebounded compartments. A transient, three-dimensional, finite-element, groundwater model
incorporating the dyke network structure and the variable tidal extent was further applied,
and assessed against groundwater and resistivity records. In agreement with the
observations, the simulations showed that dykes acted as relative barriers to groundwater
flow and saltwater intrusion through creating preferential flow paths parallel to observed
dyke orientations. When dykes were not perpendicular to the coastline, freshwater inflows
from upland recharge areas concentrated on the dykes‘ land-facing side and saltwater
penetration was higher on their sea-facing side. Overall, high dyke density areas as well as
compartments with large inland recharge capture zone promoted thicker freshwater wedges.
Understanding these complex patterns is key to sustainable management of coastal well
fields in heterogeneous aquifer systems.
Contact Information: Jean-Christophe Comte, University of Aberdeen, School of Geosciences,
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ABSTRACT
A three-dimensional (3D) lithologic model of the San Diego Coastal Aquifer was created as
part of the United States Geological Survey (USGS) hydrogeologic study of the San Diego–
Tijuana area, USA and Mexico. The coastal aquifer provides a modest groundwater resource
for the San Diego metropolitan area, and is primarily composed of the marine PlioPleistocene San Diego Formation and overlying marine and terrestrial deposits. This model
covers a 40 km2 area of the aquifer south of downtown San Diego, and proximal to San
Diego Bay. Lithologic data from 22 wells, including four deep (450 to >600 m), USGS
monitoring-well sites, were simplified into three primary types (gravel, sand, and combined
silt and clay), and were characterized with respect to borehole sediment cuttings and
geophysical logs from the four USGS well sites. Data from all wells were used to construct a
relatively simple 3D lithologic model of the San Diego Formation and overlying deposits.
The 3D computer model was generated by horizontally extruding lithology interval data
away from each borehole, and correlating that data with lithology extruded from other
nearby boreholes. This model is augmented by the presence or absence of marine fossil
shells to define regional depositional trends. Preliminary results indicate that local
geomorphology, changes in sea level, and regional tectonics control lithologic patterns in the
aquifer. For example, a 1-km-wide-lens of sand and gravel is interpreted to be the paleofootprint of the modern day Sweetwater River. Increasing thickness of lithologic packages
from east to west supports contemporaneous deposition with down-drop of the structural San
Diego Basin. Sedimentary deposition during different transgressive and regressive sea-level
cycles may have influenced vertical and horizontal variations in lithology, such as a series of
lithologic layers that appear to inhibit vertical groundwater flow, as indicated by vertical
hydraulic-head and water-quality differences at USGS well sites. Evaluation of regional
depositional patterns is being used to identify preferential pathways for groundwater flow
that could be targets for future groundwater extraction, but can also serve as pathways for
seawater intrusion, as already observed in this area at two coastal USGS well sites.
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in Spain
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ABSTRACT
The Spanish coastal aquifers are often complex and bounded by or inside mountainous areas.
Most of them are in Quaternary and Miocene littoral sediments or highly karstified carbonate
formations, or in the case of the Canary Islands in volcanic formations. Along the Spanish
Mediterranean coast and the Balearic and Canarian archipelagos coasts, 95 groundwater
bodies have been identified, often including several aquifers. Some kind of marine
salinization problems have been identified in 70 groundwater bodies (20 with generalized
problems) but only a few aquifers have detailed, specific studies on sea water intrusion.
Information on salinization is often based on scarce and occasional data.
Table1. Synthesis of the conditions on the significant Mediterranean and island
aquifers in Spain (elaborated from SASMIE, 2017).
Coastal aquifer
Explanations

Salinization problems
WS, water supply
IF, impact on factories
IA, impact on agriculture

Current situation

Action done
GWAR, GW abstract. reduction
WI, water importation
RW, relocation of wells
SWD, seawater desalination
WA, well abandonment
EI, efficiency improvement
WWR, waste water reclamation

Partial recovery;
New use
Reasonable
recovery;
Current partial
use
Under control
and managed.
Full use. Key
water reserve
Recovery

GWAR, SWDP

Recovering

RW, EI

Serious in the 1990s. WS

Partial recovery

SWD

Since the 1990s
Brackish return irrigation flows.
Poor disposal of ―debrackishing‖ plant
rejection

Uncertain.
Water mixing,
―debrackishing‖.
Mar
Menor
eutrophication
Uncertain

Control of ―debrackishing‖
WWR, WI
Uncertain WI  enhances
using brackish GW use

Tordera
(Catalonia)
Besós
(Barcelona)

Delta

GW, groundwater
WR, water resources
IWRM, integrated WR management
CUAS, GW user’s association
Serious in the 1980s. WP, IF, IA

Delta

Serious in the 1960s. Ws, IF

Llobregat
(Barcelona)

Delta

Serious in the 1970s. WS,IF, (IA)

Tarragona–Reus
(Catalonia)
Vall d‘Uixò (Plana
de Castelló)
Marina
Alta
(Alicante)
Campo de Cartagena
(Murcia Region)

Serious in the 1960s
WS, IF
Serious in the 1990s. IA

Campo de
(Almeria)

Níjar

Campo de
(Almeria)

Dalías

Since the 1980s. IA
Brackish natural GW (climatic)
Saline irrigation return flow.
Since the 1990s. Currently serious. IA
Large greenhouse agricultural area in risk

Mallorca
Island
(Balearic Is.)

Serious since the 1970s
WS, touristic areas supply

Uncertain
No
clear
decisions
Improvement
around

WA

GWAR, IWRM, CUAS, WI,
SWD
Inj.. barrier. Artif. recharge,
WWR
WA, WI

SWD (low use).
CUAS (local goals)
Mixing water
CUAS (several), SWD, mixing
Incipient IWRM
WR, SWD
Local management
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Menorca
Island
(Balearic Is.)
Eivissa–Ibiza
(Balearic Is.)
Gran Canaria Island
(Canary Is.)

Since the 1980s, in the two extremes

Tenerife
(Canary Is.)

Local, since the 1980s

Island

Serious since the 1980s
Locally serious, since the 1970s

Palma
Mallorca
Uncertain,
limited
Uncertain

de
risk

Uncertain
No
clear
decisions
Excessive local
GW exploitation
restrictions

SWD (not operative)
SWD (available not operative)
SWD, WR (partial), WA,
WWR
Local incipient IWRM
SWD, WR, WWR
Restricted coastal aquifer use

The high human pressure near the coast for urban, industrial and tourism water supply and
especially for irrigation has produced serious salinity problems in the coastal aquifers of
Spain. These problems were acute in the 1950s in the Besós Delta and in the 1960s in the
Llobregat Delta, near Barcelona. Afterwards, salinity problems showed up progressively in
many other continental and island areas between 1970 and 1990. Up to 60 affected aquifers
were identified in a survey carried out by the Geological and Mining Institute (MIMAM,
2000; López-Geta and Gómez-Gómez, 2008; Lópex-Geta and Fernández-Ruiz, 2012). Some
of these salinization problems persist today while others have dwindled due to well
abandonment after surface, reclaimed, and sea desalinated water was made available or to
displacement of groundwater exploitation to areas further inland.
The public water administration, and the study and research institutes and the Academia
made a great knowledge and monitoring effort on coastal aquifers in the period 1960–1990,
and this is partly reflected in the SWIM and many other meeting proceedings, as
summarized in SASMIE (2017), in which the existing scientific, technical and socioeconomic information has been summarized. But the effort decayed since two decades ago,
so current monitoring and study activity is much less that what it was. Several older than 30
years coastal aquifer public monitoring networks exist, although there are periods without
data. Data become more scarce and irregular since the early 2000s, with some exceptions,
due to growing economic difficulties in the public water authorities. Groundwater users‘ are
rarely involved in monitoring and paying for the expenses of the public organizations in
charge.
MANAGEMENT ACTIONS IN COASTAL AQUFIERS
Public management action is dominantly directed to new infrastructures to bring new water
to coastal areas with seawater intrusion instead of non-structural action. Infrastructural action
is easier, allows continuing existing development and is well accepted by people, but is
expensive and often involves direct, indirect and hidden subsidies. Non-structural action is
more difficult, may include closing abstractions, redefining water rights, taxation and
limitations, is less prone to be accepted by people, and needs trained personnel for
management, which is scarce in old organizations with a high inertia, and not prone to adapt
to new requirements, as is the case of the water authorities.
Import of water from other areas is done of southeastern Spain, mainly in the Segura Basin,
but the availability of this water is not secured in dry years, even transactions at a price, as
this involves inter-regional problems and some. The most expensive seawater desalination
was adopted two decades ago in the Mediterranean and Balearic Islands and more than four
decades ago in the Canary Islands. Reclamation of treated sewage water is developing and
well established in the Segura Basin, in southeastern Spain, where about 95% of urban
sewage water is used for irrigation and part of it is applied in the coastal area. Private action
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is limited and often it reduces to voluntarily closing salinized wells and drilling new, more
expensive ones in areas farther from the coast, or to ―debrackish‖ local coastal aquifer
groundwater.
Under favorable circumstances, coastal aquifers are often used to abstract seawater to feed a
part of the desalinations plants when hydrogeological conditions favor the possibility of
obtaining the needed saline water flows Getting seawater from the aquifer avoid many of the
hydraulic and water quality problems associated to direct uptake from the sea. However, illdesigned uptakes from the coastal aquifer may entrain a consumption of aquifer freshwater
that mixes with seawater. This explains why the water authorities are not favorable to grant
permits to abstract saline and brackish water to avoid increasing the consumption of
continental water as well as saline affections to other groundwater users and to nearby
wetland areas. Mixed water may also create problems to the plants if alkalinity and hardness
increases, as well as to high SO2 concentration in some cases in the Canary Islands.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF COASTAL AQUIFIER
DEVELOPMENT
Many small- to medium-size groundwater related wetlands are found in coastal Spain,
presenting a wide spectrum of natural and man-made typologies. They were and are
significant for local economies, especially in semiarid areas, and they have to be preserved
by law. But hydrological studies are scarce. The role of coastal groundwater discharge to the
sea to maintain important ecosystems and their services has been rarely considered up to
now. According to current water planning norms, a given coastal discharge has to be allowed
and its amount is subtracted before assigning water resources to the different demands. The
erroneous and biased thinking that groundwater discharge to the sea is a ―loss of freshwater‖
is still deeply rooted in population and groundwater users living in water scarce areas, and
this influences coastal groundwater management policies.
Negative externalities associated to coastal aquifer abstraction are not generally considered.
Such are the deterioration of ecosystems and the salinization of other wells. In some cases,
the outflow of high nitrate concentration groundwater creates serious eutrophication
problems to coastal lagoons and littoral waters. This is currently a serious concern in the Mar
Menor, near Cartagena, southeastern Spain, which is ecologically important, yield valuable
ecological services and have around large tourism developments.
The numerous large coastal seawater desalination plants dispose safely their reject brines
into the sea. This is not always the case of the up to 2000 small and medium size
groundwater ―debrakishing‖ plants applying membrane technology. This creates serious
environmental problems in numerous places, mostly in the Campo de Cartagena–Mar Menor
(Murcia) and in eastern Gran Canaria Island.
ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGAL ASPECTS OF COASTAL AQUIFER
MANAGEMENT
In the current Spanish water law and water planning regulations, seawater intrusion is mainly
considered a water quality issue. Except in some water plans (Xùquer-Jucar and Catalonia),
it is not taken into account that the freshwater flow that can be sustainably abstracted form a
coastal aquifer is less than recharge. The relative scarce consideration of coastal aquifers in
the Spanish water legislation is due to be local situations or affecting a small area of the
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territory the water authorities have to control and manage, even if they are densely inhabited
and economically relevant areas. This situation is enhanced by the fact that despite being all
water a public domain since 1985, in practice most of groundwater rights remain private as
they correspond to previous legal regulations. The numerous actors in each case hinder the
effective action capacity of water authorities.
There is not a clear policy on the application of the European Water Framework Directive
further than trying that the groundwater bodies in bad status change into good status. In some
cases, getting the good status implies a disproportionate effort, which may be not socially
justified. So, less strict conditions are proposed, but not always supported by studies and a
wide space and time vision of consequences and externalities.
ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF COASTAL AQUIFER DEVELOPMENT
In many Spanish coastal areas there is no other water resource than groundwater. When
water is scarce in the coastal area, water importation from other areas and seawater
desalination for urban and tourism supply and wastewater reclamation for irrigation are now
common solutions, but at an increasing cost. The water cost at the place of use can be
afforded by urban population, non-water intensive industry and tourism, but not by common
farmers. Consequently, these farmers use as much as possible local resources, which often is
groundwater abstracted by means of deep wells that are depleting aquifer water reserves or
enhancing seawater intrusion. This situation is extremely difficult to be controlled and action
is often politically unsupported. For urban and tourism supply, water of the general supply
network is preferred to decrease quality hazards associated, although water from local
coastal aquifers is often used a reserve to deal with water demand peaks and breakdowns.
However this is mostly a private action as water planning do not generally take this into
account
In much of the Spanish Mediterranean coastal area, common groundwater costs/prices at the
production site range from 0.3 to 0.5 €/m3, depending on circumstances. In the Canary
Islands the most common prices are about 0.5 €/m3, although in high water demand moments
prices may exceed 1 €/m3. These costs/prices are close to the farmers‘ willingness to pay for
permanent supply, although they are higher for peak supplies to save a crop. In other cases
costs are too high and crop fields become temporally or permanently idle.
Highly efficient irrigated crops, mostly to supply the European markets, can afford
temporarily or permanently expensive water, such as desalinated seawater, every time more.
But seasonal variability of water demand and the preferred use of local groundwater
resources is the cause of the low use factor of most of the Mediterranean desalination plants.
This increases the cost of produced water.
In the Spanish coastal areas, local or imported surface water may be cheaper than local
groundwater, especially when only maintenance and operation costs are charged. But if all
costs are taken into account, including transportation to the place of use and subsidies are
cancelled, it is possible that the cost/price difference is reduced and even disappears. This
may be also true even for desalinated seawater, especially when the water has to be pumped
to high elevation and to faraway areas of use. In the case of ―debrakished‖ groundwater, the
cost of safe disposal of reject brines may cancel the economic advantages. This has been
ignored until present.
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Efficient water use seems a sound economic goal but it is not as simple as there are many
side and perverse effects. In many Spanish coastal aquifers recharge depends on infiltration
of water coming from inner areas, as local return irrigation flows. Using allochtonous
irrigation water more efficiently decreases recharge, which may seriously affect local coastal
aquifer resources and the groundwater discharge into the sea that keeps the saline wedge to
penetrating excessively and also maintain some special littoral environments.
A common practice in water-short intensive Spanish agricultural areas is producing every
time the cheapest mixture of water with the appropriate salinity for the stage of the plants
and to avoid soil deterioration. Water sources include available local or imported surface
water, reclaimed wastewater, desalinated seawater and local groundwater. When
groundwater or reclaimed water is brackish, a part of it may be ―debrackished‖ with
membrane technology.
What is paid for water in irrigated intensive agriculture is a small fraction of the total cost of
the agricultural activity. However, as much of the needed inputs are out of the farmer‘s
control, the water cost affects significantly the net margin that can be controlled by the
farmer. Thus, the farmer looks for the cheapest water. Thus, water from the coastal aquifer is
preferred if there cheap imported water available is not available, even if this implies mining
groundwater reserves and an increase of salinization or the associated risk
SOCIAL ASPECTS OF COASTAL AQUIFIER DEVELOPMENT
Intensive exploitation of coastal aquifers has been the driver of economy in numerous areas.
This allowed a more stable and evolved society, but with progressive cost increase and some
environmental damage. A negative result is that in many places local economy depends
excessively on crop irrigation. In successful areas, the high economic relevance achieved
propitiates the false social and media feeling that these areas are essential to the country‘s
economy and thus they deserve public non-refundable investment and support paid by
others, and that the employment have to be secured at any price. This is reflected in
subsidized action by governmental agencies, fostered by political pressure. Providing more
water easies management, but sustainability is unclear and economically unsound if
permanently done. This socio-economic model seems exhausted and a change of paradigm is
needed. The change is demanded by the civil society, but still it is not in the public
administration and politician minds. In fact, there is a strong reluctance to increase water
supply tariffs and prices, although there is a consensus on non-increasing and even reducing
agricultural irrigated areas. However, groundwater resources will continue to be abstracted
in spite of serious problems in some areas (MASE, 2015).
The development of civil society institutions is still poor. The Academia has a moderate role
and decreasing activity as economic resources are progressively dwindling due to the general
economic crisis and to poor vision of medium- to long-term issues. This is especially true for
the Spanish coastal aquifers.
Groundwater Users‘ Associations to protect their water resources are scarce in the Iberian
Peninsula, even more in coastal aquifers. However, a successful groundwater users‘
association was launched in 1975 in the Llobregat delta, Barcelona, to join efforts with the
water authority to reduce and control the conspicuous sea water intrusion in the aquifers
(Custodio, 2012; Niñerola et al., 2009). This has been a successful enterprise that has
converted the coastal aquifer in one of the key pieces of the integrated water resources
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management in the Barcelona Metropolitan Area. In this case, urban water suppliers and
industrial enterprises dominate. Other 9 associations exist in coastal areas with variable goals
and success. Forming them in agriculture dominated areas is difficult due to the large
number of actors and the fact that owning a well right is a comparative advantage relative to
other farmers, when surface water supply fails. These groundwater associations have to be
different from the common irrigators associations, which are very numerous in Spain and
deal mostly with the operation and management of public water concessions but not the
water resource. In the Mediterranean and Balearic areas, groundwater water transactions are
done in the private domain, but are local and of limited importance. However, In the Canary
Islands, especially in Gran Canaria and Tenerife, water and private water rights trade was
well established, approaching free markets. Currently they are dwindling due to the public
offer of water at controlled prices. This public sector interference has positive and negative
aspects, but it holds back private investments just when public economic resources are
scarce. In Spain, the attempts to set specific taxes to compensate for environmental and other
negative externalities have failed. Farmers do not pay the cost of management of
groundwater. Current legal rules make difficult that these taxes have a final destination, so
their effect and the public acceptability are doubtful. Moreover there is no experience on
using the generated funds for spatial and time compensations
The cost of investments to avoid salinization and for management is normally not paid by
the users, especially the farmers who use 60 to 80% of coastal water resources, depending on
the area.
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ABSTRACT
To anticipate rising sea levels, various measures are taken in the coastal zone.
These measures potentially change the distribution of salt water and the groundwater level
near the shore. In order to monitor this effect, monitoring wells are often in which pressure
and electrical conductivity are measured with automatic loggers. The groundwater levels
often show tidal fluctuations, so it is important to measure them accurately so that gradual
changes can be detected. Verification through hand measurements, is only possible if we
have an estimate of the density profile from the logger to the water surface. In order to
determine the pressure at the screen, the density profile along the entire monitoring well is
needed.
As a test, we measured the density profile in a number of monitoring wells at different times.
These measurements show that there is often a stratification of fresh water above brackish or
salt water. We have also been able to establish that this profile changes over time. In this
research we try to find out what the cause is (using extra measurements such as geophysics),
and we propose methods to improve the measurement and determine the corrections needed
to produce accurate groundwater heads.
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ABSTRACT
In this article, the authors want to pay attention to the intensity of the phenomenon
of ascension of salt water from the Permo-Mesozoic formation in the geological structures
of the Dębki - Żarnowiec trough. This is a unique area in Poland. The sediments (up to
320 m in thickness) of the deep Pleistocene trough, cross the Tertiary, Cretaceous and
Jurassic deposits, and reach the Triassic layers in the deepest place. An additional aspect is
the unquestionable presence of older structures and tectonic loosening, which conditioned
the formation of such a large erosion structure. Younger tectonic (neotectonic) activity, both
large-scale and resulting from isostatic movements, certainly uses the existing fault network,
which in combination with the deeper layer of relatively well-permeable Pleistocene
sediments is a system extremely conducive to ascension brines.
INTRODUCTION
The issue of the occurrence of mineralized waters in the aquiferous layers of the Polish
Baltic coast was topic of several dozen works in the field of hydrogeology.
At present, opinions about the origin of salty waters in the Quaternary aquifer and older
formations along the South Baltic coast are clashing. The main processes affecting this
phenomenon are ascension and ingression. The area of Żarnowckie Lake trough (Fig. 1), due
to its complex geological structure and location in the coastal zone, is an excellent research
ground for a better understanding of the regularities at the interface between the two
processes.
The geological setting of the Żarnowieckie Lake area is well-known. Apart from the
standard recognition works of the geological structure of the country (Ostaficzuk et al. 1976;
Ostaficzuk 1978),, it was an object of interest due to the occurrence of a hydrocarbon deposit
in Cambrian sandstones and due to geotechnical investigation for the planned nuclear power
plant operated by PGE EJ 1 in the "Żarnowiec" area (Gniewino and Krokowa
municipalities).
General geological and geophysical information about the marine part of the described
region is provided by the geological Atlas of the Southern Baltic in the scale
1:500,000 (Mojski eds. 1995). The recognition of the sub-Quaternary bedrock was ensured
by the development of a Geological Map of the Baltic bottom without Quaternary deposits
(Kramarska (eds.) 1999). The coastline zone was studied by numerous authors from the
Polish Geological Institute, which issued in 2003 65 sheets in the scale 1:10 000 of the
geodynamic map of the Polish coastal zone of the Baltic Sea. The location of subglacial
forms in the sub-Quaternary relief of the Polish coast was analyzed by the Mojski and
Tomczak (1994; Mojski (eds.) 1995).
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Hydrogeological diagnosis within the sheet of the Hydrogeological Map of Poland (in 1:
50,000 scale) was performed by Sierżęga & Chmielowska (2000). Chlorides anomalies
occurring in the groundwaters of aquifers of the Polish coast have been a topic of many
works over the last several decades. Works related to the process of ascension and ingression
were carried out, among others Dowgiałło (1971), Płochniewski & Sierżęga (1980),
Kawaterkiewicz & Sadurski (1986), Kozerski & Pruszkowska (1996), and Krawiec (2013,
2015).

Figure. 1. Localization of the Dębki and Żarnowiec area.
METHODS
Despite the geological surveys of the Dębki and Żarnowiec region presented above, there is
a lack of the synthetic study aimed at taking into account the occurrence
of hydrogeological processes, against the background of tectonic and geophysical processes.
An additional difficulty is the location and structure of the Dębki - Żarnowiec trough both
in the land and sea areas, which results in the lack of continuous geophysical reconnaissance
and differences in results. In the case study below, information and data relevant to the
migration of salt water in the discussed region are extracted from available sources.
A synthetic model was made, including known hydrogeological conditions. An analysis was
also made of what research should be done in order to identify the processes occurring on the
unique research area, namely the area of the gutter of Żarnowieckie Lake as best as possible.
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RESULTS
The area of the Dębki - Żarnowiec trough is located in the area of the Peribaltic Syneclise in
the NE part of the Łeba elevation. The Quaternary basement is built by the cover of the
Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments. The structural stages: Old Paleozoic, PermoMesozoic and Cenozoic were distinguished. Paleozoic (2.6 km in thickness) build Cambrian
sandstones and silt-clay sediments, Silurian claystones and the Zechstein evaporates in the
top (dolomites, anhydrites and rock salts). Above there are Mesozoic sediments: clays,
mudstones and sandstones of the Triassic and the middle Jurassic. The youngest in this series
are quartz-glauconite sands and sands with phosphates (upper Cretaceous), (Fig. 2). The area
of Żarnowieckie Lake is characterized by a diverse geomorphology. The main form is the
buried Pleistocene trough, the development of which was associated with the processes of
erosion of glacial waters as well as strong exaration during the Weichselian glaciation. The
remaining geomorphological forms occurring in the discussed area are: kame terraces and
moraine plateaus. The north part of the Żarnowieckie Lake adjacent to forms associated with
lacustrine and marine sedimentation such as lagoons and lake plains, spits and sea terraces.

Figure. 2. Reconstruction of pre-Quaternary surface along the Dębki - Żarnowiec
trough area. Isolines of Quaternary thickness in meters; after Ostaficzuk (1978) and
Kramarska (edit. 1999) modified.
The trough course is close to the meridian (NNW-EES). Quaternary sediments within the
research hole in Dębki (Dębki IG-1) were found up to 320 m - the highest thickness of Q in
Poland. At the same time being an erosive surface reached the Triassic (sandstone)
formation. Such a large geomorphological form certainly required tectonic conditions and
long-lasting and repetitive erosion. The tectonic movements of the Laramiian phase in the
upper Cretaceous and Paleogene were certainly an additional factor intensifying erosion, and
this tectonic predisposition had a direct impact on the modern location of the Piaśnica Valley
and the Żarnowieckie Lake (Tyski 1973). The prolongation of structures observed on land
was also documented during geophysical work at sea in the elaboration of the Geological
Map of the Baltic bottom without Quaternary formations (Kramarska (edit.) 1999), (Fig. 3).
Within the Dębki - Żarnowiec trough two aquifers belonging to the Quaternary can be
distinguished. The first (upper) aquifer is associated with sand-gravel sediments of upper
Pleistocene, under the bottom of the lake is spreading to the area of coastal lowlands. In the
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marginal parts of the lake aquifer is not isolated and recharged through the lateral inflow
from the plateau. The water table is not strained. The second (bottom) aquifer includes
a base part of the trough. It occurs at a depth of 70.0 to 93.5 m and is underlined with tills
of older glaciations and in the top there are Eemian clay and silts (Fig. 4). The contact
between both quaternary layers takes place by interaquifer drainage through poorly
permeable structures. Outside the Dębki - Żarnowiec trough - in the upland, there is also an
aquifer that is associated with Oligocene and Miocene deposits. These aquifers are in direct
hydraulic contact with the deeper Quaternary aquifer and form a common quaternarytertiary regional aquifer. The processes of ascension of mineralized waters within the Dębki Żarnowiec trough can be facilitated by the direct contact of the quaternary layer (lower) with
the aquifer associated with the Triassic sandstones belonging to the Permo-Mesozoic stage
(Fig. 4). This hydrogeological window was found based on the drilling hole in Dębki. The
layers are contacted at a depth of 306 m. There is an increase in the salinity of groundwater
in the range from 11598 mg/dm3 at depth 40 m, to 13617 mg/dm3 (200 m), (Fig. 4). The
course of the contact area includes a narrow zone with a longitudinal course between the
northern part of Żarnowieckie Lake and Dębki.

Figure. 3. The offshore geophysical record of Dębki - Żarnowiec trough reaching the
Triassic layers; after Kramarska (edit. 1999) modified.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It should be noted that according to Płochniewski and Sierżęga, Krawiec (Krawiec 2015,
Płochniewski & Sierżęga 1980), the presence of salt and brackish waters in the analyzed area
is related to the ascension of brines from the Mesozoic formations. This ascension takes
place along the zones of tectonic (neotectonic) discontinuities and deep erosion in the
Quaternary basement. The aforementioned zones of faults are present in the Mesozoic
complex both in the land zone and under the sea. The identification of these zones is a
serious issue. A series of studies from various branches of geology should be used for this
task. Especially hydrogeochemical saline water ingression tests, isotope studies, noble gas
determinations and geophysical surveys, both on- and offshore. New drilling
hydrogeological wells located in the area of deep structures, buried troughs, with the
possibility of sample deep aquifers that may be in contact with the Permo-Mesozoic layers.
The occurrence of chlorides anomalies in the groundwaters of the Dębki - Żarnowiec trough
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and the majority of the Polish Baltic coast has a polygenetic nature connected with the
processes of ascension, mixing of waters and ingression. Ascension processes
as previously mentioned occur in contact zones of Permo-Mesozoic aquifers with younger
layers, while the processes of ingression last from approximately 5.5 thousand years when
the Littorina Sea reached a sea level similar to today's (Uścinowicz 2003) and its salinity
reached above 12 ‰ (Bianchi et al. 2000) and even 15-20 ‰ (Hyvärinen et al. 1988,
Witkowski 1994). An important process affecting the presence of saline and brackish waters
was the washing out of saline waters during lower base level of groundwater drainage, which
was influenced by ice sheet loads and relaxation during interglacials.

Figure. 4. Hydrogeological cross section of the Dębki - Żarnowiec trough after
Kwaterkiewicz & Sadurski (1986) modified.
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An overview of coastal Apulian wetlands (Southern Italy)
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ABSTRACT
The Apulian peninsular coastline (940 km) includes many urbanized areas and coastal
wetlands, the latter in same cases interested by huge touristic transformations.
The region is dominated by large and deep karstic and coastal aquifers and by some minor
porous coastal aquifers the coastal outflow of which create tens of coastal wetlands. They
should be considered dependent by groundwater outflow and by dynamic equilibria with sea,
in terms of seawater intrusion and ingression.
For a long time, these areas were considered unproductive, sources of malaria, and were
depopulated. During the second half of the last century, relevant reclamation works were
realized, the coastal areas have assumed a role of primary importance for the social and
economic development. This has led to a growing anthropic pressure along the coast that has
led to a progressive deterioration of the coastal wetland environments.
High vulnerability to pollution, overexploitation trend, increasing seawater intrusion effects
and global groundwater quality decrease threaten the hydrological and ecological equilibria
of these water systems.
The collective awareness of the important role played by the transition environments, gave
rise to a conceptual innovation on the protection and enhancement of wetlands.
The research is finalized to define an inventory of the regional coastal wetlands, focusing on
that the role of groundwater outflow is relevant if not prevailing.
For each of these wetlands were defined a number of information and characteristics based
on bibliographical knowledge and field surveys. The geological and hydrological conditions
were recognized. On this basis, the hydrological and hydrogeological conceptualization was
ended, permitting to define a steady state hydrological balance of wetlands. The role of
seawater intrusion and ingression and the role of these in terms of salinity is analyzed. The
scope is to offer a global overview of these wetlands to promote a systematic approach to
their safeguard.
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Land subsidence by peat oxidation leads to enhanced salinization
through boils in Dutch polders
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ABSTRACT
Peat oxidation in deep Dutch polders leads – in addition to subsidence - to the development
of new saline boils, enhancing the salinization of these polders. This on-going process is
studied in detail in the Middelburg-Tempelpolder. The objective of the study was to get
more in-depth knowledge about this process and to assess it for the present situation and for
future landscapes (after 10, 50, 100 and 500 years).
INTRODUCTION
Salinization of deep polders of the Netherlands (reclaimed lakes) happens mainly through
boils, contributing more than 50% to the total salt load (De Louw, 2013). Boils occur as
conduits in the upper aquitard, connecting the underlying aquifer to the surface and allowing
groundwater to discharge at high velocities (Figure 1). Concentrated types of groundwater
discharge at higher rates like boils, discharge groundwater from deeper strata with more salty
groundwater than diffuse types of seepage at low rates. Due to this natural saltwater
upconing process (De Louw et al., 2013) the salinity of groundwater discharged by boils is
much higher than diffuse types. The saline groundwater in the aquifers originates from
marine transgressions during the Holocene.

Figure 1. Boils in deep polders: (a) diagram of boils with several conduits in aquitard,
(b) sand boil transporting sand from the aquifer (c) a boil emitting water and methane
(adapted from De Louw et al., 2013).
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Boils develop when the pressure of water in the aquifer is greater than the pressure exerted
by the weight of the overlying stratum. Due to the higher water pressure, heaving and
cracking of the soil occur, creating flow pathways that lead to the development of boils. This
is the reason why boils mainly occur in deep polders where large hydraulic gradients exist
and where hydraulic heads of the upper aquifer exceed ground levels (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Hydrogeological cross section through a typical deep polder and adjacent
elevated peatland. Heaving and cracking of the soil occurs when the water pressure
(hydraulic head) in the upper aquifer (blue arrows) exceeds the weight of the overlying
confining layer (green arrows).
The topsoil of most Dutch deep polders consists of clay, as most peat has been mined or
degraded over the last centuries. However, some polders still have shallow peat remaining.
Peat oxidizes when it comes in contact with air (oxygen), resulting in a reduction of peat
volume,(oxidation) and consequently land subsidence. The average land subsidence in the
Netherlands is about 0,8 mm per year (Van den Born et al., 2015). In oxidation prone areas,
typically water levels are maintained by the Water Boards as high as possible to slow down
subsidence. This means an average surface water level of about 20 to 60 cm below ground
level, which is just deep enough to facilitate dairy farming. To sustain the aforementioned
drainage depths under conditions of progressive subsidence, surface water levels must be
periodically lowered, evoking new subsidence. This forms a self-perpetuating circle, which
lead to meters of subsidence in the Dutch peatlands over the last 10 centuries (Erkens et al.,
2016). With ongoing subsidence and decreasing confining layer weights, the risk of new
boils development increases and consequently also the salinization of the polder will
increase.
The process of land subsidence, the development of boils and related salinization is studied
in detail for a deep polder called Middelburg-Tempelpolder (MT-polder). The objective of
the study was to get more in-depth knowledge about this process and to assess it for the
present situation and for future landscapes (after 10, 50, 100 and 500 years).
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METHODS
We have combined modeling with an extensive field survey to collect detailed information
about geology, hydraulic heads, land subsidence, heaving and cracking, occurrence and
development of boils and the history of boil development.
The field survey contained the following elements:
 Interview of farmers: to collect data about (1) agricultural activities in subsiding
areas with boils, (2) location of boils and history of boil development, (3) their view
regarding future developments and solutions.
 Detailed geological borehole descriptions (in total 31 geological drillings until 5 to
11 meter depth).
 Weighting of wet bulk density samples of different lithology.
 Installation of 15 piezometers in the aquifer to measure the hydraulic head in the
upper aquifer as well as the salinity of the groundwater. At most locations also
phreatic piezometers were installed.
 EC (salinity) and temperature routing to map boils and quantify the salinization of
the polder.
The modeling exercises involved:
 Groundwater modeling of hydraulic head in upper aquifer using Seawat (present
situation)
 Construction of 3D-geological model (present situation)
 Producing maps of the risk index (for heaving/cracking and, hence development of
saline boils) (present situation), the index being the ratio of overburden weight and
hydraulic head at the base of the confining layer.
 Modeling land subsidence using land subsidence model Phoenix (Geisler, 2015) due
to peat oxidation and resulting landscapes after 10, 50, 100 and 500 years.
 Modeling hydraulic heads for future landscapes resulting from land subsidence after
10, 50, 100 and 500 years.
 Calculating the risk index of the development of saline boils for the future landscapes
10, 50, 100 and 500 years after present.
 Quantifying the salinization of the polder through boils for the different future
landscapes.
Finally, potential policy actions for the Water Boards concerning water management of the
polder and for the farmers will be formulated based on this combined field and modeling
study. The results of this regional study will be extrapolated to all other deep polders with
shallow peat occurrence, which are undergoing significant land subsidence by peat
oxidation.
RESULTS
This study started in October 2017 and will finish in May 2018 and the most significant
results will be presented at the SWIM. In this extended abstract, merely some highlights of
the results will be presented since both the field survey and modeling exercises are halfway.
The modeled hydraulic head exceeds ground level for about 50% of the MT-polder with the
largest hydraulic heads up to 0.75 cm above ground level at the edges of the polder (Figure
3). The confining layer is 3 to 6 m thick, consists of peat and clay, and serves as an aquitard
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on top of the upper aquifer. Saturated peat has a much lower weight than clay, 0.9-1.1 g cm-3
and 1.3-1.6 g cm-3 respectively. The combination of large hydraulic heads and the subsoil
consisting largely of peat, results in high risks for saline boil developments (Figure 3). These
preliminary calculations are based on regional and national scale data.
The collected data of lithological composition of the confining layer and hydraulic heads
during the field surveys will be used to improve the reliability of the model calculations.
With the improved models, the different hydraulic heads and risk for saline boils
developments due to land subsidence will be calculated for the future landscapes (10, 50,
100 and 500 years). Two water management scenarios will be assessed: (1) surface water
levels follow the land subsidence to maintain favorable conditions for agriculture, (2) surface
water levels will be fixed to slow down land subsidence. For the first water management
scenario, areas with peat at the surface will subside with a rate of approximately 5 mm/year
leading to ~0.25 meter of land subsidence in 50 years. Land subsidence will continue until
all peat has been oxidized. With the fixed level scenario soil subsidence will slow down due
to increasingly wet conditions (less oxygen intrusion). The subsidence will eventually stop
when the land surface subsides to the fixed water levels causing anoxic conditions
preventing the oxidizing of peat. However, this will lead to the disappearance of traditional
dairy farming agriculture due to wet conditions.

Figure 3. Left: The modeled hydraulic head in the upper aquifer, referenced to ground
level. At the edges of the polder, the hydraulic head rises up to 80 cm above ground
level causing high risk for boil development. Right: The risk for the development of
saline boils for the MT-polder. A value lower than 1.1 indicates a high risk for boil
development, a value higher than 1.1 indicates a low risk.
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First calculations show that land subsidence will increase the risk for boil development and
consequently enhances salinization for most areas. However, for some areas the opposite is
true. Due to regional land subsidence, the hydraulic head will be lowered too and when the
reduction of the hydraulic head outranges the weight reduction by peat oxidation, the risk of
boil development decreases. The development of new boils will therefore be stagnated for
these areas when only land subsidence is taken into account. However, all activities that
reduce the weight of the confining layer, such as excavations and lowering of surface water
levels, may lead to the development of new boils and consequently enhanced salinization.
The field surveys result in new insights and confirms existing theory about boil developing
and salinization. According to the farmers, most boils are old and only a few have developed
recently. However, the old boils still discharge saline groundwater and when they occur on
land, the boils limit the agricultural production due to wet and saline conditions and inaccessibility of the land for machines due to the low bearing capacity of the soil. Most boils
developed directly after the formation of the polder (reclamation of lake) at the end of the
19th century. But also during periods with increased hydraulic head conditions (e.g. due to
reduced groundwater extraction), lowered surface water levels, constructing ditches and
canals or other activities when soil is removed, have caused the development of boils. Figure
4 shows pictures of boils in the MT-polder. During a short frost period, the boils in the
ditches were clearly visible as holes in the ice (Figure 4c-d), due to the constant temperature
of the groundwater of 10.5 oC being discharged via boils. For two ditches with a total length
of 950 m at the north-eastern edge of the MT-polder in total 60 large boils and 66 small boils
were visually mapped during the frost period, resulting in a boil density of 1 boil every
7.5 meter. About 75% of the boils found in the field occur in the zones where the calculated
risk for boils development is high (Figure 3). With the data locally collected in the field, the
risk calculations will be improved significantly.

A

B

C

D

Figure 4. (A) Height difference of 3 meter between peat land (left) and deep polder
with shallow peat occurance (right) causing large hydraulic gradients. (B) Boil on land
surface causing wet saline conditions and soft soil. (C) and (D) Boils in surface water
which don‘t freeze due to constant temperature of 10.5 oC of discharging groundwater.
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From the 15 installed piezometers, groundwater from the upper aquifer just below the
confining layer was sampled, and the salinity was measured. According to earlier findings
(De Louw, 2013), almost all groundwater directly below the confining layer was fresh (EC <
1.200 µS/cm) except for three piezometers in the centre of the polder, and most boils were
saline (EC 4.000 – 10.000 µS/cm). Boils have a much higher salinity than the diffuse types
of groundwater seepage due to saltwater upconing whereas diffuse seepage only discharges
groundwater from the top of the aquifer. Hydraulic head measurements in the installed
piezometer confirm the modelled larger hydraulic heads at the edge of the polder (0.20-0.6 m
above ground level) than in the centre of the polder (just above or below ground level). The
measured hydraulic heads in the south-eastern part of the MT-polder are lower than the
modelled ones which is probably due to the increased discharge of groundwater as a result of
a large number of boils in this part of the polder. These boils were not incorporated in the
model and this effect on the hydraulic head was therefore not accounted for.
SUMMARY
From the results so far the following preliminary conclusions can be made:
 Collecting local data increased the knowledge about the boil development process
and improved the models (groundwater, geology, land subsidence).
 The combination of large hydraulic heads and shallow peat in the subsurface results
in high risks for saline boil development.
 Land subsidence by peat oxidation result in both a reduction of the hydraulic head
and weight of the confining layer. The ratio determines whether this would lead to an
increase or decrease of the risk of boils development.
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Mixing and calcite dissolution in heterogeneous coastal aquifers
— A numerical 2D study
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ABSTRACT
Mixing across the saltwater-freshwater (SW-FW) interface has become a subject of growing
interest due its relevance in groundwater management and remediation activities within
coastal environments. Mixing and dispersion are key processes that affect a range of
geochemical processes, including the formation and development of karsts, exchange
reactions and biochemical processes. The evolution of the SW-FW is strongly influenced by
the density difference between salt and freshwater as well as temporal flow fluctuations
induced, for example, by sea level fluctuations and the inherent hydraulic and chemical
heterogeneities within a given system. Exploring these processes in a hydraulically
heterogeneous setting has been shown to enhance mixing and widening of the SW-FW
interface. In order to gain further insight into how these typical (coastal) transient processes
affect mixing processes, we conceptualize variable density flow in a heterogeneous system
coupled with reactive transport. For this purpose, we use the COMSOL Multiphysics ®
software to model flow and transport. In order to account for calcite dissolution and the
reaction rate, a mixing ratios-based formulation presented by De Simoni (2005, 2007) is
used. We quantify the reaction rate and the change in porosity to further highlight the
development of reactive hotspots that result from zones of enhanced mixing and flow
deformation.

Figure 1. Example of simulated salinity distributions and porosity change for
homogeneous media and heterogeneous media. Each model is simulated until steadystate is achieved with the porosity contours representing changes in porosity every
10,000 years. The heterogeneous media is represented by a simulated Gaussian field
with a hydraulic conductivity geometric mean of 5e-4 m/s and a σ2lnk of 1 and 4. The
images are snap shots of a 1500 m by 100 m model domain at horizontal extents x = 850
m to 1300 m over the entire height of the domain.
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ABSTRACT
Direct measurement of groundwater flux is desirable for the quantitative and qualitative
monitoring of coastal aquifers, for understanding processes at the fresh-salt water interface
and for estimating submarine groundwater discharge. Traditionally, hydraulic conductivity
was measured in order to estimate flow rates. Instead, this research propose a new
methodology to directly quantify groundwater flux in coastal aquifers, by using high
temporal and spatial resolution Fibre-Optic Distributed Temperature sensing (FO-DTS). The
method will be able to provide distributed groundwater fluxes.
A Heat Dissipation Test was conducted in the Argentona site (Spain). The system consists of
a pumping well and an observation well, both located 70 meters away from the coast line.
The armoured FO cable was installed in both wells outside the well casing. The pumping
well was pumping for two days with a constant flow rate. The cable at the observation well,
located 2 m from the pumping well, was heated for 41 hours. The obtained heating response
at the observation well was used to validate the method.
In this study we show the preliminary results in which heat dissipation is governed by
thermal advection and conduction. Thermal advection is driven by groundwater flow, a
variable that changes in time and space. On the contrary, thermal conduction is controlled by
thermal conductivity, a well-known and constant parameter. An Infinite Line Source heat
transport analytical model is used to estimate saturated soil thermal conductivity and
groundwater fluxes. During the first minutes of the test, temperature rises considerably due
to the low thermal conductivity of the cable materials, leading to a skin effect analogous to
that of well hydraulics, which needs to be acknowledged during interpretation of the heating
test. The resulting groundwater fluxes are validated with velocity estimated with pumping
test data.
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ABSTRACT
Sea-water intrusion (SWI) is the most frequent threat to coastal aquifers. A singular poorlyunderstood feature of SWI is the mixing zone between fresh and seawater. We believe that
understanding of the temporal and spatial scales of mixing at this zone are fundamental to
improving prediction of seawater-freshwater mixing
We test the use of the temperature contrast between fresh- and sea-water, as tracer for
studying the mixing zone dynamics. We monitored the vertical temperature profile across
the interface with Fibre Optic Distributed Temperature Sensing (FODTS). Based on natural
differences in temperature, FODTS is used as passive sensor to monitor the SWI position
and dynamics in a Mediterranean aquifer along a full year.
The thermal responses were validated through comparison of temperature and electrical
conductivity, and illustrate the relationship between the SWI position and the temperature
distribution. The relation varied seasonally, due to change in thermal contrast between end
members, and by the scale of the targeted dynamics. For example, for small scale processes,
like astronomic tides, thermal distribution does not reflect the subtle dynamics followed by
solutes concentrations at the SWI.
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ABSTRACT
Groundwater resources in the Province of Zeeland, the Netherlands, have been largely
salinised during marine transgressions, and fresh water is scarce. The area is both an
agricultural and tourism hotspot, putting stress on the available fresh groundwater resources.
Climate change and sea-level rise are expected to exacerbate problems with freshwater
availability. Successful management of the scarce fresh groundwater resources requires a
detailed picture of their spatially variable occurrence. In FRESHEM Zeeland, we surveyed
the entire Province of Zeeland using a frequency-domain helicopter-borne electromagnetic
system. The large-scale airborne survey consisted of over 9000 line-km. Survey results were
translated into a 3D salinity distribution using a novel probabilistic approach. This approach
aimed to recognize the uncertainty associated with the different steps in the procedure. We
applied a Monte Carlo procedure to incorporate three different geophysical inversion
models, stochastic lithological models of the subsurface, and a range of Archie‘s formation
factors to translate subsurface resistivity into probability distributions of groundwater
salinity. Indicator kriging with locally varying anisotropy was finally applied to obtain a 3D
image of groundwater salinity. This applied interpolation procedure aimed to preserve smallscale landscape features such as creek ridges, that form important controls on groundwater
salinity in the area. The approach successfully resulted in a full 3D mapping of the
probability distribution of chloride concentrations for an area of about 1800 km². Uncertainty
analysis showed that the geophysical inversion model was the largest contributor to the
uncertainty in our results. Exciting results include vast fresh groundwater volumes under
saline marine deposits (salt-fresh inversions), offshore fresh groundwater, and newly
discovered fresh groundwater occurrences.
FRESHEM results were well received by stakeholders and were made available to the public
(https://kaarten.zeeland.nl/map/freshem). Interestingly, stakeholders were well able to handle
the uncertainty in the results, after providing guidance and deriving tangible uncertainty
measures. Examples of the immediate uptake of the results include: a. the guiding of farmers
in their use of fresh groundwater resources, b. used as starting concentration in density
dependent groundwater model of Zeeland, c. a new basis for groundwater extraction zoning,
and d. updated feasibility maps of different agricultural aquifer storage and recovery
measures.
Contact Information: Joost R. Delsman, Unit Subsurface and Groundwater Systems, Deltares,
Daltonlaan 600, 3584 BK Utrecht, Netherlands. Phone: +31 88 335 7138, Email:
joost.delsman@deltares.nl
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ABSTRACT
Mixing and dispersion in coastal aquifers are strongly influenced by temporal flow
fluctuations on time scales ranging from daily (tides), seasonal (pumping and recharge) to
glacial cycles (regression and transgressions). Temporal flow fluctuations under medium
compressibility and spatial heterogeneity lead to a complex space and time-dependent flow
response which induces enhanced mixing and dispersion of dissolved substances. We
analyze effective mixing and solute transport in temporally fluctuating flow for a stable
stratification of two fluids of different density using detailed numerical simulations and
column experiments. The dispersion and mixing behaviors are quantified in terms of the
evolution of the interface width, the mixing rate (rate by which concentration variance is
destroyed), and the distribution of concentration point values. Furthermore, we consider the
efficiency of the dissolution of calcite under high Damköhler numbers, this means under
mixing-limited conditions. For spatially homogeneous aquifers, we find that mixing and
dispersion are mainly controlled by the hydraulic diffusivity, the period of the transient
forcing, and the initial interface location. At short times, mixing can be characterized by a
constant effective dispersion coefficient and both the interface position and width evolve
linearly in time. For increasing times, we observe sublinear increase of the interface width,
which indicates interfacial compression. This behavior is caused by a deceleration of the
interface as it intrudes into the aquifers. This deceleration is caused by the fact that the flow
velocity decreases exponentially with distance from the flow boundary as a consequence of
compressibility of the porous matrix. We quantify the observed mixing behaviors and
interface evolution by a time-averaged model that is obtained from a two-scale expansion of
the full transport problem, and derive explicit expressions for the center of mass and width of
the mixing zone between the two fluids [Pool et al., 2016]. For spatially heterogeneous
media, we observe that the global mixing and reactivity are on the order of or even smaller
than for homogeneous media, which can be traced back to heterogeneity-induced fluid
segregation [Pool et al., 2018]. At the same time, we observe a strong local enhancement of
the mixing and reaction rates, which increases with the connectivity of the hydraulic
conductivity field. The tendency to extreme mixing and reaction rates is manifested in the
distribution of point of values of the spatially distributed mixing and reaction rates. The local
maxima of the mixing and reaction rates are localized in regions of strong interface
deformation, which correspond to high velocity zones and therefore also large dispersion.
Density variations lead to an additional interface compression, which in turn emphasizes
local maxima in mixing and reaction rates. Our results provide quantitative evidence that the
deformation of the interface induced by spatial heterogeneity and transient flow fluctuations
coupled with density variations leads to the formation of complex patterns of reaction
hotspots, zones of enhanced reaction efficiency, whose distribution is linked to the medium
structure and the deformation properties and topology of the flow field. Our work provides
new insights into the role of spatial and temporal variability on the mixing and reaction
efficiency as well as the formation of geochemical reaction patterns in heterogeneous
environmental systems.
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ABSTRACT
Groundwater flow beneath the oceans plays an important role for cooling the earth‘s crust
and geochemical cycles, yet it remains an understudied subject in hydrogeology. This
contribution focuses on the circulation of seawater through basalt covered by deep-sea
sediments in the equatorial northeast Pacific Ocean. Numerical model simulations are used
to infer the factors controlling the flow patterns that develop between basalt outcrops. The
energy to drive the flow is derived from the crustal heat flux. It is found that the sediment
thickness plays a key role in determining the development of hydrothermal siphons, i.e. the
flow between two adjacent seamounts where one acts as a recharge point and the other as a
discharge point for seawater. Amongst the various factors tested, the outcrop width was an
important factor as well.
INTRODUCTION
It is now firmly established that submarine groundwater discharge plays a major role in the
delivery of nutrients and other chemical substances to the ocean. This process has been
studied primarily in the near-shore environment (Moore, 2010). Flow processes around midoceanic ridges, evidenced e.g. by ―black smokers‖, have also received a lot of attention.
Much less remains known, however, about the role of groundwater flow processes in the
deeper oceanic crust between the continents and the mid-oceanic ridges. Large parts of the
ocean floor are of this type. In the absence of topographic driving forces, flow here is driven
by processes like tectonic compression, sediment loading, mineral transformation, and heat
flow. The latter is the focus of this contribution, which deals with the flow in basalt layers at
the floor of the Pacific Ocean.
The study area is located 1700 km southwest of Manzanillo, Mexico in the equatorial
northeast Pacific Ocean. The depth of the ocean ranges between 1460 and 4680 m (Kuhn et
al., 2017) and the seabed is formed by basaltic crust, which is draped by a sediment cover of
up to 100 m thickness. Locally, the crust protrudes through the sediment layer in the form of
seamounts and N-S oriented ridges, which are about 100 - 300 m high, a few kilometers
wide, and 10s of kilometers long. The seamounts are extinct submarine volcanoes, which
rise a few hundred to almost 3000 m over the surrounding abyssal plains. The circulation of
seawater though the basaltic crust has been confirmed previously by heat flow
measurements, and pore-water geochemical profiles (Kuhn et al., 2017). The outcrops of the
protruding seamounts and N-S ridges are entry and exit points for seawater. Similar flow
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systems have been described elsewhere and the phenomenon of seawater entering one
seamount and exiting from another has been termed a hydrothermal siphon (Fisher, 2005).
Figure 1 shows a conceptual model of such a hydrothermal siphon. A net flow between two
outcrops develops only when a potential difference exists between them. The hydrostatic
pressure exerted by the overlying ocean water is assumed to be the same everywhere, so the
flow can only be initiated by density differences that are caused by the crustal heat flux,
which is around 0.1 W/m2 for oceanic crust of the working area (Kuhn et al., 2017). The high
permeability of the basalts aids in the formation of upwelling plumes of relatively warm and
downwelling plumes of relatively cold groundwater. Because of their fine-grained nature,
the sediments are much less permeable than the basalts and thus mass transport in them is
diffusion-dominated.

Figure 1. Conceptual model of the flow between two seamounts (modified fromFisher
& Wheat, 2010).
Little is known about hydrothermal siphons but they can be expected to play an important
role in the cooling of the oceanic lithosphere, the solute budgets of the oceans (Fisher, 2005)
and, potentially the formation of mineral resources such as manganese nodules. In the study
area, for example, it has been found that dissolved oxygen is entrained by the seawater
circulating through the basalt layer and enters the sediment layer from below by upward
diffusion. To better understand the flow dynamics, as well as the heat and solute transport
process, a numerical model was constructed that simulates the flow of seawater through a
sediment-covered basaltic aquifer between a pair of basalt outcrops, which could either be
seamounts or N-S ridges.
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MODEL SETUP
Figure 2 shows a schematic cross-section with the key features of the numerical model. The
model was constructed using the software OpenGeoSys5 (Kolditz et al., 2012), which solves
the system of equations for coupled fluid flow and heat transport in an iterative coupling
scheme. The model domain as a vertical cross-section had a width of 10 km and the basalt
layer beneath the sediment was 500 m thick. The thickness of the sediment layer was varied
between 10 and 100 m and the height of the seamounts, which equaled the thickness of the
sediment layer, was varied accordingly. The width of the outcrops was 200 m.
The pressure at the seafloor was set to P0 = 4 × 107 Pa (400 bar), and the temperature to T0 =
1.48 °C, based on measurements. The temperature at the right outcrop was not specified
though and was left to be calculated by the model instead. This allowed for the development
of a pressure difference between the two basalt outcrops. A subsurface heat flux of qh 0.1
W/m2 was assumed along the bottom boundary of the model. The pressure and viscosity of
water thus varied as a function of temperature. Other model parameters are shown in Figure
2. Initial runs were conducted to test the effect of grid discretization and time stepping on the
simulation results. The mesh of the model with a sediment thickness of 100 m had 60,061
nodes and 60,000 elements, and tie time step used was 109 s.

Figure 2. Cross-section showing the geometry of the model domain, lithological units
and boundary conditions for temperature T and pressure P. wo is the width of the
outcrop, which was 200 m for the case presented here but varied and could be different
between left and right for asymmetrical models. ds was the sediment thickness, i.e. 100
m for the case presented here. Initial conditions were set to a constant temperature T =
1.48 °C and a hydrostatic pressure distribution. qh is the crustal heat flux (0.1 W/m2)
and λ is the thermal conductivity.
RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the temperature distribution after about 30,000 years for the model with a
sediment thickness of 100 m. The corresponding flow field is shown in Figure 4. These
results clearly show that the system is unstable and that a convective flow system developed
which is driven by the bottom heat flux.
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Figure 3. Temperature distribution for the model with a sediment layer thickness of
100 m after 9.15×1011 s (~30,000 y). The sediment layer is indicated by a black line. The
corresponding flow field is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Vectors showing the magnitude and direction of the specific discharge (q)
field after 9.15×1011 s (≈ 30,000 y). Note that the model domain has been subdivided
into three parts to improve the visibility of the vectors. The vectors were normalized
with respect to the maximum specific discharge and the largest arrow represents a
value of 𝑞 = 5.7×10−8 m/s.
The basalt outcrop on the left acts as the entry for seawater, whereas in the basalt outcrop on
the right, there is both down- and upwelling of seawater (Figure 4). Mass balance
calculations show that there is a net flow of seawater through the basalt from left to right.
Running simulations with different sediment thicknesses showed that this net flow did not
occur in the models with a sediment thickness ≤ 40 m. Additional simulations (not shown
here) indicate that the width of the basalt outcrops is another important parameter.
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Asymmetry of the outcrop width promotes the development of a siphon. Simulations yet to
be conducted will also consider the distance between outcrops.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The development of an unstable, free convection flow system was expected as the Rayleigh
number (Ra) for the initial temperature profile is Ra = 516, which is much larger than the
critical value of Racr = 17.65. The model results indicate that, for the range of conditions
considered in this study, a hydrothermal siphon does not develop when the sediment
thickness ≤ 40 m. Our preliminary interpretation of this observation is that this is because the
transport of heat via conduction through the thinner sediment layers becomes more effective
than via convection through the basalts. In models with a sediment thickness ≥ 60 m, the
thickness of the sediment layer prevented this, and thus a lateral flow component develops
that conveys the energy out of the system. These modelling results provide support for the
inferred circulation of seawater through the crustal basalt in the study area, as was suggested
by Kuhn et al. (2017) based on heat flow and pore water concentration data. It is clear that
pore waters beneath the ocean flow need not be stagnant but that there can be conditions
where vigorous flow develops, provided that the permeability and heat flux are high enough.
Hydrothermal siphons develop under favorable conditions, which include a heat flux high
enough to cause potential differences, a thick sediment layer, and asymmetric basalt outcrops
widths. The circulation of seawater through the basaltic crust does not only lead to its
eventual cooling but also to a decrease of its permeability due to hydration reactions of the
basaltic minerals, which lead to a decrease of porosity. Moreover, such hydration reactions
may also lead to the mobilization of elements into solution and their transport back into the
ocean. Considering the wide-spread existence of this type of off-axis ventilation, the neteffect of the return flow of mobilized elements on element fluxes and oceanic budgets may
be very large.
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ABSTRACT
Submarine Groundwater Discharge (SGD) in coastal aquifers has been recognized as an
important source of nutrients and dissolved compounds to the ocean, which is having a large
influence on coastal biogeochemical cycles. Ra isotopes (223Ra, 224Ra, 226Ra, 228Ra) are
widely used to quantify SGD because they are enriched in groundwater relative to seawater
and provide time information due to their different half-lives. Their application requires the
proper characterization of their concentrations in the discharging groundwater, which
strongly depend on the salinity of the fresh-saltwater transition zone. It is still challenging to
understand the spatial and temporal variability of the Ra end-members, even though it is a
crucial term for SGD and associated chemical input estimations. In this work, we present the
results of 3-year Ra isotope evolution (2015 – 2017) in a dynamic subterranean estuary of a
microtidal Mediterranean coastal aquifer (north of Barcelona city, Spain) that experiences
large displacements of the fresh-saltwater interface. The experimental site is located at a
distance of 30 and 90 m from the shoreline. The temporal and spatial distribution of the Ra
isotopes are investigated at 11 monitoring piezometers partially screened in the deepest
portion of the alluvial aquifer with depth ranging between 15 and 25 m. The observed spatial
variability of Ra concentrations was related to changes on groundwater salinity and/or
variations in the geological matrix. Their activities correlated with salinity (3 < S < 25 g/l)
reaching maximum concentrations in the deeper part of the aquifer (20 m) with salinities >25
g/l, while lower Ra concentrations were recorded in freshwater (S<3 g/l), in shallow depth.
During a strong rainfall event (73 mm in 2 days), the monitored Ra concentrations in the
different piezometers decreased between 20 – 80% in relation to the initial concentrations
and recovered the initial values after 10 days. This study emphasizes the need to properly
understand the spatial and temporal evolution of Ra concentrations in coastal aquifers in
order to obtain accurate estimates of SGD and SGD-driven chemical fluxes.
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ABSTRACT
Understanding the mechanism of salt water transport in response to the exploitation of deep
freshwater has long been one of the major regional environmental hydrogeological problems
and scientific challenges in the North China Plain. It is also the key to a correct
understanding of the sources of deep groundwater pumpage. Porewaters were extracted from
a regional aquitard (0-128 m depth) in the North China Plain and analyzed for major ions
and stable isotopes. The aquitard separate regional aquifers and limits rates of water and
solute fluxes between two aquifers. Porewater from the aquitard tend to be more saline and
enriched δ18O and δ2H relative to regional groundwaters. The aquitard water between 40120m with a range of δ2H -85~ -75‰ was most likely recharged during the late Pleistocene.
We extracted climate information from chloride concentrations, Cl/Br ratios, and stable
isotope compositions of aquitard porewater to establish the conceptual model of water and
solutes transport across a regional aquitard. We conducted 1-D flow-transport modeling for
the aquitard profile by assuming constant concentration boundaries at upper and lower
boundaries to reverse Kv distribution, and simulating the evaporation process on million
years‘ time scale during late Pleistocene (dry environment). Upper part (0-30 m depth) of Cl
profile is related to freshwater in wet environment during Holocene. The results show that
aquitard pore water (depth >40m) have had all tracers of connate water and salts mainly
formed by evaporation during the late Pleistocene (i.e. ~1 Ma BP). The Cl profile shape was
altered in wet environment during Holocene (1~5 ka). Salt transport is primarily controlled
by vertical diffusion on million years‘ time scale. Over-exploitation of deep groundwater in
the past decades had caused shallow saltwater intrusion into the deep aquifers, probably
passing through ―windows‖ in 3-D domain, not through the aquitard. Interbeded sand layer
has little effect on salt transport in the clayey aquitard.
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ABSTRACT
Coastal areas are valuable ecosystems. Their position at the end of the terrestrial
hydrological cycle makes them the final destination for nutrients that have not been degraded
or captured before reaching the oceans. The consequences of an excessive input of nutrients
such as nitrate, ammonium, and phosphate can trigger algal blooms and subsequent anoxic
conditions and dead zones in surface waters. Thus, there is intense interest and activity for
monitoring and quantifying nutrient inputs to estuaries and coasts. However, the delivery
connected with groundwater fluxes is often overlooked. Nutrient transport is affected by
physical and chemical processes in groundwater, including reactions that transform, release
from sediments, or degrade to other species more or less harmful for the environment. In
coastal aquifers, groundwater flowpaths are complex because of forces established due to
salinity changes as the density-driven flow or the recirculation of saltwater in areas affected
by waves and tides. These processes are highly location-dependent since they are taking
place at different locations relative to various forcings, and also at different depths. This
hinders the detection and the quantification of its effect. In this work, two new datasets with
a high spatial resolution are presented (Indian River Bay, Delaware, USA and Ringkøbing
Fjord, Denmark) with the objective of identifying subsurface hydrogeological flow paths and
the resulting distribution of nutrients in groundwater discharging into two coastal areas.
Information about fluxes, concentrations of nitrate, ammonium, phosphate and in-situ
parameters are presented in connection with the freshwater-saltwater interface and the
potential processes that can increase or decrease their presence in groundwater under bays
and other coastal waters. Additionally the impact of groundwater discharge rates to surface
water are analyzed together with the concentration of the different nutrients measured. The
implications and the consequences are discussed for the two regions as a potential global
phenomenon with a broader impact for the monitoring and the understanding of
contamination in coastal areas.
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ABSTRACT
The term subterranean estuary was proposed by Moore in 1999 (Moore, 1999) as a call of
attention to researchers in ocean sciences about the impacts of groundwater in coastal
systems. A subterranean estuary is defined as ―a coastal aquifer where ground water derived
from land drainage measurably dilutes sea water that has invaded the aquifer through a free
connection to the sea‖ (Moore 1999). It is considered analogous to surface estuaries in that
water of different density comes together and establishes a saline wedge underlying fresher
water. In the past two decades, the use of this term has expanded. Initially limited to studies
with an oceanographic viewpoint considering the impact of groundwater on the ocean, it is
now common in the literature, competing with classical hydrogeological terminology such as
coastal aquifer or saltwater intrusion, and reaching publications with a traditional
hydrogeological theme. The popularity of this terminology could be considered problematic
from a hydrogeological perspective, since the use of hydrogeological terms have their root in
the study of the saltwater intrusion processes that have a long trajectory in science from the
work of Ghyben-Herberg in the nineteenth century. If the objective is to facilitate the
understanding for society, it still requires a previous knowledge of how is functioning
surface water in estuaries that is perhaps as non-intuitive as the hydrogeological perspective.
But can this term represent an advantage for communication with ocean sciences imbricating saltwater intrusion studies with marine sciences and bringing an opportunity to
improve interactions? Or does it carry an element of confusion since surface and subsurface
estuaries are both physically and chemically different, and therefore can lead to future
misunderstanding, both conceptual and terminological, between the two branches of
sciences? In this work we present a review of the use of this terminology and the expansion
in scientific publications in a comparison with other well-known hydrogeological terms in
saltwater intrusion. We discuss the benefits and potential disadvantages of using this term. It
is intended to open a discussion for the saltwater intrusion community about the use of
various terminology in future studies of coastal and offshore groundwater systems.
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ABSTRACT
WaterPUCK Service is constructed as part of the project with the same name "WaterPUCK".
WaterPUCK Service is focused on determination of the current and future environmental
status of the surface water and groundwater located in the Puck District (Poland) and its
impact on the Bay of Puck environment (the southern Baltic Sea). Knowledge related to
land-use management impacts on the Baltic Sea coastal ecosystem is limited. Therefore, only
the innovative approach integrated with research, such as WaterPUCK, will provide accurate
solutions and methods for proper environment management and will enable understanding
and prediction of the impacts of land-use in the Baltic Sea region. WaterPUCK method will
enable calculation of the sufficient amount of fertilizers, investigation nutrients and
pesticides sources and model: the fate and distribution of nutrients and pesticides in the
surface water and groundwater; loads of pollution to surface water and groundwater; fluxes
of nutrients via submarine groundwater discharge to the Baltic Sea coastal environment; the
processes and mechanisms influencing the persistence of nutrients in the environment, and
predict the changes in land use and climate change influence on the Bay of Puck ecosystem.
Major goal of WaterPUCK is to foster improvement of natural environment as well as
development of regional and national economy.
This work is supported by the National Centre for Research and Development
within the BIOSTRATEG
III
program
("WaterPUCK"
Project
No.
BIOSTRATEG3/343927/3/NCBR/2017).
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INTRODUCTION
The Puck District together with the Bay of Puck (Figure 1) is an example of region that
sustainable growth and management is a challenging task due to its complex structure. Puck
District is one of the largest municipalities in Pomeranian Voivodeship situated in the
northern part of Poland, at the southern coast of the Baltic Sea. The District has numerous
watercourses and rivers, such as Płutnica, Reda, Czarna Wda, Gizdepka and the
Błądzikowski channel. Puck District is agriculture area with dynamically growing tourism
(mainly due to water sports and beautiful beaches) and agro-tourism sector. The main source
of Puck District inhabitants incomes come from agriculture, fishery and tourism.

Figure 1. Map of the Puck District and the Buy of Puck.

METHODS
Solutions to water access, land degradation, nutrient management and ecosystem services
have to be developed in consideration of what influences the environment and communities
across landscapes, not just what works influences the farm. Therefore, the main result of the
project will be Integrated information and prediction Service ―WaterPUCK‖ developed by
both improving the best available models and combining them with new models (Figure 2).
WaterPUCK will be developed basing on SWAT (Soil and Water Assessment Tool) (Neitsh
et al., 2002; 2005, Conan et al., 2003; Brzozowski et al., 2011; Gassman et al., 2014,Taylor
et al., 2016; Zima 2014), groundwater flow model (based on Modflow) (Jaworska-Szulc,
2009), 3D EcoPuckBay ecohydrodynamic model of the Bay of Puck (based on the POP
code) (Dzierzbicka-Głowacka et al. 2013a,b) and integrated agriculture calculator called
"CalcGosPuck"(Pietrzak, 2013).
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P u c k

Figure 2. The scheme of water and contaminant fluxes covered in WaterPUCK.

RESULTS
The WaterPUCK method will enable users to calculate the sufficient amount of fertilisers
and investigate nutrient and pesticide sources. It will model the fate and distribution of
nutrients and pesticides in the surface water and groundwater, nutrient flux via submarine
groundwater discharge (SGD) to the Baltic Sea coastal environment and the processes and
mechanisms influencing the persistence of nutrients in the environment. In addition, it will
also enable the prediction of how changes in land use and climate change influence the Bay
of Puck ecosystem.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The social and economic perspective of WaterPUCK aims to increase the environmental
quality of the Puck Bay ecosystems. The growing pressure of agriculture on the environment
increases costs of maintaining biodiversity of the Baltic Sea and mitigation of eutrophic
processes. In addition, the tourist attractiveness of the Baltic Sea decreases and the amount
and variety of species of fish caught, give additional cost to coastal regions and
municipalities. Therefore proposed solution and improvement is desired by both national and
international communities.
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Feasibility of mixed hydraulic barriers to remediate seawaterintrusion in shallow aquifers
Pia Ebeling1, Marc Walther1,2, Niels Schütze1, Ali Al-Maktoumi3, Falk Händel1, Thomas
Vienken2, Ulf Mallast2
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3
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ABSTRACT
Seawater intrusion is a global phenomenon, which is mainly caused by overexploitation of
coastal aquifers and can severly detoriate fresh groundwater resources. Coastal zones are
often densely populated and thus have a high water demand (Oude Essink, 2001), especially
in urbanized, arid and semi-arid areas (Bear, 1999). At the same time, coastal aquifers often
serve as major freshwater resources (Bear, 1999). Therefore, measures to control seawater
intrusion and protect the valuable freshwater resources are crucial. The mixed hydraulic
barrier approach combines an injection (positive) and extraction (negative) barrier, whereby
water is extracted seaward of the injection (compare Figure 1). The combined measure holds
promising advantages especially for arid areas because extracted water provides a resource
for infiltration, which is why it is also known as Abstraction-Desalination-Recharge (ADR).
However, few studies exist that investigate its feasibility (Mahesha, 1996; Rastogi et al.,
2004; Abd-Elhamid and Javadi, 2011) nor has it been implemented or tested in real-world
cases. Existing studies mainly use sharp interface models without accounting for transient or
dispersive processes and sensitivity of parameters and interdependencies are still
unsatisfyingly understood. Therefore, the applicability of the mixed barrier approach to
remediate seawater intrusion in shallow, unconsolidated aquifers within a reasonable time
scale was further investigated. To this end, we set up a synthetic 2D variable-density model
of six unconfined aquifers and run management scenarios in transient mode, for which the
conceptual model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Conceptual model and varied management parameters, qdem/qred –
abstractions to meet the regional water demand, qext – extraction rate, qinf – infiltration
rate, cinf – infiltration concentration, disext – distance to coast of the extraction barrier,
disinf – distance to coast of the infiltration barrier.
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We jointly varied the parameters hydraulic conductivity, porosity, infiltration and extraction
rate, barrier locations, infiltration concentration, and reduction of water demand to determine
the parameter‘s impact and interdependencies. Results showed that the hydraulic
conductivity defines the overall, site-specific remediation potential. Concerning the
management parameters, reducing regional abstractions and installing a positive barrier
enhance remediation most. However, locating the injection well within the salt wedge poses
the risk of trapping salt landside. In case injected water is still brackish, the risk of polluting
inland water resources exists if injected water continues to partly flow landward from the
injection point. The negative barrier proved hydraulically rather insensitive and might even
impede remediation at a later stage by maintaining low heads and thus triggering SWI up to
this point. Remediation mechanisms underlying parameter combinations were recognised.
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Seawater intrusion dynamics monitoring with geophysical
techniques combination
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ABSTRACT
The characterization of saline water interface and understanding its hydrodynamics is a key
issue to understand submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) and the role of seawater
intrusion (SWI) in the management of groundwater resources in coastal areas. With the
objective of testing and comparing different methods of characterization and monitoring the
saline water interface, a new experimental site has been constructed north of Barcelona city
(Spain) in the lowest part of an alluvial aquifer. The site, between 30 and 90 m from the
seashore comprises 16 shallow piezometers organized in nests of three with depths ranging
between 15 and 25 m and 4 solitary piezometers.
The deepest piezometers of each nest and the solitary piezometers are equipped with
electrodes every 75 cm in order to perform cross-hole electrical resistivity tomography
(CHERT). This technique allows representing a vertical cross section perpendicular to the
sea where the fresh-salt water interphase can be inferred due to the resistivity contrast
between the saline and fresh water. All piezometers are also equipped with Fiber Optic (FO)
cable to perform distributed temperature measurements. Two fiber optic cable lines of
around 600 m length each were installed around all boreholes. FO allows measuring
temperature at 25 cm resolution along the installed line where the thermal effect of the
different boundary conditions may be identified. These two methods are complemented with
downhole electrical conductivity logging in a borehole in the middle of the study site,
allowing measuring pore fluid conductivity changes at high temporal resolution (every 10
min).
In this presentation we present two snapshots of the data obtained with these techniques in
June and September 2015. These techniques give information than helps to understand the
SWI characteristics at different spatial and temporal scales. However, its combination helps
to understand better the hydrodynamics of the seawater interface, which may have relevant
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implications to understand biogeochemical cycles and improve groundwater resources
management in coastal environments.
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Reconstructing 20,000 years of precipitation to constrain a deep
groundwater model of the San Diego–Tijuana area, USA and
Mexico, and implications for future models
Riley S. Gannon1 and Wesley R. Danskin1
1
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ABSTRACT
Groundwater (GW) is a critically important resource in the western United States where
surface water supplies are often scarce. Shallow aquifers containing fresh GW are commonly
exploited for their water resources, although studies have shown that this is a finite,
declining resource. Some operations are turning to desalination of deep brackish GW to
augment their freshwater supplies. Hydrologic models often need to be employed to help
characterize this relatively saline source of water, but models need to be properly
parameterized to compensate for the very old GW. Lack of precipitation records that span
the age of the old brackish GW can be a confounding factor in properly modeling this
resource. Here, we have developed a record of reconstructed precipitation for the San
Diego—Tijuana region, from the close of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; 20,000 years
ago) to present, using geochemical proxies and climate models. We use cave speleothem
δ18O records to estimate high-resolution relative precipitation variability, combined with
discrete model output of absolute precipitation, to generate the precipitation record. We
selected the two closest speleothems to our study area, from regions that have been shown to
have similar climatological conditions in the modern era and the LGM. Results from
multiple model experiments provide absolute precipitation estimates at four discrete time
periods. The model results are scaled proportionally to match historical San Diego
precipitation values from 1850-2005, of 500 mm/yr. The other time periods are scaled such
that the estimated average precipitation rates are: 500 mm/yr for 1850-2005 CE; 510 mm/yr
for 850-1850 CE; 460 mm/yr at 6,000 BP; and 1120 mm/yr at 21,000 BP. The speleothem
δ18O record is then scaled to best fit these modeled precipitation estimates, generating a
high-resolution precipitation record from the close of the LGM to present. The resulting
precipitation record yields the best possible estimate of precipitation in San Diego from the
LGM to present, and generates useful model input for hydrologic simulations of deep
groundwater resources.
Contact Information: Riley S. Gannon, U.S. Geological Survey/California Water Science Center,
4165 Spruance Road, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92101, USA, Phone: 858-598-4165,
Email: rgannon@usgs.gov
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Seawater flooding is becoming more frequent on low-elevation
islands: Strategies to mitigate impacts on groundwater supply
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ABSTRACT
Seawater flooding of low-elevation islands is expected to increase in the future, and in some
areas, freshwater recharge is expected to decrease. These changes are leading to increased
vulnerability of critical freshwater-lens groundwater supplies and eventually, in some cases,
to complete loss of the freshwater resource. Possible mitigation strategies for reducing the
impact of future seawater flooding on the freshwater lens will extend the longevity of such
groundwater supplies. Four key strategies are evaluated using three-dimensional numericalmodel simulations. (1) Adding surplus captured rainwater as artificial recharge shortens the
time for the freshwater-lens water quality to improve, with groundwater salinity remaining
lower even during the dry season, a period during which no artificial recharge is applied.
(2) Intensively withdrawing high-salinity groundwater (that infiltrated during seawater
flooding) for a short period following the flood can significantly reduce the impact of
flooding on water quality for an extended post-flood period. (3) Installing a levee above a
constructed subsurface flow barrier reduces the frequency of flooding events, while
permanently increasing the freshwater-lens thickness (providing better water quality during
non-flood periods), thereby improving post-flood water quality and shortening the recovery
period. (4) Installing an engineered ground-surface covering in an area surrounding the well
and within the well‘s capture zone (that can be made impermeable by closing drains during
flooding) reduces initial flooding salinization of the aquifer nearest the well, providing a
direct benefit to post-flood water quality.
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Three-dimensional finite element modelling of geophysical
electric response on complex saltwater intrusion scenarios
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ABSTRACT
2D resistivity profiles are very efficient and increasingly applied to delineate the
freshwater/saltwater interface in coastal aquifers and freshwater lenses in islands. Inversion
of field resistivity data acquired along linear transects is usually performed over 2D vertical
cross-sections. In many field conditions, the resultant 2D inverted models can include
inaccuracies or distortions as consequence of lateral 3D effects, such as the presence of outof-plane geological heterogeneities. Inverted resistivity data obtained on coastal zones to
monitor saltwater intrusion can also be influenced by the position of geophysical lines in
relation with the seafront. Drawing conclusions after interpretation of distorted profiles may
lead to misconceptions of the real settings, including under or overestimation of the depth to
saltwater leading to inaccurate predictions of the risk of saltwater intrusion. In this work we
aim to improve the understanding of lateral effects on measured resistivity in coastal settings
by means of a three-dimensional modelling approach. Salt concentration distributions
obtained from numerical saltwater intrusion models are translated to a geophysical forward
model to obtain the simulated electrical response. The geophysical synthetic data is then
inverted and compared with original resistivity distributions to explore the influence of
lateral three dimensional effects. The methodology is explained with synthetic models that
include complex three-dimensional scenarios with geological heterogeneities affecting
saltwater distribution and localized upconing caused by well over-extraction. Twodimensional and three-dimensional model responses are compared and assessed against the
original ‗true‘ groundwater model. The procedure is finally applied to field data from
Northern Ireland, where saltwater intrusion patterns are controlled by the presence of
volcanic dykes. The results of this work provide some insights in studies where lateral
effects would affect the electric signal, and recommendations for designing 2D surveys
which minimize 3D effects. The approach can be used to increase confidence when using
resistivity profiles to verify three dimensional numerical groundwater simulations.
Contact Information: Jean-Christophe Comte, University of Aberdeen, School of Geosciences,
Aberdeen, AB24 3UF, UK, Email: jc.comte@abdn.ac.uk
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Using geophysical data to build more realistic saltwater intrusion
models
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ABSTRACT
Saltwater intrusion (SWI) results from a number of mechanisms interacting under conditions
that include complex lithological heterogeneity and variable boundary conditions.
Characterizing lithological heterogeneity and representing it appropriately in SWI models is
a challenging aspect of studying and predicting SWI. The accuracy of numerical SWI
simulations depends on a realistic representation of the subsurface. Geophysical methods can
aid the study and prediction of SWI by offering continuous images of subsurface properties,
which can be used to build realistic models. We present geophysical data from a recent
airborne electromagnetic (AEM) survey, which will be used to develop realistic numerical
models for studying and predicting SWI in Monterey Bay, California, U.S.A.. The study area
constituted 200 km2 in the Salinas Valley, from the coast to the city of Salinas, where 635
line-km of AEM data were collected. The AEM data were inverted to provide images of the
electrical resistivity of the study area, extending from the surface to between 50 mbgs and
300 mbgs. These data offer a 3-dimensional view into the distribution of saltwater in the
study area, and illuminate the differences in aquifer structure between the southern and
northern regions. Furthermore, the existing understanding of the aquifer system is challenged
by the AEM data. Currently, the two confined aquifers in the study area, the 180-Foot
Aquifer and the 400-Foot Aquifer, are considered by publicly available numerical SWI
models to be completely separated by an aquitard. Our data suggest the existence of vertical
conduits between these two aquifers where the aquitard thins out, allowing saltwater to
intrude as isolated plumes from the 180-Foot Aquifer into the 400-Foot Aquifer. Recent
groundwater sampling in the study area shows that isolated plumes of saline water are
growing in the 400-Foot Aquifer, substantiating the existence of these vertical conduits.
These conduits are not integrated into existing numerical SWI models of the study area, but
should be considered for accurate predictions of SWI. The collected AEM data indicate the
significant value in the use of this type of data for predicting and studying SWI.
Contact Information: Ian Gottschalk, Geophysics Department, Stanford University, 397 Panama
Mall, Stanford, CA, 94305, USA, Phone +1 650-725-1331, Email: ianpg@stanford.edu
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Effects of a heavy rain event on the hydrodynamical and
hydrogeochemical parameters in an alluvial coastal aquifer
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ABSTRACT
The fresh-salt water interface, even when in the long-term equilibrium, is affected by the
time variability of recharge. The north-west coast of the Mediterranean Sea is characterized
by heavy rain events at the Fall and early Spring. Within the aquifer, such events displace the
mixing zone, driving back the seawater wedge over a short period of time. The main
objective of this experiment was to study the high frequency spatial and temporal response
of the mixing zone and its impact on geochemical processes during one such fast fresh water
inflow event.
We carried the study at the Argentona experimental site (NE Spain), where heads, electrical
conductivity and temperature are monitored in 16 boreholes over a 100 m scale. Water
samples were taken over 5 days after the event to monitor changes in aquifers water
composition. Furthermore, geophysical methods were applied with time-lapse cross-hole
electrical resistivity tomography (CHERT), and downhole profiles including natural spectral
gamma and formation electrical conductivity from induction.
Results of this week-long campaign show that (1) different head responses, which helps in
confirming the hydroestratigraphic model; (2) changes in salinity, which suggest that
dilution occurred rapidly after the event, but which are followed by a recovery towards
higher salinity values, which suggest transient response; and (3) geochemical changes, which
suggest that dissolutions and cation exchange reactions occurred immediately after the event.
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Modelling reactive transport of Si and 222Rn to constrain tideinduced seawater infiltration rates at a meso-tidal beach
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ABSTRACT
The intertidal zone is known to be an important reactor facilitating a full set of
biogeochemical reactions, especially were seawater enters the intertidal recirculation cell
(often referred to as upper saline plume – USP). Here every tidal cycle delivers large
amounts of reactive organic matter, oxygen and nutrients to benthic and subsurface
microbial communities. Improved measurements technics allow for detailed mapping of pore
water concentrations, however quantification of the biogeochemical turnover rates based on
these measurements critically depends on the knowledge of water residence times. As
conservative tracer tests in the inter-tidal zone are extremely difficult to carry out, reactive
tracers such as silica and radon may serve as a constraint for the calibration of flow and
transport models to describe the pore water flow dynamics and residence times within the
infiltration zone of the USP. In the present work we tested the suitability of using the
reactive tracers dissolved silica (Si) and radon (222Rn) in a ‗dual-reactive-tracer‘ modeling
approach to quantify residence times in a meso-tidal (tidal range 2.7m) sandy beach on
Spiekeroog Island, Germany. We set up a 2-dimensional vertical cross-sectional unconfined
groundwater flow and reactive transport model for the northern beach of Spiekeroog Island,
with a lateral fresh groundwater inflow into the beach system and a periodic diurnal tide
boundary (3rd type boundary condition) in the intertidal zone. Modelling was carried out
with the USGS groundwater flow software MODFLOW and the reactive transport modeling
software PHT3D2.17. For the flow simulations, aquifer properties from laboratory
investigations and a previously calibrated flow groundwater model (Beck et al, 2017) for this
site were applied and slightly adjusted to match measured hydraulic heads. Further, kinetic
silica dissolution was simulated by applying a rate constant derived from laboratory Si
dissolution experiment by Ehlert et al., (2016) utilizing sediment samples from the
investigated site. In our reactive transport simulations, the dissolution rate constant was also
not subject to calibration. In addition, 222Rn production and decay were simulated. Thereby,
222
Rn concentrations from deeper sampling points in low lying discharge zones were
assumed to be in equilibrium with the surrounding sediment. Under consideration of
radioactive decay from 222Rn to 218Po, this allowed constraining the 222Rn production rate
that result from the decay of sediment- and pore water- derived 226Ra. The simulation results
were compared to (i) measured groundwater levels, (ii) observed Si concentrations that were
measured via pore water sampling in different depth between 0 and 1m and approximately
every 10m along a 100m profile from the tidal high water position to tidal low water
position, and (iii) observed 222Rn concentrations measured in different depths between 0 and
2 m at the tidal high water position. The model could reasonably well replicate the measured
groundwater levels, as well as observed Si and 222Rn concentrations. Given the fact that the
reactive transport model was not subject to calibration, the overall approach, i.e., to estimate
residence times in the infiltration zone of the USP from the comparison of two independent
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reactive tracers in a reactive transport modeling framework appears promising. The model
will further be used to quantify the biogeochemical turnover rates of oxygen and nitrate
introduced into the beach sediments.
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Long-time resistivity monitoring of a freshwater/saltwater
transition zone using the vertical electrode system SAMOS
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ABSTRACT
In September 2009 two newly developed vertical electrode systems were installed in
boreholes in the water catchment areas Waterdelle and Ostland at the North Sea island
Borkum to monitor possible changes of the transition zone between the freshwater lens and
the underlying saltwater. The vertical electrode systems, which were both installed between
44 m and 65 m below ground level, are used for geoelectrical multi-electrode measurements
carried out automatically several times per day; the measurements are still ongoing. The
whole system consisting of a vertical electrode system in a borehole and the measuring unit
at ground level is called SAMOS (Saltwater Monitoring System).
At both locations the data show a clear resistivity decrease that indicates the transition zone
between freshwater and saltwater. The depth of the transition zone as well as the kind of
resistivity decrease is very stable since 2010.
Temporal changes are visible if single depths are considered. In 2015 Miriam Ibenthal used a
vertical 2D density-dependent groundwater flow model to explain the long-term resistivity
measurements and showed that the temporal changes at CLIWAT 2 (Ostland) could be
explained by variations of the groundwater level, changing groundwater recharge rates and
changing pumping rates of the nearby located drinking water supply wells.
INTRODUCTION
At the North Sea island Borkum the necessary freshwater is completely taken from the
freshwater lens. The water is extracted in the two water catchment areas Waterdelle and
Ostland. Within these water catchment areas up-coning of saltwater caused by high pumping
rates in the wells is a permanent threat. This up-coning should lead to changes of the depth
and shape of the transition zone between the freshwater lens and the underlying saltwater;
therefore a system that monitors the transition zone acts as an early-warning system.
In September 2009 newly developed vertical electrode systems were installed in boreholes in
each of the two water catchment areas Waterdelle and Ostland to monitor possible changes
of the transition zone between the freshwater lens and the underlying saltwater. The
transition zone is located in depths between 44 m and 65 m below ground level. The
installation as well as the first measurements were carried out in the framework of the EU
Interreg project Climate & Water (see http://cliwat.eu/, Sulzbacher et al. 2012, Wiederhold et
al. 2013). Therefore the boreholes were called CLIWAT 1 (Waterdelle) and CLIWAT 2
(Ostland).
Each of the two vertical electrode systems is about 20 m long and includes 78 stainless steel
ring electrodes. The spacing between adjacent electrodes is 0.25 m. The electrodes are
mounted on an isolating PVC rigid pipe. After the installation of the vertical electrode
systems the boreholes were refilled with material similar to the sediments that were found in
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the correspondent depths. Moreover, two water gauges with filters in different depths were
installed above each of the vertical electrode systems to monitor the groundwater level.
The measuring system is installed at ground level. The geoelectrical measurements are
carried out automatically several times per day using a modification of the commercial
resistivity meter 4point light 10W (see www.l-gm.de). The power is supplied by batteries
recharged by solar panels. Since December 2009 the data are regularly transmitted to
Hannover by telemetry. The automated measurements are still ongoing. The whole system
consisting of the vertical electrodes in a borehole and the measuring unit at ground level is
called SAMOS (Saltwater Monitoring System).
Recently, similar systems were also used by Ogilvy et al. (2009) and Poulsen et al. (2010)
for monitoring coastal aquifers.
RESULTS
The geoelectrical multi-electrode measurements are carried out automatically using the
Wenner-alpha array (electrode spacings between 0.25 m and 6.25 m). Each multi-electrode
measurement includes 975 different four-point arrays.
In the beginning the measurements were strongly influenced by moisture effects and showed
a lot of outliers, but the use of newly developed active electrode switchboxes increased the
quality of the data very much. In the last years a maintenance of the system at ground level
was necessary once to twice a year only.
At both locations CLIWAT 1 and CLIWAT 2 the data show a clear decrease of the apparent
resistivity from about 80-90 m in depths around 45 m to about 1-2 m around 65 m depth
(spacing a = 0.25 m). This decrease indicates the transition zone between freshwater and
saltwater. In CLIWAT 1 only sand is found in the transition zone, but in CLIWAT 2 several
layers of clay and silt were encountered within the sandy sediments in the depth of the
transition zone. The different layers are clearly visible in the resistivity measurements: In the
transition from resistivities of about 80 m around 45 m depth to 2 m around 65 m depth
the sand layers show slightly higher resistivities than the clay layers (fig. 1).
Since 2010 the depth of the transition zone as well as the kind of decrease of the apparent
resistivity is very stable (fig. 1). Only within the first year large changes occurred, but these
were caused by the readjustment of the local conditions (disturbed by drilling) to the
undisturbed situation.
Temporal changes are only visible if single depths are considered. They are especially large
in CLIWAT 2 (Ostland) in depths around 55 m (fig. 2). Here a sand layer confined by clay
layers is found. In 2015 Miriam Ibenthal used a vertical 2D density-dependent groundwater
flow model to explain the long-term resistivity measurements and showed within her master
thesis at the University of Göttingen that these temporal changes could be explained by
variations of the groundwater level, changing groundwater recharge rates and changing
pumping rates of the nearby located drinking water supply wells (Ibenthal 2015). SAMOS
will also be used in the projects TOPSOIL and GO-CAM (Wiederhold et al. 2018).
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Figure 1. Time lapse of apparent resistivity in CLIWAT 2 between 2011 and 2017
(electrode spacing 0.25 m).

Figure 2. Time lapse of apparent resistivity in CLIWAT 2 in 55.1 m depth below
ground level between 2011 and 2017 (electrode spacing a: 0.25 m).
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Enabling the reuse of industrial wastewater to meet intense
freshwater demands by greenhouse agriculture using Aquifer
Storage and Recovery (ASR)
Niels Hartog1, Koen G. Zuurbier1, Klaasjan J. Raat1, Gerard A. van den Berg1
1
KWR Watercycle Research Institute, Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
ABSTRACT
Worldwide, the continuous and reliable availability of freshwater of high quality is a
precondition to meet domestic, industrial or agricultural demands. Meeting these demands at
locations where groundwater is brackish or saline, is challenging, particularly where fresh
water requirements are intense and economic importance is high. The aim of this study was
to realize an aquifer storage and recovery system to be able to reliably provide sufficient
fresh water to intensive greenhouse horticulture overlying a confined, brackish aquifer at
Dinteloord, The Netherlands. Here, 260 hectares of greenhouse area is developed although
serious fresh water shortages arise during drought periods as insufficient rain can be
collected in surface basins and the inflow of fresh surface water to the area is limited.
Therefore, to meet the fresh water demands the wastewater from a nearby sugar factory was
chosen as the source for irrigation water. This waste water was treated by rapid filtration,
ultra-filtration (UF) and finally RO-treatment. Since the waste water production occurs in
autumn a large scale aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) system was realized with the ASR
well field connected to a 5 km distribution loop to ensure sufficient fresh water availability
during drought periods in spring and summer. The ASR system was equipped with multiple
partially penetrating wells to allow counteracting buoyancy induced recovery losses.Based
on the results of a test cycle (10,000 m3 injection and recovery) the system could be
optimized to recovere virtually all the yearly infiltrated water in the subsequent cycles.
Despite the strict sodium limit, the observed enriched sodium enrichments in the recovered
water by cation-exchange during the test cycle are expected to cease based on the reactive
transport modelling of future cycles. The release of Fe and Mn to the infiltrated water from
the dissolution of carbonates however poses a risk for clogging of the irrigation system and
therefore a threat for the direct use of the recovered water and will be studied in further
detail as the ASR system develops to include 8 wells with a total storage capacity of
300,000 m3 and a supply capacity of 100 m3/hour (at a cost of 0.4 euro/m3).
Contact Information: Niels Hartog, KWR Watercycle Research Institute, PO box 1072, NL3430BB Nieuwegein, The Netherlands, Phone: +31 30-6069652, Email: niels.hartog@kwrwater.nl
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Location changes of ―Wydrzany‖ groundwater intake in polish
part of the Uznam Island aimed at groundwater state
improvement
Ryszard Hoc1, Andrzej Sadurski 2, Zenon Wiśniowski1,
1
Pomeranian Branch of Polish Geological Institut NRI, Szczecin;
2
Marine Branch of Polish Geological Institut NRI, Gdańsk, and Nicholas Copernicus
University, Tor, Poland
ABSTRACT
The water supply of the eastern part of the Uznam Island comes from two groundwater
intakes: Zachód and Wydrzany. The threat to the resources part of the groundwater intake
Wydrzany approach results from the progressive concentration of chloride ion, mainly in the
southern part of the intake and locally in the central part of the water intake. After the launch
of the intake at the end of the 1970s, the development of the water table depression, currently
reaching the shore of the Lagoon, caused the frontal infiltration of the brackish waters of the
Szczecin Lagoon into aquifers and a small amount of brine ascesion from the mesozoic
strata. To determine the genesis of salinity, isotopic tests were carried out, including 37Cl
chlorine isotopes. Water for the Szczecin Lagoon and groundwater, including the aquifer of
the Cretceous, have been sampled.
GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL OUTLINE
The studied area of research is located in the western part of the Polish Baltic coast, in the
the town of Świnoujście, West Pomeranian Voivodeship (fig. 1). There are two
morphological forms in the landscape of this island. These are contrasting flat delta areas,
being part of the so-called "Swina's Gates" and a varied ordinate of the upland of this island.
The above mentioned forms of landscape differ from one to another not only in the genesis
of the uprising, but also in different age. The decline is in Young Holocene, while the the
upland area was shaped eventually during the deglaciation at the end of Pleistocene in this
area. The "Świna Gate" it is the area between the Uznam and Wolin moraine uplands, which
is a coastal lowland with an altitude in range of 0.3 ’ 20.0 m above sea level, closing the
passage between the Szczecin Lagoon and the Pomeranian Bay.
The outer waters for the island of Usedom are: poorly saline, with salinity lower than the
open sea, due to the freshening influence of Odra River waters. The share of the "Wydrzany"
intake in exploitation resources of groundwater in the Polish part of the Usedom island is Q
= 300 m3/h. To determine the cause of salinity and solve the problem associated with
operational resources of the intake, cartographic, geophysical and laboratory analyses
(chemical and isotopic) were made. The results of these works have been applied in the
developed mathematical flow model of the considered area.
The multiaquifer formation in the eastern part of the Uznam Island, characterized in detail by
numerous hydrogeological works (Matkowska, 1997) occurs in Quaternary sediments up to a
depth of 30-50 m, depending on the shape of the Pre-Quaternary sediments. The intrusion of
salt water into the Quaternary aquifer prevents natural inflow of rainwater.
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Figure 1. Location of the research area and groundwater intake ―Wydrzany‖.
Hydrogeological conditions and flow systems of groundwater
The hydraulic head is higher in this aquifer than in the Cretaceous one. The infiltration
conditions are generally very favorable. The 80% of the Uznam Island surface area is
covered by permeable sediments. In the discussed area, there are also numerous cavities
without outflow and inter-dune depressions which facilitate additionally infiltration. The
thickness of the aeration zone depends mainly on the relief of the terrain surface and on the
dune areas, it occurs at a depth of one to five m beyond the cone depression of the intake.
Groundwater drainage takes place through the wells of the intakes and partial outflow to the
surface waters. A small amount, these waters are drained by drainage ditches and pumping
stations.
In the Cretaceous aquifer, there are mineralized waters and brines at depth, found in the
sandy sediments of the lower Cretaceous at a depth of about 200 m. The groundwater
circulation system in the discussed area can be reduced to the following scheme:
- under natural conditions, underground waters within the island are supplied only by
infiltration of atmospheric precipitation,
- in the conditions of intensive exploitation of intakes, the lateral inflow of waters from the
coastal and lake reservoirs is intensified.
Based on the analysis of the collected materials, three layers of the model were identified: Ist
layer - groundwater level; IInd layer - weakly permeable sediments – muds and clays; IIIrd
layer - the Quaternary aquifer, developed and fluvioglacial sands and gravels. The layer I
and III remain in the hydraulic bond.
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Figure 2. Hydrogeological cross-section through island of Uznam Island.
INTRUSION AND ASCENSION OF BRACKISH AND SALT WATER
During cartographic and geophysical works, the range and depth of occurrence of salt water
in aquifer was determined. The occurrence of salinity in the first aquifer, which may be
caused by infiltration of saline water from drainage ditches, has been found. The
concentration of chloride ion in the years 2007 - 2015 on the ―Wydrzany‖ intake varied from
15.0 mg / l to 447.0 mg / l and had an increasing trend.
METHOD AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION
The purpose of the research was to determine the genesis of the increase of chloride
concentration in groundwater. Then, on the basis of the results, a solution was proposed in
order to preserve the size of operational resources of the intake or even increase them, as
well as to improve the status of groundwater in the Polish part of Uznam island. To solve the
problem, geophysical and laboratory works were carried out, based on which a mathematical
model of groundwater flow in the discussed area was developed. In order to explain the
genesis of the salinity of the first aquifer in the southern part of the Uznam Island, it was
made: geoelectrical logging, chemical analysis to determine the Cl- ion for surface and
groundwater samples, isotopic analysis of groundwater and surface water samples: δ34S
(SO42-), δ13C (dissolved inorganic carbon), δ37Cl, δ18O (H2O), δ2H (H2O).
The model of chloride ion transport in the MT3D program (MT3DMS version) has been
developed for this task, which allows the calculation of mass transport in the advectiondispersion stream under steady state or transient flow conditions. Model calculations assume
that chloride ions are transferred in the groundwater stream, like conservative tracer. The
calculations did not take into account the dissolution and precipitation of mineral phases.
The Cl- ion ionization of the Cl- ion was input by boundary conditions.
The basis for determination of external boundary conditions were the average concentrations
of chloride ions observed in the waters of Szczecin Lagoon (800 mg/l), Świna R. (1000
mg/l) and Baltic Sea (2000 mg/l). The internal boundary conditions were applied to reflect
the concentrations of chloride ions in the groundwater streams in the area of the "Wydrzany"
intake. In the absence of data on the distribution of chloride ions in the vertical profiles of
the aquifer, a constant initial value of concentrations in the entire profile of the aquifer was
assumed.
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RESULTS
The obtained results of isotopic research allow to see, on the one hand, the separateness of
the P5 in relation to the other tested points, and on the other, the similarities between the
composition of waters originating from the Szczecin Lagoon (indirectly the Baltic Sea) and
groundwater included in the Ps 16a piezometer. The waters included in the piezometers Ps21
and Ps3a also show isotopic-hydrogeochemical similarity with the waters of the Szczecin
Lagoon, however, the share of this "constituent" becomes smaller as the distance from the
source of salinity increases.
As it results from the model calculations regarding water flow and chloride ions migration,
in the conditions after the moved of the groundwater intake Wydrzany, saline water will not
be supplied to it, or it will be irrelevant to water quality. In the figure below it can be seen
that already in the initial conditions (t = 0 years) in the area of water runoff for chloride ion
concentration, it is from 21 to 84 mg/l. After transferring the intake to the north, in the area
with saline waters, chloride ion concentrations will decrease, and after 15 years in the
"saline" area, the average Cl-ion concentrations fall below 250 mg/l. Changes in chloride ion
concentrations in the area of the southern part of the island of Uznam Island, with the
proposed exploitation of water on the "Wydrzany" intake, are presented in the figure below.
Pomeranian Bay

Pomeranian Bay

t = 25 years

t = 15years
Świnoujście

Displaced wells

Świnoujście

Świnoujście
Displaced
wells

Szczecin Lagoon

Szczecin Lagoon

t = 0 years
Displaced wells

Szczecin Lagoon

LagoonLagoon

Figure 3. Changes in the salinity of main aquifer of usable level after dislocating water
intake ―Wydrzany‖, located on the Uznam Island.
PROPOSED SOLUTION FOR IMPROVING THE WATER CONDITION AND
OPERATING RESOURCES
Based on analysis of water circulation conditions of water in the first and the second aquifer
and also groundwater connection with surface waters, it was considered necessary to shift
the resource area of the "Wydrzany" intake to the present area. In order to verify the validity
of the proposed changes, a water balance was made for this intake in the first and second
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aquifer. However, on the basis of simulations in the mathematical model, changes in the
concentration of chloride ion in waters captured on this approach are depicted.
On the basis of model, field and laboratory works, it was confirmed that the lack of actions
aimed at moving the groundwater intake Wydrzany to the north will cause a deepening of
the salinity of the intake water. The positive scenario consisting in lowering the chloride
concentration in the captured groundwater at the ―Wydrzany‖ intake is related to the
displacement of groundwater intake. This solution will allow maintaining disposable
resources at the current level, and the salinity of water may decrease to approximately 30
mgCl/l. The confirmation of this conclusion is the result of modelling of chloride transport,
which shows that in waters of the main aquifer there are concentrations in the range of 21 83 mg Cl/l in the range of impact of the "Wydrzany" intake. At the same time, in areas
where groundwater salinity is currently observed, a steady decline in chloride ion
concentrations is observed. The analysis shows that the proposed change, mainly in the area
of the location of the resource area of the "Wydrzany" intake, will meet the basic
environmental objective of improving the quality and quantity of groundwater on the Uznam
Island.

Figure 4. The range of the depression of the water intake after shifting the intake, on
the background of documented saline groundwater.
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Evolution of a young freshwater lens on a currently developing
barrier island, ‗Ostplate‘, Spiekeroog
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Massmann1
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ABSTRACT
Freshwater lenses are of major interest for drinking water supply on barrier islands and play
an important role in coastal ecosystems. The freshwater lens presented in this study is
currently developing below the young eastern part of the North-Sea barrier island
Spiekeroog (‗Ostplate‘) since the 1970s. Designated as nature conservation area, the Ostplate
is characterized by the absence of coastal protection measures. The formation of the
freshwater lens, therefore, occurs unaffected by anthropogenic influences and is subject to
dynamic changes. Especially during the winter months, the freshwater lens is exposed to
storm surges. Except for preliminary numerical simulations of Röper et al. (2013), the
vertical thickness, tidal and seasonal dynamics and in particular, the temporal evolution of
the freshwater lens were so far unknown. Shallow and multi-level wells were installed along
a profile from north to south, which encompasses beach, dune and salt marsh areas.
Groundwater samples were extracted to locate the vertical thickness of the freshwater lens as
well as to determine the groundwater residence times using the tritium-helium method. The
additional application of direct-push sampling, thereby, enabled a depth-specific extraction
of groundwater samples in high resolution. A 2-D groundwater flow model of a vertical
cross-section of the profile was set up with the density-dependent software SEAWAT to
simulate the present state of the freshwater lens and to reconstruct its temporal development.
The model was calibrated with respect to measured groundwater levels and groundwater
salinities as well as identified apparent groundwater ages. Results show that the vertical
thickness of the freshwater lens is presently 4-5 m. Instead of being a sharp boundary, the
transition zone between fresh- and saltwater is a diffuse zone of several meters of thickness.
The apparent groundwater ages increase with increasing depth within the freshwater lens.
The density-dependent numerical model enabled an estimation of the current extent of the
freshwater lens along the profile and a reconstruction of the temporal development.
Simulating the tritium input with the numerical model, additionally enabled an interpretation
of apparent groundwater ages of brackish and saline groundwater samples. Wells at the dune
base were exposed to storm tides, which salinized the uppermost well following inundation
during winter.
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300 years of coastal salinization research in Germany – the
Homann (1718) map of the Christmas Flood of 1717
Georg J. Houben1
1
BGR, Hannover, Germany
ABSTRACT
The Christmas Flood of 1717 was one of the most destructive storm floods in the North Sea
region and affected large parts of the shores of Germany, the Netherlands and Germany (e.g.
Jakubowski-Tiessen 1992). It occurred in the night from the 24th to the 25th of December
1717, when a strong northwesterly storm front pushed massive volumes of water into the
funnel-shaped German Bight. Adding to the astronomical high tide occurring this night,
water levels rose up to 4 m higher than the mean tidal high water mark. This lead to
widespread overtopping and breaching of the dikes, which had been neglected in the
preceding years due to extended periods of war and unrest. Since the event happened at
night, the population was unable to react. About 9,000 people in Germany lost their lives and
around 2,500 in the Netherlands. The small German town of Jever alone lost 1,700 people.
In the village of Stollhamm, located on the peninsula of Butjadingen, which was exposed to
the flood from two sides, 582 out of a population of 1,200 perished and only a third of the
houses were not destroyed. In Eastern Frisia, 922 houses were completely destroyed and
1,672 damaged. In all of the affected regions in Germany, at least 3,000 houses were
completely destroyed. Agriculture was severely affected by the salinization of large tracts of
agricultural land and the loss of 2,300 horses, 9,500 cows, 2,800 sheep and 1,800 pigs was
recorded in Eastern Frisia. In the following years, famines and epidemic plagues took a
further toll on the population. Many people emigrated. It took several decades to reconstruct
the dikes and to restore the livelihoods of the population.
The 1717 flood was described in publications such as the ―The tearful Christmas joy of the
Jever region. Or: Detailed news of the high water flood which inundated the governance of
Jever during Christmas night 1717 and what damages it caused […] (Ummen 1718) and the
rather dramatically titled „New and improved war, murder, death, misery and hardship
calendar for the year 1717 after the merciful holy birth of our Lord and Redeemer Jesus
Christ. Which […] also contains a detailed description of the terrible storms and the
resulting almost supernatural water floods through which god´s hand beset the countries at
the North, Zuider and Baltic Sea on the holy Christmas Day 1717 […], accompanied by a
copper engraving clearly presenting this punishment by God.” by Adelsheim (1719).
Floods in this region were (and still are) not uncommon and floods preceding the Christmas
flood are well documented in historical documents. The 1717 flood, however, was the first
that attracted the attention of cartographers. Only one year after the flood, a colored
copperplate engraving map titled ―Geographical presentation of the miserable water flood in
Lower Germany, which on the 25th of December 1717 AD, in the holy Christ-Night, with
innumerable damages and losses of many thousands of humans, inundated a large part of
the duchies of Holstein and Bremen, the shires of Oldenburg, Frisia, Groningen and North
Holland‖ was published in Nuremberg (Homann 1718). It shows an outline of the flooded
area (green shading). This is probably the first largely accurate map of a coastal inundation.
The salinization of soil and groundwater is, however, not explicitly mentioned. The flooded
zones in the Northern Netherlands are also shown in an insert map.
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The cartographer of the map was Johann Baptist Homann (March 20, 1664 in
Oberkammlach – July 1, 1724 in Nuremberg). In 1702, he opened a publishing house in
Nuremberg, Germany, specializing in the production and sale of maps. His company became
a very influential publisher of maps, which were also renowned for their artistic quality.
Consequently, Homann became a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences in Berlin in
1715 and cartographer at the imperial court in Vienna. The publishing house existed until
1848.
The size of the map is 58 cm by 47 cm. The base map is probably much older and contains
several errors. For example, the island of Juist is missing and the island of Nordstrand is
shown in its shape prior to the 1634 Burchardi flood, which destroyed much of the island.
Prints of the Homann map must have been sold in relatively high quantities during the 18th
century, since copies can still be found in several European archives and some are even up
for sale on online platforms. An internet search easily yields access to digital copies.
Homann and his coworkers probably neither mapped the flood extent themselves in the field
nor inspected the installations shown in the insert images. They probably relied on
descriptions by third parties, such as the reports by Ummen (1718) and Adelsheim (1719),
which contain sufficient details about which cities were struck. Homann then probably only
connected these dots to arrive at his outline of the flooding. Although this resulted in some
errors, the general outline of the flooded marsh area is largely correct.
The map is adorned by depictions of antique deities, such as Neptune with his trident,
goddesses of wind (Boreas?) and allegorical mythical beings. The crowned female figure to
the right could be Hammonia, a Latin personification of the city Hamburg (the figure is
placed close to the location of the city on the map). The map contains two text frames, one of
which describes the flood and some of its consequences (in German). There, Homann puts
the number of casualties in Germany at 18,140. The other contains a more general
description of the problems of coastal zones (in German), followed by some excerpts from
the ―Metamorphoses‖ of the Roman poet Ovid (Publius Ovidius Naso) in Latin. The latter
describe floods caused by the wrath of the gods and cities that have sunk below sea level.
Some inserts show pictures of a breached dam, a bucket elevator used for the removal of salt
water through sluices and a sluice door in a dam that closes itself when water comes from
the seaward side but opens automatically when water drains from the landward side. The
latter images are, however, not realistic, the elevator would not work in the form shown and
the depicted dam is excessively steep. The extent of the flooding is also not exactly
reproduced in all details. For example, the German Frisian Islands are shown in light colors,
indicating that they were not flooded. However, it is a known fact that they were strongly
affected by the Christmas flood. Homann himself mentions the flooding of some islands in
the first text frame. The map contains a few curious details, e.g. the description of a ship,
which, on its way to France, was washed onto land through a breached dam with its
complete cargo, near the present-day town of Cuxhaven.
Up to this day, the region covered in the Homann (1718) map has to deal with the threat of
inundations. Securing a sustainable water supply for the population is an ongoing challenge,
since saline groundwater often occurs kilometers away from the coast. Although the
Christmas flood was not the only one that inundated the North Sea coast, the Homann map
of 1718 provides an invaluable resource for hydrogeologists trying to delineate the boundary
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between fresh, brackish and saline water in this coastal zone. It also helps to explain how and
when the salinization of coastal groundwater took place.
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Bremen. (http://digital.lb-oldenburg.de/ihd/content/thumbview/242095)
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Historical documents shed new light on the contributions of
Alexander Herzberg to coastal hydrogeology
Georg J. Houben1, Vincent E.A. Post1
BGR, Hannover, Germany
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ABSTRACT
Alexander Herzberg´s (1901) publication ―Die Wasserversorgung einiger Nordseebäder [The
water supply of some North Sea spas]‖ is one of the cornerstones of coastal hydrogeology. It
contains the fundamental equation of hydrostatic equilibrium, currently known as the
Ghyben-Herzberg principle (Drabbe and Badon-Ghyben 1898) and is the first to depict a
correct graphical representation of the geometry of a freshwater lens. He also described the
presence of the transition zone discussed problems of over-abstraction and its consequences
(Houben and Post, 2017). Herzberg´s concept was quickly taken up in several textbooks (e.g.
Keilhack 1912) and journals, not only in Germany, but also abroad (e.g. d‘Andrimont, 19011902, Ribbius, 1903).
The main findings of the 1901 paper had already been summarized in a short note published
by an anonymous member of the audience of a lecture by Herzberg in Berlin in 1890
(Anonymous 1890), but the authors discovered a report from 1888 of Herzberg´s work in the
State Archives of Lower Saxony (Niedersächsisches Landesarchiv) in Aurich, which
describes his work on the island of Norderney and already contains the concepts and images
used in his later publications (Herzberg 1888). The archives also hold copies of the contracts
between Herzberg´s company and the Prussian state, which had promoted the water supply
scheme for the island. Detailed letters on the topic of water supply of Norderney are also
present, giving a unique insight into the handling of the matter at that time.

Figure 1. Sketch of a freshwater lens from Herzberg‘s (1888) report. Mittlere
Seewasserhöhe = mean sea level, Grundwasser = groundwater, Grenze zwischen Seeund Süßwasser = boundary between sea and freshwater. Source: Niedersächsisches
Landesarchiv Aurich, NLA AU Rep. 16/3, Nr. 1212.
Alexander Herzberg (1841-1912), graduated with a civil engineering degree from the Royal
Crafts Institute Berlin in 1863. He joined the consulting company Börner & Co., Berlin, in
1876. He became a co-owner of the company in the year 1892, then ―Börner & Herzberg für
Wasserversorgungs-, Kanalisations-, Gas- und elektrische Beleuchtungsanlagen‖. He was a
key promoter and planner for the installation of many water supply and sewage systems in
Germany and abroad. He was involved in several engineering and hygienic associations.
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Based on his exploits, he was appointed the honorary title ―Baurat‖ in 1894, and became a
honorary member of the German Association of Engineers in 1902 and the Royal Sanitary
Institute in London in 1912. His company also obtained the distinction of Purveyor to the
Royal Court. In the framework of his work for the Prussian Ministry of Agriculture, he was
tasked with the improvement of the water supply and sewage system of the island of
Norderney, a popular spa resort of this time. His work on this island led to the influential
1901 publication.
Due to its age, difficulties in access and the language barrier, the original Herzberg´s 1901
publication is probably much more often cited than read (231 citations are recorded in the
Scopus database). Therefore, an annotated translation has been published in Hydrogeology
Journal (Houben 2018).
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Sandtank experiments and numerical modeling of coastal aquifer
heterogeneity: fringing reefs, vertical flow barriers and
structured conductivity fields
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ABSTRACT
The geological heterogeneity of coastal aquifers can strongly affect the flow patterns of
groundwater. It can be related to discrete features such as faults and fractures but also to a
more or less statistical distribution of the hydraulic conductivity field, e.g. caused by the
sedimentation patterns of rivers and deltas. The shape and the position of the interface
between saltwater and freshwater, as well as the location and flux rate of freshwater
discharge to the ocean can be affected by heterogeneity.
Fringing reefs, a common feature of volcanic islands, can act as caprock for the underlying
main aquifers. This can lead to freshwater discharging both at the beach face and through
submarine springs. That, in turn, influences the distribution and transport of nutrients in
coastal environments. Vertical impermeable barriers such as faults, dykes or underground
cut-off walls cause an impoundment of fresh groundwater and a compartmentalization of the
aquifer, evidenced by significant jumps in water level over short distances, but also to a
delayed expulsion of saline water from the landward side. Compared to homogeneous
aquifers, spatially distributed conductivity fields not only alter the shape of the interface but
also the wedge toe length of the saltwater wedge. Higher effective transmissivities, resulting
from longer compartment lengths cause further landward intrusion of the wedge toe.
INTRODUCTION
Many models of coastal groundwater flow, especially analytical equations, assume a
homogeneous aquifer. Field evidence, however, clearly shows that this if often not a valid
assumption. Discrete features such as faults, fractures, dykes and artificial cut-off walls can
dramatically alter flow patterns on a local scale. Low-permeability coastal deposits, such as
fringing reefs or detrital material, can act as cap rocks for coastal aquifers. Fluvial and
deltaic sedimentation patterns can lead to a strong compartmentalization of hydraulic
conductivity. All these heterogeneities have in common that, at the field scale, their
influence is difficult to quantify from the usually small numbers of drillings, hydraulic tests
and geophysical surveys. Numerical models could overcome these limitations but often the
available geological model is not sufficiently detailed enough to fully describe the hydraulic
conductivity field. Therefore, as an intermediate step, we devised a set of physical sandtank
experiments that reveal the general effects of three typical geological heterogeneity features
(Chowdury et al. 2014; Mariner et al. 2014; Houben et al. 2018):
(a) Fringing reefs: coral reefs and detrital deposits often occur around the coastline of
(volcanic) islands. While the material can be quite permeable, it may be significantly less
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permeable than the underlying main aquifer, e.g. basalt. The fringing reef may therefore act
as a local cap rock.
(b) Impermeable vertical barrier: vertical sheeted intrusions (dykes) are common in volcanic
islands of the Hawaiian type but can also occur in sedimentary host rocks. Underground cutoff walls have a similar effect.
(c) Structured conductivity fields as a simplified emulation of the heterogeneous hydraulic
conductivity fields commonly found in fluvial and deltaic deposits.
METHODS
The general experimental set-up is based on the sandtank experiments presented by Stoeckl
and Houben (2012), using an acrylic glass box of 2.0 m length, 0.5 m height and 0.05 m
width. The aquifer is initially saturated with saline water. Freshwater recharge is applied to
the top of the aquifer by drippers, using a peristaltic pump. The numerical models were set
up using FEFLOW 6.1 (Diersch, 2005).

Figure 1. Set-up of the sandtank experiments for the three scenarios: a) fringing reef,
b) vertical barrier, c) structured conductivity field (modified after Houben et al. 2018).
For the fringing reef, the sandtank was filled with homogeneous medium sand, representing
the main island aquifer. A fine sand body, representing the fringing reef, was placed at the
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coast (Fig. 1a). Four freshwater recharge rates were applied: 1.21, 2.69, 3.70 and 4.90 m/d,
while the sea level was kept constant (details see Mariner et al. 2014; Houben et al. 2018).
The vertical impermeable flow barrier was constructed using plasticine and installed into an
otherwise homogeneous medium sand aquifer (Fig. 1b). The same four recharge rates as
described above and a constant sea level were applied (details see Mariner et al. 2014;
Houben et al. 2018).
For the structured hydraulic conductivity field, three types of sand (fine, medium, coarse)
with different hydraulic conductivities were used (Fig. 1c). Three experiments, varying the
horizontal length of the individual sand compartments (9, 18 and 27 cm), were conducted,
while keeping a constant compartment height of 3.5 cm. Four different saltwater levels were
applied (0.210, 0.245, 0.280 and 0.315 m above base) for each experiment. The recharge rate
was set to 1.73 m/d, although an additional experiment with a rate of 3.36 m/d was
performed for sea level of 0.315 m (details see Chowdury et al. 2014; Houben et al. 2018).
RESULTS
Fringing reef
The fringing reef redistributes groundwater flow at the discharge zone. Despite being
comprised of permeable fine sand, it is significantly less permeable than the main aquifer.
Therefore, a large proportion of freshwater transiting through the main aquifer passes
underneath the reef and discharges offshore into the ocean. Therefore, submarine springs are
likely to be found at the outer rim of such reef. Field observations from various coastal zones
worldwide confirm this (references see Houben et al. 2018). With increasing groundwater
recharge, the ratio of discharge through and below the reef changes. Except for the lowest
recharge rate, where reef flow dominates, discharge rates through and below the reef are
roughly similar. If one only compares the flow through the node at the beach face to the
strongest submarine outflow node of the numerical model, the latter yields almost twice as
much freshwater, except for the lowest recharge rate. This confirms field data of strong
offshore springs in fringing reef situations (references see Houben et al. 2018). The location
and flow rate of freshwater discharging at reefs and lagoons are important factors for their
ecology, since nutrient input can disrupt coral growth, e.g. through algal blooms.
Vertical flow barriers
Vertical flow barriers lead to a compartmentalization of coastal aquifers and can cause
strong local gradient jumps.
The initially present saltwater is replaced much more slowly on the landward side of the
barrier than on the seaward side. Therefore, it may become entrapped there at depth for
extended periods of time. The depth to the interface can thus differ significantly on both
sides of the barrier. However, continuous but slow dispersive entrainment of saltwater from
the volume stored on the landward side will occur. This leads to a local widening of the
mixing zone on the seaward side of the barrier.
Structured conductivity fields
Structured variations of the hydraulic conductivity field induce a stepped interface. Increased
compartment lengths induce a more pronounced deflection of the interface into the
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horizontal direction. Therefore, the wedge geometry deviates from that of a homogeneous
aquifer, although for short compartment lengths this deviation is rather small.
The sandtank and numerical models of this study show a landward propagation of the saline
wedge with increasing compartment length. Longer compartment lengths induce higher
transmissivities and thus a decrease of freshwater heads. Following the Ghijben-Herzberg
principle, lower freshwater heads induce a rise of the interface, leading to a landward
migration of the saltwater wedge. Higher sea levels lead to a proportional increase of the
wedge toe length. Our experiments confirm qualitatively an analytical model by Strack
(1976) for a homogeneous aquifer and field-scale numerical models of heterogeneous
aquifers (e.g. Pool et al. 2015).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our generalized models of natural heterogeneities are useful for developing conceptual
models of actual coastal aquifers, e.g. for situations resembling the Hawaiian Islands or
deltaic-fluvial coastal sediments. The deviation of flow patterns caused by geological
heterogeneities should be taken into account when planning groundwater extraction,
delineating protection zones and assessing contaminant transport to coastal ecosystems.
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Aquifer compaction–a threat to coastal aquifers
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ABSTRACT
Fine-grained sediments are susceptible to inelastic compaction in response to groundwater
withdrawals in many coastal aquifers in the world. Inelastic compaction of fine-grained
aquifer sediments results in land subsidence, which can increase the threat of saltwater
intrusion and the frequency and intensity of flooding. The adverse effects of inelastic
compaction and subsidence resulting from groundwater withdrawals have been observed in
coastal aquifers in the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers in Houston Texas, USA; the GangesBrahmaputra Delta, Bangladesh; Jakarta basin aquifer, Indonesia; the lower Mekong Delta,
Cambodia and Vietnam; and the Virginia Coastal Plain aquifer system, USA.
Changes in the effective stress resulting from changes in the hydraulic and geostatic stress in
an aquifer cause compaction of fine-grained sediments. Inelastic compaction of fine-grained
sediments is permanent and occurs when the effective stress exceeds the previous preconsolidation stress value in an aquifer. A compaction (IBC) package has been developed for
MODFLOW 6 that can simulate elastic and inelastic compaction of fine-grained interbeds
resulting from changes in hydraulic and geostatic stresses in an aquifer. The IBC package
can also simulate storage changes resulting from compaction in relatively thin interbeds of
fine-grained sediments that equilibrate quickly with water-levels in coarse grained aquifer
materials and thick interbeds of fine-grained sediments that drain slowly in response to
water-levels changes in coarse grained aquifer materials.
The IBC package has been applied to a model developed for the Chicot and Evangeline
aquifers in Houston Texas. Land subsidence and loss of 100 km2 of wetlands around
Galveston Bay has occurred in the Houston area since development of the area began in
1891. Fine-grained interbeds in the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers have an average
thickness of 5 meters and total thicknesses that range from 150 to 760 meters and 30 to 210
meters, respectively. The fine-grained interbeds in the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers are
relatively thin and were simulated as no-delay interbeds. Simulated model results indicate
that maximum compaction in the Chicot and Evangeline aquifers is 3 meters and 2 meters,
respectively, which contribute to a maximum of 3 meters of land subsidence in the Houston
area. Simulated maximum land subsidence rates during periods with high groundwater
withdrawal rates range from 47 to 130 mm/y, which exceed current global estimates of sealevel rise (~3 mm/y).
Contact Information: Joseph D. Hughes, U.S. Geological Survey, 411 National Center, Reston,
Virginia, 20192, USA, Phone: 703-648-5805,
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ABSTRACT
For a large beach nourishment called the Sand Engine – constructed in 2011 at the Dutch
coast – we have examined the impact of coastal forcing (i.e. natural processes that drive
coastal hydro- and morphodynamics) and groundwater recharge on the growth of a fresh
groundwater lens between 2011 and 2016. Measurements of the morphological change and
the tidal dynamics at the study site were incorporated in a calibrated three-dimensional and
variable density groundwater model of the study area. Simulations with this model showed
that the detailed incorporation of both the local hydro- and morphodynamics and the actual
recharge rate can result in a reliable reconstruction of the growth in fresh groundwater
resources. In contrast, the neglect of tidal dynamics, land-surface inundations, and
morphological changes in model simulations can result in considerable overestimations of
the volume of fresh groundwater. In particular, wave runup and coinciding coastal erosion
during storm surges limit the growth in fresh groundwater resources in dynamic coastal
environments, and should be considered at potential nourishment sites to delineate the area
that is vulnerable to salinization.
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ABSTRACT
Coastal peatlands are characterized by intense interactions between land and sea, comprising
both a submarine discharge of fresh groundwater and inundations of the peatland with
seawater. Nutrients and salts can influence the biogeochemical processes both in the shallow
marine sediments and in the peatland. The determination of flow direction and quantity of
groundwater flow are therefore elementary. Anthropogenic interferences like extensive
drainage and flood protection measures are common in (coastal) peatlands and have a strong
influence on the groundwater flow regime. The objective of this study is to identify the
governing processes that cause the exchange of fresh and brackish water across the shoreline
on different time scales in a previously drained, but recently rewetted, coastal peatland
located in Northeastern Germany.
For this purpose, a 3D numerical groundwater flow model is set up to simulate density
driven flow, changing seawater level (e.g. storms) and landside hydraulic gradients.
Permanent water level and electrical conductivity readings, groundwater age dating,
meteorological data and hydraulic conductivities from slug tests and grain size analysis are
the base for the calibration of the numerical model. The groundwater flow model will
support and test the following observations and assumptions:
The lateral groundwater flow appears through 3-10 m thick basin sands below a 1-3 m thick
peat layer. Long-term drainage decreased the hydraulic conductivity of the peat, while the
ditches constitute potential flow paths between ground- and surface water, which affects salt
transport during and after inundations. The ditches are still active when a certain water level
is exceeded, hence they influence the groundwater flow regime and the resulting hydraulic
gradient. The hydraulic gradient further depends on dry or wet periods, stormy winters with
periodically higher sea levels and the interaction of these states. As a result of lower sea
levels after the ice age, the peat layer extends into today‘s Baltic coast and depending on its
hydraulic conductivity influences mixing processes of fresh- and seawater and hence
biogeochemical reactions.
A legacy effect of past inundations is observed in electrical conductivity readings both in the
peat and the aquifer. Electrical conductivity measurements in different depths close to the
beach show a heterogeneous distribution and indicate complex mixing processes at the
interface due to geology and dune dike width.
It is assumed that the fresh-seawater interface is in a transient state as a result of long-term
drainage of the peatland (landwards hydraulic gradient) in the past and will change as a
result to recent rewetting of the peatland (seawards hydraulic gradient).
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Submarine groundwater discharge derived nutrients and red tide
outbreaks in Tolo Harbor, Hong Kong
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ABSTRACT
Multiple tracers, including radium quartet, 222Rn and silica are used to quantify submarine
groundwater discharge (SGD) into Tolo Harbor, Hong Kong in 2005 and 2011. Five
geotracer models based on the end member model of 228Ra and salinity and mass balance
models of 226Ra, 228Ra, 222Rn, and silica were established and all the models lead to an
estimate of the SGD rate of the same order of magnitude. In 2005 and 2011, respectively, the
averaged SGD based on these models is estimated to be ≈ 5.42 cm d-1 and ≈ 2.66 cm d-1, the
SGD derived DIN loadings to be 3.5 x 105 mol d-1 and 1.5 x 105 mol d-1, and DIP loadings to
be 6.2 x 103 mol d-1 and 1.1 x 103 mol d-1. Groundwater borne nutrients are 1-2 orders of
magnitude larger than other nutrient sources and the interannual variation of nutrient
concentration in the embayment is more influenced by the SGD derived loadings. Annual
DIP concentrations in the harbor water is positively correlated with the precipitation and
annual mean tidal range, and negatively correlated with evapotranspiration from 2000 to
2013. Climatologically driven SGD variability alters the SGD derived DIP loadings in this
phosphate limited environment and may be the causative factor of interannual variability of
red tide outbreaks from 2000-2013. Finally, a conceptual model is proposed to characterize
the response of red tide outbreaks to climatological factors linked by SGD. The findings
from this study shed light on the prediction of red tide outbreaks and coastal management of
Tolo Harbor and similar coastal embayments elsewhere.
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Tectonically conditioned brine leakage into usable freshwater
aquifers – implications for the quality of groundwater exploited
in central Poland
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ABSTRACT
Brine leakage areas, which are identical with zones of chloride ion content anomalies (Cl–
>60 mg/dm3) in usable aquifers, were mapped and examined on the basis of chemical and
isotopic analyses. These zones are predominantly developed in tectonic conditions enabling
the inflow of Mesozoic saline waters and brines into freshwater aquifers: 1) fault zones, 2)
hydrogeological windows above salt anticlines and elevated tectonic blocks, 3) salt diapirs.
The natural process of brine migration has been accelerated in some areas due to
groundwater exploitation. Consequently, the decline of groundwater quality on many intakes
has been reported, which is a result of the elevated content of chloride, Natrium and
Ammonium ions.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the phenomenon of brine leakage into freshwater usable aquifers and is
associated with groundwater quality decline affecting intakes operating in central Poland.
The studied area (28,000 km2) corresponds to the region of well developed salt tectonics
forms within the Permian-Mesozoic complex (Fig.1). In this area, groundwater is extracted
from aquifers developed within Mesozoic calcareous and sandstones series as well as
Paleogene, Neogene and Quaternary sand series.

Figure 1. Location of the study area.
METHODS
The preliminary stage of the study consisted in the mapping of the areas in which the brine
leakage into freshwater aquifers is detectable. Such areas were named chloride anomaly
zones, and were defined by groups of wells with the concentration of Cl– ion in groundwater
exceeding the value of 60 mg/dm3 – the upper limit of hydrogeochemical background.
Spatial differentiation of water salinity in usable aquifers was documented with over 12,000
archival chemical analyses from the data bank of the Polish Geological Institute. Chemical
data were verified for each intake. The results of analyses indicating that the elevated
chlorides concentration in water originated due to anthropogenic pollution were rejected.
The next stage of research was focused on specific chloride anomaly zones and on intakes
affected by groundwater salinization. It included detailed chemical and isotopic (δ2H, δ18O)
analyses of groundwater samples as well as groundwater table measurements.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The hydrochemical and isotopic data allow for detecting at least 23 chloride anomaly zones
in usable freshwater aquifers. They cover about 20% of the investigated area.

Figure 2. Hydrogeological cross-sections through A) Łęczyca-Żychlin and B)
Inowrocław chloride anomaly zones.
Tectonic determinants of chloride anomaly zones development within freshwater aquifers
The correlation of hydrochemical, geophysical and drilling data confirmed that chloride
anomalies have been predominantly developed in geologic situations, enabling the inflow of
salt waters from deeper parts of Mesozoic complex into the useful aquifers. These are: 1)
tectonic fault and fracture zones, especially those running along the borders of tectonic units
(Fig.2A); 2) hydrogeological windows above uplifted crests of salt anticlines and elevated
tectonic blocks; 3) mature salt diapirs currently being dissolved by infiltrating waters
(Fig.2B). The conditions enabling the upward migration of salt waters through the
tectonically produced pathways were confirmed with the archival results of pressure tests
executed for Mesozoic brine-bearing aquifers in deep research boreholes (Kaczor 2006;
Kaczor-Kurzawa 2017).
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Chemical and isotopic record of brine leakage into freshwater aquifers
The upward migrating saline waters and brines have been mixing with fresh, drinking
waters, which are exploited on groundwater intakes (Fig.3A). As a result of the mixing
process, the groundwaters extracted on intakes situated within the detected chloride anomaly
zones are converted to chloride type (Fig.3B). Their TDS value (up to 3.6 g/dm3) as well as
ion relations are differentiated because of the various proportions between the mixed
components of fresh and salt waters. In cation group, Natrium and Potassium ions prevail
over Calcium. The composition of the anion group is dominated by bicarbonates ions, but
the content of chloride ions changes from 20% to 60%. These waters are often characterized
also by elevated K, Sr, B, Mg, Ba ion concentrations.
The leakage of saline waters, ‗older‘ than modern infiltration waters (supposedly diluted
Mesozoic brines), into freshwater aquifers, was proved by chemical and isotopic tests (δ H
and δ O) executed for groundwater samples from 9 working intakes (Fig.4) situated in 5
major chloride anomaly zones (Kaczor-Kurzawa 2017).
2

18

Figure 3. Pipper plots presenting chemical composition of waters involved and waters
originated due to mixing process.
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Figure 4. Graph of dependency between δ2H and δ O
in the analyzed waters compared to WMWL
18

Brine leakage implications for the quality of exploited groundwater
Brine leakage is responsible for a significant decline in groundwater quality, which has been
reported from numerous intakes working in the indicated chloride anomaly zones, due to the
high concentration of chlorides (>250 mg/dm3), Natrium (>200 mg/dm3), Ammonium
(> 0.5 mg/dm3) ions, in some cases associated with elevated contents of sulfate (> 250
mg/dm3) and Boron (> 1.0 mg/dm3) ions. In general, chloride contents in groundwater
increase with the depth, which reflects the inflow of saline waters from the deeper rock
complexes. However, we can also observe the coexistence of fresh and salt waters with
highly differentiated Cl– ion contents, occurring at similar depths in neighboring wells
(Fig.2A). This means that high chloride concentrations are related to a close presence of salt
water migration routes, such as tectonic faults and fracture groupings in Mesozoic rocks.
However, being located at a long distance from them, chloride concentrations decrease due
to the dilution effected by infiltrating fresh waters. Therefore, only part of groundwater well
populations within indicated anomaly zones display elevated chlorides concentrations. An
attempt to estimate the scale of the geogenic salinization phenomenon included about 12,000
wells with documented chloride concentrations in groundwater. Only in about 300 (3%) of
those wells did Cl– ion content exceed the standard value (250 mg/dm ) for drinking water.
However, these calculations are primarily based on the data coming from the period of the
wells being constructed and documented, usually many years ago.
3

Figure 5. Graph of the temporal variability of chloride concentration in waters from
selected intakes.
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In many cases, intake activity has been inducing and/or accelerating salt water flow towards
the exploited aquifers, which caused a degradation of groundwater quality (Szubin and
Trzaski intakes - Fig.2B, 5) and/or can lead to it in the near future (Krzepocin intake - Fig.5).
CONCLUSIONS
The origin and location of the brine leakage areas, identical with chloride anomaly zones, are
dependent on tectonic elements within the Permian-Mesozoic complex and on variations of
their Cenozoic cover, the factors conditioning the inflow of Mesozoic salt waters into useful
aquifers. In many cases, the Cl– ion anomalies detected in groundwater of usable aquifers can
be correlated with the spontaneous outflows of diluted brines, which created the natural Cl–
ion anomalies on the land surface. Their existence has been ascertained through soil
research, and especially through botanical examinations describing the ecosystems of
halophilous plants. The natural process of brine migration and leakage, occurring in the
chloride anomaly zones, has been intensified by a long-term exploitation on groundwater
municipal and industrial intakes. This can lead to a progressing salinization and degradation
of groundwater quality, due to the elevated content of chlorides, Natrium, Ammonium and
sulfates ions, exceeding the regulatory limits. That phenomenon affects dozens of currently
working intakes, increasing water supply costs for numerous villages and towns.
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ABSTRACT
The combined impacts of geological heterogeneity and sea-level rise (SLR) are
systematically studied on the behavior of salt water intrusion (SWI) in coastal aquifers.
Monte-Carlo simulations of log-normally permeability (Lnk) fields are conducted to consider
the heterogeneity of the aquifer media. Also, instantaneous and gradual SLR with and
without the associated land-surface inundation (LSI) are considered in these simulations.
USGS code SUTRA is used as a numerical density-dependent flow and solute transport
simulation model. The applicability of the developed methodology is investigated by a twodimensional case study with realistic parameters, which has been previously used by
Ketabchi et al. (2016) under homogenous field. The width of the transition zone and the SWI
length are defined as diagnostics to compare the behaviors of the heterogeneous simulations
and their homogeneous counterparts. For example, in Figure 1 the salinity distribution of
SWI is shown for the equivalent homogeneous model and three heterogeneous realizations
with a log-permeability variance of 0.5, 1 and 2 after 100 years imposing a gradual SLR of
1 m with the associated LSI.

(a) Homogeneous field

(b) Heterogeneous field, variance Lnk = 0.5

(c) Heterogeneous field, variance Lnk = 1

(d) Heterogeneous field, variance Lnk = 2

Figure 1. The salinity distributions, 100 years after a gradual SLR of 1 m with LSI
under the equivalent homogeneous and three geological heterogeneous fields (Solid
lines indicate the 50% seawater interface and dashed lines show the 50% seawater
interface of the initial steady-state salinity distributions).
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As shown in Figure 1, heterogeneity causes the smaller SWI lengths and the wider transition
zones in comparison with the homogeneous case under our two-dimensional simulations,
which is in agreement with the observations of Abarca (2006) and Kerrou and Renard (2010).
The observations indicate that aquifer heterogeneity can have a considerable impact on SWI
length and especially on transition zone shape and width. Although the considerable impacts
of SLR-induced LSI are exhibited in the heterogeneous coastal aquifer, the order of such
impacts are extremely related to the geological heterogeneity characteristics and the
instantaneous or gradual occurrence of SLR. This study leads to a better understanding of the
SWI behavior in heterogeneous fields in coastal aquifers under SLR.
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ABSTRACT
An accurate understanding of the fresh-brackish-saline distribution of groundwater is
necessary to characterise salt water intrusion in coastal areas. Compared to traditional
ground-based techniques, airborne electromagnetic (AEM) surveys offer a rapid and costeffective method with which to achieve this. To convert observed AEM data into Electrical
Conductivity (EC) (and ultimately groundwater salinity), an inversion is undertaken. As
geophysical inversion is an ill-posed problem, these inversion algorithms need stabilisation
(otherwise known as regularisation). A number of algorithms are available for this purpose,
however recent research has shown that the inversion process adds significant uncertainty
into groundwater mapping results. This study quantitatively analyses eight commonly used
inversion methods using real data from the Province of Zeeland, the Netherlands. Available
data includes ~1000 line km of frequency domain airborne electromagnetic data, ground data
comprises more than 40 drillholes - measuring bulk EC using electrical cone penetration
tests (ECPT) and electrical borehole logging. Ground data were used to select parameter
inputs and quantify results, rather than to constrain the inversions. Inversions tested were
both 1D, and comprise UBC1DFM code and quasi-2D laterally constrained techniques.
Input parameters in these schemes were varied and run iteratively over one test line. Selected
parameters were based on closest fit to nearby ground constraints, and a reasonable misfit to
the observed data. Subsequently, each inversion was run over the entire data-set and
interpolated into a 3D volume of EC. Using available geological data and empirical EC and
water salinity relationships, 3D volumes for each inversion were converted into groundwater
EC and split into fresh-brackish-saline regions. The result is a detailed 3D map of the
groundwater salinity distribution for each of the eight inversion results, with a horizontal and
vertical resolution of 50m and 0.5m respectively. Qualitatively, inversion methods tested
were generally consistent with one another, and were effective at resolving a number of
hydrological features such as fresh-brackish-saline volumes and interfaces. A quantitative
analysis indicated that the choice of inversion code has a notable effect on groundwater
mapping outcomes. For volume estimates, the primary factor in the inversion process was
the choice of smoothness, which affects the thickness of the brackish interval (0.18 – 1.8
S/m). Here it was found that a fresh (< 0.18 S/m) groundwater volume estimate could differ
by as much as 7% between algorithms - a difference of 195 million m3 in an area of only
~15x15 km. Interfaces between fresh-saline-brackish regions were consistently mapped by
all methods within an absolute error of around 3 m. As the greatest vertical conductivity
contrast exists in the brackish zone, this zone was mapped with greater accuracy overall.
Few layer methods were less successful at resolving smoothly varying salinity distributions,
however, these methods were on the contrary shown to be more successful at mapping the
centre of the brackish zone (0.54 S/m) at greater depth.
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INTRODUCTION
Submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) has been recognized as a significant source of
water and chemical substances such as trace metals, nutrients, organic and inorganic carbon
to the coastal zone (Oberdorfer et al. 1990; Charette et al. 2001; Slomp et al. 2004; Burnett et
al. 2006; Moore 2010). In some regions SGD has been responsible for a deterioration of the
coastal environment affecting the local economy and management of the area (Valiela et al.
2002; Slomp et al. 2004; Andersen et al. 2007). Particularly sensitive to the SGD are
enclosed or semi-enclosed reservoirs of a limited water exchange with the open sea
(Cyberski 1993). The Bay of Puck, southern Baltic Sea, due to its morphological and
hydrological features, is a good example of a basin partially separated from the open sea
waters (Nowacki 1993; Nowacki 1993a). Moreover, the bay itself is divided into two parts
by the Rybitwa Shallow (the average depths: 21m in the outer and 3m in the inner part, that
additionally impedes highly the water renewal in the inner part) (Korzeniewski et al. 1994;
Urbanski et al. 2007). The Bay of Puck borders with the continental land in the west and the
thin Hel Peninsula in the north and north-east. Both, the continental part and the peninsula
differ in terms of land use and management. Interestingly, the first studies on the SGD in the
Baltic Sea region were also performed at the Hel Peninsula (Sadurski 1987). They were
related to the seawater intrusion due to the intense exploitation of aquifers. As a consequence
several groundwater wells were closed along the Hel Peninsula. Later a reverse phenomenon
has started to be observed and scientists became interested in the identification and
quantification of the groundwater seepage to the marine environment (Piekarek-Jankowska
et al. 1992; Piekarek-Jankowska 1994; Piekarek-Jankowska et al. 1994). The anomalies in
the chloride distribution due to the groundwater discharge were identified in the pore waters
of the Bay of Puck sediments (Bolałek 1992). Recently, the fluxes of different chemical
substances via SGD to the Bay of Puck have been estimated based on the experimental
studies performed at the Hel Peninsula, off Hel (Szymczycha et al. 2012; Szymczycha et al.
2014; Szymczycha et al. 2016). In fact, the loads of P, Mn and DIC via SGD to the Bay of
Puck reported by the authors are comparable to the loads supplied by the local rivers
entering the basin. This suggests that the SGD can also be an important source of other
chemical constituents and thus has a potential to shape the functioning of the unique
ecosystem of the Bay of Puck (Szymczycha et al. 2012; Szymczycha et al. 2014;
Szymczycha et al. 2016). Those estimations and conclusions were based on the assumption
that the composition of the groundwater coming from the side of the Hel Peninsula and the
continental part are similar. Our present research hypothesis assumes that the different
aquifers exploitation, land use and management, diversified geological structure and
differences in land-sea interactions along the Hel Peninsula and at the continental part
differentiate the chemical composition of SGD coming from both these sides. The main aim
of this study was to identify the provenance of the groundwater discharged to the bay and
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processes influencing its composition. This was done based on the chemical composition of
SGD.
METHODS
The research was carried out in years 2016-2017. In order to identify SGD sites salinity was
used as a groundwater tracer (Szymczycha et al. 2012). Three active areas of SGD off Hel
Peninsula (Hel, Jurata, Chałupy), and three off continental part of the bay (Puck, Swarzewo
and Osłonino) were identified based on salinity and chloride measurements (Figure 1).
Water samples were collected along the salinity transition zone: groundwater from
piezometers located in the coastal zone, groundwater and seepage water from the
subterranean estuary (groundwater – seawater mixing zone) and seawater. From each point,
10 mL sample for ions content analysis (Mg2+, Ca2+, K+, Na+) were collected and filtered
using syringe filters (0.45 μm pore size) to the PTE vials, which were previously digested for
24 h in nitric acid. The sample for metals analysis were conserved with 3M HNO3. 180 ml of
water were collected for HCO3-, SO42- and Cl- analysis. Samples for HCO3- were conserved
with HgCl2. Samples for SO42- and Cl- were kept in refrigerator till the time of the analysis.
The major ions (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, Cl-, SO42-, HCO3-) content was analyzed in 198
samples. The measurements of Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+ were conducted by means of AAS
(SHIMADZU 6800). Concentrations of HCO3- and Cl- were determined by potentiometric
titration using ion-selective electrodes (ISE) Cerko Lab System Potentiometry for precise
titration. Chloride ions were titrated with silver nitrate (0.1 M AgNO3) and the bicarbonate
ions were titrated with 0.1 molar hydrochloric acid (0.1 M HCl). The titration equivalent was
determined by the first derivative (Dojlido 1987, Gajkowska-Stefańska et al. 2007). SO42was quantified by the precipitation of a sparingly soluble BaSO4 in an acidic medium
(Szczepaniak 2011). In addition, in the samples were measured parameters: the ORP, pH and
oxygen content, with a multiparametric meter. Separation of individual types of water was
made based on Cl- content (Bolałek 1992). The seepage samples with chloride ions content
smaller than 1 gCl-·dm-3 were identified as groundwater samples.
RESULTS
The major ions ratios in all groundwater samples fluctuated in the range: from 0.11 to 0.94
for Ca2+/Cl-, from 0.08 to 1.23 for Mg2+/Cl-, from 2.23 to 93.50 for Na+/Cl-, from 0.03 to
0.66 for K+/Cl-, from 0.01 to 0.32 for SO42-/Cl-, from 0.07 to 0.39 for HCO3-/Cl-, from 0.57
to 3.42 for Mg2+/Ca2+, while for seawater samples were in the range from 0.01 to 0.02 for
Ca2+/Cl, from 0.01 to 0.06 for Mg2+/Cl-, from 0.58 to 0.75 for Na+/Cl-, from 0.01 to 0.02 for
K+/Cl-, from 2.98 to 4.79 for Mg2+/Ca2+. The ionic ratios in water samples from piezometers
ranged from 0.04 to 1.97 for Ca2+/Cl-, from 0.01 to 0.32 for Mg2+/Cl-, from 1.11 to 88.68 for
Na+/Cl-, from 0.01 to 0.44 for K+/Cl-, from 0.01 to 0.06 for SO42-/Cl-, from 0.01 to 1.16 for
HCO3-/Cl- and from 0.20 to 2.20 for Mg2+/Ca2+. Water samples collected in the groundwater
wells were characterized by the range: from 0.45 to 5.67 for Ca2+/Cl-, from 0.09 to 0.62 for
Mg2+/Cl-, from 0.78 to 0.85 for Na+/Cl-, from 0.08 to 0.34 for K+/Cl-, from 0.03 to 4.49 for
SO42-/Cl-, from 2.90 to 20.23 for HCO3-/Cl- and from 0.18 to 0.35 for Mg2+/Ca2+. The
maximum ratios in groundwater samples collected in the subterranean estuary were observed
in Chałupy region and equal to 0.79 for Ca2+/Cl-, 1.23 for Mg2+/Cl-, 25.17 for Na+/Cl- and
0.66 for K+/Cl-, respectively. Comparable results were detected also in Swarzewo. In case of
water samples coming from piezometers, the maximum ratios were observed in Hel and
equal to 0.72 for Ca2+/Cl-, 0.27 for Mg2+/Cl-, 34.87 for Na+/Cl-, 0.08 for K+/Cl-, 0.06 for
SO42-/Cl-, 0.46 for HCO3-/Cl-, while the lowest ratios were recorded in Jurata and equal to
0.04, 0.01, 0.01, 0.0048 and 0.01, respectively. The ratios for groundwater samples collected
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in wells were highest in Swarzewo and equal to 5.67 for Ca2+/Cl-, 0.62 for Mg2+/Cl-, 0.85 for
Na+/Cl-, 0.34 for K+/Cl-, 4.49 for SO42-/Cl-, 20.24 for HCO3-/Cl-, except Mg2+/Ca2+ (0.35)
that was identified in the Jurata.

Figure 1. Map of the Bay of Puck showing the active areas of submarine groundwater
discharge (SGD), locations of piezometers and groundwater well, along the Hel
Peninsula (Hel, Jurata, Chałupy), and in the continental part of the bay (Puck,
Swarzewo and Osłonino).

Figure 2. Schematic distribution of chloride concentration [gCl-·dm-3] at submarine
groundwater discharge (SGD), piezometers (P), groundwater well (GW) and sea water
(S) in the Hel Peninsula, of Hel. Sampling points are marked schematically.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary results indicate that SGD composition in Chałupy and Swarzewo are
comparable. This suggests that groundwater discharged from both these sites located in the
Inner Bay of Puck can have similar source. This hypothesis will be further verified by the
analysis of the oxygen stable isotopes. For Hel and Jurata the ionic composition of the
groundwater samples is mainly influenced by the land-sea interactions. Thus the increase of
seawater level and atmospheric conditions such as storms will result in higher seawater
intrusion (Sadurski, 1987). The vertical cross-section of groundwater composition located in
Hel (Figure 2) is conditioned by the processes associated with the movement of seawater
masses. This is observed at both sites of the peninsula. Osłonino and Swarzewo
characterized with totally different ratios in comparison to other areas which can be
explained by possible different source of groundwater relating to different land use and
management. The results show that there is no clear separation between continental part and
the peninsula in terms of groundwater composition. Further studies are necessary to
understand the groundwater provenance and factors influencing SGD in the Bay of Puck.
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ABSTRACT
Freshwater contained within submarine confined and semi-confined aquifers has been
proposed as a possible resource to delay the salinization of onshore groundwater resources.
While offshore fresh groundwater has been identified globally, there are only two cases
supported by offshore data within Australia. Offshore freshwater has previously been
inferred from onshore indicators in the Gambier Embayment in South Australia, a
sedimentary basin including over 120 km of coastline. The presence of offshore fresh
groundwater in this region may play a key role in the future municipal water supply of three
coastal towns reliant on groundwater abstractions from deep-screened wells (> 200 m) close
to the coastline (< 1 km). Offshore groundwater salinities in the Gambier Embayment were
estimated by applying Archie‘s law to legacy downhole resistivity data. Onshore water
samples and geophysical logs were used to obtain regional parameters for the semi-confined
aquifer. These regional parameters were then applied to four offshore wells to generate
estimated downhole pore-water salinity profiles that include uncertainty ranges. The results
indicate that in the southern region of the Gambier Embayment, pore water with minimum
calculated total dissolved solids (TDS) of 1.2 gL-1 and 1.4 gL-1 are found 12.2 km and 11.1
km offshore, respectively. In the north of the Gambier Embayment, the pore water salinities
in offshore aquifers is more saline, with minimum TDS values of 14 gL-1 and 4 gL-1 found
31.1 km and 27.8 km offshore, respectively. Despite moderate uncertainty ranges, the
calculated salinities when combined with concurrent work that characterizes the offshore
hydro-stratigraphy, indicate that the southern offshore extension of the regional semiconfined aquifer may contain a considerable freshwater resource, which may be considered
as part of the water management options for the wider region. The available offshore data for
northern parts of the embayment indicate that offshore freshwater is less likely, and therefore
onshore pumping has a greater likelihood of inducing salinization of water supply
infrastructure by seawater intrusion. This study adds to the global body of known offshore
fresh groundwater reserves, and provides insight into both the regional and down-hole
salinity variability in an offshore semi-confined aquifer.
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ABSTRACT
Henry Problem (HP) still plays an important role in benchmarking numerical models of
seawater intrusion (SWI) as well as being applied to practical and managerial purposes. The
popularity of this problem is due to having a closed-form semi-analytical (SA) solution. The
early SA solutions obtained for HP were limited to extensive assumptions that restrict its
application in practical works. Several further studies expended the generality of the solution
by assuming lower diffusion coefficients or including velocity-dependent dispersion in the
results. However, all these studies are limited to homogeneous and isotropic domains. The
present work made an attempt to improve the reality of the SA solution obtained for
dispersive HP by considering anisotropic and stratified heterogeneous coastal aquifers. The
solution is obtained by defining Fourier series for both stream function and salt
concentration, applying a Galerkin treatment using the Fourier modes as trial functions and
solving the flow and the salt transport equations simultaneously in the spectral space. In
order to include stratified heterogeneity, a special depth-hydraulic conductivity model is
applied that can be solved analytically without significant mathematical complexity. Several
examples are proposed and studied. The results show excellent agreement between the SA
and numerical solutions obtained with an in-house advanced finite element code.
Keywords: Henry problem; Semi-analytical solution; Velocity-dependent dispersion;
Stratified heterogeneity; Fourier series
INTRODUCTION
Henry Problem has always been important in theoretical and practical investigation of
general concepts and characteristics of seawater intrusion (SWI). It is an abstraction of SWI
in a vertical cross-section of a confined coastal aquifer perpendicular to the shoreline. A
schematic representation of the HP is given in Figure 1. The most important aspect of HP
stems from the existence of a semi-analytical (SA) solution (Henry 1964). This solution is
obtained using the Fourier series method applied to the stream function form of the flow and
salt concentration equations. This method combines the exactness of the analytical methods
with an important extent of generality in describing the geometry and boundary conditions of
the numerical methods.
In the scope of previous works concerning the SA solution of the HP, several simplifying
assumptions were applied to make the calculation of SA solution feasible. While all the
studies deal with uniform diffusion coefficient, recently, Fahs et al. (2016) developed a new
SA solution with velocity dependent dispersion. Anisotropy and heterogeneity are primary
characteristics of real aquifers that the SA solutions of the HP do not account for. Thus the
aim of this work is to address this gap by extending the SA of the dispersive Henry problem
to heterogeneous and anisotropic domain. In order to address the heterogeneity and to model
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it analytically, the Gardner exponential permeability function (Gardner 1958) was
considered. This function is widely used for layered aquifers. It makes the handling of the
space derivatives of permeability emerging in the process, much more applicable. The
approach developed to get the SA solution is described in the next section. Then, the results
of the SA solution are compared against an in-house finite element code throughout different
test cases investigating the effect of anisotropy and heterogeneity.

Figure 1. Schematic configuration of Henry Problem.
The semi analytical solution
The mathematical model of SWI is based on coupled variable-density flow and salt transport
partial differential equations. Under Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation and steady-state
conditions the flow system is as followed:
(1)

𝑞
𝑞

(

(2)

)

where q is the Darcy‘s velocity [LT-1];
the freshwater density [ML-3]; K the freshwater
hydraulic conductivity tensor [LT-1] (diagonal with components Kx and Kz); h the equivalent
freshwater head [L]; the density of mixture fluid [ML-3] and z is the elevation [L].
The salt transport process can be described by the advection-dispersion equation:
𝑞

(3)

(

Where c is the dimensionless solute concentration [-]; Dm the molecular diffusion coefficient
[L2T-1]; the porosity [-], I the identity matrix And the dispersion tensor D is defined by:
(

𝑞

𝑞

𝑞

(4)

𝑞
where
and
are the longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficient respectively [L].
Flow and transport equations are coupled via the linear mixture density equation:
(5)
where
is the difference between the freshwater ( ) and saltwater ( ) density.
The geometry of the aquifer is simplified to a rectangle of length ( and depth ( . The
freshwater recharge flux per unit of width imposed on the inland side is noted 𝑞 [L2T-1].
By differentiating Darcy‘s law with respect to x and z direction and eliminating pressure and
applying stream function theory the system is results as followed:
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(6)
where 𝑞
and 𝑞
and
is the anisotropy coefficient that
corresponds to the anisotropic nature of the domain that is being studied in this work. The
non-dimensional form of the Eq(6) is defined as follows:

(

)

(

)

(7)

where:
(8)

𝑞

is the local gravity number which compares the buoyancy flux to the inland
freshwater flux (𝑞 ).
In order to address the layered heterogeneity of the aquifer, the depth-hydraulic conductivity
model is defined by the following equation:
(9)
(
(
where
and
are the hydraulic conductivity at the bottom of the aquifer in x- and zdirections respectively. is the rate of hydraulic conductivity change with depth.
The non-dimensional form of the salt transport equation is presented as follows:
(
(

)
)(

)

(

)

(10)
where

⁄𝑞 .

⁄𝑞 and

The unknowns are expanded into infinite Fourier series that satisfy the boundary conditions:
∑∑

(

∑∑

(

(
(

⁄

(11)

⁄

(12)

where Am,n (resp. Br,s) are the Fourier series coefficients for the stream function (resp.
concentration). Nm and Nn are the truncation orders for the stream function in the X- and Zdirections, respectively. Nr and Ns are the ones for salt concentration. The Fourier series
expansions are then appropriately substituted in Eqs. (7) and (10). Then, a Galerkin
treatment is applied with the Fourier modes as trial functions. This leads to the following
system of equations (for flow and salt transport respectively):
(

)

∑
(

∑

̃
(13)
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(

)
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∑
(

∑ ∑ ∑∑

(

)

∑

(

(

)

(

⁄ )
(14)

where
(resp.
) is the residual vector for the flow equation (resp. transport equation)
and
is the Kronecker delta function. Np refers to the number of integration points used to
evaluate the dispersion terms.
,
and
are the integration weight and the coordinates
of the integration points, respectively.
(
𝑞 ) is the local gravity number at
the aquifer bottom surface.
In this work a new technique is developed to solve the system of equations in the spectral
space (Eqs 13 and 14). With this technique the Fourier coefficients of the stream function are
analytically calculated in terms of the salt concentration and the spectral transport equation is
solved the Newton‘s method, with only the Fourier series coefficients of the salt
concentration as primary unknowns.
RESULTS
A FORTRAN code has been developed to solve the final system of nonlinear equations
resulting from the Fourier series method. To examine the correctness of this code, we
compared it against a full numerical solution obtained using an advanced in-house model
(Younes et al. 2009). All the simulations of the numerical model are developed under the
transient regime for a long duration to reach the steady-state solution.
Two dispersive cases are considered using the same parameters as in Abarca et al. (2007).
The first case deals with a homogenous domain (
while in the second one, the aquifer
is assumed to be stratified (
. Anisotropy is acknowledged with (
. The
non-dimensional parameters and the corresponding physical parameters used for these cases
are given in Table 1. For the homogenous cases, oscillation-free solution has been obtained
using 4,725 Fourier modes (Nm=15; Nn=90; Nr=20 and Ns=160). This is equal to the
number of Fourier modes used in Fahs et al. [2016] for the isotropic domain. This indicates
that the anisotropy does not affect the stability of the Fourier series solution. For the
heterogeneous case, the same truncation modes. For the heterogeneous case, the same
number of Fourier modes (4,725) leads to unstable solution with some unphysical
oscillations at the aquifer top. In fact, in this upper zone, the local permeability is 5 times
more important than at the aquifer bottom leading to stronger buoyancy effects. An
oscillation-free solution has been obtained with 6,405 coefficients (Nm=15, Nn=90, Nr=20
and Ns=240). Several runs confirm that heterogeneity affects only the truncation order of the
concentration Fourier series in the x-direction. The SA results for both cases (homogenous
and heterogeneous) are depicted in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
As mention previously, both test cases are simulated using an in-house numerical code. The
physical parameters used in the numerical simulations are given in Table 1. The numerical
isochlors for both test cases (homogenous and heterogeneous) are depicted in Figure 2 and 3,
respectively. These Figures highlight the excellent agreement between the analytical and
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numerical solutions. It should be noted that, with the new technique developed in this work
for solving the HP in the spectral space, the solution can be obtained with a reduced number
of unknowns. For instance, in the heterogeneous case, the final system is solved using 4,800
unknowns instead of 6,405.
Table 1. Non-dimensional and physical parameters used in the semi-analytical solution
and the numerical model for the verification test cases.
Numerical Model
Semi-analytical Solution
Parameters
Value
Cases
Parameters Value
Cases
[kg/m3]
[kg/m3]

25
1000

Both cases
Both cases

6.6×10-5

[m]

̅̅̅̅

3.11
5×10-4

Both cases
Both cases

Both cases

0.1

Both cases

1

Both cases

0.1

Both cases

[m]

4

Both cases

[-]

0.66

̅ [m/s]

8.213×10-3

Both cases

[-]

0
1.5

Both cases
Homogeneous
cases
Heterogeneous
cases

0.66
0.35
3.300×10-8
0.1
0.01

Both cases
Both cases
Both cases
Both cases
Both cases
Homogeneous
cases
Heterogeneous
cases

𝑞 [m2/s]

[-]
[-]
[m2/s]
[m]
[m]
[-]

0
1.5

Figure 2. Semi-analytical and numerical isochlors (10%, 50% and 90%) for the homogeneous
case (
.

Figure 3. Semi-analytical and numerical isochlors (10%, 50% and 90%) for the heterogeneous
case (
.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, the SA solution of the dispersive Henry problem is generalized to anisotropic
and stratified heterogonous porous media. The stratified heterogeneity described with
Gardner‘s model is considered to derive the SA solution. A major contribution of this work
is to derive the first SA solution of SWI with DDF model in an anisotropic and
heterogeneous domain with velocity-dependent dispersion. The SA solution is useful for
testing and validating DDF numerical models in realistic configurations of anisotropy and
stratification. The different test cases in homogeneous and heterogeneous domain with
diffusive or dispersive configurations have demonstrated excellent agreement between SA
solution and numerical results. While in the most existing studies, the effect of anisotropy
and heterogeneity is mainly discussed on the position of the saltwater wedge, the SA
solution will be investigated (in future works) to provide a deeper understanding of these
effects on several metrics characterizing SWI.
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Major groundwater reservoir nr 112 in the coast of Gdańsk Bay
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ABSTRACT
The main groundwater reservoirs (MGR) in Poland have been established during last 9 years
and finished in 2017 yr. (Mikołajków, Sadurski edit.). The most reach in groundwater
resources hydrogeological structures in the country where deliminated and the scope of
limited and forbidden human activities for their protection where established. Area of main
groundwater reservoir nr 112 , named - Żuławy Gdańskie - comprises predominantly City of
Gdańsk and area of Gdańsk and Pruszcz Gdański Counts and slightly exceeds 100 km 2. The
area undertaken for the investigation and modelling was 363.8 km2. The aim of MGR
delimitation and hydrogeological documentation was the water resources protection based
on physical planning proper, responsible water management (Herbich et al., 2009). The
methods of hydrogeological researches, groundwater resources calculation and delimitation
of MGR is presented in the paper.
LOCATION AND NATURAL CONDITIONS
133 major groundwater reservoirs, named later MGR, were established in the country during
last 9 years (www.psh.gov.pl). Some of them are in the coastal zone of the Southern Baltic
Sea, as shown on fig. 1. MGR nr 112 is in the area of Gdańsk region and is presented in the
paper. Investigation area is situated on the boundary area of moraine plateau of Cashubian
Lakeland, western part of Vistula delta plain and Gdańsk Bay, and is given on fig. 1. The
MGR nr 112 comprises two parts, one on the Vistula delta in the South and second one on
the seaside terrace in Gdansk in the North. The Mesozoic strata that belong to the young
cover of East European Platform are finished in Upper Cretaceous by the marine sediments.

Figure 1. Location of the MGR 112 in the coastal area of Gdańsk Bay after
Mikołajków et al. (2017).
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Lithology of Cretaceous strata cause the limitation of regional circulation system and depth
of fresh groundwater occurrence (Sadurski, 1989). In the middle of Cretaceous sediments
extends sandy series with glauconite. Thickness of this series is up to 200 m in the central
part of the MGR nr 111, named Gdańsk Upper Cretaceous reservoir. Above this series, in the
roof of Cretaceous occur marls, sandy limestones and gaizes. The roof of Cretaceous on the
area of MGR nr 112 was stated on the ordinates from 90 to 100 m b.s.l. The Cainozoic and
Cretaceous aquifers create the multilayer water bearing system in the regional, transition and
local groundwater circulations recognized (Kozerski edit. 2007).
The regional base of drainage of MGR nr 111 and 112 is the Gdańsk Bay, Vistula delta plane
and Seaside terrace in Gdańsk. This is also the limit of two hydrogeochemical environments;
salty and brackish sea water and fresh inland groundwater.
The groundwater of Quaternary aquifer are fresh of HCO3 – Ca chemical type, locally needs
only simple treatment in the water works station due to iron and manganese natural
enrichment.
GROUNDWATER RESOURCES
Groundwater resources of MGR nr 112, that could be used for water supply, have been
calculated separately for distinguished aquifers being hydraulic connection as the regional
system. The total value of groundwater resources of quaternary aquifer is 2900 m3/h, but
2700 m3/h (it means 23,652 million m3/a) came from the area of MGR nr 112.
The biggest groundwater extraction in the area of Gdańsk and Sopot cities has been
registered during the second part of 80 yr of XX century and the total exploitation of water
intakes reached 8000 m3/h. This total value of exploitation exceeded natural, renewable
resources and caused bad chemical state - salt water intrusion and dynamic – hydraulic head
and flows in many places of the area. Since 90. of XX century is observed decline of
groundwater exploitation up to 3000 m3/h at present (Szelewicka, Kordalski 2013).
Groundwater intakes are only source for water supply in the area of MGR nr 112 and also
MGR nr 111. The groundwater are dominant for municipal and industrial water works.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Hydrogeological, conceptual model comprises layout of the strata extends, aquifers
geometry and properties and also semi permeable strata and map of hydraulic heads of the
groundwater of different aquifers, that is the initial boundary condition. Scheme of
hydrogeological profiles 2 according to description given in table 2.is presented on the on
figure below.
Delimitation of the MGR nr 112 limits and its protection area was done using the criteria
elaborated for the whole country (Herbich et al., 2009):

safe yield of the Wells Q>70 m3/h,

transmissivity of the aquifer T>10 m2/h,

good quality state of groundwater,

possibility of new construction of water intake of high exploitation ratio Q>10 000 m 3/24
h.
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Table. 1. Profile of modelled strata (I, III, V – semipermeable, separation strata;
IV, VI – aquifers).
Numer and profile
of modelled strata
I
Convertible
II
Convertible
III
Confined
IV
Confined
V
Confined
VI
Confined

II,

Characteristics of modelled strata
Impermeable sediments near terrain surface, locally with sands.
Quaternary – Miocene porous aquifer, mainly sands, loams and gravel.
Miocene and lower Pleistocene aquifer – fine sands, sands and also silts and
glacial tills.
Oligocene sands of Oligocene and sand and gravel in buried structure of
Pleistocene, mainly on the Seaside Terrace and in the Vistula delta plane.
Impermeable and semi permeable sediments – silts and loams of Paleogene
and roof of Cretaceous – gaizes, marls and sandy limestones.
Main aquifer of Cretaceous – sands with glauconite (MGR 111).

Figure 2. Hydrogeological diagram of the conceptual model of groundwater flows.
MOTHODS OF INVESTIGATION
Realization of these objectives needed many investigations and solutions, as follow:
a) hydrogeological (conceptual) model of MGR construction, that include the 3D
distribution of hydraulic and geological parameters to establish the boundary
condition of the aquifers,
b) verification of groundwater reservoir parameters for water resources and intensity of
groundwater flow,
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c) optimum location of new water intakes and their protection area estimation.
Chemical analysis of groundwater samples comprises mainly: TDS, Temperature,
electrolytic conductivity, colour, pH, basicity, NH4, NO3, NO2, Cl, SO3, Na, K, Ca, Mg,
phosphates, fluorine, iron compounds, manganese, bicarbonates, silica and also Br, B, Ba, P,
Ti, Li, Be, V, Co, Ni, As, Se, Mo, Ag, Cd, Sn, Sb, Tl, U, BTX, pesticides, PAH and
mercury.
NUMERICAL MODEL
Investigation area was divided into grid Δx = Δy = 200 m, in 124 columns and 153 rows.
The total area cover 363.8 km2. Distribution of calculation grid was sufficient for analysis of
groundwater flow area and for imaging of geological structures reflection together with
hydrogeological and hydraulic properties in frames of the MGR 112.
The code MODFLOW–2000 (MODular FLOW, 1996) as a part of Groundwater Modeling
System (GMS) was used for the simulation of groundwater flow in the water reservoir
considered. For the water balance estimation the code ZONE BUDGET was used.
Identification and test of model has been carried by the difference value between measured
hydraulic head and calculated on the model. The next goal of model investigation was the
protection area of proposed two parts of MGR nr 112. It results from the 25th years flow
time of groundwater, including the time of vertical percolation from the surface.

Figure 3. Contour lines of hydraulic head distribution and depression cone of water
intakes at safe yield value of groundwater. Explanation: 1 – limit of the reservoir; 2 –
hydraulic head of Quaternary aquifer of MGR nr 112; 3 – boundary of the
investigation area.
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CONCLUSIONS
There are two MGR in the area of Gdańsk region; one nr 112 was established as Holocene–
Pleistocene aquifers and the second one is nr 111 recognized in the Cretaceous strata, below.
Potential reason of the groundwater resorces pollution are serious for the first MGR nr 112
and can be mentioned as overexploitationm of water intakes, dumping site and sewage and
industrial pollutants also from the past centuries. Percolation and flow time of groundwater
is a good criterion for estimation of vulnerability of the area on the surface of MGR nr 112.
The protection area of MGR was determine for isochrone of 5, 15 and 25 years of
percolation and flow time of water. Very high and high vulnerability of the quaternary
aquifer range 66.9 km2 in part A in the North and 52.4 km2 in part B in the South (see fig. 3).
Total protection area comprises 119.3 km2 .
Forecast of the pollutants migration time to the wells was possible by groundwater flow
modelling for each of MGR also in the coastal area of the Baltic Sea. Calculation of safe
yield was done by modelling too, especially according to the risk of salt water intrusion. The
safe, total exploitation of the wells of water intakes of this reservoir has been calculated and
referes to the both parts of the MGR under consideration. Restrictions and limitation on
surface within the protection area implemented to the developing plans of the Gdańsk City.
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ABSTRACT
River estuaries are peculiar areas from the point of view of their groundwater origins,
frequently connected with the diversification of groundwater chemistry. In the area of the
Vistula delta in a number of places, the increased concentration of chloride and fluoride ions
has occurred (Kozerski et al. 1987). These issues have already been considered in the studies
of Kozerski (1981), Kozerski and Kwaterkiewicz (1984, 1988). The origin of salt and
brackish water in the area of Żuławy was already the subject of scientific research in the
1930s (Schroeder 1931), and subsequently continued by Sadurski (1985, 1989), Burzyński
and Sadurski (1989), Zuber at al. (1990, 2000) and Krawiec (2013).
INTRODUCTION
The Vistula delta plain constitues a flat plain formed by the accumulation of alluvial
deposits. The area of Vistla delta can be dividied into: Żuławy Gdańskie, Wielkie and
Żuławy Elbląskie in its eastern part. Around 30% of this region is below the sea level and
this depression achieves the level of -1.8 metres above the sea level in the vicinity of Drużno
Lake. The highland of the Kashubian Lake District forms the natural western border of the
Vistula delta whereas the eastern border is formed by the Elblag Hills and the highland of the
Iława Lake District (Fig.1). These highlands reach the altitude of over 200 metres above the
sea level and were formed by the sediments of subsequent glaciations.

Figure 1. Location of study area and chloride and fluoride anomaly of the Vistula delta
plane.
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GEOLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY
In the area of the Vistula delta there are the Pleistocene and Holocene sediments, which
mainly consist of glacial till and interglacial limnic-fluvial sediments in the form of sands,
loams and silts. The Holocene alluvia of the Vistula delta were formed as sands, loams,
sludge and peats of fluvial and marine origin in their northern part (Fig. 2).
Under the deposits of the Cainozoic and Palaeozoic sedimentary cover of the Precambrian
East European Platform can be found. On the bedrocks of the Quaternary strata there occur
discontinuous sediments of the Neogene and the Palaeogene formed as glauconitic finegrained sands, occasionally with loam intercalations. In a large part of the Żuławy area these
sediments were destroyed and on the surface of the sub-Quaternary period sand and marl
sediments of the Upper Cretaceous. The sub-Quaternary surface bedrock is located at the
elevation from -80 to -120 m sea level (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Hydrogeological cross-section I – I‘ in the Żuławy Wiślane area.
In the area under consideration there occurs multi-level aquifer, but the main utility
significance can be ascribed to the Pleistocene aquifer, the so-called uneven-aged and
Cretaceous sediments (Kozerski, Kwaterkiewicz 1988). The Pleistocene and Holocene
aquifer commonly occurs in the area of Żuławy. The thickness of the deltaic Holocene
aquifer hardly ever exceeds 20 m. This aquifer is supplied by waters from the surrounding
highlands as well as the ascension of waters from the deepest aquifer (Burzyński and
Sadurski 1989; Zuber at al. 2000).The aquifers that are the most abundant in ground waters
occur in the marginal zone of the western part of the Vistula delta – the drinking water intake
for the city of Gdansk called „Lipce‖ and in the eastern part, in the vicinity of the Nogat
River, where the municipal water intake called „Letniki‖ is situated.
The uneven-aged aquifers are formed of the earliest Quaternary entities, sand sediments of
the Palaeogene and Neogene periods, and occasionally of the parts of surface bedrock of the
Cretaceous (Sadurski 1989; Kozerski, Kwaterkiewicz 1988).This level is separated from the
Pleistocene and Holocene level by a series of glacial till, and occasionally also loams and
silts. It occurs in a large part of the Żuławy area, but its absence was reported in the northern
part of Żuławy Gdańskie and Wielkie. The thickness of sand sediments of the uneven-aged
complex most commonly ranges from 10 to 20 m, and in the structures of buried valleys it
can reach even 40 metres.
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The Cretaceous aquifer is connected with a series of carbonate formations at the roof and
lower-lying sands with glauconite (Sadurski 1989). The waters connected with a series of
carbonate and silica occur in the eastern parts of Żuławy Gdańskie and the southern part of
Żuławy Wielkie. Żuławy Wiślane and the Gulf of Gdansk constitute the regional drainage
base for groundwater flowing down from the surrounding lakeland elevations as well as
from the Elbląg Hills.
Detailed model tests have demonstrated that the lateral inflow from the highlands ranges
from around 60% of the balance total in the recreated ―natural‖ conditions to 65% with the
mandatory amount of water abstraction (Kulma et. al. 2002). The average rate of infiltration
water recharge in the area of Żuławy does not exceed 1% of annual precipitation level.
Anomalously high concentration of chloride and fluoride ions, as well as iron compounds are
recorded both within the Quaternary and Cretaceous aquifers. In the marginal zones of
Żuławy Wiślane, the groundwater of the Pleistocene and Holocene aquifers as well as that of
the deeper uneven-aged level are both most frequently of the HCO3-Ca type. This is mainly
freshwater. In the more distant areas from the upland edges, within the Quaternary aquifer of
Vistula delta occur groundwater of the HCO3-Ca-Na type can also be found. The admixtures
of the so-called young relict waters of marine origin can also occur here, which results in
changes in water chemistry to the Cl- HCO3 - Na type.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The highest concentration of Cl- ions in the Pleistocene and Holocene aquifers has been
recorded in the north-eastern part of Żuławy Wielkie and in the northern part of Żuławy
Elbląskie (Fig. 1). The high concentration of chlorides, connected with brackish water
ingression from surface watercourses, have also been recorded in the vicinity of Gdańsk
(Kozerski, Kwaterkiewicz 1988),where the natural groundwater cycle was disrupted due to
the launch of large municipal water intakes in the north-western part of Żuławy. On the
Cretaceous aquifer in the area of Żuławy there occurs water of HCO3-Na and Cl-HCO3-Na
types (Kozerski and Kwaterkiewicz 1984; 1988; Sadurski 1985; 1989). In some parts of this
area, for example in the north-eastern part of Żuławy, for instance, Gozdawa - tab.1, no 18,
the water of Cl-Na type can also be found. In the area of Żuławy Gdańskie and the eastern
and southern marginal zones of the Vistula delta there occurs freshwater (tab.1, no 4-9).
Table 1. Isotope and noble gas data from the Żuławy Wiślane area.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Sampling
strat./depth
Malbork
K/96-121
Letniki K-1
K/137-250
Rachowo
Tr/106-128
Krakowiec
K/171-230
Płonia M.
K/112-147
Kościelecz.
Q/64-76
Świbno K-2
K/94-120

Data
1986
1998

Cl
[mg/l]
107

Tryt
δ18O (‰) δ2H (‰) δ13C (‰) 14C
(TU) V-SMOW V-SMOW V-PDB (pMC)
0.0±1.0
-8.8
-63.0
-5.2
4.5
-9.0
-64.0

2000A
2000A

49

1986
1998

27

0.0±1.0

2000A
1987

81

1998

27

0.0±1.0

NGT 4Heexcess
“age” water
[0C] 10-6cm3g-1
0.2

1.3

14C

= 12.7 ka

-9.9

-71.4

-9.0

14.6

14C

=7.5 ka

-9.8

-68.5

-12.0

18.7

14C

= 7.8 ka

10.0
-10.1

-67.0
-71.0

-7.0

2.1

14C

= 21.5 ka

-9.9

-67.4

-5.6

0.7

14C

=28.6 ka

-9.7

-68.0

-6.8

13.1

14C

= 7.1 ka

-12.0

-85.0

1.6

2.2

0.681

1.56

infiltr. in a cool
climate
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Tczew. K-1
K/160-180
Drewnica
K/96-130
Grochowo
K/120-150
Łaszka
Q /2-5
Łaszka
Q / 2.6-22
Roszkowo
Q/87-106
Stara Koś.
Q/1.7-15
Kiezmark
Tr /71-83
Niedzwiedz
Q-K
Wiśniówka
Q-K
Gozdawa
K/94-115

1998

152

0.0±1.0

-9.4

-66.0

-8.0

14.0

1986

24

0.0±1.0

-12.1

-85.0

-6.0

1.7

-12.90

-97.0

2010

4.2

0.941

14C

= 6.9 ka

14C

= 22.9 ka

infiltr. in a cool
climate

2010

453

3.2±0.3

-8.89

-68.5

-7.6

77.3

modern;

1986

2600 0.7±1.0

-8.8

-64.0

+2.2

28.0

holocene

-10.0

-66.0

-6.6

6.7

1987

3

0.0±1.0

2010

86

-8.9

-65.3

2000A

60

-11.55

-84.7

2010

202

-10.6

-77.6

2010

408

0.5±0.3

-10.14

-76.1

1986
1998
2010

1287 0.0±1.0
1830
1554 0.4±0.3

-10.8
-11.0
-10.9

-79.0
-80.0
-82.0

156

-8.47

-62.7

N. Dw. Gd.
2010
Q/21-36

14C

= 12.4 ka

holocene
-6.6

2.0

14C

-3.4

3.8

infiltr. in a cool
climate
infiltr. in a cool
climate
14C = 10.5 ka

-4.5

1.1

3.5

= 21.3 ka

8.24
14C=

24.2 ka
holocene and
admix. of salt
water (older)

Nowakowo
14C = 14.9 ka
1987 632 0.3±1.0
-12.5
-88.0
-4.0
3.0
K2/99-136
Długie Pole 1986 525 0.0±1.0
-10.0
-70.0
14C = 19.7 ka
21
0
K/188-235 1998 485
-10.1
-72.0
-4.9
1.8
2.18
Elbląg. K-4 1986
0.0±1.0
-11.1
-78.0
-7.4
8.0
14C = 10.8 ka
22
ok. 120 m 1998 278
-11.2
-81.0
3.8
10.4
14C = 1.6 ka
Ostrowite
23
2010 16.4 1.9±0.4
-9.76
-69.5
-11.1
41.2
7.5
<0.14
Q/10-40
holocene
14C = 11.8 ka
Trutnowy
1987 25.8
-10.1
-67.0
-6.4
7.0
24
K/85-98
2010 25.7
-9.99
-72.6
2.4
0.70 H+G
Krzywe K.
25
2010
7.2 0.3±0.3
-9.75
-69.3
7.5
0.21 holocene
Q/10-26
Uncertainty (standard deviation): 18O  0.05 ‰, D  1 ‰, NGT (noble gas temperature)  0.7 oC,
4
He excess  10 %; Sampling points are shown in Fig. 1; Q - Quaternary, K - Cretaceous
20

The origin of the anomalously high concentrations of fluorine is connected with the leaching
of fluoroferous minerals in the upper part of the Cretaceous strata and ion exchange and high
pH > 8. The analysis of satellite pictures conducted by Daniel-Danielewska and others
(1986) demonstrated the presence of cracking and tectonic discontinuities in the roof of the
Cretaceous in the area of Żuławy and corroborated the existence of vertical geotectonic
deformations occurring in the Holocene. The possibility is indicated both by the chemical
composition of water at this level similar to water from the Cretaceous aquifer and the
isotopic composition. Fig. 1 presents the location of salinity zones and places where fluoride
anomalies have been found in the area of Żuławy Wiślane (Lidzbarski et al. 2007).
The results of the isotopic research as well as determinations of noble gases have confirmed
that the oldest waters occur in the northern and central parts of Żuławyat the depth of just
below 100 metres (Gozdawa, Kiezmark, Drewnica, Grochowo). These are mainly infiltrating
waters in the cool climate of the late Pleistocene (the Vistula glaciation). The flow
temperatures specified from the concentrations of noble gases (NGT) range from 0 to 30C.
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The values of stable isotopes‘ deltas are around 18O = -12 ‰ and2H = -85 ‰, but there are
here also waters the age of which based on 14C parameters exceeds 12,000 years (tab. 1), and
their isotopic compositions are similar to the waters of today‘s infiltration in this area (18O
= -9.8 ‰, 2H = -69 ‰). Zuber et al. (2000) claim that the isotopic compositions of these
waters have undergone changes as a result of evaporation of surface water reservoirs before
the process of infiltration and call them evaporated „glacial‖ waters from the end of the last
glaciation. They could also constitute infiltrating waters from the water-logged reservoirs on
the pre-frontier of the ice sheet.
Slightly younger waters, the age of which ranges from 7,000 to 13,000 years, occur in water
intakes at similar depths, but located closer to the edges of Lakeland plateaux (Roszkowo,
Rachowo, Elbląg, Letniki, Malbork, Kościelniczki and Tczew). In shallower water intakes at
depths 20–30 m, there occur waters which mainly originate from the Holocene infiltration.
In the central and northern parts of Żuławy, where hydraulic gradients are very low, (i→0),
zones of hindered water exchange as well as zones of stagnant water can be found. In such
places the so-called young relict waters could survive until nowadays (Kozerski,
Kwaterkiewicz 1984; Zuber et al. 2000) or at least the components of such waters mixed
with waters of different origin, for example, contemporary or possibly earlier waters
permeating to shallower aquifer levels as a result of ascension from the Mesozoic ground.
The decomposition of the Holocene organic matter in the deltaic series causes the emission
of CH4 and CO2, observed in the wells in the village of Łaszka, which prevents the correct
interpretation of the age of water by means of the radiocarbon dating.The composition of
stable isotopes in the water samples from Łaszki no. 11 and 12, which have revealed heavier
isotopic compositions than waters of today‘s infiltration, indicates also the possibility of
water admixtures from lakes, bayou or bays which no longer exist. The diagram of water
circulation in this area is shown in fig. 3.

Figure 3. Schematic hydrochemical cross-section through the Żuławy Wiślane area (by
Burzyński, and Sadurski 1989 modified by Krawiec 2013).
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CONCLUSIONS
The origin of the brackish waters of the deltaic series in the north-eastern part of Żuławy can
be explained by the remains of the former Littorina Sea in the poorly permeable loamy and
sandy sediments (Kozerski, Kwaterkiewicz 1984, 1988). The results of the most recent
isotopic determinations and archive research findings (Zuber et al. 2000; Krawiec 2013)
indicate the law content of 14C in these waters, which would corroborate this hypothesis,
simultaneously excluding the possibility of sea water intrusion.
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Short- and Long-Term Salt Water Intrusion in Response to
Water Stress and Modified Geology at the Palmyra Atoll National
Wildlife Refuge
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ABSTRACT
Long- and short-term climatic patterns (e.g. climate change, Pacific Decadal Oscillation)
stress fresh groundwater resources on small islands worldwide through altered precipitation,
higher storm surges, and rising sea levels. Groundwater/surface-water exchange processes on
small islands differ from many interior continental settings because they are driven in part by
tidal and wave pumping, as well as strong contrasts in water salinity and density. Hence,
unique methodology and modeling strategies are needed to characterize fresh water
resources and predict changes. Electromagnetic induction (EMI) and time-domain
electromagnetic (TEM) methods are well-suited to evaluate the variable distribution of fresh
and saline groundwater and can be augmented by long-term monitoring well data (salinity,
pressure, temperature). Variable-density groundwater modeling can serve as a powerful
complement to field monitoring, aiding the understanding of the dominant physical drivers
of observed variations in the fresh water lens distribution in space and time.
We are conducting a multi-faceted study on Palmyra Atoll National Wildlife Refuge, located
in the Central Pacific Ocean (5o52‘ N, 162o05‘ W), to characterize the interactions between
fresh groundwater and surrounding sea water to inform ecological management decisions,
and increase the understanding of stressed island fresh water resources. Findings from this
remote setting without active groundwater pumping will be transferred to atolls with greater
human population and activity. Field campaigns in 2008, 2013, and 2016 involved repeat
EMI surveys that were augmented by deeper TEM surveys in 2016. We also installed
meteorological sensors and groundwater monitoring wells and performed groundwater
geochemical sampling. In contrast with other atoll fresh water lenses, the combined field
data indicate that the fresh groundwater lens at Palmyra is consistently thicker on the ocean
side than the lagoon side, which was heavily modified by military dredging and construction
activities in the 1940‘s. During periods of low-precipitation, lens contraction stresses surface
vegetation, with observed impacts such as large tree death most pronounced on the lagoon
side.
Conceptual, two-dimensional numerical simulations of coupled water flow and salt transport
using the finite-element model SUTRA indicate that dredging of the lagoon may have
enhanced submarine discharge to the lagoon compared to what might be expected under
natural conditions. This thins the fresh groundwater lens on the lagoon side, increasing
vulnerability to salt water intrusion during periods of low precipitation. SUTRA is also
applied to investigate the impacts of long-term sea level rise and changing precipitation
patterns on the fresh water lens and dependent ecosystems. This study indicates that even in
remote settings without contemporary human development we may expect historic human
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legacies of geologic modification to drive spatiotemporal dynamics of fresh groundwater
resources.
Contact Information: Barret L. Kurylyk, Dalhousie University, Department of Civil and Resource
Engineering, 1360 Barrington Street, P.O. Box 15000, Halifax, NS, Canada B3H 4R2, Phone: 1-902494-4325 Email: barret.kurylyk@dal.ca
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ABSTRACT
MODFLOW 6 is the latest version of the U.S. Geological Survey‘s hydrologic simulator.
The program was developed using an object-oriented design to provide a platform for
supporting multiple models and multiple types of models within the same simulation. The
first model programmed for MODFLOW 6 was the Groundwater Flow (GWF) Model, a
constant-density model that combined many of the capabilities available in MODFLOW2005, MODFLOW-NWT, and MODFLOW-USG. The GWF model allows unstructured
grids, and so it has the flexibility to work with a wide variety of model grids. It has an
optional Newton-Raphson formulation to handle difficult water-table problems, and it has
several advanced packages for simulating multi-aquifer wells, streams, lakes, and the
unsaturated zone. MODFLOW 6 with the constant-density GWF Model is available for
download from the U.S. Geological Survey.
Work is now underway to develop variable-density groundwater flow and transport
capabilities for MODFLOW 6. The variable-density groundwater flow capabilities are being
added as a new package to the GWF Model. Multi-species transport capabilities are being
developed as a new model for MODFLOW 6, called the Groundwater Transport (GWT)
Model. The GWT Model represents standard transport processes, such as advection and
dispersion. However, there are several challenges for simulating transport with the existing
capabilities of the GWF Model. One primary goal is to allow the GWT model to simulate
transport within generalized unstructured grids. This is straightforward for advection, but
representation of dispersion on unstructured grids requires development of new schemes, or
adaptation of existing schemes, such as the XT3D formulation in the GWF Model. Another
goal for the GWT model is to simulate transport when the Newton-Raphson approach is
used. With the Newton-Raphson approach, some model cells may be dry, but there may still
be water flowing through them. Different schemes are being tested with the GWT Model to
handle this case. A final goal for the GWT Model is to be able to simulate solute transport
within the advanced GWF packages, which will allow solute to be routed through lakes and
streams, for example, or within a multi-aquifer well.
Contact Information: Christian D. Langevin, U.S. Geological Survey, 411 National Center, Reston,
Virginia, 20192, USA, Phone: 703-648-4169,
Fax: 703-648-6693, Email: langevin@usgs.gov
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ABSTRACT
The salinity distribution in a breakthrough valley has been studied based on field
observations and using a numerical model. The studied valley is located in Northern France
between the Saint Omer basin and the Flemish coastal plain. The field campaign starts with
the installation of observation wells. In these observations wells the electrical conductivity is
logged versus depth with an electro-magnetic device. These wells also allow the necessary
measurements to deduce the fresh water heads. Some of the wells are used for the
performance of a pumping test. The lateral variation of the electrical conductivity of the
water in the drainage canals is measured. With a numerical model the evolution of the flow
and distribution of the fresh and salt water are simulated. Two simulations are made with the
same schematization of the groundwater reservoir consisting of quaternary marine
sediments, silt and clay and with the same hydraulic and solute parameters and boundary
conditions but with two different initial salinity distributions. The results of both simulations
show that the salinity distribution in the quaternary marine sediments depends not only on
the lateral variation of the watertable but also on the shape of the incision of the palaeovalley into the clay of Ypresian age. The salinity distribution in the lower part of the
quaternary marine sediments depends first and foremost on the shape of the incision of the
palaeo-valley into the clay of Ypresian age whereas the salinity distribution in the upper part
of the quaternary marine sediments depends first and foremost on the lateral variation of the
watertable.
INTRODUCTION
On the edges of coastal plains, and even beyond, salt water intrusions can occur in valleys
which are surrounded or flanked by hills. An example of such an area is the Saint Omer
basin and its connection to the Flemish coastal plain (Figure 1). The Saint Omer basin is a
small subsiding basin where the river Aa rises at its southern edge and flows in the northwestern direction through the basin and in northern direction through the breakthrough
valley into the Flemish coastal plain. The breakthrough valley is incised in the clay of
Ypresian age (YC) and is filled with quaternary marine sediments (QMS). The valley is
flanked by hills where the YC is covered with quaternary continental silt (QCS). The QMS
are filled with salt, brackish and fresh water. The flow and the salinity distribution are
studied by the aid of a numerical model which is verified and supported by field
observations and tests.
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Figure 1. Topographic map with indication of the studied area and geological areas.
3D MODELLING
The field work starts with the installation of a number of observation wells. The observations
wells allow the measurements of fresh water head, the loggings of electrical conductivities of
the depositions around the wells with an electro-magnetic device and the performance of a
pumping test. In Figure 2 the lithostratigraphic cross section is shown along with electrical
conductivity (EC) measured with the EM39-device. At the pumping test site a 3m thick peat
layer occurs. Above the peat there is a sequence from top to bottom of clay, silt, peat, sand
and silt in which the electrical conductivity gradually increases with depth. The EC of the
sediments reaches a maximum value of 380 mS/m in the lower two meter of the peat. Below
the peat occurs a thick sand layer in which the screen of the pumped well PP is placed. The
EC of the sand varies around 280 mS/m. With the pumping test three hydraulic parameters
are identified: the horizontal conductivity and specific elastic storage of the sand and the
hydraulic resistance of the peat layer.

Figure 2. Lithostratigraphic cross section at the site of the pumping test along with the
EM39 measurements in the wells of the pumping test PP, PB2, PB3 and PB1.
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In the central part of the studied area the lateral EC variation of the water in the drainage
canals is measured on 22 October 2014. From these measurements the total dissolved solids
(TDS) are derived. The TDS values vary between 300 mg/l and 5 g/l. The water in the
drainage canals in the north western corner of the measured area has a TDS larger than 2g/l.
3D MODELLING
The MOCDENS3D-code (Lebbe & Oude Essinck, 1999) is applied to simulate the 3D
density dependent groundwater flow. The modeled area is located in the breakthrough valley
of the river Aa between the Flemish coastal plain and the Saint Omer basin. It is a
rectangular area of 2000 m on 1620 m. The finite-difference grid consists of 200 columns,
162 rows and 24 layers. All finite-difference cells have the same size. These cells have a
thickness of 1.5 m and have a squared base plane with a side of 10 m. The base of the
uppermost layer is 15 mNGI. The uppermost nine layers consist of active and inactive cells.
Due to the relative high topographic difference the number of the active cells in the
uppermost layer is limited but these number increases in the downward direction. All cells of
layers 10 to 24 are active. The northern, southern, eastern and western boundaries are
impervious as well as the base of lowermost layer. In all uppermost active cells there is
constant inflow of fresh water (Ps =0.1 %, 280 mm/year). All uppermost active cells are
drained. The estimated drainage level is based on the topographic data. The dense network of
drainage canals are considered as rivers in the model as well as the canalized Aa (le canal de
Grand Gabarite).
Three hydrogeological units are considered: the quaternary marine sediments (QMS), the silt
or the quaternary continental sediments (QCS) and the clay of Ypresian age (YC). Due to the
lack of detailed maps of the heterogeneities of the QMS these sediments are simplified to a
homogeneous anisotropic layer with a horizontal and vertical conductivity of respectively
2.5 and 0.04 m/d. The QCS and YC are less heterogeneous than the QMS. The assumed
horizontal and vertical conductivity of the QCS are respectively equal to 0.04 and 0.002 m/d
whereas the assumed values for the YC are respectively 0.002 and 0.0001 m/d. The spatial
variation of the transmissivities and hydraulic resistances between the finite-difference cells
are derived with the aid of the topographic map and the map of the top of the YC. Two
different simulations of the salinity distribution are made.
Simulation 1
The initial salinity distribution in the QMS is based on the estimated areal variation of the
level of the interface between fresh and salt water. This areal variation is based on the
application of the Ghyben-Herzberg relation (Todd, D.K., 1959) and the estimated average
level of the watertable. The estimated watertable level is in its turn based on the topographic
data. When the finite-difference cells with QMS are situated completely above the interface
the initial salt water percentage (Ps) is set equal to zero. When these cells are situated
completely below the interface the initial Ps = 100%. When the salt-fresh water interface is
located in a QMS cell the Ps is set equal to the percentage of the volume of the cell below
this interface. The fresh water has a Ps = 0% and a TDS ≤ 800 mg/l. The salt water has a Ps
= 100% and a TDS ≥ 28 g/l. An initial Ps of 1% is attributed to the finite-difference cells
which are situated in the QCS. The cells situated in the YC obtain an initial Ps of 5%. The
applied value for the water-conducting porosity is 0.38. The longitudinal dispersivity is set
equal to 0.3 m and the transversal dispersivity for horizontal and vertical flow are
respectively equal to 0.05 and 0.03 m.
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First, the evolution of the flow and salinity distribution is discussed by the aid of horizontal
and vertical cross-sections. In these cross sections the fresh water head configurations are
first shown between 1.75 and 17 mNGI, respectively the minimum and maximum value in
the modeled area. With this representation it was not possible to show the small but
important variation of the fresh water head in the valleys. Because these small variations in
the fresh water head are important in the framework of the flow and salinity distribution in
the valleys, the fresh water heads are represented between the interval of 1.75 and 2.35
mNGI (see Figure 3).
The flow and the salinity distribution in the central part of the valley and in the upper part of
the QMS are similar as in the major part of the Flemish coastal plain (e. g. Vandenbohede &
Lebbe, 2000; Van Meir & Lebbe, 2002 and Vandenbohede et al., 2004). There, the depth of
the transition zone between fresh and salt water has a strong negative correlation with the
average level of the watertable. A slightly higher watertable corresponds with a larger depth
of the fresh/salt transition zone and vice versa. On the edges of the valley there is an inflow
of fresh water from the elevated areas where QCS covers the YC. This inflow and the
watertable which is slightly higher than in the central part of the valley, result in a deeper
transition zone. In the upper part of the QMS the flow and the evolution of the salinity
distribution are slow.

Figure 3. Fresh water head between the interval 1.75 -2.35 mNGI of layer 10 which is
located between 1.5 and 3 mNGI and horizontal groundwater flow vectors after 50
years (simulation 1).
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In the lower part of the QMS the flow after 50 years of simulation is considerably larger than
in the upper part of the QMS. This flow is strongly dependent from the gradient of the top of
the YC and of the initial salinity distribution which was estimated with the Ghyben-Herzberg
relation. This flow results in a faster evolution of the salinity distribution in the lower part of
the QMS. There occurs a flow of salt water to the QMS located in the deeper incision in the
YC. This is in contrast with former simulations of salinity distribution made in other parts of
the Flemish coastal plain where, however, the top of the YC is rather flat and where the
fresh/salt water transition zone is located far above this top. In these last cases the flow of
salt water above the top of the YC is very limited.
Simulation 2
In the second simulation the QMS are initially completely filled with salt water (Ps=100%).
The initial salt water percentage of the QCS and the YC is the same as in the first simulation,
respectively equal to 1 and 5%. The evolution of the salinity distribution is simulated for the
same hydraulic and solute transport parameters and with the boundary conditions for a
period of 800 years, the estimated time since the last marine influence in the studied area.
The evolution of the flow and salinity distribution is discussed and compared with the first
simulation. At the end of both simulations the salinity distribution in the lower part of the
QMS are similar. In the upper part of the QMS the salt water content is smaller at the end of
simulation 1 in comparison to simulation 2. This is due to the fact that the freshening process
of the QMS lasted over a longer time period during simulation 1.

Figure 4. Salt water percentage in row 116 after 800 years of recharge with fresh water
(simulation 2 with an initial Ps of 100% in the QMS) the white contour lines
correspond with the fresh water head.
As a conclusion one can state that the salinity distribution in the QMS depends not only on
the lateral variation of watertable but also on the shape of the incision of the palaeo-valley
into the YC. The salinity distribution in the upper part of the QMS depends first and
foremost on the lateral variation of the watertable whereas the salinity distribution in the
lower part of the QMS depends first and foremost on the shape of the incision of the palaeovalley into the YC. In this studied case the Ghyben-Herzberg relation was not appropriate for
the estimation of the initial salinity distribution in the lower part of the QMS.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the breakthrough valley of the river Aa between the Saint Omer Basin and the Flemish
coastal plain occurs a salt water intrusion. This salt water intrusion was studied by the aid of
field observations and numerical model simulations. A limited number of observations wells
allow the collection of diverse data to compare with the results of the numerical model such
as the fresh water head, the variation of electrical conductivity of the deposits around the
wells and the execution of a pumping test. The measured variation of the electrical
conductivity of the water in the drainage canals furnishes valuable data to assess the
evolution of the salinity distribution. The results of the simulations show that the evolution
of the salinity distribution in the studied area depends also on the shape of the incision of the
palaeo-valley into the clay of Ypresian age. This shape influences this evolution in addition
to other characteristics of which the foremost is the lateral variation of the watertable. In the
studied case the present day salinity distribution was not obtained after a relative short
simulation period (e.g. 50 years) with an initial salinity distribution which was obtained by
the aid of the Ghyben-Herzberg relation and the lateral variation of the watertable. This last
mentioned method was, however, successful in other areas of the Flemish coastal plain
where the top of the clay of Ypresian age is rather flat and where the fresh/salt water
transition zone is located above this top. In the studied case where the top of the clay of
Ypresian age has steep slopes there is a better method which, however, requested more
computer time. In this method the simulation starts with the quaternary marine sediments
completely filled with salt water and for a simulation time since the last marine influence in
the area.
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ABSTRACT
To delineate the offshore extent of the fresh water bodies occupying the lower sub-aquifers
of the Mediterranean coast of Israel, a marine time domain electromagnetic (TDEM) system
was developed using an AB floating transmitter (Tx) line and a short offset Bz coil receiver
(Rx) located at the sea floor. Using thisarray with a proper offset, significantly increases the
relative response from a resistive target (fresh water, hydrocarbons). It was found that under
the specific Israeli near shore geoelectric conditions, a short offset receiver coil located at the
land-side of the transmitter line represents an optimal array.
The study included four offshore campaigns, during which a total of 35 marine TDEM
measurements were carried out at 20 different Tx locations. The measurements were
performed along four offshore traverses, which ran both parallel (south-north) and
perpendicular (east-west) to the coastal line. The perpendicular traverses extend to
approximately 3000 m offshore. The roughly15 km long S-Ntraverse was runat a distance of
several hundred meters offshore the metropolis of Tel Aviv, where onshore measurements
were impossible due to EM noise problems.
The results clearly show the existence of a relatively resistive structure in the lower portion
of the sub-seafloor aquifer within approximately the same depth range as it was detected
onshore. This structure is consistent with the expected relatively fresh groundwater within
sub-seafloor sediments.
The geoelectric measurements managed to delineate this offshore fresh water body within
the lower sub-aquifers at a depth range between 100 to 250 m BSL, with sea bathymetry
exceeding 30 m at the westward edge of the perpendicular traverse. In the S-N direction, the
fresh water body extends along an approximately30 km stripbetween the city of Ashdod in
the south to northTel Aviv in the north, while in the E-W direction it extends to about 3 km
offshore. The edge of the target in the west represents a sharp contrast between high and low
resistivity, indicating that the sub-aquifer is apparently blocked to the sea and is controlled
by facies changes from sands to clays.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the pilot programme of the 4D cartography in the coastal zone of the southern
Baltic is to develop appropriate forecasts concerning the southern Baltic coastline alterations
with reference to the geological structure of the coast and anticipated changes of climate.
The effects of these changes on the infrastructure, aquatic plant habitats as well as major
fresh water reservoirs responsible for water supply for both municipal and industrial
purposes will also be thoroughly analysed.
The project is executed as part of the tasks of the Polish Geological Survey, aiming to
monitor and recognize potential geological and hydrogeological hazards (Kramarska at al.,
2014).
GOALS OF THE PROJECT
The basis for the development of the programme is the geological and hydrological research
conducted on the pilot section of the seashore between Władysławowo and Lubiatowo. More
meticulous research was carried out in the vicinity of Jastrzębia Góra, where the coastal
erosion in the active part of the cliff coast is increased and the conservation activities do not
seem to produce the expected outcome. The research, which has been conducted since July,
2012, aims to create accurate spatial geological-morphometric models of the coastline at a
specific time record (4D). It is also essential that the hydrogeological conditions affecting the
erosion of the coastline should be recognized. Groundwater circulation systems have been
identified and the correlation between the pace of the geodynamic changes occurring on the
cliff coast and the geological structure and hydrogeological conditions has been established.
Erosive processes occurring on the seashore are shaped not only by outer factors, but also
by inner ones. The abrasion of cliff coast seems to be particularly dangerous as the
occurrence of landslides is affected by hydrogeological conditions, land-use planning as well
as human pressure.
INVESTIGATION AREA
Conservation measures which are supposed to prevent, or at least reduce, the adverse
phenomena have been taken on selected sections of the cliff coast. The planning of remedial
and maintenance work appears difficult and is highly vulnerable due to the lack of reliable
data concerning the occurrence of the groundwater circulation system in the area of the cliff.
METHODS AND RANGE OF RESEARCH
As part of fieldwork, detailed hydrogeological and hydrochemical mapping was conducted.
Within the research area, all occurrences of groundwater and surface water, particularly salt
waters, were documented. The preliminary assessment of the origin and chemical
composition of groundwater and surface waters from springs was also carried out. The
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Figure 1. Investigation area along the Baltic coast in Gdańsk Region. Cross-sections
are given on fig. 2.
obtained information along with the hydrogeological archive data and the results of
geological research have provided the basis for the creation of a three-dimensional
mathematical model of hydrogeological processes. The internal structure, boundaries as well
as spatial geometry of the aquifer were determined along with its full hydrogeological
description. The groundwater dynamics, the intensity of horizontal and vertical flows, as
well as salt water and brackish water zones were also recognized.
Geophysical methods and shallow drilling (probing) both in the cross-border land or sea area
were applied. The terrestrial laser scanner was used to register all the changes in the
morphology of the seashore (Kamiński at al., 2012).
HYDROGEOLOGICAL MODEL
For the purpose of numerical modelling of hydrogeological processes, the programme
ModFlow version 2000 from the software package GMS 8.3 has been used. The research
area of 7.2 km2 has been digitized by means of the square grid 10x10 m (fig. 3). The total
number of computational blocks amounted to 408480. On the basis of the adopted
conceptual model, the system of aquifers occurring in the area of research has been subjected
to certain schematization. During the process of aquifer aggregation, the directions of
groundwater flows as well as piesometric pressure differences were taken into consideration.
As a result four model layers have been distinguished. The identification of directions of
groundwater flows and the groundwater flow balance have been conducted in three basic
variants simulating different levels of underground water consumption:
Variant 1 – the current state of groundwater abstraction,
Variant 2 – the lack water intakes exploitation, displaying the restoration of natural
piesometric surface in the area of research;
Variant 3 – the simulation of hydrogeological conditions, taking into consideration the
projected climate changes (rise in the sea level – drainage base by 1 metre).
The hydrogeological conditions of the coastal zone include two aquifer levels: the
Quaternary level and the Neogene and Palaeogene level, which remain in a close hydraulic
connection with each other. The coastal highlands also include intermoraine aquifer levels,
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and in the area of the coastal lowland the Pleistocene and Holocene aquifer connected with
fluvioglacial, aeolian and marine sediments can be found. In the sandbars fresh groundwater
commonly occurs in the dune sands.
The groundwater recharge occurs as a result of rainwater infiltration. The groundwater flow
in the direction of the Baltic Sea predominates in the horizontal flows. Local groundwater
circulations of limited range are generated within the coastal dune zone as well as in first
subsurface aquifers, from which groundwater flows towards the seashore, local watercourses
and drainage ditches. The system of perched water circulation occurring in the vadose zone
is more complex. In the immediate surroundings of the active part of the cliff coastline in
Jastrzębia Góra four levels of perched water have been identified.

Figure 2. Different groundwater circulation systems along the investigated coasts.
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Figure 1. Predicted effects of climate change in the coastal zone based on model tests.
In the coastal zone of the Baltic Sea in question two base drainage zones have been
recognized – the offshore zone in the cliff section and the coastline zone in the dune section
of the shore. In Jastrzębia Góra and other areas of excessive consumption of groundwater,
the offshore drainage through poorly permeable seabed sediments is reduced, and in the case
of excessive exploitation can even become temporarily reversed, which in turn contributes to
marine waters ingression (Prussak, 1987). To the north of Żarnowiec Lake the groundwater
flow extends to the Triassic layers, where chloride concentrations exceed 11 g/dm3.
The results of flow modelling allowed for the analysis of hydrodynamic alterations coming
from the projected climatic changes. The computational simulation was based on an extreme
variant which assumes the rise of the Baltic Sea level by 1 metre. The scenario analysing the
change of hydrodynamic conditions with such a high drainage base demonstrated farreaching changes in the hydrographic system as well as in the system of groundwater
circulation. The total quantity of groundwater participating in the circulation will decrease
by approximately 15%. The flow rate of water draining away to the Baltic Sea will increase
at the expense of the drainage through surface water (Lidzbarski, Tarnawska, 2015).
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More extensive impacts of groundwater at the foot of the cliff as well as in the colluvia zone
by approximately 10% should also be expected. As a result of the rise in the drainage base,
the geotechnical conditions of the soil at the foot of the cliff will become weakened. They
will become more prone to potential landslides. Damming up of the marine waters which
frequently occurs in this area will also contribute to the loss of stability of cliff slopes. As a
result of the hydrodynamic changes, the seashore will be more susceptible to abrasion, not
only in the cliff zone, but on the sandbar stretches of the seacoast as well. In the coastal
zone, the terrain surface will be flooded by groundwater and seawater, which will in effect
create considerable lagoon-like pools. Furthermore, as a result of marine water intrusion,
groundwater in the coastal zone will be affected with significant salinity. In the vicinity of
Żarnowiec Lake, the zone of ascending water will blend with saline water as a result of
marine water intrusion.
CONCLUSIONS
Groundwaters occurring in the coastal zone have a detrimental effect on the stability of the
Cliff coast. They weaken the strength properties of cohesive soil. The hydrodynamic change
forecast has been formulated by means of the three-dimensional model of hydrogeological
conditions of the coastal aquifer system. Taking into consideration the possible scenario of
climatic changes, it is predicted that the abrasion threat to the seashore will rise in the cliff
coast zone. The sandbar coastline will be exposed to destructive processes from two sides:
the increased abrasion from the sea and the flooding of coastal plains from the land. The
information obtained during the research work will be helpful in forecasting mass wasting
(geohazards) within the area of the Cliff coast.
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ABSTRACT
We report first results from a study on water and element exchange across the land-ocean
boundary at the southern Baltic Sea. The focus is set on ferruginous fresh ground waters
escaping at the shore line, flowing in air contact before entering a subterranean mixing zone
with brackish Baltic Sea water. The present study combines the results from multiple
sampling campaigns that investigated the composition of several springs as well as the
surface and subsurface development of fresh waters on the way to the Baltic Sea. This is
achieved by a combination of hydro- and solid-phase geochemical and stable isotope
measurements with ground water dating. Results are compared to the composition of
groundwaters recovered from wells in the catchment area and the local isotope meteoric
water line developed for Warnemünde. The spring water is shown to be impacted by the
dissolution of biogenic carbon dioxide and marine carbonate as well as the oxidation of
pyrite in glacial sediments. Dating yields a surprisingly high diversity between some closely
associated springs with average ages of about 25 to 32 years, but different mixing
proportions with older tritium-free ground-water.
INTRODUCTION
Fresh waters, like rivers, streams or submarine ground water discharge (SGD), entering the
estuarine and coastal areas, provide important pathways for element and water flow at the
land-ocean transition. Since these waters may be enriched in (micro) nutrients, metals, and
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) (Knee & Paytan 2010; Winde et al. 2014; Donis et al.
2017; Böttcher et al. 2018) the input is linked to potential societal issues, like eutrophication,
the development of algal blooms and hypoxia, the increase or decrease of the buffer capacity
of coastal waters (associated to green-house effect, as well as ocean acidification), to
mention a few.
In the present study we focused on ferruginous fresh groundwaters emerging at the shore line
of the southern Baltic Sea (close to Kühlungsborn) and their role as sources for P, DIC, SO42and metals and the factors impacting the fate in the transition zone. We apply a multi-tracer
combination of hydrogeochemical with stable isotope (H, C, O, S) analysis and the dating of
the springs (tritium and noble gases) to define the sources of fresh water and dissolved
elements, processes affecting the surface water in contact with the atmosphere (absorption of
oxygen, desorption of carbon dioxide) and upon subterranean mixing with brackish Baltic
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Sea water. The precipitation of FeOOH (‗iron curtain‘) at the sediment surface and in the
sediments acts as a temporal trap for dissolved phosphate and the (temporal?) impact by the
activity of iron-oxidizing bacteria is indicated. The results are further compared to the
composition of groundwaters sampled from drinking and observation wells near the Baltic
Sea coastline as well as the local isotopic meteoric water line established for Warnemünde.
METHODS
Water samples from the springs and the stream, underlying pore waters, as well as the water
column of the Baltic Sea were taken and analyzed following established procedures
(Kowalski et al. 2012; Winde et al. 2014). Water aliquots were immediately filtered (0.45
µm membrane filters) for further analyses by ICP-OES (Thermo iCAP 6300 Duo, Thermo
Fisher Scientific) and a QuAAtro nutrient analyzer (SEAL Analytical). ICP-OES and SEMEDX were used to analyze the composition of acidic sediment extracts and the
microstructure of FeOOH precipitates, respectively. Measurements of tritium, helium
isotopes and neon followed Sueltenfuß et al. (2009). Stable C and S isotopes were analyzed
with a Thermo Finnigan MAT253 mass spectrometer attached to a Gasbench II or and
Thermo elemental Flash analyzer. Stable water (H, O) isotope measurements were conducted by
means of Picarro CRDS systems. All stable isotope results are given in the conventional notation (equivalent to milli Urey) versus respective international standards.
Hydrogeochemical results were additionally subjected to a thermodynamic analysis via
PHREEQC.

Figure 1. Sketch showing the generation of ferruginous ground water springs and a the
development of a subterrestrial mixing zone for SGD with Baltic Sea water at the shore
line. Black: Fissured clayish layer.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spatial and seasonal dynamics of spring waters
Ferruginous fresh groundwaters springs occuring at the shore line of the southern Baltic Sea
were investigated on a seasonal base for a period of more than 7 years. The geostationary
springs emerge in small pits of up to about 70 cm diameter with up to 15 cm water depth.
The shape of the pits and the stream beds, in particular closer to the Baltic Sea water line
varied considerably due to regular sediment re-structuring driven by wind and wave activity.
The outflowing ground waters are oxygen-free, but rich in dissolved iron, sulfate, phosphate
and dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC; Fig.2). They showed constantly minor relative
differences between springs through the years, with an exception for redox-sensitive
elements like Fe2+ that are further impacted by storm-related redistribution of surface
sediments.

Figure 2. A-C Temporal dynamics of selected dissolved major and minor components
and the stable isotope composition of DIC and SO4 for three springs waters. D: In-situ
measurements at spring Q1 during winter time.
Tritium-noble gas dating indicates ages between 25 and 35 years, with surprisingly high
different mixing contributions from older tritium-free waters. This indicates a high
complexity of the hydrogeology of the coastal aquifers with aquifers essentially build of
glacial deposits. The observed differences in ground water composition reflect
heterogeneous flow path conditions (including residence times) before reaching the Baltic
Sea shore line, highlighting the importance of local and regional investigations in the
evaluation of the impact SGD discharge on the transport of substances (DIC, nutrients,
metals) into coastal ecosystems. The hydrogeochemical and stable isotope composition
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indicates that the spring water composition is controlled by the dissolution of biogenic
carbon dioxide in the unsaturated soil zone of the catchment area followed by the dissolution
of marine carbonate and biogenic pyrite in the sediments building up the aquifers (e.g.,
Zhang et al. 2012; Donis et al. 2017).
Processes impacting stream water composition in air contact
Each springs leads to a surface run-off towards the Baltic Sea. After flowing for several
meters in contact with the atmosphere, the fresh water is lost to underground drainage
through the beach sands reaching a mixing zone with brackish Baltic Sea waters and finally
ending as submarine ground water discharge (SGD). Surface flow is associated with the
uptake of gaseous oxygen, the microbially promoted precipitation of iron oxi(hydroxi)des,
adsorption of phosphate (Fig.3), the loss of isotopically light carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere, and probably minor calcite precipitation. Spring waters are saturated with
respect to calcite, but undersaturated with respect to other rock-forming minerals like
dolomite and gypsum, turning into calcite supersaturated solutions along the surface flowpath. According to our present conceptional understanding (Fig.1) an essentially anaerobic
flow path directs fresh ferruginous ground water into a mixing zone with aerobic Baltic Sea
water. This leads to physico-chemical and geomicrobiological changes in the composition of
the aqueous solution and the surrounding sediments. This process is superimposed by the
spring waters that are modified by the precipitation of FeOOH and associated adsorption of
phosphate and arsenic, before seeping away into the mixing zone. This iron curtain acts as a
temporal sink for Fe and P in the coastal sediments that may be transported into the Baltic
Sea ecosystem during storm events.

Figure 3. A and B: SEM-EDX analysis of a FeOOH sample from the surface sediments
of the stream. C and D: Residual leftovers of Fe oxidizing bacteria (e.g., Leptothrix) in
the stream bed.
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Comparison with ground waters in the catchment and other SGD sites
The hydrogeochemical and stable isotopic composition of the ferruginous springs is close to
those found in some ground waters of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania. Coastal pore waters
in front of the Hütelmoor area are impacted by subterrestril freshening due to SGD
originating from the rewetted peatland. The estimated composition of this fresh water
component differs substantially from the springs found close to Kühlungsborn, likely due to
a substantial overprint by early diagenetic reactions taking place in the marine sediments and
a hydrological cycle in the peatland that may differ from the one in the catchment of the
ferruginous springs.
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Enhancing the freshwater lens volume of an island by reducing
the hydraulic conductivity of the exterior region
Chunhui Lu1
1
State Key Laboratory of Hydrology-Water Resources and Hydraulic Engineering, Hohai
University, Nanjing, China
ABSTRACT
Sufficient precipitation recharge across an inland would result in a freshwater lens with
freshwater floating above denser saline groundwater. The volume of this freshwater lens
determines the availability of groundwater resources. We present here an approach for
enhancing the volume of the freshwater lens by artificially reducing the hydraulic
conductivity of the exterior region of an island. We apply the analytical method to develop
the solutions for a circular and strip island, respectively. The analytical solution for the
location of the freshwater-seawater interface of a strip island is verified through a sand-tank
experiment. We demonstrate in this study that the reduction of the hydraulic conductivity of
the exterior region of an island will lead to a decrease of seawater intrusion and an increase
of freshwater lens volume. The analytical solutions developed can be used for design
purposes.
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Spatiotemporal variability of SGD as indicated by UAV based
thermal infrared measurements
U. Mallast1, C. Siebert1
1
Catchment Hydrology, Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research GmbH -UFZ, Halle,
Germany
ABSTRACT
Submarine groundwater discharge is highly variable in spatial and temporal terms due to
interplay of several terrestrial and marine processes. In contrast to discrete in-situ
measurements, remotely sensed thermal infrared radiation has proven to reveal horizontal
SGD variability in a spatially continuous context. Yet, it lacks temporal information that is
crucial to understand highly dynamic systems as represented by coastal environments. Here
we report the results of temporal continuous Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-based
measurements of thermal radiances at the Dead Sea exploiting the UAV ability to observe
predefined locations by hovering above.
For focused SGD spots the so obtained high temporal and spatial resolution show influences
of crossflows and interaction of nearby SGDs on the final thermal radiance pattern,
horizontal pattern shifts of ~0.42-1.40 m for certain periods and even pattern size variation
between 19-55%.
The thermal radiance pattern induced by likewise encountered diffuse discharge constantly
influences a fringe along the coastline of ~1.30 m width, which extends periodically at
intervals of 20-78 seconds to a width of up to 4.55 m. The significant periodicity denotes a
non-random process, which we attribute to small-scale hydrogeological karst conditions and
associated effects at the investigation site.
Yet, the facts are: 1. If combined with in-situ measurements, the derived pattern,
independent of focused or diffuse discharge, provide a sound possibility of discharge
quantification from TIR data especially if patterns are integrated over time and 2. The high
temporal resolution (4Hz) of the presented UAV-based approach may even mean asset for
discharge and process understanding, which is well below the temporal resolution of
classical in-situ measurements.
Contact Information: Ulf Mallast, Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research GmbH - UFZ ,
Catchment Hydrology Department, Theodor-Lieser Str. 4, 06120 Halle, Germany, Email:
ulf.mallast@ufz.de
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3D mapping, hydrodynamics and modelling of the freshwaterbrine mixing zone in salt flats similar to the Salar de Atacama
(Chile)
M. A. Marazuela1,2,3, E. Vazquez-Suñe1, E. Custodio2,3,4, T. Palma1, A. Garcia-Gil5 and C.
Ayora1
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18-26, 08034 Barcelona, Spain
2
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(UPC), Jordi Girona 1-3, 08034 Barcelona, Spain
3
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Royal Academy of Sciences of Spain
5
Geological and Mining Institute of Spain (IGME), Manuel Lasala 44, 9° B, 50006
Zaragoza, Spain
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ABSTRACT
Salt flat brines are a major source of minerals and especially lithium. Moreover, valuable
wetlands with delicate ecologies are also commonly present at the margins of salt flats.
Therefore, the efficient and sustainable exploitation of the brines they contain requires
detailed knowledge about the hydrogeology of the system. A critical issue is the freshwaterbrine mixing zone, which develops as a result of the mass balance between the recharged
freshwater and the evaporating brine.
The complex processes occurring in salt flats require a three-dimensional (3D) approach to
assess the mixing zone geometry. In this study, a 3D map of the mixing zone in a salt flat is
presented, using the Salar de Atacama as an example. This mapping procedure is proposed
as the basis of computationally efficient three-dimensional numerical models, provided that
the hydraulic heads of freshwater and mixed waters are corrected based on their density
variations to convert them into brine heads. After this correction, the locations of lagoons
and wetlands that are characteristic of the marginal zones of the salt flats coincide with the
regional minimum water (brine) heads.
The different morphologies of the mixing zone resulting from this 3D mapping have been
interpreted using a two-dimensional (2D) flow and transport numerical model of an idealized
cross-section of the mixing zone. The result of the model shows a slope of the mixing zone
that is lower than expected, similar to that obtained by 3D mapping. Additionally, the 2D
model was used to evaluate the effects of heterogeneity in the mixing zone geometry. The
higher the permeability of the upper aquifer is, the lower the slope and the shallower the
mixing zone become. This occurs because most of the freshwater lateral recharge flows
through the upper aquifer due to its much higher transmissivity, thus reducing the freshwater
head. Similarly, aquitards further hinder the flow of groundwater to deeper layers and force
it to flow through the upper aquifer.
Contact Information: M.A. Marazuela, Institute of Environmental Assessment and Water Research
(IDAEA), CSIC, Jordi Girona 18, 08034 Barcelona, Spain, Email: mamarazuela@outlook.com
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Laboratory experiments on alluvial coastal sediments to
characterize radium desorption in mixing waters
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4
Department of Physics and Institut de Ciencia i Tecnologia Ambiental, Universitat
Autonoma de Barcelona (UAB), Bellaterra, Spain
5
Hydrosciences Montpellier (HSM), CNRS, IRD, Univ. Montpellier, Montpellier, France
6
European Centre Research and Teaching in Geosciences (CEREGE), Aix-Marseille
Université, Aix-en-Provence, France.
ABSTRACT
Radium isotopes (223Ra, 224Ra, 226Ra, 228Ra) are one of the most widely tracers used to
quantify submarine groundwater discharge (SGD). Nevertheless, understanding their
behavior in the mixing zone of coastal alluvial aquifers, and therefore in the discharging
groundwater, is still a challenge.
To identify the main aspects governing radium release in the fresh-saline water interface
(FSWI), we have performed a set of batch experiments. We use different types of sediments
obtained from an experimental site located in an anthropized area northern Barcelona
(Spain), few meters from the discharge of an ephemereal stream to the sea. This site is
particularly interesting because it is surrounded by granitic outcrops that provides sources for
Ra isotopes due to weathering and recoil, and numerous geophysical, hydrogeological and
hydrochemical techniques are being carried out to characterize the coupled effects of SGD
and seawater intrusion (SWI) in an alluvial coastal aquifer.
Sediment samples were taken from different depths of the alluvial aquifer of Argentona
corresponding to the fresh-, mixing- and saltwater zones, respectively. Several batch
experiments were performed using different solid/liquid ratios, fluid and sediment
compositions. We studied the influence of the geochemical and petrophysical characteristics
of the different sediments (mineralogy, cation exchange capacity, reactive surface area and
224
Ra content) on radium activity in a range of increasing salinity. In addition, the maximum
224
Ra available to be desorbed from the sediment surface has been quantified.
The integration of the results obtained in the laboratory experiments with those obtained in
the field will help to characterize the radium endmember in coastal alluvial aquifers at
different scales.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Integrated methodology to characterize hydro-geochemical
properties in an alluvial coastal aquifer affected by seawater
intrusion (SWI) and submarine groundwater discharge (SGD)
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ABSTRACT
Coastal zones are increasingly demanded spots for human settlements and economic
development, which subject alluvial coastal aquifers to the threat of seawater intrusion
(SWI). But they are also strategic areas for the chemical exchange between the continent and
marine ecosystems, providing a source of nutrients from the submarine groundwater
discharge (SGD) from the aquifer. Furthermore, in these contexts, the characteristics of the
freshwater-seawater interface (FW-SWI) and its dynamics are strongly conditioned by the
lithology and, among others, the typology of the discharge, density contrasts and tides.
The proper management of such enclaves requires full understanding of the SWI-SGD
system, which can only be achieved through a multidisciplinary and multi-scale
characterization of the considered aquifer.
For that purpose, we have developed an experimental field site in a coastal alluvial aquifer
close to the mouth of a temporary stream in the Maresme coast line (Barcelona, Spain). The
aquifer is formed by unconsolidated heterogeneous and polygenic alluvial sediments ranging
from very fine to very coarse grained sand with discontinuous interfingering lenses of gravel
and silt. All these sediments have around 20 m thickness and are overlying a weathered
granitic basement.
Several boreholes were drilled perpendicular and parallel to the shoreline, at various depths
to reach different hydraulic conductivity areas along the mixing zone. Hydraulic parameters
were assessed using slug tests and taking advantage of the effect of tides in the measured
heads. Geophysical techniques including electrical resistivity tomography, fiber optics and
different types of logging (induction, spectral gamma ray and magnetic susceptibility) have
been performed to characterize the salinity gradient and distinguish sedimentary bodies.
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Moreover, a fully hydrochemical investigation was carried out to define the initial
groundwater composition using TOC/DOC measurements, mayor and minor elements
analysis and radium and radon isotopes quantifications. Also lithological description,
sedimentological correlation and geochemical analysis of the cores obtained after drilling
(X-ray diffraction, rock total analysis for chemical composition, cation exchange capacity,
BET surface area, radium content and grain size distribution) were integrated to fully
characterize the initial stage of the experimental site. This integrated multidisciplinary and
multi-scale methodology will enable understanding the coupled effects of SWI and SGD in
FW-SWI dynamics and give some insights for the study of seawater intrusion processes in
many other sites.
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Past and future evolution of saltwater intrusion in Southern
Denmark
Rena Meyer1, Peter Engesgaard1 and Torben O. Sonnenborg2
1
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Denmark
2
Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland, Copenhagen, Denmark
ABSTRACT
The border region between Denmark and Germany, adjacent to the Wadden Sea, faces a
massive saltwater intrusion reaching up to 20 km inland. It is still an open question where it
came from and how it will develop in the future. The region is characterized by a very low
topography and complex geology and has undergone dramatic changes in hydraulic
conditions during the last millennia. Laying in the direct glacial foreland of the Scandinavian
Ice Sheet (SIS) during the last ice age, it was impacted by extreme hydraulic conditions.
With the post-glacial sea level rise, part of the area was inundated until a few hundred years
ago where humans started to reclaim wide areas from the Wadden Sea. Today, dikes prevent
these areas from flooding while drains and ditches keep the water table below ground
surface.
In this study we investigate by means of a 3D SEAWAT model the main processes that
formed the regional saltwater intrusion during the Holocene and in the future. A complex
(hydro)geology paired with historical sea level variations reproduced the observed saltwater
intrusion. Several scenarios were then simulated to analyze and quantify the effects of future
sea level rise and non-stationarity on the salinization of the aquifers within the coming
200 years. With an expected sea level rise, the saltwater intrusion will likely progress further
inland with severe consequences for the local water management. The results show that the
deeper aquifers are more affected by non-stationarity while the salinization of the shallow
aquifers is caused by sea level rise.
Contact Information: Rena Meyer, University of Copenhagen, Department of Geosciences and
Natural Resource Management, Øster Voldgade 10, 1350 Copenhagen, Email: reme@ign.ku.dk
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Seasonal behavior of dissolved inorganic carbon, silica and
barium along a salinity gradient in a shallow coastal lagoon
(Etang de La Palme, Southern France)
Christophe Monnin1, Joseph Tamborski2, Pieter Van Beek2, Simon Bejannin2, Marc
Souhaut2 and Manon Roques1
1
Geosciences Environnement Toulouse, Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées, Toulouse, France
2
LEGOS, Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées, Toulouse, France
ABSTRACT
The La Palme lagoon is a shallow coastal lagoon located close to the Mediterranean Sea in
South West France. It is from time to time connected to the sea by an intermittent inlet
("grau de La Franqui") cutting through a 80 m wide sandy breach, that naturally opens after
peculiar conditions (storms flooding the beach followed by days of seaward strong winds).
North of the lagoon, water coming out of a karstic spring (Le Lavoir) forms a 300 m long
river running through marshes before discharging into the lake. Such environments are of
great ecological importance for example as resting and nesting areas for migrating birds.
Investigating the hydrological and chemical budgets of the lagoon requires the evaluation of
the contribution of seawater intrusions (SWI) and subterranean groundwater discharge
(SGD). Deciphering the behavior of chemical tracers also requires investigating the eventual
control of their concentrations by water-rock interactions.
Water samples have been collected at the spring, in the lagoon and in the narrow zone where
the river water mix with the salty waters, at 8 different dates over a year. Temperature, pH,
salinity, ORP and dissolved oxygen have been measured in situ. The complete compositions
of the water samples (Na-K-Ca-Mg-Ba-Sr-Si-Cl-SO4-DIC-DOC) have been determined
using ICP-OES, DIC (Dissolved Inorganic Carbon) and DOC (Dissolved Organic Carbon)
analysis and ionic chromatography. We also analyzed radium isotopes for a few samples.
Element-to-chloride concentration ratios show that Na/Cl, K/Cl, Mg/Cl and SO4/Cl are
within 10% of the values for standard seawater over the investigated salinity range (4-45 ‰)
while Ca/Cl, DIC/Cl and Sr/Cl depart from standard seawater values for salinities below
30 ‰, thus delimitating the transition from marine to continental waters. Temperature at the
Lavoir spring has linearly decreased by 1 °C between April 2016 and January 2018 while
salinity has decreased from 9 ‰ in April 2016 to 4‰ in April 2017 before increasing to
values levelling off at about 6 ‰. This trend is also followed by pH, Na, Ca, SO4 and to a
lesser extend Sr while dissolved silica and inorganic carbon are roughly constant and Ba
varied by a factor of two between 150 and 300 nmol/L. This salinity change can be due
either to a freshening of salty formation waters by a freshwater contribution, or to an
increase in salinity of fresh formation waters by a seawater intrusion.
The composition of samples collected in the very narrow zone where river waters discharge
into the lagoon (estuary) change with the season. Whereas the Dissolved Inorganic Carbon
(DIC) follows a first order dilution trend between the spring and the lagoon waters, barium
varies in roughly the same way in the Lavoir and in the lagoon, displaying roughly parallel
trends for each sampling date. The aqueous silica concentration is roughly constant at high
values (100-120 µmol/L) in the karstic spring (Lavoir) and at low values (5-20 µmol/L) in
the lagoon and follows a dilution trend for cold months. Data for summer 2017 show a local
increase of the silica concentration of the estuarine waters that can be due to the degradation
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of the plants and grass of the nearby marshes that form a thick back sediment layer at the
mouth of the river.
The calculation of mineral saturation indices shows that barite, Ca-carbonates and α-quartz
are at equilibrium in the karstic spring waters at all dates. Ca-carbonates are supersaturated
in the lagoon waters at values close to ocean surface waters, while barite changes from
undersaturation to near equilibrium following seasons. Amorphous silica is always
undersaturated in the entire salinity gradient and in the lagoon.
These results emphasize the seasonal dependency of the behavior of dissolved elements in an
environment with large salinity changes and warn about conclusions that could be drawn
from observations at a single date.
Contact Information: Christophe Monnin, Géosciences Environnement Toulouse, CNRS-Université
Paul Sabatier-IRD, 14, avenue Edouard Belin, 31400 Toulouse France, Email:
christophe.monnin@get.omp.eu, Phone: +33561332584.
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Untreated groundwater supply and the Christchurch coastal
aquifer system
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ABSTRACT
Christchurch, in the south island of New Zealand, is the country‘s second largest city. The
population of around 380 thousand people is completely reliant for water supply on
untreated groundwater taken from aquifers beneath the city. As far as we know, Christchurch
is the only city in the world in terms of size to implement such a supply scheme. The vital
aquifers that allow this to happen comprise a multi-layered coastal groundwater system,
formed by alternating strata of alluvial sediments and fine-grained marine deposits,
recharged from alpine braided rivers, rainfall and irrigation return flows. Although
groundwater is abstracted from multiple depths below the city, most of the water supply
wells penetrate the deeper aquifers due to concerns of potential groundwater contamination
in shallow aquifers. One such concern is seawater intrusion, which has historically occurred
at some locations within the city. The purity of the Christchurch untreated water supply is a
source of pride to the city‘s residents and marketed to tourists as part of New Zealand‘s clean
green image. This presentation will explore the hydrogeology of the Christchurch coastal
aquifer system and consider the vulnerability and resilience of this critical water resource to
seawater intrusion and to pressures associated with contamination, population growth,
earthquakes and climate change. Is the pristine water image justified? And if so, for how
long?
Contact Information: Leanne K. Morgan, Waterways Centre for Freshwater Management,
University of Canterbury, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch 8140, New Zealand, Email:
leanne.morgan@canterbury.ac.nz
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ABSTRACT
COMSOL Multiphysics is a comprehensive simulation software environment for a wide
range of applications. COMSOL has an interactive interface that facilitates the modeling
procedure and allows an easy coupling of different physical processes. The Subsurface Flow
module extends the COMSOL modeling environment to applications related to fluid flow in
saturated and variably saturated porous media. COMSOL is increasingly used in the
investigation of geophysical, hydrogeological and environmental phenomena. The main goal
of this work is to explore the ability of COMSOL for simulating seawater intrusion (SWI) in
fractured coastal aquifers. Numerical modeling of such a problem is of high interest as
fractured/karstic coastal aquifers are widespread and processes of SWI in the presence of
fractures remains poorly understood. We set up a COSMOL model for the popular Henry
problem. The accuracy of COMSOL is highlighted by comparison against the semianalytical
solutions for simple homogeneous aquifers. For fractured aquifers, the performance of
COSMOL is evaluated by comparison against an in-house finite element model based on the
discrete fracture model and against the results of existing works. Given its versatility and
flexibility, COMSOL shows promise as a tool for SWI in coastal aquifers.
INTRODUCTION
Numerical models are considered as irreplaceable tools for the simulation of SWI in coastal
aquifers [Werner et al., 2013]. Although several numerical codes are available, modeling
SWI remains a vibrant research discipline of high interest of the scientific community.
Modeling of SWI reveals several multifaceted challenges that are not common in other
hydrogeological applications. These challenges are related to the physical processes that
require coupling between variable-density flow and transport equations, the specific type of
seaward boundary conditions and the variable velocity field induced by the salinity buoyant
effects. The modeling challenges become more complex in fractured coastal aquifers where
fractures require specific numerical techniques to be accurately handled. The objective of
this work is to explore the ability of COMSOL Multiphysics [COMSOL, 2012] for
simulating SWI in fractured coastal aquifers. COMSOL is a comprehensive simulation
software environment for a wide range of applications. It is a user-friendly tool that
facilitates all the modeling steps (preprocessing, meshing, solving and postprocessing). The
primary advantage of COMSOL is that it easily allows coupling several physical processes
together to include all the necessary factors for a complete model. COMSOL includes a
module called ―Subsurface Flow‖ devoted to the simulation of fluids flow in saturated and
variably saturated porous media. This module allows for considering fractures via the
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discrete fracture network (DFN) model [Sebben et al., 2015] which assumes that fracture
size is small compared to a representative elementary volume. With DFN, fractures are
represented in (n-1) dimensional element embedded in an n-dimensional computational
domain [Ramasomanana et al., 2018]. The use of COMSOL in applications related to
hydrogeology is increasingly frequent. To the best of our knowledge, this software has been
never applied to SWI in fractured aquifers. Hence, the capacity of COMSOL to deal with the
challenges related to SWI in fractured coastal aquifers is worthy of investigation. In this
context, we set up a COSMOL model for the popular Henry problem [Henry, 1964; Sebben
et al., 2015; Fahs et al., 2016]. The accuracy of COMSOL is highlighted by comparison
against the semianalytical solutions for simple homogeneous domains [Fahs et al., 2016].
For fractured domains, the performance of COSMOL is evaluated by comparison against an
in-house finite element model based on the discrete fracture model (DFM) [Younes et al.,
2009; Ramasomanana et al., 2018] and against the results of the Hydro-GeoSphere code
published in Sebben et al. [2015].
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION, GOVERINING EQUATIONS AND SOFTWARE
To evaluate the performance of COMSOL for modeling SWI we used the Henry problem
[Henry, 1964] which is an abstraction of SWI in a vertical cross-section of a confined
coastal aquifer perpendicular to the shoreline. In this aquifer, an inland freshwater flow is in
natural equilibrium with the seawater intruded from the seaside due to its higher density
(Figure 1). Henry problem is widely used as a surrogate for the understanding of SWI
processes in coastal aquifers. Because of the existence of semianalytical solutions, Henry
problem has been accepted as one of the primary benchmark for the assessment of SWI
numerical codes. A new semianalytical solution has been developed in Fahs et al. [2016] for
velocity dependent dispersion. This solution is used here to test the performance of
COMSOL in the case of simple porous media. The standard Henry problem considers
homogenous porous media. Recently Sebben et al. [2015] presented a new configuration by
considering fractured coastal aquifer. Several fractures configurations have been suggested
in Sebben et al. [2015]. Two among these configurations are used in this work. The first one
deals with one horizontal fracture as in Figure 2.a while the second one consists of a network
of fractures as in Figure 2.b.

Figure 1. Henry problem domain and boundary conditions.
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Figure 2.

Two cases of fracture networks, a) A horizontal fracture, and b) HorizontalVertical fractures network.

In COMSOL, the Darcy‘s Law interface has been used for study water flow in the coastal
aquifer. According to Darcy‘s Law, three factors affecting velocity field are the pressure
gradient, the fluid viscosity, and the porous medium structure. Therefore, the net flux across
a face of the porous surface is

  0 
u   K  h 
ez  ,
(1)

0


where u is the Darcy velocity [m/s], h is hydraulic head [m], K is hydraulic conductivity
tensor [m/s], ez is a unit vector in the direction that gravity acts, is fluid density [kg/m3]
that depends on concentration (c),

c
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where cs is seawater concentration and   ( s  0 ) / 0 .
With COMSOL the fractures can be included using the DFN model. With this model the
fractures are considered as lines (1D). The flow within the fractures is modeled using the
Darcy‘s law with very high permeability.
In coupled interface with Darcy‘s law, the Transport of Diluted Species Interface provides a
predefined modelling environment in which it is possible to examine the transport of
chemical species by diffusion and convection, wherein diffusion follows Fick‘s law. The
interface assumes that all existing species have been diluted. Due to the dilution, the
properties of the mixture, such as density and viscosity, can be assumed to be consistent with
solvents. The interface implements mass balance equation:
(3)
u.c  .( Dc) ,
3
where c is the concentration of the species [mol/m ], D denotes the hydrodynamic diffusiondispersion tensor (m2/s), u is the velocity vector (m/s), which is obtained using Darcy law as
a coupled interface in this case. D is equal to ( DD   Dm I ) , where DD and Dm are,
respectively, the mechanical dispersion (tensor) and molecular diffusion (scalar). I is an
identity matrix and  is the porosity. DD is defined as below:
u2
u2
uu
u2
u2
(4)
DDxx   L x  T y , DDyy  T x   L y , DDxy  DDyx   L  T  x y
u
u
u
u
u
RESULTS
Simple porous media: Comparison against the semi analytical solutions
We first checked the performance of COMSOL for SWI in simple porous media. To do so
we compared COMSOL against the semianalytical solutions presented in Fahs et al. [2016].
We checked the three cases presented in that paper. The parameters considered in the three
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cases are given in table 1. The main isochlors (25%, 50% and 75%) obtained with COMSOL
as well as the semianalytical ones are given in Figure 3. This figure shows excellent
agreement between COMSOL and the semianalytical solution and highlights the accuracy of
COMSOL. The third test case is computationally challenged as the transport processes are
dominated by advection. The finer grid level generated by the COMSOL meshing tool is
used to obtain a solution matching with the semianalytical solution. For coarser mesh
COMSOL can generate unphysical oscillations that lead to convergence problems.
Table 1. Physical parameters used in COMSOL.
Parameter

Value

Length (L, m)
Height (H, m)
Gravity (g, m/s2)
Freshwater density (f, kg/m3)
Seawater density (s, kg/m3)
Freshwater concentration (c0,
mol/m3)
Seawater concentration (cs,
mol/m3)
Porosity (
Viscosity (kg/m/s)
Permeability (m2)
Freshwater inflow velocity
(m/s)
Test case 1
Molecular diffusion
coefficient (Dm, m2/s)
Matrix Longitudinal
dispersivity (L, m)
Matrix Transverse
dispersivity (T, m)
Horizontal hydraulic
conductivity (Kx, m/s)
Vertical hydraulic
conductivity (Ky, m/s)
Fracture Longitudinal
dispersivity (LF, m)
Fracture conductivity (Kf,
m/s)
Fracture aperture (2b, m)

18.86 10

-6

Simple aquifer
3
1
9.81
1000
1025

Fractured aquifer
2
1
9.81
1000
1025

0

0

1

1

0.35
10-3
1.0204 10-9

0.2
10-3
-

6.6 10-5

6.6 10-6

Test case 2
9.43 10

-8

Test case 3
9.43 10

-8

Case A
10

Case B

-9

10-9

0

0.1

0.001

0.1

0.1

0

0.01

0.0001

0.01

0.01

-

-

-

2.5 10-4

2.5 10-4

-

-

-

2.5 10-4

2.5 10-4

-

-

-

0.1

0.1

-

-

-

0.772

0.122

-

-

-

9.71 10-4

3.85 10-4

Fractured porous media
The parameters used for the fractured configurations are given in table 1. Steady state
simulations have been performed. When regular triangular meshes are used COMSOL
encounters convergence difficulties. To avoid this problem we use the option boundary later
mesh. When creating a boundary layer mesh, COMSOL creates an initial mesh in which the
boundary layer elements are inserted. Example of boundary layer mesh is given in Figure 4.
COMSOL results have been compared against an advanced in-house numerical model based
on the discrete fracture model in which the fractures are considered as 2D domain [Younes et
al., 2009; Ramasomanana et al., 2018]. The results (not presented for sake of brevity) show
excellent agreement between COMSOL and the in-house code which confirms the ability of
DFN model to simulate SWI in fractured coastal aquifers. The COMSOL resulting isochlors
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for both configurations are given in Figure 5. This figure shows similar results as the ones
obtained by Sebben et al. [2015] using the Hydro-GeoSphere code (see Figure 4 in their
paper). It should be noted that for the comparison with Sebben et al. [2015], variable
concentration boundary conditions are imposed at the seaside. Despite that this boundary
condition is not common; it has been implemented directly in COMSOL via the interactive
interface.

Figure 3. Comparison of COMSOL against the semi analytical solutions by Fahs et al.
[2016]. Main isochlors (75%, 50% and 25%) with COMSOL (Flood) and
semianalytical (lines).

Figure 4. The boundary layer mesh used in COMSOL simulations.
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Case A

Case B

Figure 5. Concentration distribution obtained with COMSOL in the case of fractured
porous media.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, Henry problem is used to explore the ability of COMSOL Multiphysics for
simulating SWI in fractured coastal aquifers. COMSOL results are compared against
semianalytical solutions, an in-house numerical code and existing results based on HydroGeosphere code. Results show that the DFN model allows accurate simulations of the SWI
in coastal aquifer. The benchmark results show that the COMSOL software has the
capability to simulate subsurface flow and it is a useful tool for the development of the
conceptual models of SWI in fractured aquifers. The user interface in this software facilitates
modelling process: defining geometry, mesh generation, PDE equations editing and
coupling, solving, and post-processing. COMSOL is also flexible in including variable
concentration boundary conditions at the seaside.
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Temporal and spatial distribution of salinity in Gaza Coastal
Aquifer deduced from observations since 1972
Ashraf M. Mushtaha 1,2 and Kristine Walraevens2
Director of Environmental and MIS Departments, Gaza Strip – Palestine
2
Laboratory for Applied Geology and Hydrogeology, Ghent University, Krijgslaan 281-S8,
9000 Gent, Belgium
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ABSTRACT
Groundwater is the only source of water supply in the Gaza Strip, where more than 1.8
million inhabitants are living within 365 km2. Gaza aquifer has been exposed to severe
overexploitation to meet the human needs for water supply. This exploitation has resulted in
lowering the groundwater level and exposing the aquifer to contamination from seawater
intrusion and inland saline upconing in the south-middle and south-east of the Gaza Strip.
This paper will present the fact sheet for the aquifer chloride status since 1972, where seven
cross sections have been developed from actual lithological data. These cross sections will
be used to present the aquifer chloride data in 1972, 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010 and 2017.
Chloride contour lines are presented based on sample data from different wells.
The results show that seawater intrusion, lateral inflow from the east and upconing
phenomena are the main cause of high chloride concentration in the aquifer. The clay layers
which are subdividing the aquifer have caused a difference in sub-aquifer chloride data.
Before the year 2000, the domestic wells were placed far away from the sea and no seawater
intrusion was noticed especially in Khan Younis and Rafah area, while afterwards domestic
wells appeared within 2 km from the Mediterranean Sea. From then on, seawater intrusion
has been taking place due to heavy wells abstraction. Also lateral inflow with chloride
concentrations of more than 1000 mg/l is well noticed during the different years and that
could be due to intensive agricultural practices outside the eastern political border of the
Gaza Strip.
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Contemporary groundwater salinity in Southwestern Bangladesh
as steered by hydrogeological conditions under
palaeohydrological and contemporary settings
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1
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2
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ABSTRACT
We studied the palaeohydrological and contemporary natural and anthropogenically induced
freshening and salinization processes that control the large observed variation in
groundwater salinity in a study area in southwestern Bangladesh. We used a 5 km transect
where 32 piezometers were installed at 20 locations. A total of 129 water samples was taken
and chemically analyzed from the newly placed piezometers, and from surface water bodies,
tube wells, and hand drilled auger holes. Of these, 45 samples were analysed for δ2H and
δ18O and 23 for tritium. Cation exchange and related chemical processes were simulated
according to local conditions with a PHREEQC 1D-transport model to interpret the stage of
freshening or salinization of the groundwater.
We found the relative importance of palaeohydrological and recent processes on
contemporary groundwater salinity to be controlled by the thickness of the Holocene clay
cover. Areas that were transformed into floodplains following the Holocene high stand
(~7000 yr BP) developed a thick clay cover (~30 meters). These areas experienced limited
influence from recent processes after sealing of the aquifer, and therefore remain brackishfresh despite more saline conditions at the surface afterwards. Areas with a thin clay cover
(~5-10 meters) developed on a large Holocene sandy channel belt during the progradation.
This clay cover developed later only after the Ganges river migrated eastwards (~2500-5000
yr BP). Late Holocene and contemporary processes have influenced the groundwater beneath
this relative thin clay cover. The type of recent influence depends on small variations in
surface altitude (~1.5 meters difference) caused by different amounts of subsidence
following sediment autocompaction, and by erosion of tidal creeks or rivers. Slightly
elevated areas contain fresh shallow groundwater due to freshening from recharge by rain
and anthropogenic ponds. Relatively low lying areas with a thin clay cover contain saline
groundwater instead, due to salinization from tidal floods, from tidal creeks or rivers and
recently from saline shrimp ponds.
In conclusion, the altitude of the surface and the thickness of the Holocene clay cover control
respectively the type and the amount of natural and anthropogenic induced freshening and
salinization processes. Those two factors are therefore key in understanding the large
variation of groundwater salinity in southwestern Bangladesh.
Contact Information: Floris Naus, Utrecht University, Copernicus Institute, Environmental
Sciences, Heidelberglaan 2, 3584 CS Utrecht, Email: f.l.naus@uu.nl
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Monitoring the groundwater quality/quantity from your desktop
– application to salt water intrusion monitoring
EMI: Environmental data Management Interface
D. Neyens1, M. Baïsset1, H. Lovighi1
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ABSTRACT
More and more data of groundwater quantity and quality is acquired and exists. The means
to collect it (GPRS, Radio, IoT...) have been developed during the last years. Storing this
data is not a problem. But, having a mean to have all the different data gathered in the same
platform with the possibility to display and analyse them in a simple and rapid way doesn‘t
exist enough. A web application has been developed to answer this problem. This
application enables to store all type of groundwater data (water table elevation, groundwater
quality, borehole information, water extraction data…) in order to display it. The
organisation of this application allows displaying all the data by site. Several tools to analyse
the data are included (calculation of hydrogeological parameters, statistics, interpolation)
allowing a first data interpretation, in particular for salt water intrusion issues. This web
application was born from collaboration between IT experts and environmental engineers.

INTRODUCTION
Connected instrumentation development, ioT objects for sensors and monitoring devices for
groundwater, has met spectacular progress in the recent years. Consequently, more and more
groundwater quality/quantity data is easily available.
The new challenge is not to collect data but finding a way to manage this huge data amount
and having a rapid view of them. It is also to find a tool giving the possibility of analysis and
allowing global indices generation for aquifers monitoring.
A purpose design online software platform (using an Internet browser), the Environmental
Monitoring Interface (EMI), has been developed to collate and display information about the
aquifer. It includes full description of water dynamics and has specific tools for salt-water
intrusion data management. Current and historic data are available 24/7.

ARCHITECTURE
EMI application is based on two identities:
 A database where all the data coming from sensors installed in different sites is
stored. Different processes to import data are available (several format files, API…)
 A web application allowing viewing and processing data
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Figure 1: EMI architecture.
EMI can accept and integrate data from every monitoring tools already installed on the well
field (whatever the tool and the manufacturing), such as flow meters, water level sensors,
water quality sensors, pluviometers…

FEATURES
To enable accessing to the data online, an interface has been developed allowing to:
 viewing data on graphs (value parameter versus time)
 processing the data
o calculate hydrogeological parameters
o have statistics on data
o interpolate the data on 3D graphs
 export, if necessary, a large samples of preformatted data in order to use it in other
programs
 setting alerts and thresholds on some parameters (water level…)
EMI organization is based on tree architecture. For each defined site, several monitoring
stations can be associated; and for each station, several sensors with several measured
parameters can be defined.
The site overview can be used to locate the monitoring tools connected to EMI.
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Figure 2: Site overview with different monitoring stations (dark blue: multi-parameters
sensors (Cw, water level T°); light green: rain gauge; blue: water level sensor).
This organization allows having all the data associated to the same site in a same place in
order to visualise and analyse it with different process. For example, on a site with several
boreholes equipped with water level elevation sensors, all the water level elevation curves
can be plotted on the same graph. If a rain gauge is installed on the site, the water level can
be plotted in front of this rain gauge allowing having data cross-correlation.

Figure 3: Site overview with different monitoring stations (dark blue: multi-parameters
sensors (Cw, water level T°); light blue: rain gauge; green: water level sensor).
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ANALYSIS TOOLS
Different viewing/analysis tools are available in order to better analyze the data.
Depending on the sensor type, different analyses are available.
For single point sensor (i.e. water level sensor, quality sensor…), data can be plotted with:
 "Temporal Chronic": Used to view environmental data changes in graph form. Up
to ten curves can be added to the graph and multiple parameters can be viewed
through linked graphs.


―Envelop‖: used to plot actual data relative to historic data (i.e. mean to see the
evolution of the water level relative to anterior years)

When multiple parameters are measured at the same measurement station, it is possible to
display them simultaneously on superimposed graphs with the same timescales. The
browser's cursor can be used to directly compare different parameters at the same "T time."

Figure 4: Mutli-parameters curves displaying on the same graph with different colours
and scales depending of the parameter (black: T°, blue: conductivity, orange: water
level).
For multi-points sensors (i.e. SMD), in addition, other analyses are available:
 "Interpolation": Used to interpolate multi-point data in order to create temporary
iso-value maps, example: display the map of water conductivity changes over the
whole aquifer block over a one-year period.
 "Log": Used to view multi-point data in the form of a profile at a given date or over a
given time interval.
 "Saltwater intrusion interface": In the case of a conductivity profile measured
using imaGeau systems (SMD), the saltwater intrusion interface can be used to
follow over time the depth of an interface defined by the user, e.g.: change in depth
of the fresh water/salt water interface (limit 5000 µS/cm). If multiple conductivity
sensors are measuring changes over the entire vertical of a piezometer, it is useful to
track the evolution of the depth of the interface between two masses of water of
differing salinities. In the case of saltwater intrusion tracking, the depth of the
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saltwater intrusion (freshwater/saltwater interface) is an essential parameter for
understanding the evolution of the saltwater intrusion.

Figure 5: 3D interpolation generated from multi point data over vertical and time,
example of SMD monitoring a salt water intrusion.

Figure 6: Freshwater/saltwater interface (8000 µS/cm value versus time) - calculated
graph from a site in the Netherlands.
CONCLUSION
This web application was born out of collaboration between IT experts and environmental
engineers so that its consistency and ergonomics would best meet the monitoring and
operational needs. This service is used by water companies, water policy, governmental
services and research institutes to monitor and manage coastal aquifers in real time, in
particular in case of salt water intrusion monitoring. Several upgrades are in progress to take
into account the groundwater data from a global point of view, working on water identity in
regional scale. EMI uses "responsive" technology, which enables it to be used on any
platform: PC, Mac, tablet, and Smartphone.
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Seawater Intrusion in Coastal Aquifers: Combined Effect of
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ABSTRACT
Density-driven flow initiates and maintains the advance of marine saltwater in coastal
aquifers, resulting in the seawater intrusion phenomenon. Despite the well-known
dependence of fluid density and other important parameters (such as viscosity and hydraulic
conductivity) on temperature, little is known about the overall impact of temperature
(variations) on pore-water flow in the seawater intrusion process. The co-existence of salt
and heat gradients has been found to cause the double diffusive convection phenomenon in
porous media. Yet, attention has been given primarily to systems with dramatic temperature
and salinity contrasts such as geothermal reservoirs and salt domes (salinity of brine and
temperature up to hundreds of degree Celsius) at depth of kilometers rather than shallow
seawater intrusion settings.
In this study, we conduct laboratory experiments and numerical simulations using SUTRAMS to investigate the manifestation of temperature effect on various seawater intrusion
characteristics (pore-water flow, salinity distribution, submarine groundwater discharge, and
seawater circulation). The results reveal significant difference between the patterns of heat
and salt distribution in which energy and solute spreading are decoupled. Such dissimilarity
is unique for transport in porous media due to different modes of heat and solute transport.
Convection contributes to the movement of both heat and salt in porous media. Meanwhile,
diffusion of salt takes place via liquid phase only whereas conduction of heat occurs through
both liquid and solid phases. Furthermore, the flow pattern varies considerably under varying
thermal conditions in the saline water zone. The circulation of marine seawater as well as
discharge of terrestrial freshwater are also affected.
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Atoll Groundwater Movement from Rainfall to Overwash
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ABSTRACT
Groundwater resources of low-lying atoll islands are threatened due to short-term and longterm changes in rainfall, wave climate, and sea level. A better understanding of how these
forcings affect the limited groundwater resources was explored on Roi-Namur in the
Republic of the Marshall Islands. As part of a 16-month study, a rarely recorded islandoverwash event occurred and the island‘s aquifer‘s response was measured. The findings
suggest that small-scale overwash events cause an increase in salinity of the freshwater lens
that returns to pre-overwash conditions within one month. The overwash event is addressed
in the context of climate-related local sea-level change, which suggests that overwash events
and associated degradations in freshwater resources are likely to increase in severity in the
future due to projected rises in sea level. Other forcings, such as severe rainfall events, were
shown to have caused a sudden freshening of the aquifer, with salinity levels retuning to prerainfall levels within three months. Tidal forcing of the freshwater lens was observed in
electrical resistivity profiles, high-resolution conductivity, groundwater-level well
measurements and through submarine groundwater discharge calculations. Depth-specific
geochemical pore water measurements further assessed and confirmed the distinct
boundaries between fresh and saline water masses in the aquifer. The identification of the
freshwater lens‘ saline boundaries is essential for a quantitative evaluation of the aquifers
freshwater resources and help understand how these resources may be impacted by climate
change and anthropogenic activities.

Figure 1. Satellite image and conceptual drawing of the shallow aquifer system of RoiNamur, Kwajalein Atoll, Marshall Islands. Location of shallow groundwater
monitoring wells (magenta dots) and time-series electrical resistivity transects (yellow
lines) are indicated.
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Submarine fresh groundwater discharge from a volcanic island
into a coral reef (Lombok, Indonesia)
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1
Submarine Groundwater Discharge, Leibniz Centre for Tropical Marine Research (ZMT),
Bremen, Germany
2
Research Center for Geotechnology, Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI), Bandung,
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ABSTRACT
Tropical volcanic islands might be associated with high submarine fresh groundwater
discharge (SFGD) fluxes, due to high due to high aquifer permeability, steep slopes and high
precipitation rates. We identified several submarine springs which discharge terrestrial
groundwater into a coral reef in western Lombok, Indonesia. The source of terrestrial
groundwater in this area was investigated using stable isotopes of water. Discharge rates
were estimated using multiple methods including offshore Radon time series stations, a
salinity mass balance model and a point source model. Parameters used for discharge
estimates were evaluated using sensitivity analyses, and discharge estimates were further
constrained using Monte Carlo Simulations. For comparison, groundwater recharge rates
based on precipitation and evapotranspiration rates in the coastal catchment area were
estimated. Recharge and discharge estimates agree fairly well. Stable isotopes of water
indicate a rapid recharge due to high permeability of volcanic soils and low urbanization in
the catchment area (little sealed areas). In terms of volumetric discharge the submarine
springs in western Lombok provide a potential water resource, as they are located in shallow
waters and are easily accessible, while the brackish nature of the discharging water limits its
use to agricultural and sanitary purposes.
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ABSTRACT
Growing populations and booming economies in many deltas of the world will increasingly
strain existing fresh groundwater reserves, notably through excessive groundwater
abstraction and urbanization that results in the sealing of aquifers to groundwater recharge.
In these deltas, groundwater demand has often already exceeded natural groundwater
recharge supply, leading to strong drops in groundwater tables (up to m‘s per decade), and
upconing of saline groundwater under extraction wells (Custodio, 2002; Custodio &
Bruggeman, 1987; Wada et al., 2010, 2011). Moreover, groundwater depletion can lead to
land subsidence (Minderhoud et al., 2017) which causes damage to infrastructure and
increases the risk of flooding, as occurred in Jakarta and Bangkok (Onodera et al., 2009). As
deltas are also under threat by climate change and accelerated sea-level rise (Deconto &
Pollard, 2016; Ferguson & Gleeson, 2013; Werner & Simmons, 2009), the confounding
effects of all these stresses will most likely lead to an enhanced depletion and salinization of
fresh groundwater resources.
At the same time, fresh groundwater reserves are key to solving the problem of future water
scarcity. Until our technologies are advanced enough to increase supply (using water of
lesser quality) or reduce demand, fresh groundwater will be of vital importance to economic
(domestic, agricultural and industrial) development in many deltas.
In many delta‘s, hydrogeological data is pretty much limited, so the speed of the depletion of
fresh groundwater volumes is very difficult to quantify, although some innovative rapid data
collection surveys are very promising (e.g. airborne geophysical surveys (Delsman et al.,
2018; Siemon et al., 2017). Yet, we cannot wait decennia before enough relevant
hydrogeological data is available for an accurate quantification of the fresh groundwater
resources, and its status under global and climate stresses. A first estimation of the current
fresh water reserves in different deltas is warranted, to raise this issue and to see which
deltas are the most vulnerable, so that research can be prioritized.
Therefore, as a first try-out, we analyzed if it is plausible to utilize free global data for 3D
groundwater salinity modelling in data scarce regions: what would be the quality of the
models and their ability to predict? We used global data like SRTM, GEBCO, GAIA, depth
to hydrogeological base (Zamrsky et al., 2018), Global Land Cover Share, GPW,
PCRGLOB-WB (Sutanudjaja et al., 2014), etc., leading to geometric and hydro(geo)logical
conditions for surface elevation, drainage, river systems, recharge rate in seven (data scarce)
deltas: Orinoco Venezuela, Krishna India, Ayarwaddy Myanmar, Niger Nigeria, Nile Egypt,
Shatt Al Arab Iraq/Kuwait and Red River Vietnam (Figure 1). Some model input data was
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indirectly estimated (e.g. groundwater extraction rates using the gridded population of the
world), while others were based on expert judgement and literature surveys. We constructed
3D the variable-density groundwater models with iMOD-SEAWAT (Langevin et al., 2008;
Verkaik & Janssen, 2015).
We modelled the paleo reconstruction of (eustatic) sea-level variations during the last tens of
thousands of years to get an estimate of the current fresh-saline distributions (Delsman et al.,
2014; Weerasekera, 2017). At a later stage, local data (when available) has been
implemented to the modelling process, thus increasing its complexity and plausibility. We
also compared the seven global data models with complex 3D salinity models of the
Rhine/Scheldt (The Netherlands) and the Mekong (Vietnam), which both include a large
amount of hydrogeological data (Figure 2). Ultimately, the effectiveness of possible
mitigating measures (such as reducing groundwater abstraction, implementing aquifer
storage and recovery) could later be modelled to safeguard or even increase fresh
groundwater reserves in the near future.
Preliminary results show that some base models appear to be in good agreement with rough
estimates of the fresh groundwater reserves from literature; for the other cases unfortunately
no data was available. The paleo reconstruction shows that the fresh-saline distribution has
to be built up in many tens of thousands of years. Our approach has led to an increasing
understanding of the relevant groundwater salinization processes in deltas. Especially adding
local geologic data to the delta models will improve the overall estimate of the fresh
groundwater reserves; thus collecting geological data is of eminent importance.

Figure 1. The seven deltas with limited hydrogeological data available.
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Figure 2. The two deltas with quite some hydrogeological data available.
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ABSTRACT
Currently, already a large part of the global population experiences water scarcity at least
once a month. On top, fresh groundwater resources are deteriorating in an ever more
populated urbanized world. In coastal areas, increased groundwater extraction rates and
climate change stresses (including sea-level rise) are expected to increase the shortage of
enough high quality water at the right place and on the right moment (Custodio, 2002; Döll,
2009; Vorosmarty et al., 2000; Wada et al., 2010, 2014). Fresh groundwater resources in the
coastal zone are also facing serious salinization issues (van Weert et al., 2009). Increasing
water scarcity may limit food production, putting pressure on food prices (UNESCO, 2009),
and could eventually possibly act as a catalyst for conflicts causing large scale immigration.
Up till now, Aquifer Storage and Recovery in (saline) deltaic areas has been focused on fresh
water resources, but in this Water-Food-Energy Nexus era, brackish groundwater should be
considered as additional valuable water source (Fig. 1). The COASTAR approach (COastal
Aquifer STorage And Recovery) is to prevent salinization by strategically capturing and
using brackish groundwater in the production of fresh water. For now, we focus on the
technical and financial-economic feasibility. For the lower areas of The Netherlands, we
started to investigate the potential of the subsurface to attain a robust and sustainable fresh
water supply and to combat droughts.

Figure 1. A conceptual schematization of COASTAR: Subsurface water solutions
using brackish groundwater when possible.
The ultimate aim is to implement proven subsurface water solutions worldwide, as we
believe this approach could serve as a bridge between water demand and supply as regards to
space and time. In Fig. 2, we present a global potential map for large-scale implementation
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of COASTAR subsurface water solutions: the map shows quite some areas with brackish
groundwater resources potential.

Figure 2. The World COASTAR map (version 1.0): the green parts are potential areas
for subsurface water solutions. The map contains information about DEM,
transmissivity of the aquifer system, the presence of a sedimentary medium and the
IGRAC saline groundwater map (van Weert et al., 2009); the blue dots are locations of
case studies where groundwater salinization issues are occurring now.
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Assessment of groundwater discharge and saltwater intrusion in
the Belgian coastal area through geophysics
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ABSTRACT
Submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) and saltwater intrusion (SI) seem two opposite
components of the complex interaction between freshwater aquifers and the sea, but are in
fact complementary processes (Taniguchi et al., 2002). SGD is of major ecological
importance since it can create an important nutrient flux towards the coastal waters, but it
might also be the entry gate for contaminants (e.g. Burnett et al., 2006). SI leads to the
inflow of salt or brackish water into the onshore freshwater aquifers, causing a risk for the
quality of exploited drinking water.
The approximately 67 km long Belgian coastline along the North Sea has a complex
geometry. A fragmented dune belt 100 m up to 2 km wide separates the sandy beach slope
from the polder area. Rainwater infiltrates in the dune and polder areas and partly flows
towards the sea as SGD. At the same time, the tides are locally responsible for the unusual
presence of a salt water lens under the beach (Vandenbohede & Lebbe, 2006). In addition
both SGD and SI are influenced by geological heterogeneity, making their characterization
difficult. Two sites are investigated: the Westhoek area (near the Belgian-French border characterized by a large, broad dune belt) and the area between Wenduine and Blankenberge
(West of the Zeebrugge harbour - where the dune belt is relatively narrow). In order to detect
zones where SGD occurs, the distribution of the fresh-/saltwater interface is mapped.
In this contribution, we propose to use a combination of frequency domain electromagnetic
(FDEM) induction and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT). FDEM and ERT are both
sensitive to the electrical conductivity of the pore fluid and therefore to its salinity. Both data
types are collected from the dune area to the low water line. FDEM allows for fast surface
mapping of the distribution of electrical conductivity, lower conductivities being correlated
with zones of freshwater discharge. ERT profiles are used to further characterize the vertical
distribution of the fresh/salt water interface.
Areas with higher resistivity are probably zones where SGD occurs. The freshwater
discharge is expected to be closer to the dunes where the dune belt is more narrow (e.g.
study area between Wenduine and Blankenberge, Figure 1) and closer to the low water line
when the dunes are wider (e.g. area of the Westhoek). Figure 1 shows observed apparent
conductivity values which are indicative for brackish/salt water. The conductivity increases
towards the sea, which can be due to increasing salinity and/or a higher water table.
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Figure 1. The first results of mapping with the EM34 device in the Wenduine area.
The data was acquired on 14th February 2018 using the EM34 with horizontal
dipole and a spacing of 10 m (frequency of 6.4 kHz), which gives an approximated
depth of around 7.5 m.
Geophysics allows for fast mapping of SGD and gives an insight in the spatial variability of
the process. It can be used as a preliminary assessment of SGD. Afterwards, a combination
with for instance seepage meters and the study of groundwater tracers will give a good
estimation on the quantity and quality of the outflowing groundwater. At the Wenduine area,
discharge of groundwater recharged in the polder area is assumed further offshore
(Walraevens et al., 2016). This discharge is potentially loaded with nutrients and maybe
pesticides coming from agricultural activities. In order to locate the zone of discharge
offshore, since it will probably be found under the low water line, continuous resistivity
profiling will be performed.
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ABSTRACT
The Argentona site penetrates an alluvial aquifer located at the mouth of the ―Riera
d‘Argentona‖, an ephemeral stream located along the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, some
40 km NE of Barcelona, in Spain. Permanent monitoring capabilities have been set up at the
site to characterize seawater intrusion dynamics. These include electrode arrays along the
annular space between casing and soil of 7 boreholes used to perform geophysical electrical
resistivity measurements. The electrode spacing was chosen to maximize the quantity of
electrodes for each borehole (i.e. to have 36 electrodes in boreholes of 25 m, 20 m and 15 m
depth) with borehole distances varying between 10 m and 20 m. The aquifer consists of
sandy gravels in two units that are loosely separated by a thin silt layer of only a few
decimeters thickness located 9 meters below sea level. In order to study the dynamics of the
site, a series of cross-hole electrical resistivity tomography (CHERT) acquisitions were
carried out periodically during two years after the site was installed in July 2015 (5 in 2015,
8 in 2016 and 3 in 2017). The 16 datasets were inverted using BERT, which builds on
pyGIMLi (Generalized Inversion and Modelling Library), a multi-physics geophysical
software library (Rücker et al., 2017). A priori information from the site was included in the
inversion process, such as topography (accounting for true well elevation above sea level),
depth of water table, stratigraphic contacts and expected lower and upper bounds for
resistivity values. The results of the time-lapse inversions indicate that the upper aquifer
contains freshwater with resistivities of 20-50 Ohm.m and the lower-lying aquifer unit
contains saline water with resistivities of less than 5 Ohm.m some meters below the silt
layer. The vertical transition zone appears to be gradual and it does not coincide with the silt
layer position. Using the 2-years of monitoring using CHERT, we relate temporal changes to
the dynamics of the saltwater intrusion caused by seasonality and to specific events such as
rainfalls and droughts. In periods with low rainfall or droughts, a large conductive anomaly
shows in the inversion result, whereas in campaigns done just a few days after heavy rainfall
episodes, the resistivity of the aquifer increases and the size of the conductive anomaly
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shrinks. The time-lapse ERT data acquired in the Argentona site shows features related to
aquifer dynamics in both upper and lower aquifers. The use of this data could lead to a better
constrained hydrogeological model that merges typical hydrological field data (heads,
concentrations, temperature) and electrical resistivity tomography responses in order to
invert for hydraulic conductivities and be able to predict saltwater intrusion behavior given
certain climate conditions.
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Deep Submarine Groundwater Discharge Facilitated by
Seawater Circulation in a Confined Aquifer
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ABSTRACT
Deep Submarine Groundwater Discharge (DSGD) is a ubiquitous and highly significant
phenomenon, yet it remains poorly understood. In this work we use numerical modeling
(FEFLOW) to investigate a case study of DSGD offshore northern Israel, aiming to
understand the main features and mechanics of steady-state DSGD: The hydrogeological
setting that enables it and the parameters that affect it. Underground mapping suggests the
outcropping of a confined aquifer strata (Upper Cenomanian Judea Group) on the continental
shelf break, 5-15 km offshore. Numerical simulations of DSGD from a confined aquifer similar to the case-study aquifer - are then performed in order to investigate the
characteristics of such a hydrologic system. The main findings are thus: steady-state DSGD
from a confined aquifer occurs far offshore even under moderate heads. It is accompanied by
a circulation cell that forms around an intrinsic transition zone between salty, cold seawater
and fresh, warm terrestrial groundwater. Circulation consists of seawater entering the
confined aquifer at the exposed section offshore, mixing with terrestrial groundwater within
the aquifer, and seeping saline warm water out the upper part of the exposed section. In
addition, the simulated confined aquifer displays a very flat fresh-salt water transition zone
extending far offshore, as observed in natural offshore aquifers. These new insights have
potentially important implications for coastal hydrology, seawater chemistry,
biogeochemistry, and submarine slope instability.
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ABSTRACT
Cambrian-Vendian aquifer system (Cm-V) in the northern part of the Baltic Artesian Basin
contains fresh Na-Mg-Cl-HCO3 type groundwater originated from glacial meltwater recharge
of the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet that covered the area in the Pleistocene (Vaikmäe et al. 2001;
Raidla et al. 2009; Raidla et al. 2012). This groundwater is characterized by most depleted
isotopic composition recorded in Europe (δ18O values from −18.5‰ to −23%, Vaikmäe et al.
2001; Raidla et al. 2009). In the last 60 years, the aquifer system has been extensively used
for public water supply. Groundwater exploitation has led to the drawdown of hydraulic
heads down to about 15 meters below the pre-development levels (Perens et al. 2012; Erg et
al. 2017). Although during the last 25 years the groundwater consumption has decreased and
hydraulic heads in most areas have slowly recovered, there are areas where recent increase in
population has increased groundwater consumption. The changes in the hydraulic head have
led to changes in water quality and to an increase in salinity. The increase in salinity is
exemplified by an increase in chloride concentrations from the natural baseline level of
~200 mg/l to 400 mg/l and occasionally up to 750 mg/l. In some areas, the isotopic
composition of groundwater has also changed leading to deviations from the Global
Meteoric Water Line (GMWL) to which the glacial palaeogroundwater naturally falls. The
exact origin of the saline water entering the aquifer system is not clear at present (Figure 1).
Up to 90 m thick sequence of overlying Lower-Cambrian claystone (Lontova aquitard)
separates the Cm-V aquifer system from shallow aquifers and modern recharge. The rocks
forming the aquifer system outcrop under the Baltic Sea which makes seawater intrusion a
plausible source of salinity. However, previous studies have shown that the increased salinity
in the Cm-V aquifer system could also originate from saline water residing in the weathered
upper part of the crystalline basement that directly underlies the aquifer system (Karro et al.
2004; Raidla et al., 2012; Suursoo et al. 2017). In addition, some saline water can be drawn
into the shallower parts of the aquifer system from its deeper southern parts. The situation is
further complicated by the presence of ancient buried valleys filled with Quaternary
sediments that occasionally cut through the Lontova aquitard and Ediacaran sandstone
hosting the Cm-V aquifer system (Figure 1). During groundwater consumption fresh modern
groundwater in these Quaternary sediments can enter the aquifer system and mix with glacial
palaeogroundwater. Here we present groundwater level data together with chemical and
isotopic composition of groundwater in the Cm-V aquifer system from three coastal sites in
northern Estonia – Kopli peninsula, Viimsi peninsula and Sillamäe area. Our aim is to
elucidate whether the increase in salinity observed in these sites is related to seawater
intrusion or rather to the intrusion of saline water from the underlying crystalline basement
or from the deeper parts of the aquifer system. This can be done by taking into account the
differences in chemical and isotopic composition in different saline water end-members
(Figure 1). The δ18O values in the Gulf of Finland where the outcrop area of the aquifer
bearing rocks is situated range from −7.0‰ to −7.7% (Fröhlich et al., 1988). On the other
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hand, the saline water in the underlying crystalline basement seems to have a depleted
isotopic composition similar to the glacial palaeogroundwater in the aquifer system (Karro et
al., 2004; Suursoo et al., 2017). The saline water in the deeper parts of the aquifer system is
slightly enriched in δ18O compared to fresh glacial palaeogroundwater (values ~−15‰;
Raidla et al., 2009) Additionally, the mixing of glacial palaeogroundwater with seawater can
lead to deviations from the GMWL. Differences in chemical composition in saline water
end-members (e.g. Br/Cl and Ca/Cl ratios) also help to trace the origin of salinity in the
study area.

Figure 1. Conceptual model characterizing the different sources of saline water
affecting the glacial palaeogroundwater in the Cambrian-Vendian aquifer system at
Viimsi peninsula, northern Estonia. The general features of this conceptual model are
characteristic to all other case studies reported in the study.
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ABSTRACT
The detailed characterization of salt water intrusion is a key to understand both submarine
groundwater discharge and manage often intensively exploited groundwater resources in
coastal areas. With the objective to study the response of a coastal aquifer to a series of
boundary conditions, a new experimental site has been developed through a clastic aquifer
located north of Barcelona (Spain). This hectometer scale site is located 50 m from the
seashore and equipped with 17 nearby shallow holes, with depths ranging from 15 to 28 m.
In order to study not only the sedimentary structure but also the response of the aquifer to a
set of natural boundary conditions, downhole geophysical measurements have been deployed
over the past 3 years in an innovative manner, either in a time-lapse or stationary manner.
The downhole measurements are complicated by the unconsolidated nature of the sediment,
obliging to perform all measurements through PVC. Also, the granitic nature of the sediment
prevents clays identification from a direct use of gamma ray profiles. For this, constituting
minerals (quartz, albite, feldspar, microcline, illite) were identified from X-ray diffraction on
cores, and spectral gamma logs used to determine the illite fractions from Th/K ratios.
In time lapse, high frequency electrical resistivity induction measurements show that
preferential flow paths through the aquifer can be identified in a fast and reliable manner.
Also, changes in depth of the fresh to salt water interface (FSWI) are precisely described,
either in response to marine tides, or to a short but intense mediterranean rain event. Changes
on the order of than 1.70 m are obtain in less than a day of heavy rain. Overnight as well as
seasonal changes such as months of dryness are also illustrated due to the variability of pore
fluid salinity and temperature, even over short periods of time such as tens of minutes.
In stationary mode, the spectral natural gamma sensor located in front of the FSWI
fluctuation zones records changes in front of all radioactive peaks (from K, Tl, Bi, but also
Ra with Rn) during intense rain events such as that of October 19, 2017. This places
constraints on Ra and Rn production rate during such an event, leading to trace fresh water
outpour into the sea.
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ABSTRACT
3Mixing and chemical reactions in coastal aquifers are strongly influenced by the variability
in the spatial distribution of hydraulic and geochemical properties of the subsurface and
periodic temporal fluctuations on multiple time-scales. We investigate effective mixing and
solute transport in temporally fluctuating flow and their impact on chemical reactions in
coastal aquifers. For the reactive transport system the geochemical setup of calcite
dissolution-precipitation is considered. We first study the effect of the coupling of
heterogeneity, density variations and short-period fluctuations on an horizontal freshwaterseawater interface with a stable density stratification. To this end, multigaussian random logconductivity fields are simulated and more complex fields characterized by connected
patterns of high and low conductivity. We find that the magnitude of transient-driven mixing
is mainly controlled by the hydraulic diffusivity, the period, and the initial interface location.
We also find that the coupling of structural heterogeneity, transient forcing and densitydriven flow leads to complex reaction patterns where the mass transfer mechanisms control
the configuration of the conduits and cave formation (Pool and Dentz 2018). Then, we extent
the analysis to account for the characteristic freshwater-seawater convection cell under sealevel fluctuations on scales of millennia. Porosity and permeability changes in response to
the dissolution of calcite are considered. We investigate the mixing dynamics and quantify
its impact on the reaction efficiency and the configuration of the karst development. We find
that when long period fluctuations are considered, maze dissolution network patterns emerge
where the 'hot spots' are directly related to the density gradients driven by the long-period
temporal fluctuations.
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Fifty years of Salt Water Intrusion Meetings: 2018 – 2068
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ABSTRACT
The Salt Water Intrusion Meetings (SWIMs) have proven to be a successful platform for the
exchange of knowledge about groundwater salinization and coastal aquifers. The year 2018
marks the 50 anniversary, which provides an opportunity to look ahead and develop some
thoughts around what the next 50 years might bring. Since the first SWIM in 1968, the
global population has doubled (from about 3.6 to 7.6 billion), and although the growth rate is
steadily dropping, another 3 billion people are likely to inhabit our planet by the time SWIM
celebrates its first centennial in 2068. The consequences for the global water demand are, of
course, enormous. But at the same time, land use change, urbanization, tourism, coastal
defense, mining and other human drivers are transforming natural coastal landscapes to a
degree unprecedented in geological history. On top of this, global warming is expected to
bring sea level rise and climate change, with uncertain consequences for water resources,
and at the same time, many groundwater systems still haven‘t adjusted to the environmental
change by glacial cycles.
Overuse and pollution make that fresh groundwater reserves are declining and deteriorating
worldwide. Just like in the global financial crisis of 2008, we are borrowing (groundwater)
with no income stream (recharge) to pay back our loans. When water gets scarce,
salinization starts forming a threat, especially in coastal areas where the risk seawater
intrusion is ever-present. The SWIM community has the knowledge and expertise to address
these problems and come up with solutions. The role of groundwater in coastal zone water
supply should be critically evaluated, especially when used for irrigated agriculture in semiarid areas. Water savings to curb the rising demand, diversification of water supply sources
and ecosystem preservation are other necessary ingredients of successful coastal water
management plans. Solutions to problems are not merely of a technical nature, and global
factors, like food markets and tourism, are beyond the influence of those living and working
in water management jurisdictions.
SWIM primarily needs to remain a platform for scientific exchange, building on the success
of the foregoing meetings, but as a community we need to join forces and put coastal
groundwater firmer on political agendas, and we need to put more focus on offering
solutions. We have already seen excellent examples at some of the previous meetings, yet
there is a large potential to strengthen this aspect. We live in a time of change, with many
problems converging and a planet that needs saving. SWIM can play a positive role in this,
and hopefully the attendees in 2068 will conclude that indeed we did.
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Can bomb-peak tritium persist in the transition zone? A case
study from the German island of Langeoog
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ABSTRACT
Tritium has been used as a tracer in hydrogeological studies to date young groundwater. It
was released in massive amounts to the atmosphere by nuclear bomb testing in the 1950‘s
and early 1960‘s. Its activity in the atmosphere peaked around 1963-1964 and has been
steadily falling since then due to its half-life of 12.32 years. On the northern hemisphere,
where the atmospheric tritium concentration reached much higher levels than on the southern
hemisphere, elevated tritium activities in groundwater persist, and thus can still be used to
identify groundwater that has recharged during the post-bomb era.
Tritium has also been encountered in brackish and saline groundwater in coastal aquifers.
Stuyfzand et al. (2012) found 3H values of 30.3 TU in recently intruded North Sea water
directly below the beach near the city of The Hague in the Netherlands. These high values
are linked to the discharge from nuclear reprocessing plants in the UK and France (Nies et
al., 2010). Lower, but still above natural background, values (3.3 < 3H < 23.9 TU) were
measured in samples from a wedge of brackish groundwater at the same study site. This
wedge was therefore believed to have intruded during the period of maximum groundwater
extraction around 1956. Bryan et al. (2016) studied a freshwater lens system on Rottnest
Island off the coast of Perth in Western Australia. All but one saline groundwater samples
had tritium concentrations below the detection limit. The one exception had a 3H activity of
0.67 TU, which was believed to indicate relatively recent intrusion of seawater.
Sivan et al. (2005) studied the distribution of tritium in the mixing zone of a coastal aquifer
south of Tel Aviv, Israel. Similar to Bryan et al. (2016), they interpreted the presence of
measurable tritium in their saline groundwater samples as an indication for seawater
intrusion during the 60 years prior to their study. However, they also considered the
possibility that the tritium in the transition zone was not derived from the intruded seawater
but from the overlying freshwater. That is, old, tritium-free seawater may obtain tritium by
mixing with young, tritium-containing freshwater, especially if the freshwater was impacted
by the bomb peak.
On the island of Spiekeroog, located in the northern part of Germany, Röper et al. (2012)
detected virtually no 3H activity in saline groundwater samples from depths of 60 m below
sea level or more, and they inferred an age of over 70 years. Chloride concentrations and
stable water isotope values indicated that the samples contained up to 35% freshwater, but
apparently this mixing did not contribute appreciable amounts of tritium. By contrast,
previously-unpublished data from the neighbouring island of Langeoog show that
groundwater in the transition zone beneath the freshwater lens has elevated 3H activities.
Interestingly, the freshwater tritium activities have been found to decrease with depth to
values < 2 TU at the base of the lens (Houben et al., 2014), while in the transition zone
tritium values increased to up to 5.7 TU again (Figure 1c).
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Figure 1. Graph showing the monthly recharge rate (blue) and 3H activities (green)
versus time. (b) Modeled contour plots of the 3H activity (colours) and percentage of
seawater (white contour lines). (c) Graph showing the 3H activity (green) and chloride
concentrations (red) as a function of depth along the white stippled line in (b). Lines
indicate model results, data points represent samples from various locations across the
lens from Houben et al. (2014).
Numerical simulations were conducted to explore the possibility that the tritium in the
transition zone is a remnant from the atmospheric bomb peak. Groundwater recharge was
calculated based on rainfall and evaporation data and was varied using monthly time steps as
described in Post & Houben (2017). A two-dimensional section across the freshwater lens
was considered. The transient simulation spanned the 61 year period from 1 January 1953
(the earliest year for which the atmospheric tritium input could be estimated) to 31
December 2013. The meteoric water recharging the freshwater lens was assigned a 3H
activity based on measured activities of nearby rainfall stations of the global network of
isotopes in precipitation (GNIP) network (IAEA/WMO, 2016). To generate a continuous
input time series, the partial records of the German stations in Stuttgart, Braunschweig and
Cuxhaven as well as the Dutch station in Groningen were collated. For the period prior to
1961 the data from Ottawa, Canada were substituted. The overall trends measured at the
different stations are similar, but there can be appreciable differences in the 3H activity
values for any given month. Despite the uncertainty thus introduced, this approach was
considered to be the most appropriate to generate the longest-possible input time series
required for the model simulations.
The initial conditions for the model were determined by simulating the same 61 year period
with all model parameters unchanged except for the 3H activity of the meteoric recharge,
which rather than being variable was assigned a constant value of 5 TU. The latter
simulation also served to provide the initial concentrations for groundwater salinity.
Preliminary simulations show that it is indeed possible for atmospheric tritium to migrate to
the bottom of the circa 35 m thick freshwater lens and mix with seawater within the duration
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of the simulation period (Figure 1b). The tritium bomb peak itself is still located within the
freshwater part of the lens, but some tritium has mixed with the brackish water in the
transition zone. The model under-estimates the thickness of the lens to some degree (Figure
1c), which is presumably due to the adopted recharge rates being too low. Nevertheless, the
general trend of the 3H activity with depth across the lens as well as the elevated 3H activity
at the upper limit of the transition zone displayed by the data points are also visible in the
model simulations (Figure 1c).
Great uncertainty exists though about the effect of abstraction, which has not yet been
considered, because of the two-dimensional nature of the model, yet it is believed to be an
important factor on Langeoog. It is therefore not possible to draw site-specific conclusions
for the island, but the model simulations are general proof-of-concept that tritium in the
transition zone can be used to study mixing between fresh- and saltwater in coastal aquifers.
This means that (as long as the bomb-peak can be detected) tritium may be used to infer
timescales of mixing, but potentially also to better constrain the dispersivity in numerical
models of coastal aquifers.
The model simulations also showed the development of a zone of elevated 3H activities
below the seafloor, which protrudes much deeper than the base of the freshwater lens. This is
attributed to the intrusion of seawater, which is driven by the loss of solutes from the system,
as dispersive mixing causes salt to be sequestered into the seaward directed groundwater
flow that discharges near the coastline. The shape of this tritium plume shows that the
intrusion can have a strong vertical component and thus that the determination of seawater
intrusion velocities based on tritium activities measured along a shore-perpendicular transect
needs to be done with great care. Interpretations that do not take this vertical motion into
account could yield erroneous results. To our knowledge, field evidence of this deep zone
has not been documented so far.
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ABSTRACT
In this research, GALDIT method was used to assess seawater intrusion in the coastal
aquifer of the inner Puck Bay (Southern Baltic Sea). The impact of potential sea-level rise on
groundwater vulnerability for years 2081-2100 was also considered. The study area was
categorized into three classes of vulnerability: low, moderate and high. The most vulnerable
area is the Hel Peninsula with northern part of the Kashubian Coastland. Increased class of
aquifer vulnerability is also adopted to glacial valleys. The results of this research revealed
that about 18.9% of the analyzed area is highly vulnerable to seawater intrusion, 25.3% is
moderately vulnerable and 55.8% is potentially at low risk. The simulated scenario of
predicted sea level rise shows enlargement of high vulnerability areas.
INTRODUCTION
The deterioration of groundwater resources due to seawater intrusion is a significant problem
for the water supply in coastal areas. Seawater intrusion is mostly a result of sea-level rise
and groundwater overexploitation that causes coastal aquifers severely vulnerable to
salinization. This phenomenon has a degrading influence on the availability of fresh water,
ecosystems condition, coastal infrastructure and tourism. Potential implications of sea-level
rise for coastline in Poland has been subject of several studies (Pruszak and Zawadzka 2008;
Moskalewicz 2016; Paprotny and Terefenko 2017). In order to control seawater intrusion in
coastal aquifers, a number of management strategies and prevention methods have been
developed (Chachadi and Lobo-Ferreira 2001; Kallioras et al. 2012, Trabelsi et al. 2016).
One of the principal approaches to predict the influence of seawater intrusion to groundwater
is analysis of vulnerability maps. The most common worldwide method of assessing
groundwater vulnerability to seawater intrusion is GALDIT. It is a numerical ranking
system, based on six hydrogeological, hydrological and morphological parameters with
appropriately assigned weights and ranges (Chachadi and Lobo-Ferreira 2001, 2007; LoboFerreira et al. 2007). The method (or its modifications) has been applied in many coastal
regions (Chachadi and Lobo-Ferreira 2007; Louma et al. 2017; Kazakis et al. 2018). In this
paper, GALDIT method was used to assess seawater intrusion in the coastal aquifer of the
inner Puck Bay (Southern Baltic Sea). The impact of potential sea-level rise to groundwater
vulnerability for years 2081-2100 was also considered.
AREA OF STUDY
The research area is situated along the coastline of the inner Puck Bay, in the eastern part of
the Kashubian Coastland and western part (13 km) of the Hel Peninsula, covering an area of
85,2 km2 (Fig. 1). The vicinity of Baltic Sea creates a specific marine climate in this region,
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which characteristic features are moderate winters and mild summers. The annual
temperature is around 7.4°C and the average amount of precipitation does not exceed
700 mm. The income of local inhabitants comes mainly from agriculture, fishery and
tourism, related to the seaside location and unique environmental values of this region.

Figure 1. Research area.
The Kashubian Coastland mesoregion has a varying topography, typical for young glacial
landscape. Morainic uplands are separated by deeply cut ice marginal valleys. Moraines
consist of till deposits, which are divided by series of fluvioglacial sands and gravels. Glacial
valleys are covered by extensive peat wetlands and consist of fluvioglacial sediments. The
Hel Peninsula was formed during the Holocene under the influence of aeolian and marine
processes. This structure is a sandbar, which separates the Puck Bay from the open Baltic
Sea. With reference to the coastal system classification (©EUCC), the landscape of Hel
Peninsula is a wave-dominated sedimentary plain with dune coasts in microtidal zone
(Furmańczyk 2004). Hydrogeological conditions depend mostly on terrain relief and
geological setting. In the Kashubian Coastland two aquifers have been identified (Frączek
1998). They consist of fluvioglacial sediments series (sands and gravels) which separate till
deposits. Both aquifers are hydraulically connected. In the Hel Peninsula fresh groundwater
occurs as a lens in sandy aquifer, which directly overlies pleistocene silty sand sediments.
This groundwater cannot be used for water supply, however it is exploited locally and
temporally.
APPLIED METHODOLOGY AND MATERIALS
Assessment of groundwater vulnerability in the studied area has been carried out using
GALDIT method. Proposed by Chachadi and Lobo-Ferreira (2001), GALDIT method is a
numerical ranking system, based on the most important map-able factors that control the
seawater intrusion: (G) groundwater occurrence, (A) aquifer hydraulic conductivity, (L)
height of groundwater level above sea level, (D) distance from the shore, (I) impact of
existing status of seawater intrusion and (T) thickness of the aquifer. Relative importance of
seawater intrusion influence is determined by weight established for each factor and assigned
numeric rating, based on its susceptibility to seawater intrusion. The rating and weight
values used in calculations are presented in Table 1. Applying the related weight and
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importance rating thematic maps were generated for each GALDIT parameter (Fig. 2). The
final map of groundwater vulnerability to seawater intrusion (Fig. 3) was obtained by
overlying six weighted maps with the following equation (Chachadi and Lobo-Ferreira
2007):
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Table 1. Summary of GALDIT parameter weight, rates and ranges.
Indicator
G
A
L
D
I
T
Weight
1
3
4
4
1
2
Unit
[-]
[m/d]
[m]
[m]
[epm]
[m]
Confined Aquifer
>40
<1.0
<500
>2.0
>10
1.0500Unconfined Aquifer
10-40
1.5-2.0 7.5-10
1.5
750
1.5750Leaky confined Aquifer
5-10
1.0-1.5 5-7.5
2.0
1000
Bounded Aquifer
<5
>2.0
>1000
<1.0
<5

Impor
-tance
Ratin
g

where Wi is the weight of the ith indicator and Ri is the importance rating of the ith
indicator. The final GALDIT index ranges from 2.5 to 10 and is divided into three
vulnerability classes: high (>7.5), moderate (5-7.5) and low (<5). Higher values of
importance ratings of the variable, corresponds to more vulnerable aquifers to seawater
intrusion. Detailed description of GALDIT methodology was presented by Chachadi and
Lobo-Ferreira (2001, 2007).

10
7.5
5
2.5

Various multidisciplinary data are required for groundwater vulnerability assessment. The
investigation was carried out using data from the Central Hydrogeological Data Bank – The
HYDRO Bank of Polish Geological Institute – National Research Institute: 235 boreholes,
digital elevation model (DEM) and hydrogeological maps. Spatial distributions of each
GALDIT parameter in 3 km buffer of the inner Puck Bay coastline were integrated with GIS
environment and mapped using geostatistical interpolation techniques and GIS analyst tools.
Final vulnerability index were estimated by using raster calculator tool.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thematic maps of GALDIT parameters obtained for the research area are presented in Fig. 2.
Groundwater occurs (G) as confined as well as unconfined aquifers. The hydrogeological
system is confined mainly in the upland area and in that part highest vulnerability rank – 10
was assigned. Aquifers in the remaining area are unconfined thus in this part rating of 7.5
was applied (Fig. 2-G). The aquifers hydraulic conductivity (A) varies from 6 to 120 m/d.
Therefore, the study area was classified into three classes of vulnerability with ranges 5, 7.5
and 10 (Fig. 2-A). The major part of studied area was rated with 7.5 and locally within
upland area with 5 or 10. In reference to the height of groundwater level above mean sea
level (L), the considered coastal area was categorized into four classes of vulnerability and
rated between 2.5-10 (Fig. 2-L). The lowest values of rating are observed in upland area and
increases in discharge area direction (Bay of Puck, open Baltic Sea and glacial valleys). The
distance from the shore (D) was estimated according to three distances to the coastline
ranges: 500, 750 and 1000 m. The maximum value (10) is assigned for areas situated close to
the coast (distance lower than 500 m), whereas it decreases as distance inland
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increases (Fig. 2-D). According to poor availability of groundwater quality data it was
difficult to reliably estimate impact of existing status of seawater intrusion (I) in entirely
area. To evaluate this parameter the ratio of Cl- / HCO3- (Lobo-Ferreira et al. 2007) were
considered instead of recommended Revelle index (Cl / [HCO3- + CO32-] (Chachadi and
Lobo-Ferreira 2007). The impact of parameter I was divided into four classes and rated from
2.5 to 10 (Fig. 2-I). According to the available laboratory analysis the maximum ratio of Cl/ HCO3- was observed at the Hel Peninsula and northern part of the Kashubian Coastland. In
the major part of the Kashubian Coastland the minimal value was adopted. In terms of the
aquifer thickness (T), study area can be divided into two parts. The thickness of aquifer in
the Hel Peninsula is 6 m and it was rated with 5 value, while aquifer thickness in the
remaining area is higher than 10 m and thus it was rated with the highest score (Fig. 2-T).

Figure 2. Thematic maps of GALDIT method parameters.
As the Polish coastline is thought to be the most susceptible to sea level rise in Europe
(Paprotny and Terefenko 2017) the impact of predicted sea-level rise to groundwater
vulnerability was checked. Actual trends of sea level changes may cause increase of coastal
aquifers vulnerability to seawater intrusion in the future. Predictions of sea level rise under
simulated climate change scenarios for a shallow low-lying coastal aquifer in southern
Finland shows that some areas along coastline will be below the seawater level. Together
with a coastal flooding, it may expand the saltwater intrusion extension, increasing the
pollution of the aquifer with seawater (Luoma et al. 2017). According to the KLIMAT
project (Wibig and Jakusik [eds.] 2012), the mean sea level of the inner Puck Bay in the
period 2081-2100 is predicted to exceed the current level by 0.28 m (the most pessimistic
scenario). The prediction was estimated based on the greenhouse gases emissions (A2), the
impact of circulation factor and expected changes in the global sea level according to the
IPCC. The scenario of sea water level rise was included in GALDIT method by decreasing
the height of groundwater level above sea level by 0.28 m – L parameter. The range of the
index score was categorized into three classes: <5, 5-7.5 and >7.5, respectively, as low,
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moderate and high. The spatial distribution of GALDIT index in the studied area for the
current and raised sea level is illustrated Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Comparison between GALDIT index for the current and future sea levels
(left – current sea level; right–predicted sea level in 2081-2100 years with rise +0.28 m).
The percentage distribution of low, moderate and high vulnerability zones for the current sea
level are 55.8, 25.3 and 18.9 %, respectively. The simulated scenario of predicted sea level
rise shows changes in vulnerable zones percentage distribution, respectively: low 48.7%,
moderate 30.5% and high 20.8% (Tab. 2).
Table 2. Areal comparison of vulnerability classes.

Vulnerability
classes
Low
Moderate
High

Current sea level
[km2]
47.5
21.6
16.1

[%]
55.8
25.3
18.9

Predicted sea level in 2081-2100 years (+0.28 m)
[km2]
41.5
26.0
17.7

[%]
48.7
30.5
20.8

CONCLUSIONS
Assessment of the inner Puck Bay coastal aquifer vulnerability to seawater intrusion has
been conducted using GALDIT method. The most vulnerable areas are the Hel Peninsula
and northern part of the Kashubian Coastland. Increased class of aquifer vulnerability was
also obtained for glacial valleys. Differences between actual and future aquifer vulnerability
are noticeable. The predicted sea level rise of 0.28 m in the scenario for period 2081-2100
will increase vulnerability to seawater intrusion on 7% of the research area. It will be
particularly significant in glacial valley areas, where the groundwater table is only slightly
above the sea level. The final map of vulnerability can be a useful tool for management of
the coastal zone of the inner Puck Bay.
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ABSTRACT
One of the most important aquifer parameter to be considered while modeling saltwater
intrusion (SWI) is hydraulic conductivity. This parameter can be assessed at a discrete point
or at a local scale by conducting field experiments, but it is not feasible to conduct
experiments at an aquifer scale. In the present investigation, an intrinsic upscaling technique
is used to estimate hydraulic conductivity in a coastal aquifer which is located on the west
coast of Karnataka, India. The first step in this upscaling procedure is to establish a linear
relationship between hydraulic conductivity and aquifer resistivity. The relationship (i.e.
K=595.52σ+0.9299 ) is established with coefficient of determination of 0.931, from vertical
electrical sounding survey and pumping test results. The linear regression equation is used to
determine the local hydraulic conductivity at electrical resistivity profiles in x and y
directions. The resistivity profiles are selected such that they are located approximately 500
m from the coastal line and do not have influence of salt concentration. The next step is to
upscale the local scale hydraulic conductivity values in x direction (Kx) to aquifer scale by
single realization conditioned random gaussian field generator with mean, variance and
correlation length. While hydraulic conductivity values in y direction (Ky) are not
considered for this upscaling technique because the correlation length was greater than 1100
m. This correlation length is approximately equal to the 1/4th of the length of the aquifer,
thus Ky can be assumed to be homogeneous. The upscaled anisotropic hydraulic
conductivity values are used as an input to the finite element numerical model (FEFLOW)
for the transient simulation of SWI into a coastal aquifer. This study presents the state of
knowledge about the extent of saltwater intrusion (SWI) with upscaled anisotropic hydraulic
conductivity.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents a case study of seawater intrusion into a coastal aquifer, caused by a
groundwater intake located close to the seashore in Władysławowo, northern Poland.
Evolution of the basic hydrogeochemical parameters for the 50-year period from 1964 to
2014 indicates progressing encroachment of saline seawater into the aquifer. However, the
spatial pattern of salinity was influenced by the variability of hydraulic gradient in fresh
water discharging from aquifer to the sea. As a consequence, significant changes in salinity
occurred in the directions both perpendicular and parallel to the coastline.
INTRODUCTION
The main goal of this study was investigation of temporal and spatial variability of the basic
hydrogeochemical parameters in the vicinity of a coastal groundwater intake in
Władysławowo, for the period from 1964 to 2014. Particular attention is paid to the role of
natural hydrogeological conditions as a factor enhancing or limiting saltwater intrusion
caused by groundwater abstraction.
Władysławowo is situated in northern Poland, at the base of the Hel Peninsula, on the border
of the upland moraine area of Kępa Swarzewska (Fig. 1). There are two Quaternary aquifers.
The shallow one is composed of Pleistocene and Holocene sandy and gravel marine and
glacial sediments. Currently it is not exploited. The deeper aquifer, composed of Pleistocene
sands and gravel of thickness 16 to 70 m, occurs at depth -8 to -44 m a.s.l., however in the
area of the moraine upland the depth increases to about -100 m a.s.l. It is covered by 25 to
35 m thick detached block of Miocene clay-silt sediments transported by glacier and
deposited over Pleistocene layer. Locally it is covered by 5 to 80 m thick layer of Pleistocene
boulder clay (Fig. 1). The hydraulic conductivity of the deeper aquifer ranges from 0.43 m/h
to 1.55 m/h. The potentiometric surface occurs at 3.7 to 6.2 m b.g.l. (0.3 to 6.1 m a.s.l.).
However, due to intensive exploitation the level has decreased to -1.8 meters a.s.l., causing
saltwater intrusion. Previous research based on the concentration of tritium (TU 5.8 to 13.5)
showed that there is approximately 40% of marine origin water in the deeper Quaternary
aquifer of the Władysławowo area (Kozerski and Pruszkowska, 1996). In the same analysis
the possibility of another origin of the salinity was ruled out. Groundwater recharge of the
aquifers takes place on Kępa Swarzewska - as direct infiltration and lateral inflow, and on
the Żarnowiecka moraine upland - as lateral far distance inflow (Pruszkowska 2005). Both
aquifers discharge to the Baltic Sea, the shallower one has direct contact with the seaside,
while the deeper aquifer has an outcrop in the sea bottom, where submarine discharge
predominates.
Groundwater from the deeper aquifer was abstracted continuously from 1964 to 2014 for the
needs of a fish processing plant. Currently the wells are used as an emergency water supply.
The intake consists of 6 wells aligned along the coast (Fig 1). The western wells (415, 423)
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worked with discharge up to 42 m3/h, while the discharge of the other wells did not exceed
20 m3/h.

Figure 1. Hydrogeological cross-sections and location of the research area.

METHODS
We collected archival data on the chloride and sulphate concentrations measured in the 6
pumping wells of the intake between 1964 and 1994. The samples for chemical analyses
were taken from the lowest part of each well in July each year. Between 1998 and 2014 we
conducted sampling and analysis, also taking samples from the lowest part of each well. The
chemical analyses included TDS and main dissolved ions (Na, K, Ca, Mg, Cl, SO4, HCO3),
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as well as Br, Sr, pH, Eh and temperature. Besides the abstraction wells, we included
monitoring wells 204, 237, 575 (Fig. 1) and samples of water from the Baltic Sea.
Additionally, in 2004 a more detailed series of measurements was carried out to capture the
vertical salinity profiles In each of the wells samples were taken from a range of depths,
starting from 2 m below the top of aquifer, down to the bottom of the well in 5 m intervals.
Based on the most recent measurements from 2014 the hydrogeochemical types of sampled
groundwater were determined, according to the proposition of Stuyfzand (1989). This
classification scheme distinguishes between fresh (F, < 300 Cl), fresh-brackish, brackish,
brackish-saline (Bs), saline (S) and Hypersaline (H) waters. Further division is based on the
dominant ion groups and dominant ions within each group. The Base Exchange Index (BEX)
was calculated as BEX = Na+K+Mg - 1.071Cl, where the concentrations are given in
mval/dm3 (Stuyfzand 1989, 2008). Several other indices, frequently used in seawater
intrusion studies were determined (Appelo & Postma 2004, Bear et al. 1999). They include
the following ratios: Na/Cl, (Ca+Mg)/Cl, Ca/(HCO3+SO4), Cl/Br, Ca/Sr (all concentrations
expressed in mval/dm3).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The temporal variability of Cl- and SO4-2 concentrations is presented in Figure 2 for each
well of the intake. In 1964, before groundwater exploitation began, concentrations of each
ion were similar in all wells. The chloride concentration varied in the range from 11 to 32
mg Cl/dm3, sulphate from 12 to 40 mg SO4/dm3., which can be considered typical for
Pleistocene aquifers of the region (Pruszkowska & Malina 2008). Due to continuous water
uptake an increase in the ion concentrations was observed during the whole considered
period. This increase was unevenly distributed along the line of wells (Fig. 2). The largest
concentrations were measured in well 416 (in 2014: 2087 mg Cl/dm3, 421 mg SO4/dm3),
while in well 415 at the opposite end of the line the increase was much smaller (in 2014:
115 mg Cl/dm3, 32 mg SO4/dm3).
This spatial variability can be explained by several factors. Well 416 is practically
surrounded by sea, being situated not only close to the main shore line but also in the vicinity
of a local harbor bay. Moreover, the hydrogeological cross sections in Fig. 1 show that the
hydraulic gradient in the direction perpendicular to the sea coast is much larger in the northwest end of the intake (wells 415 and 423, cross-section II-II) than in the south-east end
(wells 417 and 416, cross-section III-III). Thus one can expect larger discharge flux of fresh
water in the aquifer close to well 415, compared to the discharge flux in the vicinity of well
416. Additionally, the considered aquifer is significantly thicker in the eastern part, which
possibly facilitates encroachment of saline water in its lower part. Yet another factor which
may affect the non-uniform evolution of groundwater salinity is the variable confinement of
the deeper aquifer. As shown in Fig. 1, near well 416 the confining stratum is relatively thin
and possibly semi-permeable. Such a situation can potentially facilitate the contact with the
saline water from the sea and the shallow aquifer. Note that the pattern of salinity was
completely opposite to the distribution of the well discharge, with western well pumping
rates twice as large as the eastern ones.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the chloride and sulphate concentrations measured in the
pumping wells.
Cross sections in the direction perpendicular to the sea coast (Fig. 3) show that the spatial
extent of saltwater intrusion is limited to a relatively narrow zone along the coast. The
concentrations of Cl in observation wells 204, 237, 575 in 2014 were at the same level as
measured in the intake wells in 1964, before the abstraction started.
Vertical variability of Cl distribution is clearly seen in the eastern wells 416, 417, see Fig. 4.
Concentration increases approximately linearly with depth and the relative differences in
chloride concentration between the top of the aquifer and well bottom are about 20%. This is
consistent with the well-known pattern of seawater intrusion, where the more saline water
occupies the lower part of the aquifer. In contrast, the results for western wells, where the
salinity is lower, do not show any appreciable differences of vertical chloride distribution.
Hydrogeochemical groundwater types were determined following Stuyfzand (1989) and
listed in Table 1. They are listed in Table 1. With respect to the major ion composition, in 5
of 6 pumping wells water was of NaCl type, which indicates considerable sea influence. The
only exception was the westernmost well 415 where water was of CaHCO3 type,
characteristic for shallow terrestrial groundwater. The salinity, represented by the main type
of water changed gradually from brackish-saline in well 416 (similar to the Baltic Sea) to
fresh in well 415. The three monitoring wells located away from the sea had fresh CaHCO3
water. All groundwater samples represented 8 alkalinity type (extreme alkalinity).
Furthermore, we calculated the Base Exchange Index, as an indicator of cation exchange
related to salinization or freshening of the aquifer (Walraevens & van Camp 2004). The
calculation was based on the procedure outlined by Stuyfzand (2008). In almost all cases
BEX was 0, indicating equilibrium conditions with respect to cation composition. The only
exception occurred in well 204, where BEX was positive. Thus it seems that the composition
of water is a result of simple mixing due to dispersion and diffusion, without much ion
exchange.
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Figure 3. Concentration distribution along cross-sections.

Figure 4. Vertical profiles of chloride concentration measured in pumping wells in
2004.
Table 1. Hydrogeochemical parameters of water samples (2014).
Well number
Baltic Sea
416
417
419
524
423
415
237
575
204

Type
b7-NaCl(0)
b8-NaCl(0)
b8-NaCl(0)
b8-NaCl(0)
B8-NaCl(0)
f8-NaCl(0)
F8-CaHCO3(0)
F8-CaHCO3(0)
F8-CaHCO3(0)
g8-CaHCO3(+)

Na/Cl
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.87
0.88
0.90
1.05
1.06
1.26

(Ca+Mg)/Cl
0.27
0.30
0.36
0.47
0.47
0.75
1.35
4.68
7.00
11.88

Ca/(SO4+HCO3)
0.37
0.44
0.47
0.53
0.60
0.66
0.69
0.71
0.72
0.72

Ca/Mg
0.33
0.49
0.57
0.82
1.31
2.29
3.58
5.18
5.80
6.56

Cl/Br
297
310
318
320
326
332
337
338
338
350

Other indices reported in Table 1 also show a clear gradation of chemical composition along
the line of wells. The indices of water in wells 416 and are quite similar to seawater, while
the characteristics of water in well 415 are closer to the fresh groundwater from inland wells.
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The ratios Na/Cl, (Mg+Ca)/Cl, Ca/(SO4+HCO3), Ca/Mg and Cl/Br increase gradually along
the line of wells from east to west. The inland monitoring wells have distinctly different
water with Na/Cl > 1 and (Ca+Mg)/Cl >> 1 and Ca/Mg > 5. The data in Table 1 is consistent
with salinity profiles in Fig. 3, showing a gradual, significant changes of composition
between along the line of pumping wells and clear differences between the pumping wells
and the inland monitoring wells.
CONCLUSIONS
Significant temporal and spatial variability of groundwater chemical composition was
observed in the considered aquifer in Władysławowo. The salinity of groundwater, which is
associated with the marine water intrusion, has a limited spatial extent, and does not
penetrate to a large distance into the aquifer in the landward direction. The zone of saltwater
intrusion is located near the groundwater intake, in a flat coastal area, about 600-1000 m
from the sea. Remarkable variability of chemical composition was observed along the line of
pumping wells, parallel to the coast. The largest encroachments of seawater occurred in the
eastern well despite their low pumping rates. On the other hand, the westernmost well
showed only a slight influence of seawater. These differences can be explained by local
variability of geological structure and natural hydraulic gradient in the aquifer.
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ABSTRACT
The main Quaternary aquifer in the Gdańsk region connects directly with salt waters of the
Martwa Wisła River and the Gulf of Gdańsk. This aquifer has been used for many years by
large municipal and industrial intakes located on the marine lowlands, with maximum output
6236 m3/h in 1985. Owing to an intensive exploitation, groundwater in the area of the Old
Gdańsk has been salinized by intrusion of salt water from the Martwa Wisła River.
Concentration of chlorides in some wells reached 2000-3000 mgCl/dm3, leading to
degradation of groundwater resources in this area. As a consequence the ―Grodza
Kamienna‖ groundwater intake had to be put out of operation. Salt water intrusion from the
Gulf of Gdańsk was provoked in 1970s and 1980s by overexploitation of groundwater
resources by three municipal intakes situated on the marine terrace. Concentration of
chlorides in some piezometers of the ―Czarny Dwór‖ groundwater intake amounted to 700 –
1000 mgCl/dm3, however in the pumping wells of the intake it never exceeded the drinking
water standards. In 1990s groundwater pumping rates in both areas were lowered. As a
result, the chloride concentration decreased and the resources started to recover. Current
observations prove that groundwater of the main Quaternary aquifer is freshening and salt
water intrusion has stopped. However, elevated concentrations of chlorides are observed in
the shallow aquifer, due to anthropopressure.
INTRODUCTION
Costal lowlands around the city of Gdańsk – (the marine terrace and the north-western part
of the Vistula River Delta) together with the Gulf of Gdańsk constitute the discharge zone
for the regional aquifer system called the Gdańsk Aquifer System (GAS). The recharge area
of GAS in on the moraine plateau of Kashubian Lake District. The extent of the system is
determined by the confined Upper Cretaceous aquifer which forms the major regional water
bearing stratum (Sadurski 1989). Groundwater in the Cretaceous formation occurs mainly in
fine-grained glauconitic sands, at the depth about 150 meters below sea level. On the coastal
plains and in the western part of the Vistula River Delta the original piezometric level of the
Cretaceous aquifer reached 15-18 m a.s.l. The overlying Paleogene- Neogene aquifer
consists of Oligocene glauconitic sands and Miocene sands separated by layers of silts and
clays with brown coal. The natural piezometric level in this aquifer was about 5-12 m a.s.l.
on the costal lowlands.
However, it is the Quarternary aquifer which has the greatest importance for the water
supply in Gdańsk. It spreads on the marine terrace, in the Vistula Delta and also offshore in
the Gulf of Gdańsk. The major water bearing series of this aquifer consist of Pleistocene and
Holocene fluvioglacial sands and gravels. In the north-eastern part of the Delta fine grained
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sands of marine origin (Eemian interglacial) have replaced fluvioglacial sediments. The
thickness of the Quaternary sediments reaches up to 60 m on the coastal terrace and up to
100 m in the Vistula Delta. In almost the whole area of the Vistula Delta and partly on the
marine terrace the main aquifer is covered with mud sediments of the thickness varying from
a few to 30 m. The natural potentiometric surface sloped from the moraine hills to the sea
and was about 2 m a.s.l. along the coastline of the marine terrace (Fig. 1), which indicates
that the discharge took place a few kilometers from the shoreline in the Gulf of Gdańsk.
Groundwater of the Quaternary aquifer has been exploited for more than a hundred years.
The problem with salt water intrusion appeared in the 1960s, due to significant increase of
water abstraction by municipal and industrial wells located in close vicinity of the Martwa
Wisła (one of the branches of Vistula) and port channels. Concentration of chlorides in this
area reached 2000-3000 mgCl/dm3 with total output from Quaternary aquifer on the marine
lowlands amounting to 6236 m3/h in 1985. Five main municipal intakes located here (Fig. 1)
– ―Lipce‖, ―Grodza Kamienna‖, ―Zaspa‖, ―Czarny Dwór‖ and ―Bitwy pod Płowcami‖
abstracted 4700 m3/h.
The influence of intensive exploitation on groundwater salinity became a subject of thorough
research and observations after 1970, including development of a monitoring system. The
results were presented in numerous reports and publications (Kozerski & Kwaterkiewicz
1984, 1990, 1997; Kozerski et al. 1992). By the end of 20th century groundwater abstraction
has been significantly lowered, which resulted in reducing or even stopping of salt water
intrusion.

Figure 1. Hydraulic head distribution for the Quaternary aquifer with the reach of
groundwater salinization zone at different periods.
EVOLUTION OF GROUNDWATER SALINITY
The history of groundwater exploitation is similar in both areas – on the marine terrace and
in the western part of the Vistula River Delta. Up to 1960 the total output of two main
groundwater intakes – ―Grodza Kamienna‖ and ―Zaspa‖ was quite low and didn‘t exceed
1000 m3/h. In the next period, together with building new municipal groundwater intakes –
―Lipce‖, ―Czarny Dwór‖, ―Bitwy pod Płowcami‖, the abstraction from the Quaternary
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aquifer rose considerably, reaching 4700 m3/h in 1985 (6236 m3/h including industrial
intakes).
Because of alarming changes in groundwater quality the exploitation was reduced after
1985. In 1993 pumping at the ―Grodza Kamienna‖ intake had to be stopped due to
salinization. After a period of decreasing exploitation lasting till the end of the 20th century,
the abstraction stabilized at a more or less constant level 1200 to 1400 m3/h for the last 15
years. In 2017 it was 1247 m3/h with 476 m3/h in the western part of Vistula Delta and 771
m3/h on the marine terrace (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. The output of the Gdańsk municipal groundwater intakes
from the Quaternary aquifer.
Groundwater salinity changes were tightly connected to the pumping rates, thus three stages
of chlorides concentration can be distinguished. The first period of moderate abstraction up
to 1960s can be described as a stage of natural quality. According to Prehn (1931), at the
beginning of 20th century, the concentration of chlorides in groundwater of the marine
lowlands varied within the range 13.7 – 19.2 mgCl/dm3. These values are consistent with
natural or rather semi-natural hydrogeochemical background determined by Przewłócka
(2003) for the period 1954 – 70 as 5- 40 mg Cl/dm3 for the marine terrace and 3 –
25 mgCl/dm3 for the western part of the delta.
The second stage is characterized by increasing salinization up to maximum concentrations
exceeding 2000 mg Cl/dm3 in 1980. Deep and extended depression cones developed around
the main groundwater intakes disturbed natural circulation and provoked salt water intrusion
(Fig. 1) – from the bay of Gdańsk and from Martwa Wisła and port channels. The highest
concentrations of chlorides occurred in wells of the Grodza Kamienna intake and also in
industrial wells situated in this area (concentrations amounting to 2350 mg Cl/dm 3). It is
important to emphasize that safe yield of Grodza Kamienna intake estimated as 800 m3/h
was exceeded for a dozen of years contributing to degradation of exploited groundwater
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(Fig. 3). Salinized industrial wells were successively switched off and the saline waters
migrated southwards reching wells of the Grodza Kamienna intake. The exploitation of
Grodza Kamienna was reduced by the end of 1980s and in 1993 the wells had to be switched
off due to high concentrations of chlorides. It is an exceptional case of groundwater
degradation of such an abundant municipal intake.
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Figure 3. Grodza Kamienna intake; exploitation versus concentration of chlorides in
chosen wells.
On the marine terrace salt waters from the Gulf of Gdańsk intruded the exploited aquifer
over a limited area indicated in Fig. 1. Zone of saline waters (concentration over
300 mgCl/dm3) approached the Czarny Dwór municipal intakes to the distance 300 m from
the line of wells. In piezometers situated 100 m from the shore line salinization reached
maximum value 1000 mgCl/dm3. Water extracted by wells however, demonstrated law
chlorides content even over next years, thanks to intensive lateral recharge from the upland.
Concentrations rarely exceeded 100 mgCl/dm3 in individual wells. In most wells
concentrations amounted 40 - 60 mgCl/dm3. The state of groundwater quality on the marine
terrace at that time was the subject of many publications (Kozerski & Kwaterkiewicz, 1984,
1990, 1997; Kozerski et al., 1992) and it is presented in Fig.1.
In the third stage concentrations of chlorides dropped (both on marine terrace and in
western Delta) thanks to decreased output. The most distinctive desalinization occurred in
wells of Grodza Kamienna (Fig.3) where exploitation of groundwater from Quaternary
aquifer was stopped for 25 years and groundwater level rose to its natural state. Groundwater
monitoring carried out in 8 piezometers (upper and bottom part of the aquifer observed in 4
points) shows concentrations 40 – 70 mgCl/dm3. Only in one observation well (bottom part
of the aquifer) it oscillates around 200 mgCl/dm3 (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Concentrations of chlorides in observation wells of the Grodza Kamienna
intake, recent monitoring.
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In the area of the Czarny Dwór intake concentration of chlorides in observation wells
situated between the sea shore and the line of wells considerably decreased. The lowest
amount is observed at the closest distance (80 m) from the shore line (20 – 30 mgCl/dm3); in
other piezometers and in most of the wells concentrations are in the range 50 – 80 mgCl/dm3
except for one well which currently has 160 mgCl/dm3 due to anthropogenic contamination
(not seawater). Figure 5 presents the decreasing amount of chlorides in piezometers and
moderate concentration in a representative well.
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Figure 5. Concentrations of chlorides in a well located 750 m from the shore line (st 21,
21a) through piezometer P-3 (580 m from the sea) to the piezometer P-13 situated 80 m
from the shore line.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Starting from the 1960's groundwater of the Quaternary aquifer was salinized by intrusions
from the Gulf of Gdańsk, from Martwa Wisła River and also from port channels due to
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intensive pumping from wells. As a result groundwater resources in the area of the Old
Town of Gdańsk were degraded. However, the reduction of well output led to freshening and
recovery of the resources. From 1990s decreasing concentrations of chlorides is observed,
which can be considered a proof of high and fast renewability of the resources in Gdańsk. At
the same time chloride concentrations appear in high and variable amounts especially in the
upper part of the aquifer, up to 500 – 800 mgCl/dm3 in newly drilled observation wells on
the opposite side of the line of wells of the Czarny Dwór intake than the sea shore and also
in southern part of Gdańsk in western part of the Vistula River delta. It is an effect of
developing town with its pollution sources on the surface, especially roads of high traffic and
their winter maintenance. Over the last ten years groundwater monitoring system has been
considerably developed. New observation wells were drilled in respect to detect possible
pollution sources and to protect and monitor groundwater quality.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, interdisciplinary approaches are considered to characterize the coastal zone
aquifer of the Elbe-Weser region in the North of Lower Saxony, Germany. Geological,
hydrogeological, geochemical and geophysical information have been considered to analyze
the current status of the aquifers. All the information collectively states that the salinity
distribution in the subsurface is heterogeneous both horizontally and vertically. Early age
flooding also contributed to this heterogeneity. No general classification of groundwater
quality (according to some piper diagrams) could be identified. Helicopter-borne electromagnetic data clearly show the presence of freshwater reserves below the sea near the west
coast. Groundwater recharge largely happens in the moraine ridges (west side of the area)
where both the surface elevation and the groundwater level are high. Consequently,
submarine groundwater discharge occurs from the same place. All these information will
facilitate to develop the planned density driven groundwater flow and transport model for the
study area.

INTRODUCTION
Alike some other countries in the world, the impacts due to climate change in Germany have
been investigated by several researchers (e.g., Brasseur et al. 2017; Frondel et al. 2017;
Rannow et al. 2010) and institutions (e.g., Climate Service Center Germany (GERICS);
Potsdam institute for climate change impact research (PIK)). According to the Umweltbundesamt (2015), the yearly average temperature in Germany may increase by 0.5 °C and
more for the period of 2021-2050. The precipitation in future might decrease during June to
August and increase during December to February. The northern half of Germany,
surrounded by several rivers (Elbe, Weser, Ems etc.) is considered to be the most potentially
affected area (Umweltbundesamt 2015). The coastal zone of the northern part of Lower
Saxony is vulnerable to the potential adverse impacts (such as sea level rise) (Sterr 2008)
due to climate change. The drinking and industrial water supply and agriculture largely
depend on the fresh groundwater reserve at this region. Understanding the impact of climate
change on the groundwater reserve is very much essential at this place. Efficient
management of available freshwater reserves in a coastal aquifer needs proper
characterization of the groundwater catchment. For better understanding and detailed
characterization of coastal groundwater aquifers, several scientific and technical issues
should be investigated intensively. An efficient integration between traditional and
innovative methods/techniques can facilitate the aquifer characterization enormously. This
study applies an interdisciplinary approach to characterize the coastal zone aquifer in
Northern Germany.
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Background and objective
This study is a part of an ongoing EU financed project - TOPSOIL (2015-2020). TOPSOIL
project (www.topsoil.eu) focuses to develop diverse methods and techniques to monitor,
model and improve the management of the subsurface. Sixteen pilot projects from five EU
countries such as Belgium, Denmark, the UK, Germany and the Netherlands were selected to
develop the approaches jointly. These will help to predict climate change impacts, including
urban flooding, saltwater intrusion, groundwater quality and available quantity, as well as
the impact on changing near surface soil conditions. The main research focus of this pilot
area is to assess the salt water and fresh water dynamics in the aquifer that is important for
estimating future fresh groundwater reserve. Hence, development of a density driven
groundwater flow and transport model have been planned. This paper reports about the
characterization of the groundwater aquifers that will facilitate the development of
groundwater model. For the aquifer characterization, an interdisciplinary approach has been
formulated. This paper also briefly demonstrates how the interdisciplinary approach supports
efficiently the catchment characterization.

Figure 1. Study area showing topography, major rivers (Elbe and Oste) and
groundwater (GW) quality sampling stations for Figure 4.
Study area
The study area (ca. 1700 km2) is surrounded by the North Sea in the North and the West (ca.
81 km coastline). Elbe River constitutes the east boundary with 35 km long reach. Another
major river within the area is the Oste. The topography is relatively flat with some hills
(Geest) in the West and the South (ranges between -2.11 m ASL (above sea level) to 73.3 m
ASL). The study area is between the moraine ridges of Altenwalde (W) and the River Elbe
(E) including the Hadelner Marsh that is widely used for agriculture. It is characterized
through low groundwater recharge (ranges between 51 mm/year and 150 mm/year) with
saltwater intrusion in the marsh area and high groundwater recharge (ranges between 101
mm/year and 400 mm/year) with a high water table (>10 m ASL) (NIBIS® Kartenserver,
2014a) in the moraine ridges. Most of the recharge occurs during November to January.
The geology of Elbe-Weser region is characterized by Quaternary glacial and interglacial
periods. During the Elsterian and the Saalian glaciation, the glacial maximum reached the
Central German Uplands, thus the Elbe-Weser region was completely covered by ice several
times (Ehlers et al. 2011). During this time massive glaciofluvial sediment bodies were
deposited, mainly consisting of sand and gravel. Besides, during the Elsterian glaciation
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tunnel valleys up to 500 m depth were formed by subglacial erosion and filled predominantly
by glaciofluvial sand. The valleys are covered by so called ‗Lauenburger Clay‘ (Kuster and
Meyer 1979). Due to sea level rise in the following Eem interglacial, the sea extended into
the region bounded by the moraine ridges of Land Hadeln (Höfle et al. 1985). The maximum
of the Weichselian glaciation did not reach the Elbe-Weser region (Streif and Köster 1978),
so that the area is only influenced by proglacial processes. In the Holocene, the brackishmarine sediments of the marshlands were deposited (Streif and Köster 1978).
Pleistocene, and partly Pliocene sand and gravel form the upper aquifer of the Elbe-Weser
region with local variations. The uppermost groundwater storage in the Elbmarsh consists of
Weichselian fluviatile sand and glaciofluvial sand of the Drenthe glacial (Saalian). In the
Unterweser Marsh and the Geest area, Pleistocene sand forms the upper aquifer. The tunnel
valley aquifer consists of Elsterian glaciofluvial sediments. The hydraulic contact between
the tunnel valley aquifer and the surrounding Pliocene sand is discontinuous. The
Lauenburger Clay is the most important separator in the region between the different
aquifers (Elbracht et al. 2016). Hydraulic conductivity values at the region ranges between
10-4 and 10-3 m/s (Reutter 2011). Cohesive Holocene sediments in the marshlands work as a
protective layer for the groundwater, whereas the protection potential of groundwater in the
moraine ridges is very low. Groundwater in marshlands has a high salinity in contrast to the
moraine ridges where groundwater is fresh (Elbracht et al. 2016).
METHODS
In this study, an interdisciplinary approach has been adopted to characterize the coastal
groundwater catchment. This interdisciplinary approach combines several geological,
geochemical and geophysical analysis of secondary and primary data. Though data from
several geophysical methods are available at the study area, in this study we have limited our
analysis to only helicopter-borne electromagnetic (HEM) data (Siemon et al. 2014) to map
the horizontal and vertical variability of salinity. Literature and lithological information have
been considered to analyze the aquifer structures of the study area. The role of geochemical
information is to determine the extent of groundwater pollution and to analyze the
salinization process. All these information can be used for density driven groundwater flow
and transport model calibration and validation. Finally, this model will be used for the
development of an adaptation strategy for climate change, agricultural water management,
planning for groundwater withdrawal strategy etc.
HEM data have been obtained from the Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural
Resources, (BGR), Germany. Geological, and hydrogeological information have been taken
from the archive of the Geological Survey of Lower Saxony (LBEG), Germany. LBEG‘s
database of mGROWA (Herrmann et al. 2013) provided useful information about the spatial
and temporal variation of recharge. Lower Saxony department of water, coastal and nature
conservation (NLWKN), Germany, provided information on groundwater level and
groundwater quality.
RESULTS
Geophysical investigation of the study area
HEM data provides information about the resistivity of the subsurface that can be interpreted
for salinity distribution. Low resistivity values corresponds to saline to brackish water or
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clay and high resistivity values corresponds to fresh water or sand (Siemon et al. 2018).
Figure 2 shows spatial distribution of resistivity at 35 to 40 m depth from the surface. Saline
water already occurs in large areas of the north-eastern part of the groundwater catchment.
From Figure 2 it is clear that horizontal distribution of salinity is not uniform and it does not
correlate with the
coastline. Resistivity
maps of other depths
confirm the inhomogeneity in vertical
salinity distribution as
well. The occurrence
of low resistivities
from the North Sea
and the Elbe River
towards the inland
correlates with the
Figure 2. Resistivity distribution at 35 m to 40 m depth.
early age flooding
Dotted line showed the boundary of ‗early age flooding‘
pattern (Figure 2).
(digitised after NIBIS® Kartenserver 2014b).
Geochemical analysis
Figure 3 shows a piper trilinear diagram of major anions (Ca+2, Mg+2, Na+, K+) and cations
(HCO3-, SO4-2, Cl-, NO3-) in groundwater at three different depths from the surface (year
2014). The diagram indicates that the groundwater quality in the study area is vertically
heterogeneous. Piper diagrams from other year‘s data also show the similar pattern.

Figure 3. Piper diagram representing
the geochemical evolution of groundwater.

Figure 4. Chloride concentration
across the depth of the aquifers (data
source: NLWKN).

Not only the vertical distribution but also the horizontal distribution of GW quality is
heterogeneous in the study area. Chloride concentration from 67 monitoring wells have been
analyzed to observe the chloride distribution and corresponding groundwater pollution due
to salinity in the area (Figure 4). In general, the groundwater quality is suitable for drinking
purpose. Only at some places, the chloride values exceeded the WHO limit (250 mg/l). It is
to be noted that the north-eastern part of the aquifer does not have any monitoring station,
hence the saline groundwater has not been represented in the figure. In the Figure 4, some
monitoring stations are marked in red color and numbered, who show relatively high
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chloride content in the groundwater. Stations 1 (at Neuhäuserfelde), 3 (at Moorstrich) and 6
(at Drochtersen) are close to the coast, River Oste and River Elbe, respectively, and the
chloride contents are above WHO limit. Stations 2 (at Ilienworth North) and 4 (at Steinau)
are relatively far from the coastline and the major rivers, but they show high chloride content
within a shallow depth (ranges between 10 m and 36 m below surface). Though station 5 (at
Sahlenburg) is close to the coast, it shows relatively low (330 mg/l) chloride content even at
ca. 125 m depth. Historical data indicates a slight increase in salinity at this station: from 290
mg/l in 1997 to 330 mg/l in 2014.
Submarine groundwater discharge and freshwater reserves below the sea
Although SDG at the North Sea is reported by some authors (e.g. Moosdorf and Oehler
2017), very few scientific information is available. In this study, geophysical and groundwater level data were used to study the SDG and freshwater reserves close to the North Sea.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
sea

Figure 5. Fresh groundwater reserve near the coastline of the study area. Left: 2D cross
sectional profile, right: position of the profile.
Figure 5 gives a clear indication of freshwater reserves near the western coastline of the
study area. Spatial maps of resistivity distribution and several vertical cross-sections (not
shown here) show that the horizontal and vertical distribution of freshwater reserve is not
uniform. Groundwater level at the Geest area (near the west coast) is relatively high (<10 m
ASL) and the groundwater gradients allows a substantial amount of water to flow towards
the sea contributing to the global SDG.
DISCUSSIONS
The geological and hydrological condition of the area is complex. Representation of
geological structures and hydrogeological properties in the groundwater model needs careful
consideration and some simplifications (e.g., drainage canals). The salinity distribution is not
uniform both horizontally and vertically. As groundwater quality is not uniform throughout
the aquifers, transport model simulation will be complex. Early age flooding also contributed
to the heterogeneous salinity distribution within a shallow depth. The high chloride content
at some stations represents the infiltration of saline water due to early age flooding. SDG
will contribute a vital role in the planning process of groundwater artificial recharge at the
Geest hills as injection of water into the aquifer might change groundwater flow pattern at
the place. Therefore, site selection will be an important point in order to avoid loss of
freshwater. The planned groundwater model will be helpful for the selection of managed
aquifer recharge injection and recovery location at the region.
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ABSTRACT
Water supply wells in the glaciotectonially disturbed coastal Chalk aquifer of the Island of
Falster, Denmark are affected by salt water intrusion from the Baltic Sea and from deeper
saline parts of the Chalk aquifer. We evaluate the efficiency of different combinations and
modifications of the Dutch subsurface water solutions ―Freshkeeper‖ and ―ASR Coastal‖ in
the disturbed Chalk aquifer on Falster. These subsurface water solutions have demonstrated
strong potential for controlling saltwater intrusion in several Dutch studies in sandy aquifers.
Tracer and pumping tests, borehole logging and other hydrogeological investigations show
that the Chalk aquifer behaves like a single porosity media in some parts of the aquifer, and
as a dual porosity fractured media in other. We demonstrate the effect of both types of
porosity distributions in two partly different conceptual model setups guided by the
conducted field investigations using the modeling packages MODFLOW/MT3D/SEAWAT.
Our results demonstrate that the design of efficient measures like the subsurface water
solutions ―Freshkeeper‖ and ―ASR Coastal‖ to control salt water intrusion highly depends on
the hydraulic characteristics of the system. Hence, these have to be well known before
designing efficient measures to control saltwater intrusion in complex aquifer systems like
the Chalk glacitectonites of southern Falster, Denmark.
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ABSTRACT
Intensive water consumption in former decades caused formation of large depression cone
near city Liepāja and resulted with seawater intrusion into Upper Devonian Mūru-Žagaru
confined freshwater aquifer. Area affected by seawater intrusion is delineated as separate
groundwater body at risk (F5) and according to Groundwater Directive threshold values for
groundwater bodies at risk must be established to assess the status of a body and identify
possible trends. Correct estimation of background levels is significant for determination of
threshold values. This study shows an updated so called ―BRIDGE‖ methodology for
determination of background levels. A two-step approach how to establish background levels
in much stricter manner is presented. Also, data on major ion chemistry, biogenic and trace
elements in groundwater and seawater from sampling campaign in 2017 are displayed.
Dataset include unique seawater sample taken from Baltic Sea. Finally, the calculated
seawater fraction results in groundwater samples shows up to 50 % presence of seawater
which decrease with increasing distance from the coast and increasing screen interval.
INTRODUCTION
Groundwater body is a management unit established by Water Framework Directive (WFD
2000). Good chemical status of groundwater body shall be based on compliance to existing
Community quality standards and on threshold values (TV) to be established by Member
States at the most appropriate level (local, regional or national) (Marandi and Karro 2008).
TV must be established for all pollutants and indicators of pollution which characterized
groundwater bodies as being at risk of failing to achieve good groundwater chemical status
in accordance with WFD (2000). Regarding saline concentrations resulting from human
activities, Member States may decide to establish TV values either for sulphate and chloride
or for conductivity (GWD 2006).
The determination of TV should be based on several aspects including hydrogeological
characteristics and information on background levels (BL) (GDW 2000). Normally BL are
estimated following so called ―BRIDGE methodology‖ (Müller et al. 2006). Methodology
proposes approach for derivation of TV which includes application of both natural BL and
environmental quality standards (Urresti-Estala et al. 2013).
The aim of this study was to develop and present updated methodological approach for
determination of BL and TV for groundwater body at risk F5- seawater intrusion in Liepāja
(Latvia). As well the results from sampling campaign (year 2017) are presented
demonstrating data on major ion chemistry, biogenic and trace elements taken from
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monitoring wells and Baltic Sea. Finally, the results from survey were used to calculate the
proportion of seawater fraction (%) in groundwater.
METHODS
Materials and data preprocessing
Information about monitoring and abstraction wells and springs was gathered from the
largest Latvian hydrogeological database ―Wells‖ (limited access) (Urbumi 2017). Data
about major ion chemistry (Ca, Mg, Na, K, Cl, SO4, HCO3) and nitrates (NO3) were
extracted and limited to: (1) the area of groundwater body F1 part of which is the area
affected by seawater intrusion (F5) and (2) to aquifers of interest - Upper Devonian
Mūru-Žagaru (D3mr-žg).
BRIDGE methodology (Müller et al. 2006) suggests a list of minimum criteria which should
be used to avoid usage of anthropogenically influenced samples (Marandi and Karro 2008).
Data preprocessing included: (1) removal of historical samples which reported sodium and
potassium as a sum (NaK) (an additional criterion); (2) removal of samples with ionic
balances error greater than ± 10% as suggested by Müller et al. (2006) and (3) where such
information was available samples with nitrate content exceeding 4 mg/l were removed as
potentially affected by human activities. Much stricter criterion than suggested 10 mg/l by
Müller et al. 2006 was chosen based on most recent study about geochemical composition of
groundwater in Latvia (Retike et al. 2016).
Determination of background levels
BL for chloride ion was calculated in two steps to minimize the error of visual identification
of the inflection point. Firstly, freshwater samples were separated from seawater affected
samples - the value of the inflection point on groundwater samples was detected by applying
probability plots (Panno et al. 2006). According to BRIDGE methodology samples with
NaCl > 1000 mg/l should be removed. Much stricter criteria were used, and value of the
inflection point for chloride was set 18 mg/l. Results were compared with values obtained by
Retike et al. (2016). Next, BL for chloride ion was determined as 90 th percentile of all
freshwater samples below the inflection point value according to BRIDGE methodology
(Müller et al. 2006). This step was accomplished for two reasons: (1) the validation results
from previous study suggested that 18 mg/l for chloride might be too high (Retike et al.
2016) and (2) visual observation of the inflection point is subjective and may hold some
uncertainty. Similarly, BL were set for sulphate and sodium.
Calculation of threshold values
TV for chloride, sulphate and sodium were calculated according to BRIDGE methodology
(Müller et al. 2006) which suggests deriving TV on the basis of the ratio between the
estimated BL and relevant reference value (REF). In this case BL < REF, therefore Equation
1 was used.
TV=(REF+BL)/2

(1)

Drinking water standard from Latvian legislation (CR No-671 2017) was chosen as REF,
respectively 250 mg/l for chloride and sulphate, and 200 mg/l for sodium.
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Sampling campaign
Groundwater samples were collected from 9 monitoring wells during sampling campaign
accomplished from 08.06.2017 till 19.06.2017. Samples were taken by the staff of Latvian
Environment, Geology and Meteorology Centre (LEGMC) responsible for national
groundwater monitoring. Groundwater samples were taken according to LVS ISO 566711:2011 standard. Sample from Baltic Sea aquatory was taken in 11.05.2017 by the stuff of
Latvian Institute of Aquatic Ecology. The seawater sampling area and depth (9 m) was
chosen based on existing knowledge about possible area where seawater intrudes freshwater
aquifers. All samples were analyzed in LEGMC laboratory which is accredited according to
the standard LVS EN ISO/IEC 17025.
Concentrations of Ca, Na, K and Mg were determined by inductively coupled plasma optical
emission spectrometry; SO4, Cl and Br by ion chromatography; NO3 and NH4 by segmented
flow analysis; As by atomic absorption spectroscopy; HCO3 by titration; TOC by catalytic
oxidation; Ptot by persulphate digestion, molybdenum blue colorimetry. Sampling methods
are in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 21 of WFD (2000) and meet the
requirements of the European Commission ―Guidance on Groundwater Monitoring‖
(European Commission 2007).
Calculations of seawater fraction
Seawater fractions ƒsea in groundwater samples were calculated based on both chloride and
bromide ions as conservative tracers (Appelo and Postma 2005) by Equation 1:

(1)
where mX – concentration of either chloride or bromide concentration in either freshwater,
seawater or groundwater sample. Chloride concentration for freshwater sample (3.4 mg/l)
was calculated as average chloride value from samples taken from wells No.9322 and
No.2254. These wells are inland background monitoring stations for D3mr-žg aquifer
(samples not affected by seawater intrusion). Sample taken from Baltic Sea represented
overall seawater chemical composition.
RESULTS
Background levels and threshold values
Final BL for chloride was set as 13.2 mg/l, for sulphate 42.5 mg/l and for sodium 22.3 mg/l.
Calculated TV for chloride, sulphate and sodium was respectively 131.6 mg/l, 146.3 mg/l
and 111.2 mg/l. TV values are officially introduced in national level by an order of the
Minister (Order-257 2016).
New data on seawater intrusion
Results from sapling campaign are presented in Table 1. Ionic balance for 6 samples (5
groundwater and 1 seawater) was in range from -0.3% till 6.9%. For three samples sodium
was removed due to erroneous values derived from laboratory. All nitrates were under
detection limit (0.091 mg/l).
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Table 1. Results for major ion chemistry of groundwater samples taken from Upper
Devonian Mūru-Žagaru aquifer and Baltic Sea.
Sample
No
862
2642
2645
2647
9322
2254
8849
8850
8851
Baltic
Sea
sample

Coordinates
(LKS-92)
X
Y
316954
270095
316749
267688
316398
268166
316425
268173
379051
279726
405437
302631
318470
266461
317574
267496
318105
267105
310789

270506

Screen
interval
m
40-50
47-57
72-77
45-58
38-52
40-47
54-67
51-66
51-65

Ca

Mg

Na

K

HCO3

Cl

SO4

186
221
57.4
240
74
101
63
134
68

77
107
31.2
129
24.3
22.8
32.8
67.8
35.4

45.7
24.8
5.1
4.65
21
30.8

mg/l
17.3
41
11.8
47
5.2
1.59
12.3
24.7
14.2

151
224
267
213
340
420
370
276
310

87
1270
8.6
1800
3.08
3.71
9.1
435
62.1

534
186.3
63
203
10
0.03
16
78
31

9

94

286

2400

70

107

4100

537

Table 2. Results for in situ measurements, biogenic and trace elements of groundwater samples
taken from Upper Devonian Mūru-Žagaru aquifer and Baltic Sea.
EC
T
Fetot
Br
As
Ptot
NH4
TOC
Sample
pH µS/cm
No
ºC
mg/l
mg C/l
(20ºC)
862
7.65
685
10.4
1.45
0.31
1.19
0.006*
0.24
0.19
2642
7.6
3747
9.6
1.06
0.38
0.2*
0.6
1.27
0.011
2645
7.95
587
9.8
0.85
0.05*
3.4
0.3
0.71
0.098
2647
7.57
6971
10.4
1.12
6.1
0.2*
0.73
1.6
0.013
9322
7.67
234
7.9
1.66
0.05*
1.69
0.027
0.22
1.19
2254
7.52
360
7.4
2.13
0.05*
0.2*
0.037
0.13
7.7
8849
7.63
367
10.2
0.44
0.05*
0.2*
0.004*
0.27
1.38
8850
7.64
1593
10.1
0.83
1.33
0.2*
0.006
0.44
1.37
8851
7.75
495
10
0.86
0.19
0.2*
0.007
0.3
0.95
Baltic
Sea
13300
5.86
0.02
12.2
0.92
0.024
0.042
4.4
sample
*under detection limit

Seawater fraction in groundwater samples
Seawater fraction in groundwater samples from D3mr-žg aquifer was calculated based on
chloride and bromide ions as conservative tracers. Calculation by both tracers yield
comparable results for less mineralized groundwater, however, more saline groundwater
samples from wells No.2647 and No.2642 yield different results (Figure 1).
Seawater fraction reaches 50% in groundwater sample at the central part of seawater affected
zone (distance from coastline about 1.3 km). The seawater fraction significantly decreases
with increasing distance from coastline- at 3.4 km from the coastline the fraction is only 1%
(well No.8851). Wells No.2647 and 2645 are both representing the same aquifer and located
in the same area (one station), about 1.3 km from the coastline- but they have different
screen intervals (Table 1). Well No.2647 with shallower screen interval shows seawater
fraction up to 50%, but the well No.2645 with deeper screen interval reflects no seawater
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presence. The cause for such difference is more than 6 m thick clay layer separating D 3mr-žg
upper part from lower part of the aquifer.

Figure 1. Seawater fractions in groundwater samples from D3mr-žg aquifer.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Up to 50% of groundwater in study area consists of seawater. Such high seawater fraction
was promoted by continuous groundwater abstraction from the D3mr-žg aquifer. Seawater
fraction decreases with increasing distance from coastline as well as with increasing depth.
Background levels established by two-step approach are strict and accounts for worst case
scenario. Such approach yields lower threshold values therefore it is more sensitive to water
quality changes and it takes more time to reach good chemical status. However, this leads to
more sustainable water management in coastal areas where groundwater resources are
limited.
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ABSTRACT
This study deals with the determination of seawater intrusion rates in the Israeli coastal
aquifer using a wide range of dating techniques with focusing on the novel analyses of noble
gases (39Ar, 85Kr, 3He-Tr). Several studies have recently tried to estimate the velocity of
seawater intrusion by dating groundwater with radiocarbon and tritium. However, age
interpretation based on both of these methods is considered equivocal as radiocarbon is often
affected by water rock interactions and in recent years tritium concentrations have reached
low and almost constant values due to its relatively short half-life (12.4 years). Determining
groundwater ages by radioactive noble gases has a potential to be highly accurate and
relatively easy to interpret as no correction for water rock interactions are needed.
Water samples were collected from 5 boreholes situated along a cross section perpendicular
to the shoreline, at distance of 30 to 700 meters from the sea. These boreholes penetrated
below the fresh-saline water interface allowing for sampling the intruding seawater for noble
gases, radiocarbon, tritium, CFCs and SF6. Since the samples often contain a component of
freshwater, the seawater fraction was carefully calculated in order to derive ages for both
components. It is interesting to note that in some places the ages of the shallow fresh
groundwater were older than the deeper saline water.
Preliminary results: Ar-39 (half-life of 269 years) provided an age of ~270 years (50% of the
atmospheric value) for saline groundwater at distance of ~700 m, suggesting an average
horizontal intrusion rate of ~3m/yr. This is in accordance to preliminary age estimation
based on Ra isotopes. Similar rates (~4 m/yr) were found at a distance of ~200 m using the
short-lived Kr-85 (half-life of 10.756 yr) and the Tr-He method. In addition, CFCs and SF6
provided further support to the young ages (in the order of a few decades) for the boreholes
located up to a distance of 200 m from the seashore.
A systematical comparison between the various dating methods is still required in order to
better understand the reliability of each technique in predicting the groundwater ages for the
case study at hand.
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ABSTRACT
The coastal carbonate Apulian aquifers, located in southern Italy, feed several coastal fresh
springs and constitute the main local source of high quality water. The Santa Cesarea Terme
cave system is almost unique case of hypogenic coastal spring caves, located along the
Adriatic Sea coastline and hosting spring coastal outflow of mixed groundwater (from 22°C
to 33°C) mainly of thermal groundwater due to infiltration offshore, in the sea bottom, and
pure fresh groundwater due rainfall infiltration.
Thermal springs and the outflow system are strictly controlled by both the discontinuity
network and the karst processes involving the foreland environment. Detailed geoelectrical
prospecting were carried out to bound the upflow continental area of this system, considering
the geoelectrical effects of deep water mixing with different salinity and temperature close
the Adriatic coast.
INTRODUCTION
The sulphurous and thermal waters of Santa Cesarea Thermal springs are known from
ancient times (e.g. Aristotle in IV century BC). They flow out along a well-defined, 500 mlong, coastal sector of the Salento peninsula, which is part of the Apulia carbonate platform,
(i.e. the foreland of the Apennines-Dinarides orogeny; Ricchetti et al. 1988), consisting of
Jurassic-Cretaceous limestone and dolostone, over 5 km-thick in the study area. This
succession rests above Late Triassic evaporites (Burano Fm), and is unconformably overlain
by Cenozoic calcareous successions with stratigraphic lacunae.
The thermal water of Santa Cesarea Terme area origins offshore with the infiltration of fresh
seawater, flowing down to several hundreds of meters below the sea level, almost directly
into the deeply fractures Apulian carbonate platform (Santaloia et al 2016). The seawater
flows downward along steeply inclined faulted zones and interacts with different rocks that
are geothermally heated at least at 80-85 °C. Thereafter, this sulphurous water is driven
upwards crossing the coastal transition zone of the seawater intrusion by density difference
phenomena. Then, it outflows through the coastal springs of the Santa Cesarea Terme
system, mixing itself with the continental pure fresh groundwater and the seawater. The
whole flow system of thermal water should be considered a convective cell process.
Detailed geoelectrical prospecting were carried out to bound the upflow continental area of
this cell, considering the geoelectrical effects of deep water mixing with different salinity
and temperature close the Adriatic coast.
METHODS
In the investigated area, n. 6 high-resolution Electrical Resistivity Tomographies (ERTs)
were performed, as shown in Figure 1.
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The ERT method consists in the determination of the apparent resistivity parameter
(Ohm*m), through combined measurements of electric current intensity, injected in the
subsoil by means of a pair of electrodes fixed in the ground, and drop of potential measured
on two different electrodes. The acquired data are memorized and subsequently elaborated
by ad hoc software, in order to obtain the electrical resistivity distribution. In the last decade,
the use of ERT was very intensive for the investigation of complex geological areas
(geothermal areas, volcanoes, etc.). In particular, the geoelectrical technique of surface
tomography along a profile consists in the realization of an extreme detail image of the areal
behavior of the electrical resistivity along the plane of the vertical section passing through
the chosen profile. The high resolution obtained by this technique makes it possible to
discriminate much more effectively the resistivity contrasts existing in the subsoil, thus
providing more reliable information on the subsoil: geological discontinuity (Caputo et al.
2003; Rizzo et al. 2004), groundwater, landslide systems (Lapenna et al. 2003; Perrone et al.
2004), buried archaeological finds (Rizzo et al. 2004).
The instrumentation used was the Syscal R2 with a 48-channel multi-electrode system and
an electrode spacing of 20 m. Each profile was long 940 m and the investigation depth was
about 180 m. The used geoelectrical methodology was the Wenner-Schlumberger (WS),
which allows to obtain a high S/N ratio and good information on vertical structures (i.e.
faults) and horizontal layers (i.e. geological stratigraphy). The apparent resistivity data were
processed by the RES2DINV software (Loke 2001) to obtain in real time tomographic
subsurface images of the electrical resistivity pattern. The 2D inversion routine applies a
Gauss-Newton least squares method (Loke and Barker 1996), based on the finite-difference
model of the subsurface, automatically adjusted in an iterative process. The Root Mean
Squared (RMS) error provides a measurement of the quality of the inversion process.
GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL SETTING
The Santa Cesarea Terme area is located along the south-eastern coast of the Salento
peninsula, a carbonate platform defined by a wide, WNW–ESE trending, antiform structure,
dissected by a series of extensional and strike-slip faults (Tozzi 1993).
As shown in the geological map of Figure 1, the Upper Cretaceous Altamura Limestone
represents the calcareous bedrock at Santa Cesarea Terme, consisting of well-bedded,
peritidal limestone and dolomitic limestone. Locally the Late Eocene-Early Oligocene coral
reef limestone, belonging to the Castro Limestone, overlays the Cretaceous formation
through a marked angular unconformity (Figure 1; Bosellini et al. 1999; Bossio et al. 2005).
Both Altamura Limestone and Castro Limestone are unconformable overlain by the bentonic
foraminifer-bearing Oligocene calcarenite (Porto Badisco Calcarenites). The youngest
formation cropping out at Santa Cesarea Terme is the Salento Calcarenites (Pleistocene),
consisting of massive to poorly bedded, weakly cemented calcarenites, related to a slope
environment, as testified by the presence of slumpings and submarine slides. The offshore
equivalent of the Salento Calcarenites are well imaged in the seismic lines and form a series
of prograding units settled during a forced regression (Aiello and Budillon 2004). In the
studied area, groundwater flow within a deep aquifer that occurs within the intensely fissured
and karstified Altamura Limestone, Castro Limestone and Porto Badisco Calcarenites
(Romanazzi et al. 2015, De Giorgio et al. 2018). These units have the same hydrogeological
characteristics and play an important common role in the groundwater circulation. The
borehole n. 4 (VIGOR well, Abate et al. 2015) has crossed the rocky succession of the deep
aquifer. As shown by the rock coring, this succession is composed primarily of white fine
and medium grained micritic limestones (L in Figure 1c), locally interbedded with dolomitic
limestone and dolomite (L/DL in Figure 1c i.e. 135-145 m, 285-290 m and 295-300 m below
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the ground level). Biogenic structures, as biostromal rudists (rb in Figure 1), have been
found between 200 m and 215 m below the ground level. Many karst forms (microcavities,
karst fractures, calcitic concretions, etc.) have been intercepted even at considerable depths.
They seem to decrease starting from 230 m from the ground level (about -115 m a.s.l.).
Moreover, it is important to note that the evolution of hypogenic karst forms should have
been strongly influenced by the fluctuations of the karstic base level. This level has been
linked to the sea-level oscillations occuring during the Quaternary. Morever, in the coastal
study area, the development of the karst cavity should have been is also influenced by the
fluctuation of the zone of dispersion where the seawater mix with the fresh groundwater (De
Waele and Piccinni, 2008).

Figure 1. a) Simplified geological map. Legend: 1) red clays, 2) Salento Calcarenites, 3)
Porto Badisco Calcarenites, 4) Castro Limestone, 5) Altamura Limestone, 6) fault (atranstensional, b-normal, dashed when inferred), 7) borehole 12, 8) thermal spring, 9)
total Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) data profile, 10) trace of the geological
section; b) geological section; c) stratigraphic column of borehole 4. Legend:
L=Limestone, L/DL=Limestone and dolomitic limestone, rb= Microcrystalline
limestone with traces of macrofossils.

RESULTS
The Figure 2 shows the total ERT profile obtained from the elaboration of the apparent
electrical resistivity data coming from the profiles T3, T4, T5 and T6 in figure 1. Along the
profile two empty data are well showed (white triangle), due to a lack of an overlap of the
performed measurement. In general, the ERT image shows high electrical resistivity values
(>500 Ohm*m). In details, the ERT image highlights two electrical resistivity distribution
zones: the western one, from the starting point to around 1000 m, and the eastern one, from
1000 m to the end of the profile. The western zone shows a heterogeneity resistivity
distribution with lateral and vertical variation. In details, between 700 m to 1000 m some
vertical high electrical resistivity structures were recognized, while the first part of the
profile shows horizontal electrical resistivity layers with low values (<500 Ohm*m).
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Figure 2. The total GRT profile inverted from the T4, T5, T3, and T6 data profile. The
position of the GRTs profile is showed on Figure 1.
The eastern electrical resistivity zone displays a horizontal layer (>2000 Ohm*m) that
increases in thickness going to the East (from 20 m to -80 m asl); below this layer, between
1000 m to around 1500 m a relative low resistivity layer (< 400 Ohm*m) is well defined.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The complex electrical resistivity distribution could be interpreted from the geological point
of view combining the geological knowledge of the area with the hydrogeological
conceptualization. The geological formations (calcareous rocks) present in the area have
very similar electrical characteristics (high resistivity values). However, the presence of
some elements of erosion or fracturing and porosity variation due to the fault system
assumes an important effect on the electrical resistivity heterogeneity. Therefore, some
relatively lower resistivity values of the rocks are well defined, at least for the superficial
parts on the western investigated zone, that should be associated to filled karst structures.
Furthermore, in depth, their variability may depend on the presence of water circulations
with salt characteristics and/or higher temperatures, as described by Archie's law. The
thermal well (12, Cupa Well) shows thermal water at 0 m a.s.l., therefore the presence of a
saline or heat fluid safely affects the resistivity distribution (i.e. water with high salt content
or a high temperature produces a lowering of the resistivity values). Finally, the strong
lateral variation (vertical structures) should be associated to the main fault system which
delimited the deep geothermal zone well, as hypothesized on the basis of some well data.
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ABSTRACT
Since autumn of 2010 in the north-eastern part of Poland underground gas stores are under
construction by diluting salt deposits. A by-product of the technology applied is brine, which
is discharged into the coastal waters of the Puck Bay (south Baltic Sea). In the preinvestment study a theoretical analysis of the mixing conditions in the near-field and farfield of the proposed installation was conducted. An extensive monitoring programme
carried out since 2010 shows a good mixing of brine with the surrounding waters. Excess
salinity due to the continuous discharge of brine estimated using data measured in situ is
generally lower than permitted, i.e. not exceeding 0.5 psu in the near-field of installation.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing demands for gas storage capacity encouraged Polish Gas and Oil Company
(PGNiG) to make use of salt deposits located in the north-eastern part of Poland, in the area
bordering on the Puck Bay (the inner part of the Gulf of Gdańsk, South Baltic Sea), to create
underground gas stores. A complex of 10 chambers (total volume of 250x106 m3) was
designed for construction in Kosakowo, near Gdynia. Owing to local geological conditions,
the chambers are created at a depth of 800-1600 m. The construction site (GSS, Figure 1) is
located about 4 km away from the Baltic Sea coast. The drilling of boreholes and diluting of
salt rock was proposed as a method of creating the chambers. Purified water from the
treatment plant located in the vicinity (Dębogórze WWTP) is used for dilution purposes. For
ecological reasons, the total volume of brine is limited to 300 m3/h while its saturation
cannot exceed 250 kg/m3. The aim of this paper is to present results from the monitoring
programme of brine spreading in the Puck Bay carried out in the years 2010-2017, in the
context of theoretical analysis carried out in the pre-investment study.
THE STUDY SITE AND BRINE DISCHARGE SYSTEM
The Gulf of Gdańsk, situated in the south-eastern part of the Baltic Sea, is the area limited by
the imaginary line between the Cape of Rozewie and the Cape of Taran (Figure 1). The Puck
Bay is a shallow western sub-region of the Gulf of Gdańsk separated from the open sea by
the Hel Peninsula. In the middle of the Hel Peninsula there is a shallow sandbank (called
Rybitwia Mielizna) which divides the Puck Bay into two parts differing in circulation
patterns: the eastern part, called the Outer Puck Bay (av. depth ~20.5 m), and the western
part, called the Puck Lagoon (av. depth ~3 m). Currents in the region are generated mainly
by wind and the accompanying water level variations in time and space. In addition,
circulation in the Puck Lagoon is influenced by water exchange with the eastern part of the
bay. Circulation patterns were described by Nowacki (1993) on the basis of occasional field
observations of currents. It is quite well documented that water circulation patterns in the
Puck Bay depend on the wind direction. The direction of surface currents is usually in
accordance with the wind direction. The direction of bottom currents is frequently in
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accordance with surface currents, although in the south-eastern part of the Outer Puck Bay
the opposite current direction can be observed. Scarce field measurements of the currents are
insufficient to present a detailed picture of flow patterns that are generated by spatially and
temporarily varying wind conditions in the region.

Figure 1. General view on the Gulf of Gdańsk, including the locations of the gas
storage system (GSS) and the discharge system (left), and a general scheme of
discharge system (right).
Water salinity in the Puck Bay is determined by interactions between marine and fresh
waters. In the Outer Puck Bay, salinity is closely related to the inflow of more saline water
from the Gdańsk Basin, predominantly through the bottom layer. In addition, the surface
layer is modified by fresh water from the Vistula River. In the Puck Lagoon, salinity
depends mainly on the intensity of water exchange with the Outer Puck Bay. The influence
of small rivers is limited to their outlets.
The discharge system is located approx. 2300 m off-shore. It consists of 16 heads, each with
3 nozzles of 0.009 m diameter, distributed every 120o of circumference. The installation
covers the area of 180x180 meters (Figure 1). Based on the pre-investment (Robakiewicz
2009) study brine is discharged 3 meters above the bottom at an angle of 45 0 to the ambient
water. This system was designed to limit excess salinity to 0.5 psu in the near-field of
installation.
THE MONITORING PROGRAMME
Execution of the monitoring programme was divided into two steps:
- early-stage (2010 – 2012), conducted to investigate the mixing of brine discharged into
the coastal waters of the Puck Bay by a system of diffusers, and thus to verify theoretical
assumptions made in the pre-investment study (Robakiewicz 2014, 2016).
- basic (2013 - ), conducted to control the mixing of brine in the nearfield of discharge
installation.
The analysis of the influence of brine discharge on the surrounding environment requires
some general knowledge of hydrodynamic conditions in the region where the installation is
located. To acquire such knowledge, in the early-stage of the monitoring continuous
measurements of salinity, temperature, and water currents were carried out in two locations,
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A and B (Figure 2), situated on the eastern and western sides of the installation. The
measurements covered three periods, 13 October – 26 November 2010; 12 July –26 August
2011; and 22 May – 9 August 2012, which represented three stages of brine discharge (early,
intermediate, target) characterized by different brine saturation and density. Current meters
equipped with conductivity and temperature sensors were installed 1 meter above the
bottom. Sample results for those are presented in Figure 3. Water currents in the region are
generated by wind. The measured flow velocity at a depth of 1 meter above the bottom was
low, hardly ever exceeding 0.1 m/s. It is characteristic that the predominant flow directions
were to the north and south, which resulted from the local bathymetry and configuration of
the coastline. In the autumn of 2010 (the early stage), when brine was discharged for only a
few hours a day, brine saturation was relatively low. At that time, the values of salinity in
locations A and B were very similar, differing at most by 0.1 psu. In the summer of 2011, the
amount of brine increased to 250 m3/h, and its saturation to 225 kg/m3. During periods of
weak dynamics, salinity differences between the two gauges did not exceed 0.25 psu. In the
summer of 2012, discharged brine reached the maximum permissible parameters (total
discharge – 300 m3/h, saturation – 250 kg/m3). Under such conditions, the maximum salinity
differences between the two gauges occasionally reached 0.35 psu. The variation in salinity
observed over time represents not only natural salinity changes in the region, but also
anthropogenic influence. On the basis of the data collected, natural variability can be
estimated as 6.6-6.8 psu in the autumn of 2010, 6.6-7.0 psu in the summer of 2011, and 7.37.8 psu in the summer of 2012. In-situ measurements conducted in the years 2010-2012
confirmed earlier observations that a two-directional flow dominates in this specific part of
the Outer Puck Bay. They also showed that under weak wind conditions, the local water
currents were low, although at no time were they completely absent.

Figure 2. Location of points of the monitoring programme.
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Figure 3. Continuous measurements in the early (left), intermediate (center) and target
(right) stages of brine discharge – exemplary results.
The in-situ measurements of the spatial distribution of salinity in the nearfield of the
installation started in October 2010. Up till now 42 series of CTD measurements were
executed; in most cases they covered 17 verticals (Figure 2). To illustratre spreading of brine
in the nearfield of installation two exemplary results, from the early (26.08.2011) and basic
(23.10.2017) monitoring programme, are presented. Figure 4 shows spatial distributions of
salinity in the bottom layer, and vertical profiles of salinity in chosen locations (S, 9, 10, 17,
18 – see Figure 2). It is very characteristic that in both cases salinity in the upper part of the
water column is uniform (26.08.2011 – approx. 7.05 psu; 23.10.2017 – approx. 7.55 psu).
Differences in salinity distribution in both cases are closely associated with wind conditions
preceding the in-situ measurements, and natural salinity variablity in the Gulf of Gdańsk.
The first in-situ measurement (26.08.2011) was executed after a three day period of a very
gentle wind (av. velocity - 2.5 m/s; predominant direction – SE), while in the second case
(23.10.2017) more severe conditions were present (av. velocity - 4.7 m/s, predominant
direction – S). In a consequence, in the second case local currents were higher and
assymetric salinity pattern in the vicinity of installation can be observed. Differences in
mixing conditions resulted in substantial differences in vertical structure of salinity in the
chosen dates (see Figure 4 – bottom).
To confirm good mixing conditions of a single jet of brine with the ambient water detailed
CTD measurements in the vicinity of a single head (D1-1, Figure 1) were carried out on 26
August 2011. They covered 71 verticals in an area of 17x17 meters (Figure 5 left). The
position of each vertical was registered by a GPS gauge. During in-situ measurements, brine
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saturated to 237.07 kg/m3 was discharged through the D1 arm at a rate of 61.1-61.4 m3/h,
which means that the initial velocity at the nozzle was 22.20-22.45 m/s (Robakiewicz 2016).
On the basis of the CTD data collected, it is possible to determine the spatial distribution of
the highest salinity values in measured verticals (Figure 5 left). In this distribution, three
lines of salinity increase can be distinguished, tracing the three jets ejected from the D1-1
head. The above-mentioned distribution was used to select verticals for the AA cross-section
through a single jet (Figure 5). The comparison of the estimated, theoretical shape of a single
jet with its actual shape measured on 26 August 2011, shows good agreement in terms of the
terminal rise height. The horizontal distance from the source of the jet to its outer boundary
at the bottom appears to be underestimated, which can be related to the fact that a gentle
water current (~0.04 m/s) was observed during the in-situ measurements.

Figure 4. Salinity [psu] spatial distribution in the bottom layer (top) and profiles in
selected verticals (bottom).
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Figure 5. Spatial distribution of the highest salinity in verticals (left) and salinity in
cross-section A-A in the vicinity of a single head carried out on 26.08.2011 (right).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The extensive monitoring programme was carried out since the beginning of brine discharge
into the Puck Bay. Continuous and short-term measurements confirmed significant natural
variability of salinity in the Puck Bay region. Both, inflows of more saline water from
Gdańsk Deep in the bottom layer, and traces of riverine water from Vistula have been
registered. Measurements in the vicinity of a single head have shown that single jets
introduced to the ambient water with high velocity mix intensively. In addition, the predicted
trajectory of a single jet was confirmed by in-situ measurements.
Results from the monitoring programme confirm very good mixing of brine with the ambient
water as predicted in the pre-investment study. They allow to conclude that the discharge
system works in accordance with the obtained permission.
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ABSTRACT
Realistic hydraulic models in the area of saltwater intrusion problems require the spatial
distribution of the parameters hydraulic conductivity, storativity/porosity and salinity.
Although boreholes provide point information, retrieving target parameters is not
straightforward and restricted to few drilling locations. Geophysical measurements are able
to provide parameters and their distribution non-invasively. Particularly, airborne
electromagnetics (AEM) can produce 3D subsurface images of bulk conductivity of large
areas. The separation between saltwater and clay/till by electrical or electromagnetic
methods alone is difficult, as both exhibit high electrical conductivities. Surface nuclear
magnetic resonance (SNMR) is a technique that enable to distinguish those by the target
parameters water content and relaxation time, which are also linked to hydraulic
conductivity. However, these are mainly available as 1D information through soundings and
require an electrical conductivity distribution. We present an approach that combines
different 1D information with 2D/3D models of electrical conductivity to reduce ambiguities
in predicted hydraulic models. Geophysical inversion is prone to ambiguity, i.e. many
models can fit the data within error bounds. Joint inversion helps to decrease model
uncertainties by combining different methods. A classic option for a joint inversion is the
combination of airborne EM (HEM) and ground transient (TEM) data. Another approach is a
structural joint inversion of TEM/HEM with SNMR data. The three parameters, electrical
conductivity, water content and relaxation time are first independently inverted using
classical smoothness constraints. Subsequently, a parameter coupling is initiated by
constraint weights that eventually lead to more structured models. To couple 1D inversion to
the laterally or spatially constrained inversion of 2D lines or 3D volumes, two strategies can
are followed: 1) use hard constraints at the 1D positions and subsequent interpolation, or 2)
include the 1D problem directly into the 2D/3D problem using geostatistic regularization.
We apply the technique to measurements on the North Sea island of Langeoog. The target is
a 50 m deep reaching freshwater lens in a sandy substratum with an imbedded shallow clay
layer and trapped saltwater from past inundation events. The method is demonstrated on two
flight lines on which coincident SNMR and TEM sounding have been acquired. Along with
petrophysical parameter relations, which are calibrated on borehole data, the presented
inversion is able to provide 2D images of hydraulic conductivity, porosity and salinity that
can be used for hydraulic modelling of saltwater intrusion phenomena.
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ABSTRACT
Saltwater intrusion is a serious global issue regarding the great significance of groundwater
use at coastal areas. Intensive water demand, changes in land-use, climate change and sealevel fluctuations belong to the most contributing factors leading to saltwater intrusion. In
order to counteract saltwater intrusion and associated problems, various strategies have been
investigated by different researchers. One option is the application of positive and negative
barriers. Hydraulic barriers are used to artificially alter the hydraulic gradient leading to an
increased (positive) or decreased (negative) groundwater table and respective flow
directions. Especially in (semi-)arid regions, the application of positive hydraulic barriers is
limited by the shortage of freshwater for injection. One solution to counter the freshwater
shortage may be the utilisation of the saline water from negative barriers in a mixed barrier
system.

Figure 1. Overview of determined parameters for the application of desalination
processes and boundary conditions of the proposed tool.
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The saline water quality may differ widely and is dependent on the saltwater intrusion,
water-rock interaction and anthropogenic activities, and has thereby a high influence on type,
dimensioning, efficacy, flow rates and sustainability of treatment plants. The suitability of
certain desalination processes for treatment of extracted saline water is furthermore
depending on applicable techniques, energy resources, ecological objectives and socioeconomic conditions of certain areas affected by saltwater intrusion. Therefore, different
desalination processes need to be evaluated.
The aim of this project is to develop a tool which considers the most suitable desalination
systems according to the specific regional parameters. This tool should provide the
possibility to calculate the yield and the quality of desalinated water for blending and
infiltration purposes. Further, this tool should be able to be combined with a groundwater
flow and transport model to calculate the effective flows between the negative and positive
hydraulic barriers to optimise the control of the saltwater intrusion for different
hydrogeological conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Seawater - freshwater interactions on the Polish part of the Baltic coast occur in various
hydrogeological settings, including sandy spits (Hel Peninsula, Vistula Spit), islands (Wolin
and part of Uznam/Usedom near Szczecin, Stogi and Wyspa Sobieszewska near Gdańsk
Region), cliff coasts, coastal lowlands and Vistula Delta area. Groundwater salinity in some
of these environments has various origins. Besides contemporary seawater encroachment it
can be also attributed to relic sea waters trapped below younger deposits or to ascension of
brines from underlying older geological formations as Jurassic and Triassic strata (e.g. in
Vistula Delta or Żarnowiec trough).
Investigation of the brackish and saline water and their origin on the present Polish coast
started about one hundred years ago, when the coastal region belonged to Germany, with
pioneering works of e.g. Jentsch (1911), Ostendorf (1930); Schroedter (1931). The Vistula
delta plain was the first area of detailed studies. At that time two sources of the salt waters
were distinguished – salt water ascension from the Mesozoic strata in the central part of the
delta and the remnants of sea water from the early stages of the delta evolution (young relic
sea water from the Littorina time). More detailed investigations started at the turn of 1950's
and 60's. (Pazdro, 1958). New investigation methods have been gradually implemented over
the last 40 years, especially geoelectrical logging, remote sensing, isotopic and chemical
composition analyses, including noble gases and numerical simulation models.
The Tri-city agglomeration consisting of Gdańsk, Sopot and Gdynia is supplied with water
mainly from groundwater intakes. Total amount of groundwater exploitation along the polish
coast exceed 70 % of water supply. A direct threat of seawater intrusion was apparent in this
region in 1980's due to large groundwater abstraction from wells close to the seaside. Since
that time due to reduction of water use for industrial and domestic purposes, gradual
freshening of the aquifers is observed. However, studies on the risk of seawater are
continued in view of the expected sea level rise. The role of submarine groundwater
discharge in contaminant transport becomes increasingly studied. The large scale
contribution of SGD in Poland to the pollution of Baltic sea seems limited, because it is less
than 1% of the total outflow of rivers from the Polish area and the quality of coastal aquifers
is generally good. However, it can be important locally, in areas with intense agriculture
adjacent to semi-isolated parts of the sea, such as the Puck Bay.
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ABSTRACT
The groundwater in the southwestern part of Bangladesh is mainly used for domestic and
agricultural purposes. Groundwater abstraction is intense during the dry season causing the
depletion of groundwater over the years. Regionally, groundwater flows from the north and
discharges into the Bay of Bengal in the south. In the northern part, the rivers are effluent,
but the opposite scenario is observed in the southern part because of high evapotranspiration
of groundwater. The subsurface consists of sequences of deltaic sediments with alternation
of more sandy and clayey sections in which several aquifer layers can be recognized. These
are upper shallow (<100 m), lower shallow (100-200 m) and deep aquifer (>200 m). This
research examined the results of a study that has mapped the salinity dissemination in
different aquifers up to a depth of 300 m in a region flanking the Bay of Bengal in the south.
This study is based mainly on the hydrochemistry and Cl/Br ratios of the water samples to
investigate the origin of salinity. Different stages of freshening and salinization processes
have been observed in aquifers from the different main water types based on
hydrochemistry. The soft NaHCO3 type is the dominant fresh water in the deep aquifer
having Cl concentrations mostly below 100 mg/l, in which the fresh/salt water interface is
forced far to the south. This aquifer seems to contain normal but old, connate seawater in the
south, and based on stable isotope analyses the freshening water that comes from the north
was infiltrated in a warmer period, may be the Holocene maximum. Salinity is a main
problem in shallow aquifers and the water is mostly brackish NaCl type having Cl
concentrations around 8000 mg/l. The Cl/Br ratios of the sampled waters indicate that the
salinity in the deep aquifer is mixing with old connate seawater. The shallow aquifers
salinity do not originate from the same source or direct seawater intrusion, but are derived
from the dissolution of evaporite salts. A strong seasonal precipitation pattern must have
influenced the formation of salts in a tidal flat topography. Seawater has evaporated from the
inundated depressions and gullies leaving salt precipitate during long dry season with high
evaporation rate. Later on, the formed salts have been dissolved by subsequent heavy rains in
wet season, and the salty solution has infiltrated in the subsoil, recharging groundwater.
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ABSTRACT
We developed novel, computationally efficient, methods as effective screening tools to
analyze seawater intrusion processes in highly heterogeneous coastal aquifer systems. They
enable delineation of pumping wells capture zones and swept zones associated to injection
wells for remediation of seawater encroachment. Forward or backward travel times and
residence time distributions are robustly simulated and visualized on the computational grid.
These steady-state indicators, precomputed at fine grids, are used to generate optimal locally
refined grids for efficient transient solute transport simulations.
INTRODUCTION
A large array of sweater intrusion (SI) processes may develop in hydrogeological
environments. These effects include among others dispersive mixing, density and viscosity
effects, unstable convective mixing, tidal effects, aquifer recharge variability, surfacesubsurface interactions, and geological controls. The interplay between all these processes is
a challenge for current generation of groundwater flow and transport models. One of the
most challenging and still largely unresolved aspects of SI prediction is representation of the
local geological features controlling SI. Only a handful set of well-documented case studies
tackled the problem to highlight the influence of aquifer heterogeneity on SI processes.
Therefore, new methods have to be developed yet to address the shortcoming of traditional
modeling approaches. Here we present a suite of diagnostic tools to fill existing gaps when
analyzing SI processes in highly heterogeneous coastal aquifers. These methods are
computationally cheap and equipped with novel visualization capabilities to enhance
interpretation and understandings of flow and transport processes. They could be easily used
at different stages of building, calibration, or updating seawater intrusion models. Two
examples are given to illustrate their advantages when used in conjunction with a sharp
interface or coupled flow and transport approaches.
APPROACH
The computational approach is an extension of a newly proposed grid-based alternative
method to advective particle tracking (Sbai 2018). This is a powerful screening tool to
accurately delineate and visualize capture zones around abstraction wells or outflow
boundaries, the swept zones formed by injection wells or inflow boundaries, and the
partitions associated with injection-pumping well doublets or inflowing-outflowing
boundary pairs. The forward or backward travel times and residence time distributions are
robustly simulated and visualized on the computational grid with little computational effort.
This method is comparable to the particle-tracking approach (Pollock 1988). However, it
holds more promise for complex groundwater applications because the interpretation and
visualization of travel and residence times are easier.
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The first extension proposed in this paper involves the interactions between the sea boundary
and all sources/sinks of a sharp-interface groundwater flow model. A second addition is a
novel way to generate optimal locally refined grids (LGR) for transient solute transport
problems based on precomputed steady-state indicators derived from a fine scale steady-state
flow and travel times solutions.
RESULTS
Two examples are presented to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed extensions for
seawater intrusion analysis in coastal aquifers.
Example 1
This first demonstration example considers four pumping wells in a highly heterogeneous
hypothetical coastal aquifer system. As illustrated in Figure 1A the permeability distribution
spans more than five orders of magnitude. An injection well is placed in the south of the
domain near the coastline at the lower boundary. The effectiveness of this hydraulic barrier,
over time, could be studied by computing and visualizing the expected spatial-temporal
patterns of the flow field. A more effective way to understand the dynamics of hydraulic
interactions between the injection well, pumping wells, and the salt-fresh water interface is
to analyze the shape of swept zones corresponding to forward tracer partitions from the
injector.
(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 1. Permeability distribution in Log10 scale. (B) Forward time iso-values from 10
to 70 years with 10 years interval. Injection well is red and pumping wells are black
dots. (C) Spatial-temporal patterns of swept zones formed by the injection well showing
the strength and magnitude of hydraulic interactions between injection-pumping well
pairs and its potential to remediate saltwater encroachment.
Figure 1B shows the contour lines of the forward arrival times simulated by a finitedifference grid-based method (Sbai 2018). Injected water reaches the pumping wells in the
domain center and north positions after 10 and 70 years, respectively. Figure 1C shows the
expansion of interaction zones between the injector and other sources/sinks such as the salt
source from the sea and the pumping stations. In particular, we can conclude that with the
prescribed flow rates remediation of seawater intrusion is starting to be effective after 30
years (notice the expansion of the dark blue partition in Figure 1C).
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Because these results are obtained very efficiently (in less than a second in a laptop
computer) the underlying method could be used for operational management of water
resources in coastal aquifers. It could also be used in combination with a constrained
optimization algorithm to design the optimal number, positions and flow rates of injection
wells.
Example 2
In this second demonstration example we consider a binary distribution of the hydraulic
conductivity field as shown in Figure 2A where permeable and impervious cells are at 1 and
10-3 m/d, respectively. Groundwater flow is controlled by a couple of injection and pumping
wells placed at the lower left and upper right cells of the computational grid, respectively.
Pumping and withdrawal rates are equal to 1 m3/day. Effective porosity equals 25 %.
Groundwater flow and finite-difference based forward and backward travel times are
simulated on a fine grid with 1 m uniform grid spacing in each direction. Next, a fine scale
spatial distribution of
[ ( )
( ] is computed and shifted to the origin as
illustrated in Figure 2B.
A general-purpose algorithm is developed to optimize the generation of LGR grids for
transient solute transport simulations in heterogeneous porous media. The novelty of this
method is its reliability on physical (flow and transport) dynamics for grid generation unlike
generally available tools standing rather on geometrical constraints. This algorithm involves
two distinct steps. First, the fine scale grid is coarsened by a regular agglomeration of the
cells following an nxm pattern, where n and m are the number of successive rows and
columns to agglomerate. This step involves eventually a flow-based upscaling procedure to
get representative hydraulic conductivity values for the obtained coarse grid. In a second
phase, coarse blocks whose cumulative index exceed a given threshold value are taken
as local grid refinement targets. A user-selected grid refinement level is therefore applied to
all these cells leading to a fine child grid having inactive cells which overlap with active
cells of its parent coarse grid, and vice-versa. Flow and transport simulations involve an
iterative loop between the parent and child grid(s) where jumps in flow rates and
concentration fluxes at their interfaces are minimized until convergence. This is similar to a
domain decomposition method at the algebraic level. An example of such generated grid is
shown is Figure 2C for the presented problem where n = m = 5 and the refinement level
inside the child grid is 5-by-5.
As shown in Figures 3A and 3B groundwater heads computed with the fine and LGR grids
look very similar in sensitive parts to solute transport dynamics namely inside the fine child
grid of the composite LGR grid. As expected pure solute advection simulations results
computed on fine and LGR grids are undisguisable as illustrated in Figures 3C and 3D
resulting in overall reduction of the computational time and memory storage. This
conclusion is confirmed by comparing the breakthrough curves of the solute at the pumping
well shown in Figure 3E where an excellent agreement is obtained.
We expect a more impressive speedup for three dimensional problems in heterogeneous
aquifers exhibiting high flow channeling or localized solute transport spreading. This is also
the case for seawater intrusion problems based on coupled viscosity- and density-dependent
flow and transport models because repeatedly solving the flow problem on an LGR grid
could dramatically reduce the computational time and accelerate the outer (e.g. nonlinear)
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loop convergence. All these issues are being under investigation and will be reported in the
near future.
(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 2. Hydraulic conductivity distribution showing impervious cells in gray. Flow
pathlines of 20 particles released near the injection well are visualized. (B) Spatial
distribution of indicator used for local grid refinement. (C) The obtained LGR grid
to be used for the following transient solute transport simulation with = 30.
CONCLUSIONS
We introduce novel screening tools to analyze seawater intrusion processes in highly
heterogeneous coastal aquifer systems. Illustrative examples were given to demonstrate:
 The capability to delineate the spatial-temporal interactions between the sea
boundary and all sources/sinks of a sharp-interface groundwater flow model.
 The capability to generate optimal locally refined grids for transient solute transport
problems based on precomputed steady-state indicators. Thus, we introduce a
groundwater flow- and transport- based method for grid generation targeting finite
difference models.
We are using these diagnostic tools to analyze and improve conceptual models of existing
Mediterranean seawater intrusion pilot sites in South of France.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

Figure 3. Spatial distributions of
computed hydraulic heads on (A) fine
and (B) LGR grids. Spatial distribution
of simulated concentrations after 600
days of continuous injection/pumping
using (C) fine and (D) LGR grids. A
CPU time speedup close to two is
obtained. (E) BTC‘s at the pumping well
are shown for fine and LGR grids,
respectively. Two fine grid solutions are
produced with Finite-Difference (FD)
and TVD schemes. An excellent
agreement is obtained between the three
simulations.
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ABSTRACT
A 3d regional density-driven flow model of a heterogeneous aquifer system at the German
North Sea Coast is set up within the joint project NAWAK (―Development of sustainable
adaption strategies for the water supply and distribution infrastructure on condition of
climatic and demographic change‖). The development of the freshwater-saltwater interface
is simulated for three climate and demographic scenarios.
Groundwater flow simulations are performed with the finite volume code d³f++ (distributed
density driven flow) that has been developed with a view to the modelling of large, complex,
strongly density-influenced aquifer systems over long time periods.
INTRODUCTION
The project NAWAK started in 2013 as an associated project of eight German institutions
including research institutes as well as local water supplying companies. It was funded by
the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (033W007A). The main objective
was the implementation of a planning tool that enables the local stakeholders to know the
possible range of impacts caused by climate and demographic change and to identify
sustainable adaption strategies.
In the BMBF-funded project ―Development of sustainable adaptation strategies of water
management in coastal areas under the conditions of climatic and demographic change‖
(NAWAK, was applied to coastal aquifer systems near the German North Sea.
Three regional 3d density-driven flow models have been set up using the code d³f++. The
aim of this works was forecasting the impact of different climatic and demographic scenarios
on the freshwater availability. The largest of these models will be presented here, the
Sandelermöns region, covering an area of about 1000 km² and based on detailed geological
and geochemical data, a subarea related recharge model (PANTA RHEI, Meon et al. 2012)
as well as data from geophysics. The model contains groundwater recharge, river discharge
and the well fields of three waterworks.
Based on the calibrated model three scenarios regarding the impact of sea-level rise and
changing recharge- and well pumping conditions were simulated. The results were provided
to the local and regional stakeholders within a special developed planning tool. Furthermore,
the same modeling approach was applied to two other coastal areas near the estuary of the
river Elbe.
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HYDROGEOLOGICAL MODELING
The Sandelermöns model covers an area of about 1,000 km² situated at the German North
sea coast as shown in Figure 1. Almost half of the model region is low-lying and formed part
of the North Sea some hundred years ago so that the aquifers lead saline groundwaters. The
south-western part consists of moraines with notable recharge rates and freshwater aquifers
below. The three waterworks Sandelermöns, Feldhausen and Klein Horsten are situated in
these areas, competing for pumping concessions and worrying about the close-by saline
waters.

Figure 1. Situation of the Sandelermöns model area including the wells of the three
waterworks and area of saline groundwater.
The hydrogeological structure model was set up by the Oldenburg-Ostfriesian Water
Company (OOWV). Six formations are distinguished, starting with a thick layer of fluvial
sands at the bottom, followed by small fields of Tergast clay and a continuous layer of meltwater sands. The top of the model consists of thin layers of Lauenburg clay, dune sands and
silty materials. The base surface of each hydrogeological layer was read-in into the ProMesh
tool (Reiter 2016) and together with ground surface data composed to a 3d model.
The south-western boundary of the model is located on a watershed and therefore assumed to
be impermeable. The salt concentration is set to zero. The north-western and south-eastern
boundaries are choosen to be perpendicular to the water table isohypses and therefore also
regarded as impermeable for the flow. The coastal boundary is equipped with a hydrostatic
pressure for seawater and a salt concentration of 34 kg/kg (35 g/l). The bottom of the model
is also assumed to be impermeable because geological knowledge suggests almost
impermeable clayey formations here. On the upper boundary, a Dirichlet boundary condition
p = 0 has to be choosen for the pressure prescribed by the levelset method. The
concentration is also set to zero.
The groundwater recharge was simulated by using the hydrologic model PANTA RHEI
(LWI), a conceptual model with partly physic-based modules, especially for the soil water
processes. 147 polygonal recharge zones were distinguished (see figure 2). Time-dependent
recharge rates for the three climate scenarios WETTREG2010 B1 (moderate),
WETTREG2010 A1B (long-term dry) and WETTREG2010 A2 (dry) from 2011 to 2050
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were computed and coupled with the density-driven flow model d³f++. A sea-level rise of
0.25 m was assumed for this period.
The north-eastern region of the model domain is characterized by a dense net of small
draining ditches and rivers conducting water to the coastal pumping stations in the dikes to
keep the groundwater level below land surface. This drainage plays a crucial role in the
hydraulic regime and had to be incorporated in the model. Because an explicit mapping of all
ditches in a regional model is impossible, only the rivers of first and second orders were
integrated, and their influence was smeared over a user defined range of surface elements.
Regrettably there exists only little information about the water levels of the receiving
streams in the Sandelermöns region as well as the pumping rates of the coastal stations.
Missing information was replaced by reasonable assumptions to meet the natural hydraulic
regime by a careful calibration process. Furthermore, the 51 pumping wells of the
waterworks were included into the model. Additionally, 36 private wells are regarded. For
2050 three different socio-economic scenarios influencing the water demand were
investigated by the OOWV, a basic scenario, a green world scenario and a growth scenario.
The resulting time-dependent pumping rates were used in the scenario-simulations by d³f++.

Figure 2. Sandelermöns: 3d hydrogeological model (30x vertically exaggerated) with
coarse grid, rivers, pumping wells and recharge map (right).
To find an appropriate initial condition for the free groundwater table the data of 284 gauge
wells were averaged over the year 2011 and interpolated. Unfortunately, only few gauges
exist near the coastal line, and the model reacts very sensitive on changes in these settings.
The initial condition for the salt concentration is based on geoelectromagnetic data provided
by the Leibniz Institute for Applied Geology.
METHODS
For the density-driven flow model the finite volume code d³f++ is used (Fein 1999,
Schneider 2016). The code may be used for groundwater flow and transport modelling in
porous media as well as in fractured rock or mudstone including options for modelling saltand heat transport as well as a free groundwater surface.
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In d³f++, the equation system describing thermohaline flow is solved, consisting of the mass
conservation of the fluid, the mass conservation of the brine, and energy conservation. The
flow velocity follows Darcy‘s law. Fluid density and viscosity are depending on salt mass
fraction and temperature. It should be mentioned that d³f++ solves the complete, nonlinear
coupled equation system without simplifications such as the Boussinesq approximation.
d³f++ is based on the UG toolbox (Vogel et al. 2014). The use of modern numerical methods
such as geometric and algebraic multigrid methods and their parallelisation enables
simulations over long time periods with feasible computational effort.
In d³f++ the time dependent position of the groundwater table ( in a fixed domain is
described as the zero set of a level set function (Frolkovič 2012). Using level set functions
implicates some restrictions to these part of the model boundary: Regarding the pressure, the
boundary condition
on ( at any fixed time
is set directly by numerical
discretization and cannot be changed. That means groundwater recharge as well as discharge
may not be treated as boundary conditions, both effects have to be modelled as factors
directly influencing the normal velocity on ( .
RESULTS
The main objective of this works was predicting the situation of the freshwater-/saltwater
interface up to the year 2050. Simulations started with the calibrated model in 2011 and the
initial and boundary conditions as described above.
Firstly, the groundwater model had to be calibrated, based on mean values of the recharge
and pumping rates in the base year of 2011. It was observed that river drainage relatively to
the recharge rates is much more influencing the results than well pumping, which plays a
less important role. These sensitivities form a huge problem because of the low number of
gauges und the poor knowledge about the pumping rates at the overflows of the dikes.
Another problem is that the results for the fluid volume may completely fail without an
adequate grid refinement. Subject to the uncertainties caused by lack of data, a model
calibration could be reached.
Based on the calibrated model 9 scenarios were simulated, combining both climatic and
socio-economic scenarios. One difficulty was that the current distribution of saline waters
con not be explained only by the hydraulic situation. The influence of the hydrostatic
pressure boundary condition at the coastal line is restricted to a zone near the coastal
boundary. Saline waters detected by measures outside this zone must result from former
inundations hundreds of years ago, before the areas were protected by dikes. That means the
simulated salt distribution is mainly determined of the initial condition. Using the airborne
electromagnetic data from LIAG was therefore essential for the simulation of the scenarios.
The results of the combination of the WETTREG B1 climate scenario and the socioeconomic scenario basic are shown in figure 3 and figure 4. Figure 4 shows the movement of
the freshwater-saltwater interface within 39 years of model time in a depth of 65 m,
corresponding to the mean screen of the well field next to the saline areas.
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Figure 3. Water balance over the model time from 2011 to 2050, combination of the
pumping rates of the basic scenario with the B1 climate scenario

Figure 4. Situation of the freshwater-saltwater interface 2015, combination of the
pumping rates of the basic scenario with the B1 climate scenario
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
One of the main results of these simulations was the predicted situation of the freshwatersaltwater interface. Besides the numerical effort a main challenge was the fact that in the
modeling of this type of lowland aquifers the results are strongly controlled by the initial salt
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distribution and the influence of the drainage ditches. Since the initial salt distribution cannot
be derived from the hydraulic regime alone, a good data base for both of these factors is
essential to obtain confidential results. To be able to quantify the exfiltration by the drainage
ditches in the model it is important to have more gauches and, at the other hand, that the
pumping stations measure the run-off to the sea at the overflow of dikes.
Furthermore it was detected that a minimum grid refinement is crucial for getting correct
results for the fluid volume or the position of the groundwater surface, respectively. Thereby
it turned out again that grid convergence is an indispensable precondition for confidential
simulation results, especially regarding forecasts.
In consideration of the lack of data and the still coarse grid the calibration results are rather
good and plausible. Nevertheless, further grid refinements are necessary for reliable
simulation results. It is desirable to achieve grid convergence, that means at least grid levels
3 or 4 (1.1 or 4.6 millions of nodes) have to be used. In the framework of the project
―Implementation of strategic development goals in coastal aquifer management‖ (go-CAM,
02WGR1427B) the described work is continued.
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ABSTRACT
The joint technical cooperation project CREM (Coopération régionale pour une Gestion
Durable des Ressources en Eau au Maghreb) of OSS (Observatoire du Sahara et du Sahel),
BGR (Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources), and GIZ (German Society
for International Cooperation) is funded by BMZ (German Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development) and fosters the exchange of groundwater management
strategies between the three countries Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia. The strategic focus in
the pilot area of Souss-Massa, Morocco, by BGR is on saltwater intrusion.
The Souss-Massa Basin is the country‘s most important agricultural area. Groundwater from
the coastal Chtouka aquifer is the main source for irrigation water. The heavy exploitation of
groundwater leads to declining water level in the sub-basin, with the effect of intruding
seawater from the ocean. To track the development of both, piezometric heads and salinity
distribution, an adapted seawater intrusion monitoring network is set-up consisting of
investigations at existing wells, the drilling of new monitoring boreholes, and the application
of geophysics.
The strategy of improving the existing monitoring network is iterative: A numerical model is
used to locate new monitoring boreholes, which will in turn help to improve the model. With
these results, accurate predictions of saltwater intrusion can be made and scenarios of
counter measures developed.
An existing three dimensional density dependent flow and transport model was used to
simulate groundwater flow and salinity distributions in the Chtouka aquifer. Three new sites
for the implementation of new monitoring boreholes are selected close to the coast, i.e. in the
northern part of the aquifer, where the intrusion is assumed to be farthest. A first
measurement campaign was launched together with the ABHSM (Agence du Bassin
Hydraulique Souss Massa) and the University of Agadir in the beginning of 2018. Wells and
monitoring boreholes close to the coast were visited, altitudes and water level data were
gathered, and depth specific electrical conductivity profiles were taken. According to the
data, depth specific sampling was subsequently performed with the help of a bailer.
The data was compared to historic data and fed into the numerical model. First results show
an average groundwater depletion of up to 1.5 m per year in several locations.
Countermeasures are already discussed on a high level, e.g. the construction of a water
desalination plant for agricultural purposes. In international workshops, the project‘s results,
as well as strategies are discussed with the aim to transfer the achievements to other OSS
member countries, i.e. Tunisia and Algeria.
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ABSTRACT
Saltwater intrusion is a problem that occurs at coastal aquifers and may intensify due to
climate change and sea level rise. Unsustainable groundwater extraction can lead to
upconing while inundation leads to groundwater salinization from the top. The area of
interest is located in North-Western Germany between the rivers Ems and Weser at the
German Bight of the North Sea. This area has partly (salt marsh) been made available for
human use by installing dikes and drainage measures. The coastline, now defined by dikes,
is not an indicator of the saltwater-freshwater interface. Most likely, anthropogenic factors as
well as past inundation processes before dike installation have a major influence on the
present-day extent of saltwater intrusion. To quantify factors with the largest influence on
saltwater intrusion, a numerical model was built. The discretization in x- and y-direction was
chosen to be 500 m. The vertical extent was 160 m and discretized into 2 m thick
computational layers, thereby incorporating all relevant hydrogeological features within the
study area. The first aim of the model was to replicate the present-day piezometric head
distribution and the current extent of salinization. In the future, scenarios will be used to
assess potential impacts of climate change, as well as adaptation measures.
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ABSTRACT
Desalination has become, in the last decades, a necessity for water supply in many locations
around the world and specifically in arid and semi-arid places. The majority of the feed
water that is being used for desalination is seawater which holds difficulties due to its need
of extensive pretreatment. Saline groundwater (SGW) from coastal aquifers was proven to
be a high quality feed water for desalination. The aim of this study was to investigate the
implications of pumping SGW from a coastal aquifer on the fresh-saline groundwater
interface (FSI) in terms of its location with varying pumping rates and different pumping
distances from the shore. A finite element model was built with the FEFLOW software
which solves the coupled flow and density dependent flow equations. A phreatic 3D model
was built to simulate the behavior of the FSI due to extensive pumping regime. Furthermore,
a field scale pumping test was conducted in Nitzanim natural reserve in Israel. Low pumping
rate of 2.5 m3/hour was applied and EC sensor was placed in an observation well nearby to
monitor the FSI shift due to pumping. The model results show that pumping SGW in a
coastal aquifer freshened the aquifer and rehabilitated parts that were salinized due to fresh
groundwater pumping. In addition, the results show that the pumped water salinity decreases
with increase of pumping rate up to ~30% fresh water in an extreme pumping rate of 30
million cubic meter per year from one well and the percentage of fresh water in the well
decreases with lower pumping rates. Moreover, in scenarios of fresh and saline groundwater
pumping simultaneously, the salinity of the saline pumping well was more stable and the FSI
location experienced less variability. The field experiment results showed an agreement with
the model results when salinity decrease was noticed in the observation well 13 meters from
the pumping well. This study shows that pumping of SGW for desalination purposes can be
a supplementary benefit of aquifer rehabilitation and fresh water extraction without
detrimental effect of seawater intrusion.
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ABSTRACT
Simple tidal response method was used to investigate hydraulic properties of a freshwaterlens aquifer. The employed tidal response method is characterized by consisting of
groundwater-level observations for a specific length of time at paired two sites, near-shore
and relatively inland, and two simple time-series decomposition techniques, nonrecursive
digital filtering and discrete Fourier-transform calculations. The method used no surfacewater (sea-level) data to reduce or offset errors derived from generally possible surfacewater/groundwater boundary effects. The decomposition techniques were each recently
optimized for extracting frequencies of known major tidal components. Digital high-pass
filtering was used to separate tidal components of diurnal and shorter periods from longerperiod components prior to the following isolation of tidal components. Basic formulas for
Fourier transform were used to isolate major tidal components. Both decomposition
techniques can be easily achieved only using built-in functions of spreadsheet software. The
isolation of specific tidal signals helps reduce errors of a basic tidal response method that
uses amplitude attenuation and phase lag of a simple sinusoidal wave of groundwater
fluctuations. The tidal response method with simple decomposition techniques was applied
to a freshwater-lens aquifer of a limestone island of Japan. The freshwater lens is the
principal water resource for the island and investigations for its sustainable development are
ongoing. The estimated hydraulic parameters agreed well with those previously estimated
based on a pumping test conducted in the same island.
Contact Information: Katsushi Shirahata, Institute for Rural Engineering, NARO, Tsukuba, Ibaraki
305-8609, Japan, Email: shirahatak@affrc.go.jp
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ABSTRACT
The Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR) conducted many
airborne geophysical surveys in Northern Germany during the last decades. The coastal
regions of Lower Saxony were investigated by frequency-domain helicopter-borne
electromagnetics (HEM) to reveal the bulk resistivity of the subsurface (sediments and pore
fluids). The State Authority for Mining, Energy and Geology (LBEG) is preparing a
statewide ―saltwater map‖ for Lower Saxony with a focus on the coastal aquifers influenced
by seawater intrusion. For this purpose, the HEM resistivities are used in combination with
groundwater data and a geological model to derive the lower fresh-water boundary. As
appropriate depth values are manually picked from vertical resistivity sections, this
procedure is time consuming. Therefore, we tested an alternative, which automatically
derives the fresh-saline groundwater boundary directly from the HEM resistivity models.
The ambiguity between brackish/saline water and clayey sediments as source for low
resistivities can somewhat be reduced by the application of gradients instead of threshold
values for searching an appropriate boundary. We compare results of both methods using a
dataset from a coastal region at the Jade Bay.
INTRODUCTION
A modern technique for electrical conductivity mapping is airborne electromagnetics (Paine
and Minty 2005; Siemon et al. 2009). BGR operates, for example, two frequency-domain
HEM systems (Resolve), which have been used to survey large parts of the coastal region of
Lower Saxony in Northern Germany (Siemon et al. 2014) in cooperation with the Leibniz
Institute for Applied Geophysics (LIAG). These datasets are currently used to map the
seawater intrusion at the German North Sea coast (Deus et al. 2015).
As the depth of the fresh-saline groundwater boundary is an important information, e.g. for
water suppliers, farmers and drainage organizations, the existing overview map (LBEG
1987) is not sufficient for many problems. In order to get a detailed status quo of the freshsaline groundwater distribution at the coastal region of Lower Saxony, we are currently
generating a model containing the lower fresh-water boundary for the entire coastline. This
enables us to recognize and estimate changes related to climate change effects and to
develop adaption strategies.
Survey area
The survey area Varel (319 km²) is located at the Jade Bay. The airborne survey was
conducted in May 2014 (Ullmann et al. 2017). It includes the southern part of the Jade Bay
and ranges from the city of Wilhelmshaven in the northwest to the Weser river in the
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southeast. This tidal flat area was flown during low tides in order to reduce the shielding
effect of seawater.
Geology
The coastal region of the German Bight containing the East Frisian Islands, the tidal flats and
the marshland are the youngest landscape elements in Lower Saxony. All sediments in this
area have been accrued during the Quaternary and the accumulation is still continuing.
During the last 2.6 million years, the coastal region was formed due to climate changes with
at least three glacial periods, which were intercepted by two interglacials (Heunisch et al.
2007). After the Weichselian glaciation, the inland ice shields melted down and the sea level
has begun to rise. The characteristic series of Holocene coastal sediments have been
deposited since the Weichselian glaciation. They consist of strata of fine-grained sand, silt,
clay and intercalated layers of peat (Streif 2004).
Hydrogeology
The main challenge in the study of coastal aquifers in Northern Germany is the fresh-saline
groundwater boundary. Intrusion of seawater is a global challenge that could be affected by
sea-level rise, changes in recharge and anthropogenic effects such as groundwater extraction
or surface drainage and canalization (Werner and Simmons 2009). Low groundwater
recharge rates in the marshland based on the widespread Holocene brackish and marine
cohesive sediments and higher recharge rates in the moraine areas are typical for the coastal
regions in Lower Saxony. The groundwater table is located very close to the surface and the
upper aquifer system is between 50 and 200 m thick (LBEG 2018). The main groundwater
aquifer consists of Pliocene to Saalian medium to coarse sands, in which low permeability
layers are enclosed.
METHODS
Airborne EM
The penetration of the EM fields generated by HEM systems into the subsurface strongly
depends on both the system parameter frequency and the ground parameter resistivity
(inverse of electrical conductivity). Thus, the penetration depth is low at high frequencies or
low resistivities and high at low frequencies or high resistivities. The exploration depth is
thus dependent on the resistivity structure and may reach maximum depths of about 150 m
for fresh-water saturated sand above saline groundwater (Siemon et al. 2011).
The inversion procedure used to model the HEM data is based on a Levenberg-Marquardt
approach (Sengpiel and Siemon 2000), which applies the general matrix inversion based on
singular value decomposition. The included regularisation weights the singular values. The
weights are automatically determined by minimising the misfit (L1 norm). A pre-set
(selectable) scaling factor (normally = 1.0) controls the model smoothness. We tested the
inversion with few (6) and many (20) layers and found that smooth inversion using 20 layers
and a scaling factor of 2.8 produced more stable results providing smooth but consistent
resistivity models. On the other hand, extreme values generally could not be derived, i.e.
resistive layers (fresh water) below or sandwiched between conductive layers (saline water
or clay) appeared at somewhat lowered resistivities (compared to the few-layer inversion).
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Manual picking of the bottom of fresh groundwater
The manual picking uses images of vertical resistivity sections derived from 1D HEM
inversion models. These images are imported into a modelling software (Skua Gocad,
Paradigm). In Lower Saxony, a chloride threshold of 250 mg/l is used to bound fresh
(drinking) water. Assuming a water resistivity of 10 Ωm and a mean formation factor of 3,
the lower fresh-water boundary is picked at about 30 Ωm. The application of resistivity
threshold values for this picking is ambiguous, because both brackish groundwater and
clayey sediments can cause similar resistivity values. Therefore, the background geological
model is used to distinguish between both.
Automatic detection of the fresh-saline groundwater boundary
The ambiguity of resistivity threshold values is far more critical for the automatic detection
of the fresh-saline groundwater boundary (FSB). Therefore, de Louw et al. (2011)
introduced a concept using the largest ratio of consecutive layer resistivities within a pre-set
resistivity range (2-5 m). In extension to this ratio approach, we use a spline through the
model layers followed by a calculation of steepest gradients. The spline calculated from
log(r) vs. log(z) data is analysed with respect to its first and second derivatives. The spline
consists of 100 values, which are equidistant in log(z). Maximum steepness of the first
derivative occurs where the second derivative is zero. Generally, several sufficiently steep
gradients occur. Therefore, only up to four depths assigned to the both highest (positive) and
lowest (negative) gradients exceeding ±10 % are selected and stored together with the
corresponding resistivities. Negative gradients occur if resistive material exists on top of
conductive material, e.g. fresh water or sand above saline water or clay, and positive
gradients describe the reverse case.
These steepest gradients representing the prominent layer boundaries allow following
scenarios:
1) Homogeneous subsurface: Fresh (F) or saline (S) groundwater;
2) Two-layer case: Fresh above saline (FS) groundwater or the reverse case (SF); the latter
requires an aquitard (clay) in-between, which generally cannot be resolved;
3) Three-layer case: A clay layer (with saline groundwater on top) is sandwiched between
fresh-water aquifers (FSF) or located on top of fresh above saline groundwater (SFS);
4) Four-layer case: The latter case plus fresh groundwater on top (FSFS); the reverse case,
i.e. fresh groundwater below SFS, can generally not be resolved.
In order to analyse the gradients with respect to these scenarios, the first step is to check
whether an aquitard (positive gradient, scenario SF) exists or not. If no (no or one negative
gradient), only the three simple cases (F, S, FS) are possible and the FSB is located below
(unbounded), on top (fresh-water table) or within the resistivity model (depth of FS
gradient). If yes (SF and FS gradients exist), the locations of the FS gradients with respect to
the SF gradient have to be checked: Above (FSF), below (SFS) or above and below (FSFS).
If two FS gradients with no intercalated SF gradient occur, i.e. the resistivity decreases
stepwise, the upper one is selected, except this double boundary is located above an aquitard.
Finally, the averaged resistivities of the depth ranges assigned to F have to be checked
whether they are above 10 m. Otherwise, the FSB has to be moved upwards.
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RESULTS
The survey area Varel at the Jade Bay was selected for a comparison of manual (LBEG) and
automatic (BGR) identification of the fresh-saline groundwater boundary. Figure 1 shows
two resistivity maps at -3 and -30 m amsl (above mean sea level), which were derived from
1D HEM inversion models. In the southwest, a resistive feature appears on both maps
indicating a thick fresh-water zone. The Jade Bay area in the north and part of the adjacent
onshore areas appear conductive at shallow depth and less conductive at greater depth
indicating fresh or at least less saline groundwater below the saline cover, particularly in two
areas: a) The extension of the SE-NW trending fresh-water zone, and b) to the south of a
former island (Arngast). The fresh water aquifer in the eastern half of the survey area seems
to be thinner than in the thick fresh-water zone. Furthermore, a conductive cover occurs at
the northeastern edge of the area, which is obviously caused by clayey sediments.

Figure 1. Resistivity at -3 m amsl (left) and -30 m amsl (right) derived from 1D HEM
inversion models. The black lines mark erased and interpolated data.
Figure 2 shows the results of both LBEG and BGR approaches. They are similar, but not
identical. The greatest differences occur in the southwest, where the deep fresh-water aquifer
exists. There, the HEM models do not indicate a clear FSB, i.e. the fresh-water aquifer is
unbounded in the models and the FSB is set onto the maximum model depth. On the other
hand, the automatically derived values are generally located deeper than the manually picked
values. That is not too surprising, because the manual picking searches for a boundary
located at the upper level of the transition zone between fresh and saline water, whereas the
automatic approach can only reveal the center of this transition zone. Thus, it depends on the
thickness of the transition zone, how far apart both values are. The resulting mean difference
of -16 m, however, cannot be completely explained by the thickness of the transition zone,
which is assumed to be 10-15 m. The smoothness of the HEM models could be another
reason for this discrepancy, because resistivity values are often lower if the corresponding
resistive zone is sandwiched between or located below conductive zones. This situation
affects approaches using threshold values stronger than approaches using relative values
such as gradients.
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Figure 2. Elevation of fresh-saline groundwater boundaries: Manually picked (LBEG,
left), automatically derived (BGR, right) from 1D HEM inversion models. A histogram
of the differences (on the right map) reveals two maxima at 0 and .16 m.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Airborne electromagnetics has proven to be able to reveal the fresh-saline groundwater
boundary in a flat area at the Jade Bay. The HEM inversion models were used to derive that
boundary by both manual picking and automatic detection. The thickness of fresh-water
aquifers could be mapped onshore and offshore, even below a conductive cover such as
clayey sediments saturated with saline water. Generally, the manual approach provides
shallower results than the automatic approach. This is due do different targeting, because the
manual approach searches for the lower drinking-water boundary and the automatic
approach reveals the center of the fresh-saline transition zone. Besides this general offset, the
smoothness of the inversion models has be taken into account. That particularly affects
approaches applying threshold values more than approaches using relative values such as
gradients.
In order to further reduce the ambiguity discussed in this paper, detailed knowledge on
lithology and the influence of the diverse lithological units on the bulk resistivity is
necessary. Such an approach was used to interpret the HEM data of the Province of Zeeland
in the Netherlands with respect to groundwater salinity (project FRESHEM, Delsman et al.
2018). Siemon et al. (2018) discuss the differences of the FRESHEM approach and the
automatic detection with respect to the fresh-saline groundwater boundary, which are rather
small.
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Fossil groundwater in a deltaic aquifer that supplies to a
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ABSTRACT
The detrital coastal aquifer of the Andarax delta, SE Spain, supplies to a desalination plant
(Almería Desalination Plant) from 17 beach boreholes since 2007. These boreholes cut all
the aquifer thick (around 100 m) and they are located 30 - 150 m inland along the delta
shoreline. The aquifer from which the water is taken—Lower Andarax Aquifer—extends
along the whole valley and delta of the river Andarax and is formed by Pliocene and
Quaternary fluviodeltaic deposits. The daily volume of salty groundwater intake of the plant
has changed over time, currently being around 28,000 m3/day. Three piezometers, aligned
perpendicular to the shoreline and placed at 100 (PI), 200 (PII) and 300 (PIII) m from the
coast, have been used to monitor the changes that the desalination plant pumping has
generated in the aquifer. Since the desalination plant started to work until today, EC logs and
samplings have been carried out periodically in these piezometers and also in some borehole
that supplies to the plant. The EC profiles show that there is a transition zone between
saltwater and freshwater in the aquifer, and the freshwater layer has increased its thickness
over time due to the pumping. EC groundwater values supplied to the plant show are around
45 mS/cm, lower than seawater conductivity (55 mS/cm).
Carbon-13 and Carbon-14 isotopes were utilized in this study to determine the age of
groundwater. The results show that freshwater and seawater are modern. Nevertheless,
saltwater in the deepest part of the aquifer further landward is fossil, with 14CDIC age about
10,000 years old. Finally, the samples taken in the mixing interface have an intermediate
value, showing that they are a mix between fresh and saltwater.
According to these results, we can demonstrate that water taken by the desalination plant is
recent seawater, which is partially mixed with freshwater from the upper level. This mix
lowers the groundwater EC. There are also some differences between water temperature
supplied to the plant and other samples, being 2-3 ºC lower the first one, which also point
out its recent character. The presence of fossil groundwater in the deepest part of the aquifer
is related to the Flandrian transgression, around 10,000 years BP, when the Andarax delta
did not exist and instead, an estuary was formed in this area. The seawater from this estuary
infiltrated towards the base of the aquifer and it is still located at this site.
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ABSTRACT
The recent acknowledgment of the widespread occurrence of freshwater under the sea has
renewed interest in understanding and predicting the extent of this hidden resource. The most
easily applied approaches to estimating offshore freshwater limits are based on sharpinterface assumptions, which neglect dispersive mechanisms and offshore circulation of
seawater. The difference between sharp-interface and dispersive models has been
investigated extensively for onshore coastal aquifers; however, the role of dispersion in
controlling offshore freshwater-seawater interactions is not well understood. Our study aims
to improve the current understanding of the influence of dispersion on stable offshore
interfaces, seawater circulation and freshwater discharge. For this purpose, we undertake
dispersive numerical simulations in SEAWAT. Results show that dispersion affects the tip
and toe in a different fashion. Increasing dispersion causes the toe to increasingly advance
seaward, where the tip shows non-monotonic relationship with dispersion.
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ABSTRACT
Modifications of the hydraulic conductivities in an aquifer may result in altered groundwater
flow and discharge. This could potentially help to prevent or reverse seawater intrusion in
coastal aquifers. In this study we assume a modification of the hydraulic conductivity, e.g.
by the blocking of pore spaces. A previously homogeneous porous coastal aquifer may thus
be separated into a deeper, more permeable and a shallower, less permeable layer. The
analytical solution calculates the length of the saltwater wedge
[m], depending on the
transmissivities in the upper and lower layer, respectively. A lower conductivity in the upper
layer leads to a redistribution of groundwater flow, pushing the saltwater wedge towards the
coast. The calculations are supported by physical sand tank experiments and compared to
numerical model results. They are in good accordance to each other, suggesting that
saltwater intrusion may be reduced by the modification of hydraulic conductivity.
INTRODUCTION
Seawater intrusion is a phenomenon occurring in coastal zones worldwide. Reasons are
manifold and range from anthropogenic groundwater overexploitation to sea level rise,
resulting in a gradient shift between the seawater and the freshwater in the aquifer. Different
measures may be employed to reduce or even prevent seawater intrusion into coastal
aquifers. Examples are the adjustment of groundwater abstraction rates, artificial
groundwater recharge or flow barriers by counter wells or cutoff walls in the subsurface
(Luyun et al. 2009, 2011, Werner at al. 2013).
Here, we show a new technique to prevent seawater intrusion by modifying the hydraulic
conductivity of a coastal aquifer. If the hydraulic conductivity in the upper part of an aquifer
is reduced, greater volumes of groundwater will be forced to flow in the lower part. This
redistribution of flow affects the saltwater wedge in a coastal aquifer: The saltwater will be
pushed towards the sea as more water is flowing close to the base of the aquifer, where
seawater usually intrudes farthest inland (Strack et al. 2016).
An analytical solution was obtained to calculate the intrusion length of the saltwater wedge
depending on the hydraulic conductivity and the thickness of both layers (Strack and Ausk
2015). To test the analytical solution, a sand tank experiment was set up, using different
sands for the representation of different hydraulic conductivities. Additionally, a numerical
model was set up using Feflow 7.0 (Diersch 2014). Steady-state results are subsequently
compared for different groundwater flow rates.
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METHODS
The mathematical expression for the toe length
aquifer (Strack and Ausk 2015) is:
(

,

[m] in a horizontally stratified coastal

(1)

where
and
are the transmissivities [m²/d] in the lower and upper layer, respectively,
with
being the sum of both,
and
the depth [m] of the lower and upper layer,
respectively, with being the total aquifer height, the density ratio [-] between fresh- and
saltwater, and
the freshwater influx [m²/d] from the landward boundary. The general
idealized set up is shown in Figure 1, where c = cseawater at the left represents the ocean, and c
= 0 indicates fresh water of the influx
at the right side. The numerical model follows this
set-up.

Figure 1. Sketch of the initially saltwater saturated, layered coastal aquifer and
boundary conditions used for numerical simulations.
Physical Experiment
The general set-up is based on the sandtank experiments presented by Stoeckl and Houben
(2012), using an acrylic glass box of 2.0 m length, 0.5 m height and 0.05 m width (Figure 2).
Two sands were used with hydraulic conductivities determined to be 1634.69 m/d and
197.16 m/d, respectively. Saltwater was prepared by adding 35 g/l NaCl to freshwater which
was then degassed. The aquifer is initially saturated with saline water. Freshwater inflow by
injection tubes was applied with different rates at the right side of the aquifer, using a
peristaltic pump. Steady-state was assumed to be reached when no changes of the position of
the tip of the wedge were recorded over 1 h.
RESULTS
A comparison of the intrusion length was done for one set-up with a fixed thickness of both
layers of 0.2 m and with the previously described fixed hydraulic conductivities. The
seawater intrusion length
is dependent on the flow rate Q and was calculated with the
analytical solution and compared to measurements in the physical sandtank experiment and
to the numerical simulation results (Figure 3). The results show a non-linear behavior and
are in good agreement with each other.
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As analytical and numerical model results indicate, the seawater intrusion is significant
reduced by lowering the hydraulic conductivity in the upper part of the coastal aquifer. The
analytical solution calculating the saltwater intrusion length could hence be verified.

Figure 2. Sketch of the physical model experiment (Strack et al. 2016).

Figure 3. Intrusion length xt [m] versus flow rate Q [m/d] for the analytical (calculated)
physical (measured) and numerical (modelled) results.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results show that saltwater intrusion may be reduced when the hydraulic conductivity is
lowered in the upper part of a coastal aquifer. Pushing the saltwater wedge towards the sea
results in an increase in available freshwater, which may potentially serve human water
consumption or the rehabilitation of ecosystems.
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Analytical modeling of freshwater lenses in different settings:
from coastal embryo dunes in the Netherlands to inland mega
dunes in Abu Dhabi
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ABSTRACT
Freshwater lenses are generally formed by rainfall and infiltration on land with saline water
in the underground. They are extremely important for fresh water supply to man, wildlife
and vegetation. Their extreme vulnerability to marine inundations, coastal erosion,
groundwater extraction and climate change calls for a profound understanding of their
genesis, growth, decay, shape and size under natural and stressed conditions.
Closed-form analytical models that simulate observations well, are good proof of
understanding. The existing analytical models perform well, however, only under ideal
situations which are rarely met. In this study, we demonstrate that they in fact perform badly,
if no due consideration is given to (i) the presence of intercalated aquitards within the
freshwater lens, (ii) salinity of the salt groundwater below the lens, (iii) recharge rate, and
(iv) periodical inundations by the sea.
We show field observations on 21 coastal locations in the Netherlands, in the early 1900s
when the (medium) large lenses were still little disturbed by among others groundwater
pumping. On these locations, the observed Ghyben-Herzberg ratio was not 40 (as mentioned
in many textbooks) but 18.6 on average, while ranging between 6 and 46. This deviation
triggered the development of the here proposed, empirical correction factor for the height of
the watertable, the depth to the fresh/salt interface and the lens formation time, as calculated
with well known, closed-form analytical solutions from the literature.
The salinity of coastal seawater and of the salt water below the freshwater lens is another
issue often overlooked, which contributes to significant deviations from Ghyben-Herzberg‘s
ratio of 40. In the Netherlands, coastal North Sea water is shown to have an average salt
water density of 1.020 kg/l, with variations mainly depending on the distance to the coast,
the distance to the main outlet of the Rhine River, its discharge, wind direction and wind
velocity. Measurements of the saline groundwater below the coastal lenses are more or less
identical to this coastal North Sea water, with few but interesting exceptions. Very large,
inland dune areas, such as the Veluwe in the central Netherlands (~circular with 19 km
radius) and the Liwa – Al Qafa dunes (~elongate 100x50 km) in Abu Dhabi, have totally
different salinities below their fresh water lenses, ranging from brackish to hypersaline. This
has a strong impact on their size.
The recharge rate of dune or sandy recharge areas is difficult to assess, even though surface
water discharge (often <5%) can (nearly) be ignored. It has a strong impact on the outcome
of analytical modeling, justifying efforts to provide accurate estimates. Observations on the
water balance of 4 megalysimeters in coastal dunes near Castricum (Netherlands) are
presented, which may help to estimate the annual recharge rate as function of vegetation and
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annual rainfall in temperate climates. Another option is to use the chloride mass balance,
with due consideration of several pitfalls.
Inundations of the sea have a strong impact on small lenses below coastal embryo dunes on
the higher parts of beaches. The smaller or lower dunes are easily eroded or inundated during
once in 1-10 years flooding, but they will dilute the infiltrating seawater and may give rise to
a broad beach zone with brackish groundwater in the phreatic aquifer, as noted on the Dutch
islands of Texel and Schiermonnikoog.
In this contribution, observations ànd analytical modeling results are presented, with
examples from small embryo dunes on the beach, (medium) large coastal dunes and (very)
large inland dune systems, in the Netherlands and Abu Dhabi.
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Water systems and Technology Department, Groningenhaven 7, PO Box 1072, 3430BB
Nieuwegein, The Netherlands, Phone: 0031-6-10945021, Fax: 0031-(0)30-6061165, Email:
pieter.stuyfzand@kwrwater.nl
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Evaluation of groundwater potential and saline water intrusion
using secondary geophysical parameters: A case study from
western Maharashtra, India
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ABSTRACT
Aquifers along the coastal regions around the world are facing severe level of saline water
intrusion problems. Rapid development and the associated increase in groundwater
withdrawals intensify the problem. Extensive mapping of migration and extent of salt water
plumes is difficult and costly. Several surficial geophysical methods have been developed
for measuring salinity levels in coastal aquifers. The present study is an attempt to delineate
the saline water and fresh water intrusion in parts of west coast of Maharashtra, India. A total
of 86 vertical electrical soundings were carried out using the Schlumberger configuration.
The contour maps for Dar-Zarrouk parameters viz. the transverse resistance (T), longitudinal
conductance (S), and coefficient of anisotropy (λ) were computed at 84 sites to generate the
resistivity regime of saline and fresh water bearing formations. The results exemplify that the
Dar-Zarrouk parameters provide a practical elucidation in demarcating the saline and fresh
water aquifers, particularly when the resistivity data interpretation encounters constraints due
to intermixing of saline water aquifers, fresh water aquifers etc. Several NE-SW and NW-SE
oriented major lineaments and its cris-crosses have been observed in this region.
INTRODUCTION
Saltwater intrusion can pose severe problems to coastal areas with freshwater aquifer having
marine-aquifer hydraulic interaction. Saltwater intrusion happens when low density of fresh
groundwater interacts with the high density of saltwater in natural conditions. Other sources
of contamination include anthropogenic activity like domestic/industrial waste water and
agricultural activities. In these studies, hydro-geochemistry analysis from monitoring wells
and geophysical methods were used. The most widely used geophysical method to assign,
particularly in salinity mapping, is geo-electrical method (Loke, 2000). Various researchers
around the world have applied geo-electrical method in demarcating coastal-area
hydrogeology condition (Maiti et al., 2013; Gupta et al., 2014).
The present study area is located in Sindhudurg district, western Maharashtra, India, where
sand and gravel aquifers are dominant, which are favourable for constructing high-yielding
wells, are scare (Fig. 1). In the overburden, the aquifers are mainly composed of clayey sand.
Shear zones are expected at several places in the study area (Deshpande, 1998), where the
exposed basement is fractured. The fractured zones are likely to be potential proxy indicators
for groundwater prospecting. Therefore, the delineation of geologically weaker zones such
as fractures is of significant societal importance.
Direct Current (DC) resistivity sounding method is one of the most popular methods that
have been extensively applied for solving hydrological, geothermal, environmental and
engineering problems (Zohdy et al., 1989). In the DC resistivity method, current is
introduced directly into the ground through a pair of current electrodes and resulting voltage
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difference is measured between a pair of potential electrodes. The method provides the
apparent resistivity distribution against depth which is generally found to be approximately
one-third of the distance between the electrode separations. The study area is covered by the
Deccan volcanic rocks, most of the soils are derived from lateritic rocks and the
groundwater, is circulated through a network of voids, conduits, joints and fractures. Hence
monitoring the shallow distribution of true resistivity pattern in the area is vital for mapping
the faults, fractures, joints, conduits and lineaments for groundwater exploration.
In the present work, VES data from 84 stations have been analysed using secondary
geophysical indicators like longitudinal conductance, transverse resistance and coefficient of
electrical anisotropy, in order to understand the inhomogeneous infiltrations of fluids
through pores and geologically weak zones, such as faults and fractured zones, fluid
percolation pattern near the sub-surface area and the sea water intrusions effects.

Figure 1. Geology of the area.

Figure 2. VES location map.

S

Ωm2

Figure 3. Longitudinal conductance map. Figure 4. Transverse resistance map.
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Figure 5. Electrical anisotropy map.
MATERIALS AND METHOD
The present study encompasses parts of Malvan-Vijaydurg-Kankavli, Konkan region (Fig.
2). Data were acquired with Schlumberger electrode configuration at 86 sites using IGIS
made SSR-MP-AT instrument, with maximum current electrode spread (AB) of 200 m. The
field data was processed and modelled using IPI2win inversion software (Bobachev 2003).
The sounding curves on log-log graph suggest 3-5 layered structure in the study area
(Orellana and Mooney 1966). The resistivity and thickness values thus generated provided
the primary parameters which were used to establish the secondary geoelectric indicators
like transverse resistance (T), longitudinal conductance (S) and coefficient of anisotropy (λ),
which helps in interpreting the subsurface lithological and structural characteristics with
reduced uncertainty (Maillet 1947).
Total longitudinal conductance (S) is defined as,

∑

(1)

Similarly, the total transverse unit resistance (T) is defined as,

∑

(2)
Where (ρi) and (hi) are the resistivity and thickness respectively and the subscript i indicates
the position of the layer in the section.
Using eq. (1), the longitudinal resistivity of the current flowing parallel to the layers is given
by,
∑

=

∑

(3)

Where H is the depth to the bottom most geoelectric layer.
Similarly, the transverse resistivity of the current flowing perpendicular to the layers is
expressed using eq. (2) as,

=

∑
∑

(4)
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The longitudinal resistivity (ρl) is generally less than the transverse resistivity (ρt), unless the
medium is uniform (Flathe 1955). Further, Keller (1982) suggested that ρl is dominated by
the more conductive layers (in the present case, clay and weathered/fractured basalts)
whereas ρt increases rapidly even if a small fraction of resistive layers are present.
Combining eq. (3) and (4), the coefficient of anisotropy ( ) is given by,
√

(5)

Here the secondary geophysical indices, namely T, S, ρl, ρt, and λ were evaluated at all the
84 VES sites so as to study the anisotropic nature and fracture geometry in the trap covered
hard rock terrain for groundwater exploration. Kumar et al., (2014) suggested that high
values of λ indicate different degrees of fracturing, with better water-holding ability in hard
rock areas.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The longitudinal conductance (S) value ranges between 0.0001 to 3.78 Ω-1 in the study area
(Fig. 3), which help to differentiate changes in the total thickness of low resistivity materials
(Galin 1979). This parameter reveals the disparity of the highly resistive basement
topography, implying that high S values are indicative of deeper basement and vice versa.
Also if the geologic sequence and clayey overburden is moderately thick, then high
longitudinal conductance is suggestive of better protective capacity of aquifers (Oladapo and
Akintorinwa 2007). Low S values of the order of 0.0001 to 0.4 Siemens is evenly spread in
the central part of the study region encompassing VES stations 1, 2, 4-14, 16, 17, 19-26, 2831, 33-57, 59-65, 67-73, 77, 79-81 and 83. In the western and southern part of the study
region, high S values(0.5 to 3.78 Siemens) are observed covering the VES stations 3, 15, 18,
27, 32, 58, 66, 74-76, 78, 82, 84-86. The western part (VES stations 3, 78 and 86) is
encroached by saline water presumably due to the vicinity of Arabian Sea. Geochemical
analysis of groundwater in the study area (Suneetha and Gupta, 2017) reported that the
electrical conductivity (EC) ranged between 174 and 9420 μS/cm (mean =686.4 μS/cm). The
EC values recorded at VES points 3.78 and 86 falls beyond the acceptable level for drinking
prescribed by World Health Organization (WHO, 1984), and were attributed due to the
intrusion of saline water from Arabian Sea. The total dissolved salts (TDS) value at VES 3
(2,845 mg/l) also exceeds the acceptable limit prescribed by WHO (1984). Nutrient
enrichment due to fertilizers and saline water intrusion could enhance TDS and, in turn,
increases the EC in the study area, a fact which can be observed in other parts of the study
area, reflecting high S values (VES points 3, 78 and 86). It is evident from Fig. 3 that there is
a clear demarcation between saline and fresh water regions. The contour pattern and
boundaries are distinct, clear and do not display any overlapping character. Due to limited
depth of the investigations, these soundings end in fresh water zones. Hence the anomaly of
fresh water is reflected in the S values. From the patterns of contours, it becomes easy to
differentiate the region of saline water aquifers from that of the fresh water aquifers.
The transverse resistance (T) value varies from a minimum of 61 Ωm2 to a maximum of
1055955 Ωm2 in the entire study area (Fig. 4). Larger T values are associated with zones of
high transmissivity and, hence highly permeable to fluid movement. The transverse
resistance map gives a clear picture of the regions of saline and fresh aquifers. In the present
scenario, saline aquifers categorize their presence by attaining T values in the range of 612000 Ωm2 at VES points at south-eastern and VES 86 at the coastal side. Low T values are
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also observed at VES points 7, 9-10, 13, 16, 18-19, 24-25, 27-28 towards north, central and
east.
Electrical anisotropy in the study area varies from 0.9-4.3 (Fig. 5). The coefficient of
anisotropy is not uniform in all directions and is observed to increase from SW to NE and
also from SE to NW, thus playing a major role in fracturing. More fracturing towards the NE
an SW directions suggest relatively more prospective groundwater zone. Resistivity of
subsurface rocks affects both the electrical anisotropy and porosity. The coefficient of
anisotropy is generally 1 and rarely exceeds 2 in most of the geological settings (Zohdyet al.
1974). If the λ value varies between ~1 and up to 1.5, it is considered to be a prospective
groundwater zone. Therefore low λ values are associated with lowest water table fluctuation
and high λ values are related to higher water table fluctuation in the region.
CONCLUSIONS
Groundwater typically occurs in discrete aquifers in geologically intricate region and thus
delineating the potential aquifer zones is often a tedious task. In the present study, the Dar
Zarrouk (D-Z) parameters are particularly important and play a significant role in the
construing of groundwater flow paths. Thus the D-Z parameters of the VES sounding points
have been computed and the analysis shows that these parameters are useful and provide a
confident solution in delineating the saline water and fresh water aquifers. This is more so
when the resistivity data interpretation encounters constraints due to the intermixing of the
resistivity of saline water aquifer and freshwater aquifer (Mondal et al. 2013). The behaviour
of the D-Z parameters and its pattern in space over parts of Konkan region with respect to
the occurrence of saline water and fresh water aquifer bodies in the coastal aquifer system
has also been established. Excessive groundwater exploration may seriously affect the
groundwater quality through the phenomenon of saline upconing. Therefore, it is important
to maintain the balance between the fresh and saline water bodies in the coastal aquifer of
Konkan region. Further these results will be useful to gain better insights of the complex
geology of different intrusions in the hydrogeological system of the area.
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Hydrogeological structures as burried valley along the Eastern
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ABSTRACT
One of the characteristic feature of geological structure of the southern Baltic coast is
presence of deep structures in Pleistocene sediments. Meaning of deep aquifers is
unmeasurably important for water economy. The water bearing structures are situated in
substantial depth and are better isolated from the surface than the water of shallow aquifers.
It has important meaning for natural protection of these waters. Water resource of the
structure is substantially increase in case when in water drainage zone where regional and
local water circulation are focused. Simultaneously hydrogeological parameters of
Pleistocene strata in the frame of deep structure are considerably advantageous rather than
parameters of deeper aquifers.
INVESTIGATED AREA
Recognition and estimation of hydrogeological conditions of buried valley structure fulfilled
with Pleistocene sediment was the main object of research work of Marine Branch of Polish
Geological Institute, Gdańsk. The scope of research work has been attached to frame of
sheets of Geological Map and Hydrogeological Map of Poland in scale 1:50 000.

Figure 1. Subquaternary surface of the Eastern Pomerania Baltic coast (A. Szelewicka,
2011).
Elaboration of verified map of forming Subquaternary surface has allowed to singling out
sequence of very often attached together long and narrow erosive structures and extensive
depressions. Among this structures it is possible to differ two fundamental directions of their
courses approximated for meridian and for parallel directions. Some structures like for
example Łeba structure and others structures, where preferred by outflow of underground
waters to Baltic sea.
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GEOLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY
Considerable part of area is occupied by moraine plateaus and by washed out material and
partly of frontal moraine hills. Most often it is sediment connected with the last Pleistocene
glaciation. The Reda-Łeba glacial valley and seaside lowlands together with lake consist of
loamy and peat sediments and dunes. Oligocene or Eocene formations, sometime even
Cretaceous and exceptionally within Żarnowiec structure the older strata of Mesozoic are
disclosed of the buried valley directly under Quaternary. Inside erosional structures has
reached to Triassic formation and erosion of sediments has reached to 320 m b.s.l. Inside
construction of Quaternary substratum are clearly presented three areas of Subquaternary
surface which were named for the purpose of this elaboration as follows: Lowering of
Łebsko Lake (I), Lowering of Puck (II) and Lowering of Vistula delta plane (III). Profile of
Quaternary sediments starts at the oldest Scandinavian glaciation. Lowering of
Subquaternary surface are fulfilled in general by glaciofluvial sediments and glacial tills. In
the remaining area on formation of older substratum mainly Miocene sediments the Saalian
and Elsterian sediments have been stated. Pleistocene sediments are ended by formation
Vistulian glaciation. Lithological forms create complicated structures in plane and in
geological profile where sandy deposits predominate and vertical glacial tills strata are
separated and very often divided by sandy strata. Groundwater within different Quaternary
aquifers occur in sands and gravel deposits of glaciations. The hydraulic headlines of deep
Quaternary and Oligocene aquifer is presented on the map given on fig. 2.

Figure 2. Scheme of the groundwater flows on the Eastern Pomerania coastal zone (A.
Szelewicka, 2011).
Within structures of burried valley mainly slightly mineralized waters type HCO-Ca are
observed. Salt water of Cl-Na type was stated in the areas of maximum depth of structures.
The problem of salinity within Łeba structure was researched in drill hole in the area of
Wrześcienko village, east direction from the structure. Concentration of chloride Ion in water
was examined in this drilling hole in Wrześcienko on various depth:
- 12 mgCl/dm3 on depth 84,0 – 96,0 (Q) – nearby drilling hole,
- 726 mgCl/dm3 on depth 144,0 – 160,0 m (K),
- 7221 mgCl/dm3 on depth 334,0 - 348,0 m (K),
- 79780 mgCl/dm3 on depth 374,0 – 600,0 m (K).
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Appearance of salinity in deep level of Cainozoic most probably should be linked with
ascesion of salt water from Mesozoic strata. It has been stated concentration of chloride Ion
in water in the area of Łeba caused by fossil water – Mesozoic brine (B. Kozerski, M.
Pruszkowska 1996). Water in Słupsk – Ustka structure are low mineralized with
concentration of chloride Ion from several to approx. 40 mgCl/dm3 with mean value
18 mgCl/dm3. Only in area where sampling from structure in the deepest aqueous layer was
extracted it was observed very high concentration of chloride Ion maximum up to
855 mgCl/dm3 in Machowino.

Figure 3. Hydrogeological cross-section of the Słupsk – Ustka Strukture (A. Szelewicka,
2011).
CONCLUSIONS
Groundwater intakes in the polish coastal Baltic zone cause the mixing of salt waters from
ascension with the brackish waters from the intrusion of Baltic waters. Salt waters have been
recognised in the deep valley structures, that enables ascension of brines from Mesozoic and
Palaeozoic strata. This issue is very important from the perspective of water resources
management and protection.
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INTRODUCTION
Submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) is a significant pathway for material transport to
the coastal zone (Burnett et al. 2006). For some elements and isotopes SGD has been thought
to be the principal source (Lin et al. 2010). Therefore, the interest in coastal groundwater
flow systems has increased rapidly during the last decades. Most of the studies have been
focused on shallow (<20m), narrow zone (<5km) along the coastline (Lin et al. 2010).
Interestingly, some deep seafloor studies (Wilson 2005; Lin et al. 2010) indicated that SGD
can occur a long distance from the shoreline (~25km). In the Baltic Sea SGD has been
mainly investigated in the southern part primarily at coastal zones demonstrating that
groundwater seepage is comparable to river loads in case of selected chemical substances
(Piekarek- Jankowska 1994; Schlüter et al. 2004; Szymczycha et al. 2012; 2014; 2016). In
this study we identified deep SGD located at acoustically turbid sediments in the Gulf of
Gdańsk (~70 km from the shore). Given the significance of benthic nutrients dynamics and
sediment biogeochemical processes implications for the Baltic Sea environment, such as
eutrophication, hypoxic and anoxic events, we aim to characterize the potential role of deep
SGD in the Baltic Sea cycles of elements.

Figure 1. Location of the study area (M1).
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METHODS
The study area is located in the Gulf of Gdańsk, southern Baltic Sea (Fig.1). Sea water, pore
water and sediments samples were collected on board the R/V Oceania during three cruises
in May 2015, January 2017 and May 2017. Seawater salinity and temperature was retrieved
from CTD files while sediment cores were collected by the Gemax gravity corer.
Additionally acoustic observations of the sediments were made in order to detect gas
distribution. In collected sediment samples water content, calcium (Ca), total organic (TOC)
and inorganic carbon (IC) were analyze while in collected pore water samples nutrients
(PO43-, NO3-+NO2-, NH4+), dissolved organic carbon (DOC), dissolved inorganic carbon
(DIC), metals (Na, K, Mg, Ca, Al, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cr, Cu, Cd, Co, Pb) and alkalinity were
analyzed. Parameters such as ORP, pH and salinity were measured in situ. The SGD rate was
based on numerical modelling.

Figure 2. Examples of pore water depth profiles for chloride (hollow symbols) and
salinity (solid symbols) in the study area.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Seawater salinity, temperature and density were typical of the seasons when the samples
were taken. The pore water depth profiles for both salinity and chloride significantly
decreased with depth during every sampling campaign indicating freshwater source. The
exemplary profiles are presented at Figure 2. The pore water concentrations of the main
cations such as Na, Ca, Mg, K showed similar trend to chloride. Generally, pore water
profiles for Cl, Na, Ca, Mg and, K, unaffected by freshwater, are constant or increase
linearly with depths (Carman and Rahm 1997; Schlüter et al. 2004). The curvature profiles
are characteristic for areas affected by fluid flow, in this case SGD (Schlüter et al. 2004).
The general pore water trend of DIC, DOC, trace elements, PO43-, NH4+, TDS and alkalinity
are comparable to those observed in deep sea anaerobic sediments. Interestingly, in the
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deepest layers of pore water increased concentrations of Mn, Fe, Al, PO43-, NH4+, DIC, DOC
and alkalinity were observed most probably due to groundwater seepage.
The calculated SGD rates ranged from 0.3 to 0.7 (L m-2 d-1). Comparable results were
observed in the coastal area of the Eckernförde Bay, western Baltic Sea, where beside
groundwater seepage, increased methane production and consequently methane release from
sediments were detected (Schlüter et al. 2004). In our study area the sediments acoustic
disturbance has been previously correlated with methane presence (Brodecka et al. 2013)
while in the neighboring Bay of Puck, inner part of the Gulf of Gdańsk SGD occurrence was
accompanied by methane and increased P, Si and DOC fluxes (Donis et al. 2017).
CONCLUSIONS
In this study we identified deep SGD located at acoustically turbid sediments in the Gulf of
Gdańsk (~70 km from the shore). The main impacts of the anoxic deep SGD are increased
efflux of chemical substances such as PO43-, NH4+, DIC, DOC, trace elements (Mn, Fe, Al)
and possibly methane. Therefore, SGD may significantly change their distribution both
within the sediments and at the water-sediment interface.
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Modeling groundwater flow and salinity evolution near TSF
Żelazny Most. Part I – groundwater flow
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ABSTRACT
Tailings which are by-product of the extraction of various metals (copper, gold, silver,
molybdenum, etc.) are often stored in so called Tailings Storage Facilities (TSF), where they
are deposited as a soil-water mixture by spigotting. In many cases the water discharged
together with tailings to the TSF is rich in salts and other chemical compounds imposing
negative pressure to the groundwater environment. Even in the case of total or partial lining
of such facilities and well-developed drainage systems to control leaching, some portion of
contaminated water often seeps either through the surrounding dams or the bed into adjacent
groundwater bodies. Numerical models can be very helpful tools to assess the extent of the
contamination and particularly to predict its potential development in the future. This paper
and the companion one describe such a numerical model developed for Żelazny Most
Tailings Storage Facility (south-west Poland), one of the world's largest tailings sites. In the
first part general information about the facility is provided and a 3D hydrogeological
numerical model of the structure is described. Groundwater flow pattern near the facility
obtained from numerical simulations is confronted with the measurements from a
comprehensively developed monitoring system. Part II will be focused on the modelling of
chloride transport in groundwater.
INTRODUCTION
TSF Żelazny Most is a depository for post-flotation tailings, which are by-product of copper
mined in three mines: Rudna, Lubin and Polkowice located in south-west Poland, operated
by KGHM company. It belongs to one of the largest facilities of its kind in the world. Since
this is only place to store tailings produced by the Polish copper mines it is a key element in
this production. The tailings are transported to the TSF in the form of low concentration
slurry which is discharged into the facility by spigotting along the whole perimeter of the
object. Semi-liquid tailings are retained within the structure by earth dams surrounding the
depository. During the spigotting the tailings undergo natural process of segregation which
causes that the coarser material deposits near the dams whereas the finer one is
gravitationally transported with flowing water towards the central part of the TSF, where the
water is clarified forming a water pond (Figure 1). In order to accept new supplies of tailings
(the annual production of which amounts 28 mln tonnes) the facility has to be continuously
developed. The Żelazny Most tailings facility is being raised using the upstream construction
method. Only at early stage the so-called starter dams were constructed from borrow earthen
material. Afterwards the dams have been raised by 5 m high embankments utilizing coarse
tailings deposited near the dams. Total area occupied by the facility amounts 14 ha with the
length of perimeter 14.3 km. Due to the natural terrain relief the present height of the
surrounding dams varies: 41 m for the south dam, 47 m for the north one, 57 m for west dam
and over 70 m for the east dam, at the crest elevation 185 m a.s.l. Total volume of tailings
stored in the TSF exceeds 600 mln m3 and according to the future plans of copper production
in KGHM it should be ready to accept next 300 mln m3.
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Figure 1. General scheme view of TSF Żelazny Most (Jamiolkowski 2014).
The dams as well as the bed are not sealed which means that the water discharged with
tailings can almost freely infiltrate. In order to contain infiltration an extensive system of
drainage has been developed. It consists of various elements, including several floors of
circumferential drainage, the aim of which is to intercept the seeping waters at the highest
possible elevation in order to control the position of phreatic surface within the dam body. At
present there exist four floors of circumferential drainage, constructed every 10 m in height
starting from the elevation 152 m a.s.l. and installed in the course of the facility
development. Moreover, there is pipeline drainage of starter dam and finally the dich drains
surrounding the facility at the dams‘ toe (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Schematic cross-section through the TSF Żelazny Most dam.
Despite the comprehensive system of horizontal drainage some waters still seeps into the
subsoil and next downstream, infiltrating into the groundwaters. The waters discharged with
tailings to TSF come from dewatering of mining fields therefore they are highly
contaminated, mostly by salts. In order to reduce the negative impact of the waters seeping
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downstream a system of drainage wells (approximately forty wells) located around the
facility outside the dams‘ toe has been installed. The second purpose of these wells is to
reproduce the groundwater flow conditions prior to the construction of the TSF. The
drainage wells continuously pump out the groundwater from the small local aquifers
preventing the contaminated water from flow downstream, however small amounts of
leachate still pass the hydraulic barrier. In order to recognize the existing flow paths of saline
water, verify the efficiency of existing drainage system, but first of all to predict the
development of salinity front with the raise of the dams and tailings, a numerical
groundwater model of the TSF Żelazny Most and surrounding area has been developed.
STRUCTURE OF 3D HYDROGEOLOGICAL NUMERICAL MODEL
The 3D model, which was originally developed at the beginning of the current decade and
successively updated, reproduces flow conditions in the area of TSF Żelazny Most including
the following elements (Świdziński et al., 2011):
- infiltration of saline waters through the bed of water pond, the beaches and next
through the mass of tailings into the groundwater,
- downstream flow of groundwater and pollution migration,
- surface watercourses and the change of their quality,
- interaction between ground and surface waters,
- drainage system of the facility,
- drinking water intake wells.
The 3D model has been developed with GMS (GroundWater Modelling System) commercial
software package, initially using version 6.5 and more recently using version 8.3. The
groundwater flow equations are solved by MODFLOW software integrated with GMS. The
model covers the area of the current impact of the facility determined by the field
measurements and the predicted area of long-term future impact. The borders of the model
are defined by watercourses or local watersheds. The model domain also includes RetkówStara Rzeka water intake located within the area of Main Groundwater Reservoir (GZWP –
314) (Figure 3). Steady-state groundwater flow is considered. The bottom boundary of the
3D model was determined based on the assumption that the most important role in the
impact of the facility on groundwater is played by the shallowest multi-aquifer formations
i.e. quaternary and upper tertiary aquifers. The latter is well isolated from the lower inter
coal (middle and early Miocene) and under coal (Oligocene) aquifers. The elevation of the
model bottom was assumed at -70,0 m a.s.l., i.e. the lowest point of the tertiary aquifer
formation. The model domain has 154.8 km2 (12.9 x 12.0 km). It was subdivided into a grid
of squares and rectangles with alternate sizes. Due to essential gradients in elevation and
resulting hydraulic gradients, the area of very facility was covered by square mesh with the
size 25 x 25 m, zone 1 km distant from the dams toe by squares 50 x 50 m, whereas the rest
of the model area with squares 100 x 100 m (Figure 3). Such discretization allowed an
appropriate modelling of the work of drainage wells as well as good reproduction of the
inclination of downstream slopes of the facility. The orientation of the mesh has been chosen
in such a way so that the mesh line follows main direction of flow and migration of saline
waters (Świdziński et al. 2011). The grid for a single calculation layer is built of 289 rows
and 282 columns. Geological and hydrogeological conditions of the modelled area are
extremely complex since they were significantly impacted by three glaciations which passed
over Żelazny Most in Pleistocene. The various ice sheets, which are believed to have been at
least 1000 m thick, have induced widespread glacio-tectonic phenomena causing many
thrusts of Pleistocene deposits into the initially horizontally bedded freshwater Pliocene
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sediments (Jamiolkowski 2014). As a consequence it was very difficult to identify and
separate single aquifers and aquitards in the subsoil (see Figure 2) as it is done in a standard
approach in the schematisation process and generalisation of hydrogeological conditions.
Moreover, despite a huge number of geological profiles (several thousands) obtained from
various field investigations (standard boreholes, CPTUs, geophysical surveying) only small
portion of them could have been used for identification of hydrogeological conditions since
the majority of the profiles were located near the dams of the facility and a lot of other ones
were too short to be included in the interpretation. Furthermore, very differentiated
geological conditions which were changing very often and rapidly in plane and depth,
prevented to use standard GMS tools to construct individual hydrogeological layers of
similar hydraulic properties. Therefore, it was decided to construct 3D model of the subsoil
in a non-standard way. First of all, for the generalization purposes four basic
hydrogeological layers have been assumed:
- quaternary layers of permeable formations - k = 10-4 m/s,
- quaternary layers of impermeable formations - k = 10-9 m/s,
- tertiary layers of permeable formations - k = 5x10-4 m/s,
- tertiary layers of impermeable formations - k = 10-9 m/s.

Retków-Stara Rzeka
water intake
MGR No. 314 border

Figure 3. Finite difference mesh of 3D model for TSF Żelazny Most.
Next, the subsoil has been divided into 10 model layers of various thicknesses with the
smallest thickness for uppermost layers and larger one for lower layers. The values of
hydraulic conductivities, which have been assigned to generalized permeability categories,
have been subsequently averaged for the given thickness of the model layers in terms of the
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geometric average. This procedure was applied for each hydrogeological borehole taken into
account. Distributed averaged values of hydraulic conductivities were next interpolated
between neighbouring boreholes for each model layer using the natural neighbour method.
In such a way a fuzzy distribution of hydraulic conductivities was obtained covering the full
and continuous range of permeabilities i.e.: from impermeable soils, via semi-pervious ones,
and finally to fully permeable soils. The model of the foundation has been supplemented by
the system of rivers and surface watercourses running within the model as well as along its
borders, drainage wells around the facility, groundwater intake and farm wells in this area.
In turn, hydrogeological model for the facility also consists of 10 calculation layers, the
lowest three of which have differentiated thickness so as to have horizontal top of the third
lowest layer at the elevation of 160 m a.s.l. The subsequent 7 higher layers of the depository
have equal thickness of 5 m reaching final elevation of 195 m a.s.l. Each of the calculation
layers consists of external embankment and the tailings filling the depository with decreasing
permeability going towards the pond. In order to reflect the change of the fines content in
deposited tailings, for each calculation layer 9 zones with the same permeability have been
distinguished following the decrease of permeability coefficient as a function of the distance
from the embankment. Finally, based on accessible digital maps and half-tone screen of the
terrain of concern the system of surface watercourses as well as all drainage elements
installed in the depository together with water intakes were implemented in the model. For
the majority of river sections flowing along the borders of the model the first-type (Dirichlet)
boundary condition was assumed (specified head). At the north-west corner, the only
artificial border of the model, the so-called specified–flux boundary was assumed which in
fact is a second-type boundary condition. For all watercourses located inside the model area
the third-type boundary condition (Cauchy) was specified. The work of any wells (drainage,
relief and intake wells) was modeled by the second-type (Neumann) boundary condition
(constant discharge). Recharge was assumed based on the long-term mean annual
precipitation at the level of 597 mm reduced respectively to the effective infiltration
depending on the type of the surface soils. With regard to the facility, the infiltration of
saline waters throughout the mass of tailings under the pond was simulated by first-type
boundary condition assuming elevation of water head whereas the infiltration of waters
discharged on the facility beaches during spigotting process was simulated by third order
boundary condition using MODFLOW RIVER package.
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Figure 4. Observed and calculated elevations of piezometric head in a) drainage wells
b) in observation points downstream the facility.
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MODELLING OF GROUNDWATER FLOW REGIME
The model was calibrated so as to achieve the best fit of the simulated and real (based on the
in situ measurements) hydrodynamic field downstream the facility. The calibration process
involved adjusting local hydraulic permeability and recharge values. The comparison of
calculated and measured values of the piezometric heads for drainage wells and numerous
observation points downstream (piezometers, intake and farm wells - in total 533
observation points) is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the model reproduces accurately
groundwater flow conditions within the facility and its neighborhood near and far
downstream. This can be confirmed by comparing the groundwater table contours obtained
from standard hydrogeological mapping with the contours obtained from the model - the
match is very good (results not shown here).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The groundwater flow model developed for Tailings Storage Facility Żelazny Most, Poland
appeared to be a very efficient tool in reproduction of real groundwater flow regime. Taking
into account the dimensions of the modeled area, complexity of the hydrogeological
structure of the subsoil as well as highly differentiated flow conditions within the facility the
agreement of the results of numerical simulations with the observations obtained from
comprehensive monitoring system is very good. It should be stated that such a good
agreement has been achieved by very careful verification, calibration and modification (if
appeared necessary) of local groundwater flow conditions during calibration process which
has been very much time consuming however yielding very good final results. It mostly
regarded the direct vicinity of the facility, specifically near the drainage wells for which
given discharge capacity has been assumed and depression simulated and compared with
measured values. In some cases such modification has been carried out for intake and farm
wells as well as piezometers located far downstream from the facility and for which high
differences between measured and observed piezometric heads have been found. Well
calibrated 3D hydrogeological model was a basis for simulation of migration of saline water
into groundwater presented in Part II.
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Modeling groundwater flow and salinity evolution near TSF
Żelazny Most. Part II – chloride transport
Waldemar Świdziński
Institute of Hydro-Engineering, Polish Academy of Sciences, IBW PAN, Gdańsk, Poland
INTRODUCTION
In Part I of this set of two papers a 3D hydrogeological numerical model (Figure 1)
simulating the groundwater flow regime near the huge Tailings Storage Facility Żelazny
Most, Poland was described and discussed. TSF Żelazny Most stores post-flotation tailings
which are a by-product of copper mining and its extraction. The tailings are transported and
discharged into the facility as a slurry containing highly saline waters which can infiltrate
into groundwater strongly impacting the water environment near the TSF. Essential part of
these waters is intercepted by comprehensively developed drainage system, however some
small portion still passes by the drainage and enters groundwater and finally the
neighboring surface watercourses. The aim of the model was to have efficient tool to
simulate the groundwater flow pattern near the TSF and the transport of saline waters
seeping from the facility. The results presented in Part I showed that after careful calibration
and validation the model acceptably well reproduces real groundwater flow conditions
within the modelled area. Next, based on the 3D model the migration of saline waters was
simulated and confronted with the in situ measurements of the range and concentration of
chlorides downstream the facility. The final step was the prediction of the change of
groundwater flow regime due to increasing water level in TSF at higher elevations of the
dams and stored tailings, and the associated changes of contaminated zones with the course
of the facility development. In Part II the simulation of chloride transport near TSF by 3D
model is described and the predicted development of salinity zones is presented.
MIGRATION OF SALINE WATERS WITHIN THE MASS OF TAILINGS
The seepage process from the pond through the mass of tailings and dam is generally
determined by two factors: the water head and the permeability properties of tailings and
subsoil layers. The conditions for infiltration of saline waters in the mass of tailings are
dependent on its gradation which is the result of segregation and sedimentation during the
spigotting process. Coarse fractions of relatively high permeability are deposited near the
embankments whereas the finest fractions are deposited near the pond and, due to
sedimentation process, onto its bed. Thus the infiltration of saline water throughout the
tailings cannot be avoided, particularly in the close distance from the embankments.
Essential portion of water infiltrates into the tailings mass via beaches of the facility during
discharging of a slurry. The closer distance to the embankments the more intensive infiltration
occurs. The spigotting is carried out periodically section by section which means that for a
given section it effectively lasts 11% of the year, only. In the periods between spigotting the
process of draining and drying takes place. However, huge reservoir of water stored in
tailing mass (voids) causes that the drainage process is strongly delayed and lasts much
longer than breaks between consequent discharges. It induces overlapping the effects of
following discharges and equalization of the rate of water infiltrating into the subsoil.
Therefore, continuous infiltration of saline waters has been assumed in the model.
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Figure 1. 3D hydrogeological model of TSF Żelazny Most area (Świdziński et al. 2012).
Segregation of tailings during discharging of a slurry as well as controlled discharge of
finest material directly into the center of the facility cause large variety of hydraulic
permeability of tailings both in vertical and horizontal directions and complex flow
conditions within the tailings mass. In situ investigations of the permeability as a function
of a distance from the East and West dam embankments, carried out in the past, have
clearly revealed that near the pond values of coefficient of permeability are close to those
corresponding to impermeable soils (10-9 m/s) whereas near the embankments these values
represent fully permeable material (10-4 m/s). Moreover, the mass of tailings is a strongly
anisotropic medium due to numerous laminations of semipervious layers which may partly
result from the process of beach stabilization by asphalt emulsion against dusting, however
correct determination of the anisotropy degree of tailings stored in the depository is very
difficult. Based on infiltrometric tests the value of anisotropy can be assumed as KH/KV ≈
2’3. However, the interpretation of piezometric heads observed in tailings shows that this
ratio can be much higher - KH/KV ≥ 10 ’ 15.
The 3D model has been first calibrated for the conditions occurring at TSF at the end of
2005 and re-calibrated for 2012 implementing new information regarding the
hydrogeological conditions of the subsoil. Next the model has been used to predict the
impact of TSF Żelazny Most on surface and groundwaters for higher elevations related to
planned lifetime of the facility. Due to some limitations, in this paper the prediction of the
impact in years 2005-2012 will be presented, only.
The results of modelling of groundwater flow regime within the facility and downstream
have revealed that the waters infiltrate mainly through the area of beaches during the
discharging of a slurry in the proportion of 99% of all waters infiltrating from the facility
whereas percolation from the pond amounts 1%, only (Świdziński, 2018). Such result can be
justified taking into account drastic reduction of tailings permeability with the distance from
the surrounding dams towards the pond.
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MODELLING THE MIGRATION OF SALINE WATERS NEAR THE FACILITY
In order to model the migration of saline waters in groundwater MT3D (Modular Transport 3
Dimensional) software was used and to solve the advection-diffusion equation third order
TVD scheme (ultimate) or MMOC (Modified Method Of Characteristics) were applied, both
being an integral part of GMS package. The conservative chlorides were selected as a the
modelled substance, since they do not undergo sorption process, nor react with other
chemical compounds. Moreover, the chlorides, besides sulphates, are the main indicator of
polluted groundwater near the facility, and thus enable a reliable assessment of changes
occurring in aquatic environment caused by the facility operation.The waters discharged to
the facility with tailings come from dewatering of the copper mines. They are reach in salts,
the concentration of which increases with the course of exploration of new mining fields. In
Figure 2 the changes of average annual values of chlorides concentration in water discharged
with tailings into TSF Żelazny Most starting from 1996 till 2012 are shown.
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Figure 2. Mean annual concentration of chlorides in waters stored in the TSF Żelazny
Most.
For the model calibrated at the end of 2005 the value of chlorides concentration in mine
waters discharged into the facility was 11000 mg Cl/dm3 and it increased at the end of 2012
up to 14280 mg Cl/dm3. It was assumed that excess state over hydrochemical background
would be modeled, only. Within the model domain woodlands and agricultural as well as
meadow areas dominate, for which the average natural concentration of chlorides is
40 mg Cl/dm3. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity as the ultimate value for groundwater
pollution by chlorides 210 mgCl/dm3 was assumed so as the total chlorides concentration
would not exceed the ultimate value assigned to the III class clean water (250 mg Cl/dm3),
the last class corresponding to good quality water according to the recent Polish regulations.
Consequently, the initial condition in the form of given concentration of salts was applied
only for the areas polluted by saline waters from the facility identified by the in situ
measurements. Such measurements are being carried out annually in the frame of operational
monitoring. The distribution of concentration of salts in the groundwater downstream the
facility, introduced to the model as initial condition, corresponded to that observed in 2005,
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the year the model was originally calibrated and validated. For the rest of areas the
concentration of chlorides was assumed to be 0. In turn, in order to model the intrusion of
saline waters during the spigotting the slurry over the beaches and from the pond first-type
boundary condition was assumed. The condition relies on providing the value of chlorides
concentration for specified grid blocks. As it is shown in Figure 2 the concentration of
chlorides increases with time, thus such change had also to be incorporated into the
prognostic calculations for 2012. The dispersion process was modelled using two
hydrodynamic dispersion constants i.e. longitudinal (L) and transverse (T). For the
analysed case 20 m and 6 m for longitudinal and transverse dispersion constants were
assumed, respectively. Moreover, the effective porosity of the foundation soils varied
depending on their permeability, while for the tailings a constant value was assumed. Taking
into account that the rate of facility development is relatively slow (increase of water level in
the pond 1.5 m/year) as well as that the in situ observations show small fluctuations of
groundwater level near the TSF, steady-state flow conditions have been incorporated. Little
change of groundwater regime near the TSF is mostly caused by the work of drainage
system overtaking the essential portions of water infiltrating into the subsoil in the near
downstream whereas far downstream groundwater level is mostly impacted by precipitation.
Despite the stationarity of flow process assumed, in long-term predictions quasi non-steadystate approach was applied by execution of calculations for higher elevations of the dams in
several time steps. The calculation stages of groundwater flow regime were coupled with the
simulation of chloride transport in groundwater. The latter was modelled as fully non-steadystate process based on the stationary hydrodynamic field being the solution for a given time
step (assumed to be one year starting from 2005). The elevations of the water in the pond for
consequent years were introduced into the model based on the real measurements at the end
of the year. The initial condition for calibration year (2005) was the distribution of the
concentration of chlorides in the groundwater downstream the facility based on in situ
measurements. In turn, the initial condition for the concentration of chlorides in subsequent
years was the distribution of this concentration downstream the facility being the result of
numerical calculations for previous year as well as average concentration of chlorides in the
pond based on the in situ observations.
Table 1. Predicted budget of groundwater near TSF Żelazny Most .

Infiltration from the pond
Infiltration through the beaches
Precipitation through the dams
Discharge of drainage wells
Discharge of horizontal drainage system
Total
Difference between inflows and outflows

Inflow
m3/s
0.00248
0.37910
0.01650
0.39808

Inflow
m3/d
214
32754
1426
34394

Outflow
m3/s
0.14474
0.23393
0.37867
0.01940

Outflow
m3/d
12506
20212
32718
1676

THE RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The groundwater budget for the area of the facility and its closest vicinity (including the
location of drainage wells) calculated by the numerical model for the end of 2012 is
presented in Table 1. According to the results given in Table 1, at the end of 2012 the
amount of saline waters not captured by the drainage system flowing out of the facility
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downstream was 1676 m3/day and it was lower comparing to 2005 (2078 m3/day,
(Świdziński et al. 2011). It can be also seen that the amount of waters seeping downstream is
equivalent to approximately 5% of total amount of waters infiltrating through the mass of
tailings into the subsoil whereas 95% of it is captured by drainage system. Modelled range of
groundwater with concentration of chlorides higher than limit level (> 250 mg Cl/dm3 –
solid line) together with the pollution zones based on in situ measurements (filled areas) for
2012 is shown in Figure 3.

- borderline of chlorides 250 mg/l based on model calculations
- zones with saline waters (concentration higher than 250 mg/l)
- Area of saline waters based on model calculations

Figure 3. Measured and calculated ranges of polluted groundwater downstream TSF
Żelazny Most at the end of 2012.
Simulated total polluted area is approximately 92 ha larger than resulting from in situ
measurements (~316 ha), however both the maximum ranges as well as the shape of polluted
zones designated by the 250 Clmg/dm3 contour, are similar. There are some regions where
modelling results show the presence of chlorides higher than the limit value which is not
confirmed by the results of operational monitoring e.g. larger range of saline waters in zone
I-N downstream north dam as well as opposite situations e.g. zone I-E in the central part of
east dam. There are also some separated regions where field measurements do not show
higher concentration of chlorides whereas they are simulated by the numerical model (e.g.
the polluted „island‖ in zone I-E). Best quantitative agreement with regard to the polluted
area has been achieved for eastern part for which the difference between measured and
simulated results was around 9% what proves good calibration of the model for this
particular region. Somewhat worse agreement was obtained for the rest of the dams. In
general, the numerical results overestimate the in situ observations whereas quite good
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reproduction of the shapes of polluted zones is observed. The largest difference with regard
to the polluted area is for northern part (100%) and 50% for western area downstream the
facility, however it should be noted that the total contribution of these areas is lower than
the eastern part.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the set of two papers a 3D numerical model which simulates groundwater flow and its
chemical changes caused by the largest Tailings Storage Facility Żelazny Most, Poland has
been presented. The model serves mainly for prediction of the potential future changes of
groundwater flow regime and the extent of contamination by salinity downstream the facility
in the course of its further development. The results of predictive simulations for the period
2005-2012, confronted with in situ observations, have proved that the model quite well
reproduces the shape, range and area of polluted zones. Long-term in situ measurements of
the salinity of groundwater, carried out every year in hundreds of the observation points near
the TSF, show that the polluted areas do not change too much. It was confirmed by
predictive simulations for the whole planned lifetime of the facility (results not presented
here). The results of numerical calculations have shown that the situation should not
essentially change in future and a decrease of the amount of saline waters flowing out of the
facility can be expected. It means that the hydraulic barrier created by drainage wells
installed around the facility efficiently prevents the outflow of saline waters downstream the
facility.
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ABSTRACT
In the numerical investigation of saltwater transport in coastal aquifers, we need to correctly
evaluate the hydrodynamic dispersion in the flow field. In this study, we focused on the role
of dispersivity in the removal process of residual saltwater in a laboratory scale cutoff wall
experiment. From a pulse-type fluorescent tracer injection experiment in a saturated porous
media of glass beads with a mean diameter of 0.088 cm, the estimated longitudinal and
transverse dispersivities were found to be 0.07 cm and 0.0025 cm, respectively. Numerical
analysis of the saltwater intrusion and subsequent removal after cutoff wall installation using
SEAWAT and the generated dispersivity ratio (L/T) of 28 reproduces well the measured
salt concentration changes with time. Whereas, if a dispersivity ratio of 10 is used in the
numerical simulation, transverse dispersion in the saltwater and freshwater mixing zone
becomes large and the residual saltwater is removed faster than the laboratory experiment.
Inversely, if 100 was used, the residual saltwater removal time took longer. The transverse
dispersion is a key parameter in the mechanical dispersion of saltwater in the mixing zone
after cutoff wall installation.
INTRODUCTION
Among several countermeasures to prevent saltwater intrusion in coastal aquifers, artificial
subsurface barriers store and control groundwater and ensure a consistent extraction of
freshwater without causing seawater intrusion. Luyun et al. (2009) showed experimentally
and numerically that residual saltwater trapped upon installation of these cutoff walls
gradually retreated before being completely removed from the reservoir behind the cutoff
wall. However, they observed slight differences in the time for complete removal between
the experimental and numerical results. To numerically investigate the seawater movement,
we need to correctly evaluate the dispersion parameters in the flow field. In this study, we
focused on the role of dispersivity in the saltwater transport in the laboratory scale cutoff
wall experiment. The objectives of this study are to determine the longitudinal and transverse
dispersivities of a porous medium using fluorescein tracer test and to demonstrate their
influence on saltwater movement after cutoff wall installation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental setup
We conducted our experiments in a transparent flow tank with internal dimensions of 60 cm
length, 30 cm height, and 1 cm thickness, sufficiently thin to approximate quasi 2dimensional system (Figure 1). A 5-mm diameter injector tube used for pulse tracer injection
is located 10 cm from the left saltwater reservoir and 5 cm from the bottom of the flow tank.
Beside it, 5 cm from the left reservoir and 5 cm from the bottom, a 2-mm diameter electric
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conductivity (EC) sensor is used to measure the salt concentration change with time during
cutoff wall experiments. We packed the main flow tank with homogeneous glass beads with
a nominal diameter of 0.88 mm to model an unconfined aquifer. The freshwater and
saltwater reservoirs were separated by fine mesh screens to each side of the glass bead
section. The heads in the reservoirs were controlled by adjustable drainage pipes.
Tracer calibration and pulse experiments

Figure 1. Experimental set-up.
We conducted tracer experiments to determine the longitudinal dispersivity, αL, and
transverse dispersivity, αT, of the porous medium. We chose the fluorescein sodium salt
(C20H10Na2O5) as a tracer. When a fluorescent dye tracer is exposed to ultra-violet light, the
dye emitted visible light in proportion to the tracer concentration (Huang et al. 2002). We
used two 40W Black Light Blue ultraviolet (UV) tubes as a light source at a distance of 80
cm inside a dark room to excite the fluorescent tracer. Images were recorded using a Nikon
D5100 digital camera.
A tracer calibration test of the setup was first conducted to determine the relationship
between the tracer concentration and luminosity. We saturated the porous medium with
known concentrations of fluorescein salt (C = 0, 0.2, 2, 5, 10, 15 mg L-1) and took
photographs under UV light in the darkroom. We used the image processing software, Image
J (U. S. National Institutes of Health, USA) to split the RGB (Red, Green, and Blue color
bands) components and determine the luminosity values of the different concentrations using
pixel value statistics. One pixel is equivalent to 0.024 cm. The Green color band shows very
good correlation with tracer concentration, so we used this relationship to convert luminosity
to actual concentration in the pulse injection tests.
We then performed a pulse tracer test with the water level at the left and right reservoirs set
to 23.5 cm and 23.0 cm, respectively. The tracer solution with 15 mg L-1 concentration was
introduced over the full thickness of the porous medium by using the injector. We injected a
slug of 1.5 mg fluorescein salt for a period of 60 s using an automatic syringe pump to
ensure a constant injection rate. As the tracer plume moves in the direction of flow, images
were then captured by the digital camera. All these were done inside the dark room. We
processed the captured images using Image J and with the derived relationship between G
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luminosity values and concentration, we determined the concentration profiles of the tracer
plume at times equal to 0 min, 10 min, and 29 min after the 1-min tracer injection.
Cutoff Wall Experiments
We prepared saltwater by dissolving commercial salt in water and dyed it with a red edible
pigment (Food dye red No. 102 New Coccine). Small peristaltic pumps were used to
constantly supply saltwater and freshwater from supply buckets below the setup to the left
and right reservoirs, respectively. Diluted saltwater overflowing from the water level
adjustment cylinder on the drains into an independent channel while freshwater falls back
into the freshwater bucket and recirculated into the system by the pumps. The cutoff wall
experiment procedure was similar to Luyun et al. (2009). Initially, the porous medium and
reservoirs were filled with freshwater. The water levels were set to a constant head of hf
=24.0 cm on the freshwater side and hs =23.0 cm on the saltwater side (Figure 1). When the
flow stabilized, a shutoff wall was inserted to isolate the saltwater reservoir and the
freshwater in it was then replaced with the red saltwater solution. The saltwater intrusion
process was initiated with the removal of the shutoff wall. Density driven flow progressed
until steady state was achieved. After steady state was established, a 20-cm cutoff wall was
inserted into the slot and the movement of the residual saltwater wedge was recorded by a
digital camera. We measured the areas of the attenuating saltwater wedge at different time
intervals. The experiment ended when the saltwater wedge was completely flushed out.
Numerical Simulations
In the pulse tracer experiments, we used MODFLOW and MT3DMS (Zheng and Wang
2008) to simulate the concentration profiles developed from the image analysis. A uniform
grid spacing of 0.48 cm was used. Using all parameters from the experiments, we assumed
several paired values of longitudinal and transverse dispersivities. The paired values that
give the minimum root mean squared difference (RMSD) between concentration profiles
determined from image analysis and those from the simulation, were considered to be the
valid values of the longitudinal and transverse disperivities in our experiment.
We used the SEAWAT Ver4 (Langevin et al. 2008) to simulate the 20-cm cutoff wall
experimental condition and using the estimated longitudinal and transverse dispersivities.
Additionally, we performed the simulations using dispersivity ratio αL/αT of 10 and 100. We
then compared the changes in concentration of the saltwater wedge as measured at the EC
probe location during the experiment and the computed values at the same location from the
simulation results. The purpose of the simulation is not only to reproduce the experimental
results but also to demonstrate the effects of dispersivity on the saltwater removal process
due to the cutoff wall installation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pulse Tracer Experiments
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the tracer concentration profiles along the horizontal axis
from the injection point. The longitudinal dispersivity, αL, and transverse dispersivity, αT,
values that gave the minimum RMSD to the plotted concentration profiles from image
analysis, were determined to be 0.07 cm and 0.0025 cm, respectively. The concentration
profiles (black lines) calculated using MODFLOW and MT3DMS from these derived values
are shown to be in good agreement with the experimental values. The dipersivity ratio then is
αL/αT =28, which is within the range of 10 and 100 given by Todd and Mays (2005).
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Figure 2. Comparison of the tracer concentration profiles along the horizontal axis
at t = 0 min (initial), 10 min and 29 min after the pulse tracer injection.
Cutoff Wall Experiments
Figure 3 presents the comparison of the experimental and the numerical results at (a) initial
steady state, and (b) 12 h after installation of the 20-cm cutoff wall. The numerical model
predicted well the overall outline of the saltwater wedge. Dispersive flux of salt is carried
with the freshwater as it flows along the mixing zone and over the cutoff wall. Saltwater is
transported by diffusion and dispersion and then carried to the outlet by the freshwater flow.
Since the cutoff wall prevented additional saltwater supply, there is a net flux of salt flowing
out over the wall. The saltwater wedge area slowly but continuously decreased from
A0=138 cm2 at initial steady state to A12= 38 cm2 and A24= 7 cm2 after 12 and 24 h,
respectively. In the experiment, all the saltwater was flushed out after tmax =33 h (Figure 4).
The freshwater velocity profiles (Figure 3) near the freshwater reservoir at the initial steady
state and after the cutoff wall installation did not change. This supported the experimental
measurement that the freshwater discharge towards the saltwater reservoir remains constant
during the saltwater removal process after the cutoff wall installation. In general, the
freshwater velocity near the discharge zone is smaller than that above the saltwater wedge
toe location because the cross-sectional area of freshwater flow decreases gradually towards
the seaside discharge zone from the toe location.
Comparing the attenuating saltwater wedge versus time, Figure 4 shows that the
experimental and numerical results are in good agreement. The reduction rate of the
saltwater wedge area gradually becomes slower with time. As the saltwater wedge area
reduces due to the saltwater removal, the cross-sectional area of freshwater flow above it
increases and the freshwater velocity decreases. Smaller velocity results in smaller
dispersion and the dilution of the saltwater across the mixing zone between the saltwater and
freshwater is weakened. Thus, it takes more time to remove the residual saltwater with time
after the cutoff wall installation. Dispersion is a key parameter to the dilution of the saltwater
in the mixing zone during saltwater removal.
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Figure 3. Comparison between the experiments and numerical simulations.
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Figure 5. Measured and numerical results of salt concentration changes during
saltwater intrusion process and subsequent removal after cutoff wall installation.
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Figure 5 compares the measured concentration of the attenuating saltwater wedge with three
cases of model computations using different dispersivity ratios: (a) the experimental Case 1,
αL/αT = 28 (αL= 0.07 cm, αT = 0.0025 cm); (b) the hypothetical Case 2, αL/αT = 10 (αL= 0.07
cm, αT = 0.007 cm), and; (c) the hypothetical Case 3: αL/αT = 100 (αL= 0.07 cm, αT = 0.0007
cm). Note that the value of longitudinal dispersivity, αL, is fixed. During the intrusion
process, there is no apparent difference in the salt concentration. Upon installation of the
cutoff wall, however, it can be observed that only the concentration change in Case 1 agreed
well with that of the experiment. For Case 2, the saltwater wedge attenuated and was
completely flushed out faster than in the experiment. For a constant longitudinal dispersivity,
the lower the ratio the higher is the transverse dispersivity and the broader is the mixing zone
of the saltwater wedge. This means that it will be easier for the dispersed flux of salt to be
carried away by the freshwater discharge as it flows along the mixing zone and over the
cutoff wall. It is the opposite in Case 3 where the saltwater wedge was completely flushed
out much later than in the experiment. The higher the dispersivity ratio, the lower is the
transverse dispersivity and the thinner is the mixing zone leading to a longer time of
complete removal of the saltwater wedge.
CONCLUSIONS
In our laboratory-scale study in a saturated porous media made of glass beads with a mean
diameter of 0.088 cm, the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities, and their ratio were
estimated using a pulse-type fluorescent tracer injection experiment to be 0.07 cm,
0.0025 cm, and 28 cm, respectively. By using these values, the numerical calculation of
saltwater intrusion and removal processes after cutoff wall installation, reproduce well the
experimental salt concentration changes with time. Our numerical simulation illustrates the
fact that accurate estimation of dispersivity is important and the dispersivity ratio αL/αT = 10
usually employed is not always applicable. Although mechanical dispersion in the transverse
direction is a much weaker process than in the longitudinal direction, our study demonstrates
that the transverse dispersion plays an important role in the reduction of residual saltwater
after the cutoff wall installation.
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ABSTRACT
Sea level rise and the increasing landward intrusion of storm surges pose the threat of
replacement of salinity-intolerant vegetation of important coastal habitats by salinity-tolerant
vegetation. Therefore, a means is needed to better understand the processes that influence
this vegetation shift and to aid in the management of coastal resources. For this purpose, a
hydrology–salinity–vegetation model known as MANTRA was developed by coupling a
spatially explicit model (MANHAM) for simulation of vegetation community dynamics
along coastal salinity gradients with SUTRA, a USGS groundwater flow and transport
model. MANTRA has been used to project possible future changes in Coot Bay Hammock
in southern Florida under conditions of gradually rising sea level and storm surges. The
simulation study concluded that feasibility exists of a regime shift from hardwood
hammocks to mangroves subject to a few conditions, namely severe damage to the existing
hammock after a storm surge and a sufficiently persistent high salinity condition and high
input of mangrove seedlings. Early detection of salinity stress in vegetation may facilitate
sustainable conservation measures being applied. It has been shown that the δ18O value of
water in the xylem of trees can be used as a surrogate for salinity in the rooting zone of
plants, which is difficult to measure directly. Hence, the model MANTRA is revised into
MANTRA-O18 by including the δ18O of the tree xylem dynamics. A simulation study by
MANTRA-O18 shows that effects of increasing salinization can be detected many years
before the salinity-intolerant trees are threatened with replacement.
INTRODUCTION
Climate change and resulting sea level rise (SLR) will inflict changes that may be
irreversible in coastal ecosystems, particularly those of low lying landscapes and atoll
islands. Sustained by a fragile balance of freshwater and seawater interactions, the
Everglades ecosystem is especially susceptible to sea level rise as documented in Ross et al.
(2000, 2009). Along coastal southern Florida, the freshwater marsh has been observed to be
replaced by mangroves (Gleason et al. 1974; Willard et al. 1999; Williams et al. 1999).
Many such shifts from salinity-intolerant vegetation to salinity-tolerant vegetation have been
attributed to sea level rise (Alexander and Crook 1974; Lara et al. 2002; Kirwan and
Megonigal, 2013). The pace of such shifts may be affected positively or negatively by the
self-reinforcing positive feedback between the vegetation and salinity (Passioura et al. 1992;
Sternberg et al. 2007), as well as the frequent and intensified salinity pulses associated with
the increasing impact of storm surges as a consequence of sea level rise (Scheffer et al. 2001;
Teh et al. 2008). There is a need to understand, predict, and prepare for the consequences of
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climate change-related impacts, in particular the effects of SLR and storm surges on both the
short-term dynamics of salinity in the soil and groundwater and the long-term effects on
vegetation. For this purpose, a hydrology–salinity–vegetation model known as MANTRA
(Teh et al. 2013) was developed by coupling a spatially explicit model (MANHAM) for
simulation of vegetation community dynamics along coastal salinity gradients with SUTRA,
a USGS‘s groundwater flow and transport model. MANTRA has been applied to a Coot
Bay Hammock along the southwestern coast of Everglades National Park to project the
possible future changes in such coastal hammocks under sea level rise and storm surges (Teh
et al. 2015). This simulation study underscores that three conditions are necessary for a
hardwood hammock to undergo a regime shift leading to a mangrove community;
sufficiently severe damage to the existing hammock to open a gap to allow growth of
invading propagules, a large input of salinity persisting for a long enough period of time to
favor growth of mangrove propagules in competition with remaining freshwater vegetation,
and an input of enough mangrove propagules to allow mangroves to be present in sufficient
number to influence the future soil salinity. It is desirable to have an early indicator of
impending shifts in vegetation due to salinity stress. Water salinity of the vadose zone,
salinity of xylem water and predawn water potential are some of the potential indicators of
critical transition from salinity-intolerant vegetation to salinity-tolerant vegetation but there
are uncertainties and limitations in the measurements of these indicators (Zhai et al. 2016). It
has been shown that the oxygen isotope composition (δ18O value) of plant stem water may
be an indicator of salinity stress (Vendramini and Sternberg 2007). Hence, the model
MANTRA is revised into MANTRA-O18 by including the δ18O of the tree xylem dynamics.
A brief overview of MANTRA-O18 is given in the following section.
MANTRA-O18
MANTRA-O18 is an extended version of SUTRA (Voss and Provost 2002) that is capable
of simulating (i) vegetation community dynamics and (ii) variable-density flow and transport
of two solutes; i.e., salt and 18O, through variably to fully saturated porous media. So this
extended version named MANTRA-O18 is:
(a) An improvement of SUTRA in that the U.S. Geological Survey‘s spatially explicit
model of vegetation community dynamics along coastal salinity gradients
(MANHAM) is integrated, and,
(b) A simplified version of SUTRA-MS (Hughes and Sanford, 2015) in that the number
of solutes is limited to two with one solute (salt) effecting fluid density and the other
solute (18O isotope) not affecting fluid density.
In MANTRA-O18, the water uptake rates of hammock and mangrove are determined based
on the solute (salt) concentration S calculated by the SUTRA module. The total water uptake
by plants then affects the fluid density and fluid pressure, which consequently change the
salinity.
Further details regarding MANHAM and MANTRA can be found in Teh et al. (2008) and
Teh et al. (2013). Changes were made to the fluid and solute mass balance equations so that
the pure water fluid uptake by the salinity-excluding plants is properly accounted for,
including the incorporation of a second solute mass balance equation for 18O isotope; hence
the name MANTRA-O18. Internally in MANTRA-O18, the proportion of 18O isotope
(18O/16O) is tracked numerically and then converted to 18O for a resulting output using
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TEST CASE: PURE FLUID OUTFLOW
To illustrate the effect of pure fluid outflow on salinity and 18O isotope, a domain as
illustrated in Figure 1 used. It should be noted that domain setup and the parameter values
are used for testing purposes so their scale and magnitude may not be realistic. The saline
seawater is marked with 18O value of +4‰ while the fresh pure water is marked with 18O
value of 3‰.

Figure 1. Domain setup of simple fluid outflow case.
The aquifer is assumed to sit on top of saline groundwater so a constant specified pressure is
defined at the bottom boundary. At the top boundary, a constant outflow of pure water fluid
is imposed. Note that there is no recharge of freshwater so the continuous uptake of water
will unreasonably cause a severe build-up of salt. This is certainly not a realistic setup but
the objective of this set up is to demonstrate the build-up of salt and transport of 18O isotope
in MANTRA-O18 so the results will be illustrated at a fixed time at t = 100 day. Figure 2(a)
illustrates the build-up of salt in the presence of pure water fluid outflow from the surface
cells. The corresponding simulated 18O concentration is shown in Figure 2(b), showing no
build-up of 18O, as the 18O isotope is withdrawn together with the pure water fluid. As the
fresh water fluid (18O = 3‰) available in the domain is being continually withdrawn by
the plants, the saline groundwater (18O = +4‰) at the bottom boundary gradually infiltrates
into the upper layers and mixes with the fresh water fluid. The infiltration of saline
groundwater from the bottom boundary and the withdrawal of 18O isotope by the plants
causes the 18O isotope concentration to decrease from the bottom to the top of the domain.
SLR SIMULATION
The simulation results of MANTRA-O18 for a coastal transect subjected to SLR rate of 3
mm/year are illustrated here. Figure 3 shows the steady-state hammock and mangrove
biomass, salinity and 18O isotope profiles simulated by means of MANTRA-O18 before the
SLR event. The changes in hammock and mangrove distribution, as well as salinity and 18O
isotope profiles for 100 years after SLR, are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2. Simulated (a) salinity and (b) 18O concentration with outflow of fluid.
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Figure 3. Simulated hammock and
mangrove biomass (top), salinity (middle)
and 18O isotope (bottom) profiles without
sea level rise (SLR).
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Figure 4. Simulated hammock and
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and 18O isotope (bottom) profiles 100
years after SLR begins.
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Figure 5. Number of years after SLR initiation when hammock to mangrove shift
occurs plotted against the number of years after SLR initiation, when 18O value of
these cells exhibit a difference of greater than 0.1‰.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper introduces the model MANTRA-O18 in which δ18O of the tree xylem is coupled
with the modeling of hydrology, salinity, and the responses of both salinity-intolerant and
their competing salinity-tolerant trees. The results of a test case are presented to illustrate the
features of the simulated salinity and δ18O. MANTRA-O18 has also been used to assess the
potential of tracking the yearly δ18O of plant stem water to predict the shifting of vegetation
as a result of SLR. As shown in Figure 5, simulation results by MANTRA-O18 on a test case
indicate a linear relation between the year when the shift from hammock to mangrove occurs
and the year when the 18O difference is greater than 0.1‰ (the current precision of
measurement of the isotopic composition of stem water). This suggests that for this test case
of SLR, the annually-averaged 18O could start to exhibit values greater than 0.1‰ at least
20 years (mean  26 years, standard deviation  5 years, min  17 years, max  35 years)
before the hammock to mangrove shift occurs. The correlation obtained here is for this
particular problem setup, so the value could be different for other setups. However, the
notion that the δ18O difference substantially precedes the shift in vegetation is likely
transferrable to other situations.
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ABSTRACT
Mixing zones between freshwater and saltwater are areas where lots of bio-geochemical
processes happen. In this work, a carbonate coastal aquifer sited in the Aguadulce cliffs
(Almería, SE Spain) has been studied. Several EC and temperature log, in combination with
samples taken at different depth have been performed. EC profile shows a narrow freshwater
zone that overlaps a mixing-zone of 10 m thickness. pH in the freshwater layer is
significantly alkaline, reaching values up to 9. Nonetheless, the transition zone between
freshwater and seawater shows a water with a low pH (6 to 5.14). With these data, we have
calculated the mineral SIs of the main carbonate phases (calcite, aragonite and dolomite). All
of them are positive in the freshwater zone and clearly negative in the transition zone.
These results have been compared with a fossil Upper Pleistocene discharge zone located in
these carbonate cliffs. In this area, the dolomite bedrock is deeply dissolved with a Swisscheese dissolution pattern. In the voids resulting of this dissolution some mineral phases
have precipitated. These mineral phases, from the bedrock to the surface, are: 1) manganeseiron oxides; 2) botryoidal calcite and 3) acicular aragonite. The precipitation of manganese
oxides may not have happened under purely geochemical conditions due to these mineral
phases have a very negative SI, both in freshwater and in saltwater. Biological processes
often accompany the chemical processes, adding to the complexity. Bacteria have been
found to play an important role in both the weathering and precipitation of minerals. There
are some studies where microbial processes are thought to control the precipitation of Mn
oxides, with accompanying acidification of the media. This acidification reaction would be
responsible for the anomalous low pH measured in the observation borehole and the
dissolution of the bedrock. On the other hand, the alkaline pH measured in the freshwater
conditions the precipitation of the carbonate mineral phases.
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ABSTRACT
Although submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) has been investigated in many places of
the world, very few studies were conducted along the French Mediterranean coastline,
despite the presence of several well-known karstic springs. Almost no information is
available on the fluxes of water and chemical elements associated with these systems and on
their potential impact on the geochemical cycling and ecosystems of the coastal zones. In
this study, we report airborne thermal infrared (TIR) images that allowed us to locate
terrestrial groundwater inputs in several areas along the French Mediterranean coastline of
Côte Bleue, ~20 km west of the city of Marseille. The four radium isotopes (223Ra, 224Ra,
226
Ra, 228Ra) were analyzed in several hotspots to characterize the geochemistry of the
karstic springs. Nearshore karstic springs were elevated in salinity, reflecting seawater
intrusion into the coastal aquifer, and were highly enriched in Ra isotopes. Offshore surface
water transects of radium isotopes were used to derive horizontal eddy diffusivity (mixing),
and were subsequently combined with surface water nutrient gradients (N, DSi) in order to
determine the net nutrient flux from SGD. We also report fluxes of various chemical
compounds (nutrients, DIC, DOC, DON, DOP, trace elements as well as several pollutants)
associated with these SGD. Repeated sampling over a one-year period (April 2016, October
2016, December 2016, March 2017, May 2017) provides insight into the temporal variability
of seawater intrusion to the coastal aquifer and SGD to Côte Bleue.
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ABSTRACT
The Nile Delta in Egypt is a heavily populated area with high agro- and socio-economic
importance for Egypt. Though its lands are traditionally irrigated with surface water from the
Nile, the discharge of this river is reduced due to the building of large upstream dams, such
as the Aswan dam in Egypt (1970), the Merowe dam in Sudan (2011), and possibly in the
future the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam in Ethiopia (under construction, estimated to
finalized end of 2018). This reduced surface water availability will probably lead to an
increased use of groundwater for irrigation. Adding to this stress on the groundwater system,
there is a strongly growing population which further amplifies extraction rates. Furthermore,
there is the estimated sea level rise. These stresses will cause the country to increasingly rely
on groundwater in the near-future. Therefore, an assessment of the current and future status
of the groundwater resources is critical to safeguard these precious resources for the coming
generations.
Several studies found that the area is vulnerable to salt water intrusion (e.g. Kashef, 1983;
Sefelnasr and Sherif, 2014) due to the shallow topography of the area and the high
transmissivity of the aquifer. Furthermore, hydrogeochemical measurement campaigns have
shown the strong influence of paleohydrogeologic processes on the current groundwater
salinity distribution (Geirnaert and Laeven, 1992; Barrocu and Dahab, 2010; Geriesh et al.,
2015). However, the previous hydrogeological models created for this area ignored the
influence of the paleohydrogeology, likely due to computational limitations, even though
some studies show a paleo reconstruction increases our understanding of the groundwater
system considerably (Tran et al., 2012; Delsman et al., 2013; Larsen et al., 2017; Vallejos et
al., 2017). In this study, we model the complete Nile Delta Aquifer in 3D over several
thousands of years. To tackle the computational burden this model created, we use the new
iMOD-SEAWAT code (Verkaik et al., 2017), that allows parallel computation on a super
computer. Calculations were conducted on the Dutch National Supercomputer ―Cartesius‖.
In this presentation, we show the results of our efforts and compare these to a database,
compiled of data from the published articles. The influence of paleohydrogeological
circumstances and the (uncertain) lithology is shown.
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ABSTRACT
In the western part of Flanders (Belgium) groundwater resources are limited because of the
hydrogeological structure of the subsurface. Additionally, availability from surface water
varies seasonally. Especially in periods with little precipitation, the water resources useful
for the production of drinking water experience a severe stress. Therefore, the coastal zone
came under attention. Fresh groundwater resources in coastal areas are, evidently,
concentrated in freshwater lenses. However, to maintain these reserves in the long term a
delicate balance between extraction, natural recharge and boundary conditions must be
managed. Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) provides a mean to increase the extraction of
water and enhances retaining the freshwater volumes on the long term.
A creek ridge with a fresh water lens (the Avekapelle creek ridge) in the polder area of the
Western coastal plain of Flanders was selected for MAR. The intention is to infiltrate water
originating from different sources (e.g. river water, polder drainage water, reclaimed waste
water) depending on the ability. Doing so, water which is otherwise lost to the sea could be
reclaimed. The infiltrated water could be extracted by a number of wells after aquifer
passage. In the lowest part of the phreatic aquifer, brackish to saline water is still present
necessitating additional treatment (ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis) of the extracted water.
However, over time salinity of the extracted water will decrease because of the infiltration.
At some point in time fresh water will be pumped and the treatment will only be based on
meeting safe drinking-water quality.
In this contribution we focus on the infiltration and recovery of water on the creek ridge.
There are a number of different options that will be considered. Infiltration could be done by
an infiltration ditch, shallow horizontal wells or deeper wells. Recovery could be realized
with wells with different screen lengths or locations or with scavenger wells. The intention
must be to minimize the salinity in the recovered water and to optimize the complete
freshening of the aquifer taking into account technical feasibility and costs. 3D density
dependent modelling is used to simulate the current situation as reference and to weight
different scenarios against each other.
With SWIM having its 50th anniversary, this research is a fine example of a field site from
which evolving research was presented over the years. A first general groundwater study was
presented at SWIM10 (1988) whereas field experiments on infiltration and recovery were
presented at SWIM15 (1998). During SWIM17 (2002) a concept for MAR was shown
whereas we turn now to a practically feasible system.
Contact Information: Alexander Vandenbohede, De Watergroep, Water Resources and
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ABSTRACT
In the European TOPSOIL project, countries around the North Sea are searching for
solutions for climate related threats. They explore the possibilities of using the topsoil layer
to solve current and future water challenges. The main objective is to improve the climate
resilience of the water management of the topsoil and shallow aquifers in the North Sea
region. TOPSOIL is supported by the Interreg VB North Sea Region program in line with
priority 3 of the program: ‗Sustainable North Sea Region, protecting against climate change
and preserving the environment‘.
The Belgian part of this project, called FRESHEM for GO-FRESH Vlaanderen (‗FREsh Salt
groundwater distribution by Helicopter ElectroMagnetic survey for Geohydrological
Opportunities FRESH water supply‘), focuses on mapping the salinity distribution of
groundwater using airborne electromagnetics and aims to look into a number of measures
that could increase the availability of freshwater for agriculture in the polder area. Two pilot
projects will evaluate the possibilities for freshwater storage and aims to specify what
measures can be taken to achieve this. Together with the other water users and water
managers, The Flanders Environment Agency wants to prepare a plan for the realization of
one or more pilot projects that can improve the availability of freshwater.
INTRODUCTION
Shallow coastal aquifers are vulnerable to climate change and sea-level rise (Cliwat, 2011;
Ferguson & Gleeson, 2012; Oude Essink et al., 2010; Vandenbohede et al., 2008). Some
coastal regions in Europe are already dealing with an increased threat of drought and
flooding (Faneca Sànchez et al., 2012; Giambastiani et al., 2007; Pauw et al., 2012;
Rasmussen et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015). Climate change and sea-level rise disturb the
fragile balance between fresh and salt water and can lead to a more saline environment. The
summer of 2017 for instance showed in the Belgian coastal plain how urgent water scarcity
can be and how fast salinization of the fresh water surface water system can occur in polder
areas.
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Farmers in West-Flanders (Belgium) make significant use of fresh groundwater from the
confined Paleocene aquifer for their water supply. For years, the groundwater level of the
Paleocene aquifer has been decreasing, compromising the security of water supply. In
addition, shallow water resources are scarce because of the occurrence of brackish and saline
water in the top aquifer near the coast, and the shallow occurrence of aquitards further
inland. The TOPSOIL project will explore the possibilities of using the shallow aquifer to
increase the availability of fresh groundwater.
The salinity distribution in the coastal plain was mapped by De Breuck et al. (1974 and
1989). To get an overview of the current situation of shallow water resources, the
salinization of the coastal aquifer is reinvestigated by airborne electromagnetics. These
results are used in a regional water system analysis where physical conditions, measures and
potentials to improve the freshwater availability are investigated. This water system analysis
will lead to regional maps showing potentials to apply specific measures to improve the
freshwater availability.
AIRBORNE SURVEY
The fresh-salt water distribution of the coastal aquifers is mapped using the SkyTEM system
(Figure 2) which is an airborne transient electromagnetic sensor that measures ground
conductivity using electromagnetic waves (Auken et al., 2008; Schaars & Rolf, 2014; Steuer
et al., 2009; Viezzoli et al., 2009). The SkyTEM system delivers high resolution data of the
subsurface resistivity thanks to a fast turn-off time and early time data, and a high signal to
noise ratio. About 2400 line km are flown which covers the main part of the Belgian polder
area (Figure 1). The inversion process produces bulk resistivity profiles for each flight line
(Figure 3). With the aid of a lithological model, bulk resistivity will be converted into a 3D
image of pore water resistivity and chloride concentrations. Finally, a map showing the
distribution of porewater salinity of the area will be available.

Figure 1. Flight lines (color coded on daily production).
The processed and inverted airborne electromagnetic data are verified by results of other
hydrogeological research like recent groundwater analysis, borehole logs and SlimFlex
measurements (flexible borehole electromagnetic soundings). Comparison will take place
with data of vertical electrical soundings (VES).
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Figure 2. SkyTEM system

Figure 3. Bulk resistivity profile of flight line 103001 (Westcoast).
IMPROVING THE FRESH-WATER AVAILABILITY
The results of the airborne survey will be used to investigate the potential to improve the
freshwater availability in the western polder area. The consortium (Deltares, Ghent
University, TNO, Inagro, De Watergroep) has already a lot of experience with these kind of
measures (van Baaren et al., 2015, 2018; Bironne et al., 2017; Delsman et al., 2015, 2017,
2018; Oude Essink et al., 2014; Pauw et al., 2015). This experience will be used to select the
most appropriate measures for the study area. The following steps are distinguished:
Water system analysis
The current fresh-salt water distribution and the possibilities to increase the existing
freshwater lenses, are determined by physical conditions (hydrogeology, topography) as well
as human conditions (drainage systems, groundwater extractions). The water system analysis
will collect all necessary data and will determine relationships between those conditions.
Possible measures will be listed. For each measure boundary, conditions will be defined
together with the benefits and disadvantages. The water system analysis will finally lead to a
map which shows the potential to apply a certain kind of measure.
Stakeholder participation
By consulting local stakeholders about their current and future needs we will get an idea of
the water availability, water use and water demand today and in the near future. It will also
give insight into how realistic the implementation of a certain measure will be. The key to a
successful implementation of measures lies in fostering support through participation.
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Pilot areas
For a selected area, the most appropriate measures will be withheld. For these measures, a
financial analysis will be made (costs and benefits). In consultation with stakeholders, two
pilot areas will be selected and an implementation plan will be made. The realization of these
pilot projects will serve as model projects for future investigations.
CONCLUSIONS
The Belgian part of the TOPSOIL project explores the possibilities of using the shallow
aquifer to increase the availability of fresh groundwater for agriculture. An airborne
electromagnetic survey (SkyTEM) updates information about the current situation of fresh
groundwater reserves in the coastal aquifer. The output of this airborne survey will serve as
basic information for a water system analysis. This analysis leads to a map which shows the
potential to apply a certain kind of measure to improve the freshwater availability. Together
with stakeholders, pilot areas will be selected and will serve as model projects to future
investigations.
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ABSTRACT
Fresh groundwater reserves in coastal aquifers are threatened by sea-level rise, extreme
weather conditions, increasing urbanization and associated groundwater extraction rates. To
counteract these threats, accurate high-resolution numerical models are required to start
optimizing the management of these precious reserves. Major model drawbacks are long run
times and large memory requirements, limiting the predictive power of these models.
Distributed memory parallel computing is an efficient technique for reducing run times and
memory requirements, where the problem is divided over multiple processor cores. A new
Parallel Krylov Solver (PKS) for SEAWAT is presented. PKS has recently been applied to
MODFLOW and includes Conjugate Gradient (CG) and Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized
(BiCGSTAB) linear accelerators. Both accelerators are preconditioned by an overlapping
additive Schwarz preconditioner in a way that:
a) subdomains are partitioned using Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB) load balancing,
b) each subdomain uses local memory only and communicates with other subdomains by
Message Passing Interface (MPI) within the linear accelerator,
c) it is fully integrated in SEAWAT.
Within SEAWAT, the PKS-CG solver replaces the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
(PCG) solver for solving the variable-density groundwater flow equation and the PKSBiCGSTAB solver replaces the Generalized Conjugate Gradient (GCG) solver for solving
the advection-diffusion equation. PKS supports the third-order Total Variation Diminishing
(TVD) scheme for computing advection.
Benchmarks
were
performed
on
the
Dutch
national
supercomputer
(https://userinfo.surfsara.nl/systems/cartesius) using up to 128 cores, for e.g. a synthetic 3D
Henry model (100 million cells) and the real-life Sand Engine model (~10 million cells). The
Sand Engine model was used to investigate the potential effect of the long-term
morphological evolution of a large sand replenishment and climate change on fresh
groundwater resources. Speed-ups up to ~40 were obtained with the new PKS solver.
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ABSTRACT
Groundwater often offers a continuously available, relatively secluded water source and is
therefore widely used for various activities. To the manifold of possible anthropogenic
contaminations, the threat of aquifer salinization through sea water intrusion additionally has
to be considered in coastal areas. For long-term sustainability and availability of aquifer
resources, proper water management is therefore necessary including long-term development
of the groundwater quality and quantity under the external stresses.
In continuation of Stoeckl et al. (2016), we investigated the effect of continued sea water
intrusion after ceasing groundwater pumping activity. We observed a similar phenomenon as
the overshoot effect due to sea level rise described by Morgan et al. (2015). We utilized
numerical simulations to identify the sensitivity of relevant parameters that govern key
values of this overshoot phenomenon.
To our knowledge, this transient effect is currently not considered as a relevant process in
sea water intrusion investigations or coastal water management. Our simulations (together
with the previously published results in Stoeckl et al., 2016, and Walther et al., 2014) show,
however, that the time scales the overshoot phenomenon continues may very well exceed the
preceding aquifer pumping periods, thus causing a lasting state of aquifer salinization.
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ABSTRACT
Previous efforts to develop classification systems for seawater intrusion (SWI) neglect the
role of offshore aquifers in the response of coastal aquifers to pumping and other pressures
(e.g., Werner, 2017). Given recent evidence for the widespread occurrence of offshore
freshwater (Post, 2013; Knight et al., 2018), the inventory of conceptual models of SWI need
to be extended so that the losses of offshore fresh groundwater can be considered in addition
to onshore freshwater declines. We adopt a recently developed analytical solution for the
steady-state location of the freshwater-seawater interface in aquifers with semi-confined
offshore extensions (i.e., Werner and Robinson, 2018), to add to the existing classes of SWI
that are based on aquifers that are entirely onshore. The results show that offshore aquifers
experience a muted rate of SWI relative to SWI in onshore aquifers. Furthermore, the
movement of the tip of the interface (the point at which the freshwater-seawater interface
meets the top of the offshore aquifer) is an additional variable of interest that has been
largely neglected in onshore SWI cases, which typically consider only the toe (where the
interface meets the base of the aquifer). The responsiveness of the tip and toe differ,
depending on the stress-change applied to the offshore aquifer. We conclude that aquifers in
which the seawater intrusion is a considerable distance offshore may present as plausible
options for the long-term provision of freshwater, given the slower rates of response to
onshore pumping stresses under these situations.
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ABSTRACT
Submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) is an important pathway of dissolved element
transport from the terrestrial to the marine environment. Beside fresh groundwater, SGD also
consist of a considerable proportion of brackish groundwater.
Little is known about the controls of this transport from landside to the Baltic Sea and vice
versa, and the associated biogeochemical reactions at the seawater/ freshwater interfacial
zone. Spatial and seasonal variations of SGD especially in deeper sediments have remind
widely unknown.
In the present study we followed the water and element exchange and associated
biogeochemical transformation processes along a 2.5 km long costal stretch in front of a
rewetted peatland, the Hütelmoor area at the southern Baltic Sea. The compartments under
consideration include the coastal water column and pore waters coastal sediments.
Vertical pore water profiles were retrieved via 1.5 m push-pull pore water lances and 4.5 m
long permanent pore water samplers in the shallow water area on a seasonal base. Water
samples were obtained during several ship-based cruises. A focus was set on the
investigation of concentration gradients of major and redox-sensitive trace elements,
nutrients and the stable isotope composition (H, C, O) of water and dissolved inorganic
carbon (DIC) to understand the mixing processes and superimposing biogeochemical
transformation reactions. Ra isotope investigations in the water column and in the pore water
complemented these measurements and are used for the detection of benthic-pelagic
coupling via exchange of solutions.
The study area displays a spatial and temporal patchiness in pore water compositions due to
a complex lithology with permeable sediments subdivided by impermeable peat layers of
variable thickness and depth distribution. The results of the hydro geochemical and isotope
investigations show SGD contributions via subterrestrial freshening along the coastline of
the study area. Salinities of near-surface pore water with permeable substrate show an
intense exchange with overlaying seawater, low DIC values (2.6 mM). Dissolved sulfide
accumulates in deeper depths below 80 cmbsf, whereas dissolved manganese is found in
depths of 15 cmbsf. Pore water with an overlaying peat layer show lower salinities with DIC
values up to 20 mM derived from the oxidation of organic matter of marine origin. Dissolved
sulfide and manganese accumulates already in very shallow sediments (below 10 cmbsf) due
to high rates of sulphate reduction and/or pore water fluxes. However, whereas salinities
vary in the upper 1.5 m they remain constant down to depths of 4.5 m. Nutrient
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concentrations up to 1.2 mM for dissolved phosphate and 0 and 7.2 mM for ammonia where
found. Ra isotope measurements show nearshore water with high 223Ra signal indicating the
contribution from SGD with high seasonal dynamics.
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Coastal investigations – a challenge for hydrogeophysics
Helga Wiederhold1
1
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ABSTRACT
Coastal areas are worldwide under pressure by human activities as well as by the global
phenomena of climate change. Sustainable coastal zone management needs, amongst others,
a good knowledge and understanding of hydrogeologic subsurface structures and processes.
Hydrogeophysical tools like electrical or electromagnetic methods, georadar, NMR (nuclear
magnetic resonance) or seismic techniques are ready to meet the challenges of delineating
aquifer geometry, to identify groundwater salinization or submarine groundwater discharge
and to provide parameters for groundwater modelling. Applications from northern German
coastal areas will be presented.
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ABSTRACT
Climate change will result in rising sea level and, at least for the North Sea region, in rising
groundwater table. This leads to a new balance at the fresh–saline groundwater boundary and
a new distribution of saltwater intrusions with strong regional differentiations. These effects
are investigated in several research projects funded by the European Union and the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). Objectives and some results from the
projects TOPSOIL and go-CAM are presented in this poster.
INTRODUCTION
Predicted results of climate change in the North Sea region (DK, GE, NL, BE, UK) are
warmer and dryer summers and increased precipitation in the colder seasons leading to
enhanced groundwater recharge and rising groundwater table (CLIWAT Working Group
2011). Additionally, a rise of sea level up to 1 m is predicted. At the coastline, this will lead
to a new balance between seawater and freshwater with consequences for the saltwater
intrusions. Rise in sea level will also extend the reach of saltwater in the River Elbe towards
the inland. Hence, the area of influence of saltwater intrusion from the river will also extend.
Size and sign of this effect can have strong regional variation and must be quantified to
enable action plans to ensure sufficient freshwater for the human population, agriculture and
industry. Investigations of future development of saltwater intrusions in the North Sea
regions started 2008 with the EU INTERREG IVB North Sea project CLIWAT and 2013
with the German government funded project NAWAK. Focus areas were the coastal region
of Lower Saxony and the North Sea islands of Föhr and Borkum. Results were, e.g.,
enhanced demand for drainage and a new saltwater intrusion pattern (Burschil et al. 2012,
Sulzbacher et al. 2012). Based on these results, two new projects TOPSOIL and go-CAM
started in 2015 and 2017 respectively.
THE TOPSOIL PROJECT
Focus of the INTERREG VB North Sea project TOPSOIL (www.topsoil.eu) is the
interaction of soil and groundwater under climate change. The TOPSOIL project considers
16 pilot areas that are located in Belgium (2 pilot areas), Denmark (4 pilot areas), Germany
(5 pilot areas), the Netherlands (3 pilot areas) and the UK (2 pilot areas). In Northern
Germany, aspects of seawater intrusion are investigated in 2 corresponding pilot areas in
Schleswig-Holstein (GE-1: Störmarsch) and Lower Saxony (GE-2: Elbe-Weser region)
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Figure 1. Location map of pilot areas GE-1 and GE-2 concerning the TOPSOIL
project and the go-CAM project area. For nearly all areas HEM data are available
from BGR (Siemon et al. 2014).
situated on both sides of the River Elbe (Figure 1). At these regions, saline water intrusion
from the sea and from the River Elbe has been considered as the main impact on the
groundwater catchment due to climate change. The drainage and irrigation channels might
also play a vital role on the fresh–saline groundwater boundary development and possible
upconing of saltwater into the drainage channels due to change in rainfall, groundwater
recharge and groundwater gradients. These phenomena will be investigated at two different
scales: local and regional. These impacts will be investigated by developing density driven
groundwater models for both pilot areas. A local scale (ca. 300 km2) groundwater model has
been considered for GE-1 where the process of saltwater upconing to the drainage channels
will be investigated. Additionally, the intrusion of brackish water from the River Elbe due to
sea level rise and river bed deepening will be analyzed. Earlier observations indicate that the
deepening of the River Elbe was followed by an increased salt load of the river water. As a
consequence, the groundwater in the region near the river is already brackish and might
increase further towards the inland. To support the modeling activity and to monitor riveraquifer interaction, installation of a monitoring station using the vertical electrode chain
SAMOS is planned (Grinat 2018). The monitoring station will be installed near the River
Elbe in Glückstadt to observe the fluctuation in resistivity in the subsurface due to change in
salt content of the water and water level at the river. The groundwater model will be
developed by Leibniz institute for Applied Geophysics (LIAG) with support from the
Geological Survey of Schleswig-Holstein (LLUR).
A regional scale (ca. 1700 km2) groundwater model has been planned for GE-2 to investigate
the following: (i) saltwater intrusion from the sea due to sea level rise, (ii) saltwater intrusion
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from the River Elbe due to sea level rise and river bed deepening, (iii) possibility of
managed aquifer recharge to store and transport water at the Geest area (near the western
coast), (iv) role of drainage and irrigation channel on the development of or change in fresh–
saline groundwater boundary. The geological and hydrogeological condition of this is
complex and salinity distribution in vertical and horizontal direction is non-uniform.
Groundwater quality is also heterogeneous (Rahman et al. 2018). Therefore, a development
of a density driven groundwater flow and transport model is a big challenge here. The
groundwater model will be developed by LIAG in collaboration with the Geological Survey
of Lower Saxony (LBEG).
In these regions, helicopter-borne electromagnetic (HEM) surveys were performed by the
Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR) (Siemon et al. 2014). HEM
data provide useful information about the subsurface properties (such as presence of clay)
and salinity. Due to high data coverage and high resolution of horizontal and vertical
information, HEM data is considered as one of the main source of salinity information for
the groundwater model. But it is a big challenge to transform the resistivity (Ωm)
information to salinity (in mg/l), due to presence of clay and saltwater who both have the
property of low resistivity. Therefore, a systematic analysis technique will be developed to
transform the HEM data to salinity. Challenging is also the lateral heterogeneity of the near
surface covering layers (Figure 2).

W

E

Figure 2. Vertical resistivity section (resistivity in Ωm) from vertical electrical
soundings show the resistivity increase of the brackish groundwater (= decrease of salt
content) with increasing distance to the river Elbe. Different electrical resistivities of
the covering layer (Klei, clayey organic sediment) are caused by different clay contents
with consequences for the hydraulic conductivities of this layer.
To develop the groundwater models, an integrated approach has been presented by
Wiederhold et al. (2017) and a modified version is shown in Figure 3. An interdisciplinary
approach, considering geological, geophysical and geochemical information has been
formulated for groundwater catchment characterization (see details in Rahman et al. 2018).
These information together with hydrological and meteorological information from several
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organizations (e.g., Germany's National Meteorological Service (DMD), Lower Saxony
department of water, coastal and nature conservation (NLWKN) etc.) facilitate to analyze
and assess the coastal groundwater catchment. These information will be fed to the
groundwater model that will be used afterwards to achieve the planned objectives mentioned
before.

Figure 3. Integrated concept of coastal zone studies in the two pilot areas of the
TOPSOIL project.
THE GO-CAM PROJECT
Globally, integrated coastal zone water resources planning and management targets to
develop and preserve the coastal zone as an ecologically intact and economically flourishing
habitat for human taking environmental, ecological, economic, social and geo-political
conditions into consideration. Active involvement of transdisciplinary actors to the planning
and management of coastal zone makes the entire formal planning and decision making
procedure complex. Since a few decades, the conflicts among the different actors became
worse in the coastal region where climate change, sea level rise, and salinization play very
vital role on the limited availability of fresh groundwater resources. Hence, proper decision
making requires a contribution from transdisciplinary sciences and engineering areas (e.g.,
natural sciences, social science, economic analysis etc.). A multicriteria decision analysis
(MCDA) tool has the ability to combine all these information and contribute to the
intelligent and optimal planning for sustainable use of water resources at the coastal area.
Whereas the TOPSOIL project focuses on the development of approaches jointly to analyze
the climate change impact due to sea level rise and increase in groundwater table by field
investigation and model development, go-CAM project aims at the development and
implementation of a multi-criteria steering instrument (coastal aquifer management, CAM)
for the sustainable use of water resources in coastal areas (https://www.tubraunschweig.de/lwi/hywa/forschung-projekte/gocam). This action can be considered as one
step further to implementation of coastal zone groundwater management strategies.
The specific objectives of the project is: (i) development of groundwater model for some
pilot area in Lower Saxony, (ii) development of MCDA tool for coastal zone water
management, (iii) transfer of the dialog platform CAM developed for the project region
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Northern Germany to international partner regions (such as Brazil, Turkey and South
Africa).
LIAGs part are field investigations including mapping and monitoring of saltwater intrusions
in the coastal region of Niedersachsen (Figure 1) in cooperation with TU Braunschweig and
water supply companies (OOWV). Mapping of saltwater occurrence will be carried out with
geophysical methods. As in the TOPSOIL region GE-1, monitoring of the fresh–saline
groundwater boundary by the system SAMOS is planned at two locations. Density driven
groundwater flow and transport modeling will be done by Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) (Schneider et al. 2018).
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ABSTRACT
Recent work has shown that fresh and brackish groundwater may exist offshore along many
world coastlines (e.g., Post et al., 2013). Pumping of these offshore resources has been
proposed for more efficient oil drilling as well as drinking and agriculture. Although the
pumping locations may be tens to hundreds of kilometers from shore, there may be adverse
impacts to connected onshore water resources; these have not yet been assessed. We
conducted numerical simulations of variable-density groundwater flow and salt transport in
coastal aquifers with different geologic structure subject to offshore pumping to assess
changes in onshore groundwater availability, land subsidence, and submarine groundwater
discharge. Results show that offshore groundwater pumping can diminish onshore
groundwater resources, reduce the offshore discharge of fresh groundwater, and cause
widespread land subsidence. Heterogeneous aquifers are more vulnerable to a reduction in
onshore groundwater storage and fresh submarine groundwater discharge than equivalent
homogeneous aquifers. Heterogeneity also exacerbates the spatial range and magnitude of
land subsidence with maximum effects that may occur onshore. This work suggests that
coastal aquifers can be significantly impacted by offshore pumping activities and that
geologic structure has a significant impact on vulnerability. These effects should be
thoroughly considered in feasibility assessments for offshore drilling, particularly in highly
populated regions.
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ABSTRACT
This study presents for the first time direct estimation of the rate of seawater intrusion into
coastal aquifers with radioactive noble gases isotopes. Dating of deep saline groundwater in
Israel, near the Mediterranean Sea, was conducted in order to estimate the rate of seawater
intrusion and the connectivity of the aquifer with the sea. Several dating tools were used for
old seawater, including 81Kr, 39Ar, 85Kr, together with the more commonly used tools of 14C
and tritium. 81Kr-dating indicates that the saline water age is less than 26,500 years, in
contradiction with previous estimates of much older ages of up to several million years
which were based on hydrogeological consideration. The results imply a stronger connection
between the sea and the aquifer than previously understood, which means that a reduction of
the fresh water level due to over pumping would induce seawater intrusion on relatively
short timescales. Moreover, this study demonstrates the suitability of radioactive noble
gases for the examination of hydrogeological systems in general and of saline water
intrusion specifically.
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ABSTRACT
Coastal zones around the globe are under increasing threat of freshwater scarcity due to both
anthropogenic and climatic changes. The rising demand for freshwater in highly populated
coastal areas combined with sea level rise, extreme weather conditions such as longer
drought periods and more frequent storm events could potentially lead to humanitarian
crises. To mitigate the risk of the latter while increasing the resilience of coastal
communities, it is important to know the current distribution of fresh and saline groundwater
in different coastal regions worldwide. We used the classification by Laruelle et al. (2013)
into so-called COSCAT regions that combines the inland sediment transport systems with
the corresponding continental shelf stretches serving as depositional areas. Consequently, we
estimate the composition of coastal groundwater systems in the majority of the COSCAT
regions by analyzing the upstream lithological formations (Hartmann & Moosdorf, 2012)
and the volume and shape of the continental shelves in each region. To assess the current
fresh and saline groundwater distribution, we first need to find a so-called characteristic time
of these COSCAT regions. We define this characteristic time as the time that the model
shows an identical fresh-saline distribution while initially starting with salinity
concentrations of fully fresh or fully saline over the entire model domain. To achieve this,
we create an average representative 2D profile for each region and simulate the fresh-saline
distribution using the SEAWAT code (Guo & Langevin, 2002). This representative profile is
built by averaging all data in the generated 2D profiles from Zamrsky et al. (2018) located in
each COSCAT region: viz. the aquifer thickness estimations and extent of the coastal plain
(Zamrsky et al., 2018), global topography and bathymetry dataset (Weatherall et al., 2015),
the depth of the water table (Fan et al., 2017) and recharge (de Graaf et al., 2015). Since at
the moment no global geological borehole dataset is available, we used multiple geological
scenarios (position of aquitards) based on the prediction of sand/clay ratio in the depositional
area of the COSCAT regions. In this way, we estimate the characteristic time for each
coastal COSCAT region worldwide using the state-of-the-art global datasets available.
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ABSTRACT
Microbes power biogeochemical processes and play essential ecological roles in the
mangrove ecosystem in the tropical and subtropical regions. The mudflat with inhabited grey
mangrove seedlings are associated with a high variety of microbial community and change
substantially between environments during tidal cycles. In this study, we analyzed microbial
community composition, diversity and functional profile along successive mudflat tidal flat
and seawater, and then determined the factors that shape marine bacterial and archaeal
communities across the mangrove growth mudflat based on 16s rRNA sequence. Results
show that the tidal cycles strongly influence the distribution of bacteria and archaea
communities. Significant dissimilarity are found between high tidal flat and mid/low tidal
flats, as well as seawater by shaping their inhabited environment factors like dissolved
oxygen. Discrepancies are as well observed from surface to subsurface layer in specific to
the high tidal flat. For example, Cyanobacteria and Thaumarchaeota are dominant in
surface layer than subsurface layer. Meanwhile, by classifying the microorganisms into
metabolic functional groups, we are able to determine the biogeochemical pathway that
dominant in each zone of the mudflat. The (oxygenic) photoautotrophy and nitrate reduction
are enhanced in the mangrove inhabited mid tidal flat. It reveals the ability of xenobiotic
metabolism microbes to degrade, transform or accumulate environmental hydrocarbons
pollutants in seawater, increasing sulfur related respiration from high tidal to low tidal flat.
An opposite distribution is found for major nitrogen cycling processes. The shift of both
composition and function of microbial communities are significantly related to light, oxygen
availability and total dissolved nitrogen instead of sediments types or salinity. Taken
together, this study provides a rather comprehensive and new insights on the characteristics
of both bacteria and archaea communities in subtropical mangrove mudflat ecosystem.
Contact Information: Xiaoying Zhang, Jinan University, Institute of Groundwater and Earth
Sciences, Guangzhou, Guangdong 310632 China, Phone: +86 13929566523, Email:
xyzhang099@163.com
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